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m A �essage To The Headers of Fine Woodworlaing �aga!Zine Fro ... Phoenix� Ari!Zona 
Investor� Keith Stephens. 
TWO YEARS AGO 
I BOUGHT AN AUSTIN 
HARDWOODS FRANCHISE 
FOR TUCSON ..... 
TWO WEEKS AGO I BOUGHT 
A SECOND AUSTIN HARDWOODS 
FRANCHISE FOR PHOENIX ..... 
Since I am a C.P.A. by training and an investor by profession, I was very intrigued with the exciting possibili
ties of the Austin Hardwoods Franchise Plan when it was introduced two and one-half years ago. I saw then, 
that rising furniture prices would generate a burst of activity in hobbyist woodworking. Further, I knew that 
rising oil costs would cause oil-based plastics to soar to a level that would make genuine hardwood furniture 
seem attractively priced by comparison. After 2 years of watching my volume increase dramatically from one 
quarter to the next. I know my perceptions were accurate. With the triple markets of commercial, school shop, and 
hobbyist business, I even have managed to sustain growth during the recession. How many businesses can 
make that statement? 

The opportunity to be associated with a company that supplies inventory and guidance in this field is very 
attractive. I am involved in many different businesses. I am the president of a pre-school company which em
ploys 500 people and has its own franchising plan. So I know quite a bit about franchising when I tell you this
Austin Hardwoods is offering a superb deal. For a total investment in the $70,000 range, you gain all the benefits 
of Austin Hardwoods' experience, have continuing guidance, extensive training in every aspect of the industry, 
inventory supply, a nationally known name, and interplay with other family stores. 

But why go on trying to convince you to take that first step that I took in 1978? The most convincing 
statement I can make is this-I just bought my second Austin Hardwoods Franchise. 

'I� I�II� II� II� II� I�II� " � II 

Other details are too numerous to list. This is a tremendous opportunity to make money either as an owner / 
operator or as an investor. If you happen to love dealing in fine woods, all the better. Please let us hear from you. 

m Franchise Marketing Department 
Austin Hardwoods P.O. Box 3096 • Austin, Tx. 78764 

ATTENTION WOODWORKERS 
Visit the Austin Hardwoods Dealer nearest you. 

AUSTIN, TX. 78704 
2119 Goodrich 

Sales-John Dudney 
(512) 442-4001 

EL PASO, TX. 799 Hi 
904 Tony Lama 

Sales-Mike Lowenstein 
(915) 593-0126 

DENVER, CO. 80223 HOUSTON,TX. 77014 
2625 S. Santa Fe Dr. 13001 Steubner-Airline 

Sales-Russ Brown Sale s-Bill Bryant 
(303) 733-1292 (713) 440-0764 

DALLAS, TX. 73229 LAS VEGAS, NV. 89102 
11353 Mathis 2901 S. Highland 

Sales-Paul Fagan Sales-Richard Malott 
(214) 241-4777 (702) 733-6677 

LUBBOCK, TX. 7941:1 
Rt. 4, Box 162H 

Sales-Galen Carr 
(806) 797-5099 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19144 
5701 Magnolia 

Sales-Ted Missiras 
(215) 848-9663 

PHOENIX, AR. 
Call Directory Assistance 

For Information 

BRIDGEVILLE, PA. 15017 
620 Vanadium Rd. 
Sales-Frank Flynn 

(412) 221-2300 

SAN ANTONIO, TX. 78217 
2446 Brockton 

Sales-Oren Dreeben 
(512) 822·8833 

TUCSON, AR. 8l:t70ii 
2045 N. Forbes Blvd. 

Sales-Ted Hill 
(602) 622-7383 

LORTON, VA. 22079 
(Wash., D.C. l 

8930 Telegraph Rd. 
Sales-Hinds Wil�on 

(703) 550-7076 
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Letters 
Shame on you for taking your back cover (FWW 1/24, Sept. 
'80) to promote such adolescent nonsense. To ruin a piece of 
furniture with crayon or nails and render it unsellable only 
displays egotistical immaturity on the part of the craftsman 
and leaves me with many questions about what the School for 
American Craftsmen is teaching its students. I certainly will 
not hire any of its graduates if that is their attitude toward 
fine woodworking. .  . . -Henry Intzii, jasper, N. Y. 

Who would want the writing table? Too much wasted space. 
Who cares if it has a scribble and painted images? Bennett 
should have realized that an ax would have made his cabinet 
more distinctive than a nail . I wish I had his talent, with less 
of his imagination . Too many people are trying to be differ
ent by being silly. . . . -Henry Fisher, Columbus, Ohio 

. . .  The desk with the ironing-board top would, without a 
large and empty room, be a functional disaster. Imagine writ
ing on the thing : the elbow constantly slipping into the lap , 
the paper sliding off the top , and heaven forbid that one 
should have to walk around it or open the drawer. It seems 
more like a prop for a Marx brothers comedy than so quiet 
and reflective a thing as a writing table . . . .  

I am only an amateur woodworker, and so I am hesitant to 
criticize someone else 's  work, particularly someone who has 
made it a career, but I believe that the aesthetes who see 
woodworking only as a self-indulgent expression of art should 
at least once stand before a tree that has endured a hundred 
years of adversity to become the two feet of heartwood that 
will , in turn , become their table or chair-and then have the 
courage to cut it down . At that humbling moment one real-

10" Table Saw 
Model 66 
c o m p l e t e  w i t h: 48" 
rails; single phase 2hp 
(115/230 volt) motor; 
push button switch. 
List $1614 Sale $1360 

izes he has an obligation to express, in whatever he builds, 
not himself so much as the beauty of the wood, and even 
then, to quote Keats, he has only " the shadow of a magni
tude. " -john Potter, Roanoke, Va. 

Re decorating versus desecrating, I 'm very pleased to see wood 
handled well in a nontraditional direction . Only through ex-" 
peri mentation will new directions appear. . . .  One does not 
have to be limited to the known to be a fine woodworker. 

I do feel, however, that in both examples the desecration 
process did not meet the obvious high standards of the rest of 
the work. No doubt the nail driven in the case was a "com
mon" nail .  How about an uncommon nail of sterling silver 
with a fine stone for a head;> In the writing table, marquetry 
or laminating could have been used to develop the written 
image. - Wllliamjaquith Evans, Petaluma, Cail! 

. . .  an addendum to your remarks on Chinese lacquer (FWW 
1/24, Q&A). Rhus verniciflua, the tree from which Chinese 
lacquer is prepared , is closely related to poison ivy and poison 
oak, and rhus dermatitis is an occupational hazard of lacquer 
work . Contact dermatitis can also result from wearing lacquer 
jewelry. So unless you ' re willing to pay the price of lying in 
bed scratching all night, look for some other finish . 

-Michael Madison, Curator 0/ South American Plants, 
Man'e Selby Botanical Garden, Sarasota, Fla. 

. . .  Re "Period Furniture Makers" (FWW 1/23, July '80), the 
only thing I disagree with are the type or style of dovetails de
picted by Robert Emmett. I 've cut untold numbers of the 
"duff-tails , "  as my oid master called them , and use what I 

155/s" Planer 2040 
2hp 115 volt 6500 
rpm motor; full cut
ting range: W' thru 
75fs"; 2 q u i ck s e t  
k n i v e s ;  s p e e d  
reducing kit; deliv

ered assembled ready to run. 

T he 1980-81 cat
alog contains the 
widest collection 
of professional 
tools, hardwood 
lumber, supplies 

.....,..���� .""!'!(o. and accessories Shaper Model 26 
complete with: single phase 1 V2hp (115/ 
230 volt) motor; single phase push button 
switch; interchangable 3/4" and W' spindels. 

List $1704 Sale $1480 

Lathe Model 45 
complete with: 4 spped gap bed; single 
phase 3/4hp motor (115/230 volt); single 
phase push button sitch; safety guard. 

List $1940 Sale $1699 

6" Jointer Model 50 
complete with; single phase 3/4hp (115/230 
volt) motor; single phase push button 
switch; stand. 

List $1075 Sale $899 

14" 8andsaw Model 141 
complete with: single phase puch button 
switch; stand; W' blade. 
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List $1055 Sale $899 

Send $3 for complete catalog 
of Powermatic Tools 

List $1640 Sale $1299 

1 Z' Planer/6" Joiner 2030 
2hp 115 volt motor; 7000rpm motor; full 
cutting range W'-6W'; 2 quick set knives; 
speed reducing kit; delivered assembled 
ready to run. 

List $1880 Sale $1499 

7%" Circular Saw 50078 
2V2hp super duty motor; shaft lock for easy 
blade change; cuts 23/8" deep at 90°; com
bination blade and wrench. 

List $134 Sale $99 

Unidrill 6000R 
Drill/Screwdriver combination; 3.3 amp 
motor; 3/8" capacity; quickchange clutch; 
reversable; variable speed 0-2600rpm belt 
clip. 

List $134 Sale $99 

Finishing Sander 804510 
Heavy duty; double insulated;12000rpm; 
43fax 4" pad size. 

List $65 Sale $45 

ever printed between two covers. Valu" 
able information, new products, special 
purpose tools, hard-to-find items, in all 
sizes; professional supplies, all industri
ally priced. Send $3 for this valuable 
catalog. 

Our retail store/woodworking shop 
under one roof is unique. Now you can 
test every product before you buy in 
under-power shop conditions. 

Visit the catalog that became a retail 
store by popular demand. Talk with our 
staff of cabinet makers; get their advice. 

Hardwood Sample Pack 
Our lumber sample pack contains 32 
species of American and imported hard
woods (Y4 x 2 x 6"); one pint of DPS (the 
ultimate sealer) glue samples, and fin
ishing instructions. $28. 

�JohnHarra 
Wood f1 Supply Co. 

511 West 25th Street. New York. NY 10001 212-741-0290 



Antique Furniture Reproductions 
o ffered as ready-to-assemble 

KITS 

SOLID WOODS 

• Honduras Mahogany 

• Pennsylvani a  Cherry 

• Black Walnut 
• Oak 

Superb Craftsmanship 
PLUS: 

• Solid brass hardware by Ball & Ball 

• Thorough instructions 

• 100% no-nonsense guarantee 

• Complete f inishing k its, w ith PASTE 

stains & varn ish also available 

Color Catalogue $1.00 

QOLLlNaWJDD 
classIc furniTUre reprodUC/Ions. lid 
Box 404, Dept. 521 

Grayslake, IL. 60030 
1312) 223-7655 

RETAIL SHOP: Long Grove, IL. (312)634-0211 

Offering 25 pieces 

with more on the way! 
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With a screwdriver 
thattumsas 
easily as ours, you'll turn out projects easier 
thaflever. 

That's because the 
Garrett Wade extra
tOrque screwdriver, with 
a 3" tOrque lever, adds an 
extra element of power 
against any screw. 

It features a tOtal of 7 
bits- four Phillips, three 
standard - plus a 4" ex
tension for reach. W hich 
saves you the trouble of 
keeping 6 extra screw
drivers around. 

The Garrett Wade ex
tra-tOrque screwdriver. 
Just 6" long, it works 
in three modes (left 
or right ratchet or 
fixed). 1 t takes out 
the extra work in 
any project. And 
for 116 pages of 
other fine 
woodworking 
tOols, send 
for the 
catalog. 

Offer expiresJanuary 31, 1981. 

Garrett Wade CO., 
Dept. FW-11-80 
161 Ave. of the Americas 
N. Y., N. Y. 10013 
o Please send mt'-extra-torque 

screwdriver(s)@ $26.90 p.p.d. each. o Please send mC!-new Garrett Wade catalog(s) @ S I 
(free with torque screwdr1ver order). o Check or money order endosed. o Visa/ Master Charge/ American Express. 
_______ Amoum endosed. (Add sales (ax for NY 

State residems). 

Card No. __________ Expires __ _ 

NAME _______________ ___ 

ADDRE� ______________ _ 

CITY ______________ _ 

STATE ZIP _____ _ 
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Letters (continued) 

prefer to call the English type, sloping 8- 1 .  On p. 37 two 
drawer sides are pictured. To me they are not balanced and 
appear more the Continental style. To my knowledge, there 
are no reports of those I 've executed breaking and I assure you 
they had balance. But to each craftsman his own . . . .  I agree as 
to the type of construction Emmett used for the rule joint, 
also the knuckle joint. Odd, I never placed any thought to 
these areas . I assumed all trained cabinetmakers followed the 
same pattern . I do now recall when doing restoration many 
times these above two areas were improperly executed . You 
are to be highly commended for publishing this article. How 
about more of these? -R. S. HzlI, Ormand Beach, Fla. 

. . .  I am privileged to work on a daily basis with David Salis
bury at Colonial Williamsburg, one of those interviewed in 
your article, " In Search of Period Furniture Makers . "  David 
and the others in the Anthony Hay Cabinet Shop work in a 
living museum and serve as a vital resource for those in
terested in researching handmade furniture-making tech
niques, for those interested in 18th-century environments, 
and for those examining 1 8th-century cabinetmaking 
establishments and early trade in general. 

I welcome, as master of the shop, any and all who enjoy 
furniture, furniture-making and 18th-century life ,  and bid 
you visit us. We operate as a business- that is , we solicit 
orders from the public for custom-made furniture and we 
produce goods by hand in as economical a way as possible . . . .  

- Wnght Horne, Wzlliamsburg, Va. 

I'd like to commend you on your article " In Search of Period 
Furniture Makers" and to comment on it. . . .  In my exhibit 

INCA·PRECISION 
SWISS STATIONARY POWER TOOLS 
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Don't just buy a woodworking machine, 
buy what a machine can really do. 

F 

lOy' H 
Automatic 
Thickness 

Planer 
illustrated 

Six industrial quality INCA Saws, Jointers, 
Planers, and Shapers all designed for precision 
production and priced for the perfectionist 
craftsmen, cabinetmakers and hobbyists. 

Send $1.00 for postage and handling for INCA full line 
catalogue to: 

ANSON INDUSTRIES INC., 
4115 San Fernando Rd., Glendale, CA 91204 

(exclusive Western distributors 
for all states West of the Mississippi River) 

work for Historic Annapolis, Inc . ,  I found most people have 
the impression one cabinetmaker executed a piece of furni
ture from start to finish. This could not possibly have been 
the case. Reading the 1 8th-century newspapers . . .  you will find 
a leading cabinetmaker would furnish facilities for carvers, 
turners, furniture joiners, finishers, upholsterers and some
times clockmakers or silversmiths. Furthermore , the leading 
cabinetmakers were extremely involved in the affairs of the 
city and state, not leaving much time for the execution of 
their trade. Therefore, it is my impression that pre-machine
era cabinetmakers were businessmen , like engineering firms 
today. The master would design and oversee, but the joinery 
and detail work would be handled by the individual trades
men (like a subcontract) . -Jan Redpath, Severna Park, Md 

. . .  The study of blockfront  construction in the July issue wa� 
very good . I find the thematic approach to a subject in an 
issue much superior to a series of articles, as you can find the 
various opinions and different approaches to the subject in 
the same issue. From the point of view of a student the vari
ous subtleties are more readily assimilated . . . .  

-c. W. Meggison, Summerside, P. E.!. 

As an amateur who aspires to construct period furniture at 
least as well as the old masters, I found the article by Wallace 
Gusler (FWW #23, July ' 80) particularly interesting. 

In the matter of dust board construction I have devised a 
joined frame construction, which I call the floating rear-tenon 
method , that does not push the drawer blades out of their 
housings or push the backboards off. Construction is as fol
lows: The side pieces are tenoned front and back . The front 

� Boston University 
Program in Artisanry 
A unique approach to the education 
of professional artist-craftsmen 

Certificate of Mastery and undergraduate programs in 
ceramics, metals, weaving and printing, wood furniture 
design, and wooden stringed instruments. Also offering 
summer and evening courses. 
For our brochure write to Program in Artisaruy, Dept. FW 

620 Commonwealth Ave. 
Boston MA 02215 
or call 617-353·2022 

Boston University is an equal opportunity institution. 

Flitches to 50" 
wide ... walnuts. cher· 
ries. oaks. maples. 
beeches. pines. ash. 
paulownia. fruits ... 
over 25 species of 
soft and hardwoods. 

D 
Over 3000 outstand· 
ing pieces. All 
shapes and sizes in 
our showroom. 
Many unusual stump 
and root cuts ... also. 
dimensional lumber. 

iiii!Iii . 

We feature fine 
burls. feathers. curls. 
and clear grains. 
gathered. cut and 
dried at our own 
mill. Trees with 
outstanding 
characteristics. 
some 200 years and 
older. 

Willard Brother� 
�.lcuttCMlJi 

-
-

Please send 50' for our pricelisl 

A 300 Basin Rood 
Sawmnl Trenton. NJ. 08619 

Call (609) 890·1990 Kiln 



The vvoodvvorker's book 
about vvood. 

Understanding Wood: 
A Craftsman's Guide to 
Wood Technology 
by R. Bruce Hoadley 
BY, "xlI ", 272 pages 
250 black and whice phocographs 
80 drawings, 36 cham and cables 
Annocaced bibliography, glossary, index 
Hardcoller, $18 poscpaid. 

Bruce Hoadley's 
long-avvaited book 

is off the press. 
W hy does the wood do what it does? Understanding Wood: A Craftsman's Guide to 
Wood Technology tells all you need to know. Bruce Hoadley has been studying and 
teaching wood science for 28 years, but he's been a woodworker and carver even 
longer. He knows firsthand the problems that arise in the shop. So while Hoadley 
explains wood structure and tree growth, as well as the effect of water on wood 
and its physical properties, he also tells how to cut for figure, how to cope with 
wood movement and how to circumvent machining problems. 

There's a lot more. Hoadley explores drying, bending, joining, fastening, finish
ing and modifying wood, and tells how to identify 54 common native and im
ported woods. Along the way, he blasts some common misbeliefs-terms such as 
"dry rot" (really dry wood will not decay) and myths such as "wood has to 
breathe." (It doesn't, and you don't have to feed it, either.) 

Hoadley, a contributing editor of Fine Woodworking, has discussed some of this 
in his articles, but most will be new to our readers. The book is clearly illustrated 
with striking photographs and informative drawings. We think it's the definitive 
book about wood for woodworkers, and we expect it to be a classic for many years 
to come. 

rn The Thunton I.ress 

To order: Use the insert bound into this magazine or send your remittance directly to 
T he Taunton Press, 52 Church Hill Road, Box 355, Newtown, CT 06470. Conn. 
residents please add 7Yz % sales tax. 

52 Church Hill Rd., Box 355, Newtown, CT 06470 © 1980 The Taunton Press 
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;fea; TT/e77lber 
dovetailed to 
?ide.5 

Par,e/qroove deeper i7] rear 
50 fAat' tAe pane! 5taY,5 iT! 
place when JldeJ ,PU5r, rear }7]e;r,ber back IT! ..5ummer 

tenons are glued and pegged in their mortises at the rear of 
the drawer blade (or a separate front frame member to be 
edge-glued later to the blade) . The rear tenons float in their 
mortises in the rear crossmembers (using hard paraffin wax 
instead of glue) . The shoulders of these tenons are cut so as to 
leave a gap between them and the edge of the rear cross
member. The size of this gap depends on whether construc
tion is in winter ('116 in . )  or in summer (% in .) . The ends of 
the rear members are dovetailed to the carcase sides the same 
way that the drawer blade is fastened in front. The sides are 
thus tied together at the back of each drawer level , so the 
frame plays an additional role, permitting a lighter back panel . 

F�/:::' :-:::.:::.= :=: -:. -==--: =-= =-�-=.:.-=-----=:.= =--�------:::.--

,� 1;b-/1] to 'l'8-/� Sap 

,- I," . . 1' .. '1 I --

.!3lde 71')e'l7]ber, dadoed 
into ca.rcd5t:. ..5ide 

.J)rawer /;/ade. 7 dovetailed to 5ide5 

POWERMATIC 
• Heavy 

1-Piece 
C.1. Frame 

• C.1. 
Wheels 

• All Ball 
Bearing 
Upper 
Guides 

• Hinged 
Wheel 
Covers 

• Wide 
Spaced 
Trunnion 
For Max. 
Support 

Model 141-
14" Band Saw 

This, and other fine Powermatic 
Shop Equipment, is in stock ready 
for immediate delivery. (Factory 
direct shipments can be arranged.) 

Box 1013 East Middlebury, Vt. 05740 
802-388-7969 

The floating tenon keeps the side pieces of the frame in 
place in their dadoes in the carcase sides. The dadoes support 
the weight of the drawers and contents. The rear member of 
the frame moves with the carcase sides as they swell and 
shrink, while the frame side members move freely in their 
dadoes with their rear tenons moving freely in their 
housings . . . . -Stephen R. Mtfler, Essex, Conn. 

I read with pleasure the articles on reproducing period furni
ture in FWW #23 Ouly ' 80) . The problems associated with 
dust-panel-frame and casework-side contraction and expan
sion were well addressed. A method that I have been using 
seems to eliminate many of these problems, in particular, the 
problem of joining long grain to cross grain .  By this method 
the grain direction of the dust-panel frame is in one direction 
only, which is the same direction as the case sides, assumed to 
run from top to bottom . 

As in the drawing on p. 10 ,  a board of sufficient width is 
glued up from narrow stock. After dressing, its two long-

FURNITURE HARDWARE 

LAMP PARTS - CHAIR CANE 

fuxton B-4 Catalog . $1.50 
UPPER FALLS. MD. 21156 

CUSTOM MOULDINGS 
For Every Purpose 

Specializing in Victorian Types 

Furniture - Mantel 
Beds/Coves - Base 

Chair Rails - Door & Window 
Casings - Quarter & Half Rounds 

Cherry - Oak - Maple 
Basswood - Birch - Poplar 

For Information Write 
RESTORATION BUILDERS, INC. 
189 UNION STREET, MONTCLAIR, N.J. 07042 

20)-7 44-3496 
We also manufacture hand hewn beams 

and wainscotting 

Use "STRATE-CUT" Cutting Guide with 
any portable circular saw. jig saw or 
router. Extends to 8'6", reduces to 51" 
for short cuts and portability. Clamps 
to paneling. doors and other long work. 
Rip 4'xS' sheets down the center; trim 
1/16" off a door. Make precision 90° 
cuts. tapers. angles. dados. bevels. 
grooves. Unbeatable for scorinlj wall
board. Guides utility knife. Here s how 
this sturdy aluminum tool works: 

, 0H"� (1) Patented connector joins and aligns 
(2) two 51" guide sections with four set 
screws (3) C-clamps (4) attach guide to 
work. Tool follows guiding edge (5) 
Clamps and illustrated instructions incl. 
If not available at your local dealer 
send only $19.95 plus $2.00 shipping & 
handling. U.SA only. Send check or M.O. 
to: R.A.K. PRODUCTS, Department W-16 
Box 23426, Milw., WI 53223. MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE. Wis. Res. tax. 



Time on your hands? 
Build this 
beautiful 
clock kit 

Less than 
$600.00 

complete 

Triple Chime 
Moon Dial 

8 kits 
available 

Catalogue -
$1.00 post-paid 

Or,if time'satapremium 
choose our highest 

quality· r eady·crafted 
timepieces' 

The Connecticut Clock Company 
P.O. Bo� 640, Bristol, Conn. 06010 

DIVISION OF THE NEW ENGLAND CLOCK CO. 

DOMESTIC & FOREIGN 

HARDWOODS 
Quality stock for 

Cabinet Work 

Most all sizes from 
I" up to 4" in thickness 

HARDWOODS 

ASH -BASSWOOD 
BIRCH-BUTTERNUT 
CHERRY -CHESTNUT 

EBONY -MAPLE-OAK 
POPLAR-ROSEWOOD 

TEAK-WALNUT 
Also hardwood plywoods 

SOFTWOODS 

SUGAR PINE-CYPRESS 
CEDAR-SPRUCE 
DOUGLAS FIR etc. 

MAURICE L. CONDON CO., INC. 
248 Ferris Avenue 

White Plains, N.Y. 10603 
914-946-4111 

Open Saturdays 8 AM until 2 PM 

Are you still using 
those OLD TIME bits 
for your best woodwork 
projects? 
You know the bits you find in stores are merely all-purpose bits that 
you can also use for wood. When you try to drill a hole right on 
target, you find that your all-purpose bit has "skated" somewhere 
else. 

BUT NOW, spot our center spur locator bit right on your mark and 
watch it drill exactly where you want it ... and what a perfectly clean 
hole! The knife-sharp flutes of this tough tool shave the wood to a 
polished cylinder. Made of quality Chrome-Vanadium alloy, the 7-
piece set includes 1/8, 3/16, 1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, and 1/2" sizes. 
They fit any 3/8" power drill. Produced by German craftsmen for 
America's woodcrafters. 
- 7·piece set of bits .............................. $17.95 

MATCHING COLLARS FOR DEPTH ADJUSTMENT: 
You can get the same fine results as a drill press from your 
hand drill for less than $10. All you do is determine the depth 
of the hole you want to drill; slip the collar on the bit to that 
depth; fix it firmly with the set screw-and drill the hole. 
There's a collar to match each bit in our woodbit set. 

- 7-piece depth collar set ...................................... $9.95 

Buy the complete set of bits and collars and save $2. 
-7-piece bit set with 7 matching coUars $25.90 

AND NOW WE OFFER 4 SUPER-SIZE WOOD
BITS Made for your drill press, these bigger bits work 
nicely in your portable drill with a %" or larger chuck. Also 
great quality items, the .%" bit is 7Ys" long; the %", Ys" and 1" 
are 7Ys" long. Sorry, no collars for these. 

%" Bit 
%" Bit 
Ys" Bit 
1" Bit 

$1 1.95 
$13.95 
$15.95 
$17.95 

All 4 Big Woodbits (SAVE $10.(0) ONLY $49.80 

FULL 18 Piece Set (SAVE $17.75) $69.95Indudes: 
7 Bits: Ys"-Y:t; 7 matching collars PLUS 4 BIG WOODBITS: %"-1" 

TO ORDER BY PHONE CALL: � TOLL FREE (800)628-7746 jlm1rnnm " MASS. RESIDENTS: (413) 625-2281 E-- !l. uu 
East Oxbow Road, #1180FW Shelburne Falls, Massachusetts 01370 

I
r

YeS Dave Wood, ple::-:nd me: -------------------"'\ 
_7 pc. Woodbit Set(s) @ $17.95 . ........ ,........ 0 Enclosed is my I I _7 Collars to match @ $ 9.95 . " ... .............. . order. As my 
_ 14 pc. Bits and Collar Set(s) @ $25.90 bonus send me I (SAVE $2.(0) .. ........ ...... ..... your 1981 cata-I -%" BIG Woodbit(s) @ $11.95 . .. .. ...... .. .. ..... log of Fine Tools 

-%" BIG Woodbit(s) @ $13.95 . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . and all new cata- I -Ys" BIG Woodbit(s) @ $15.95 . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . log for the next I _1" BIG Woodbit(s) @ $17.95 .. ...... .. .......... two years FREE! I _ All 4 BIG Woodblt(s) @ $4 9.80 (SAVE $1O.00l . . . . 0 Enclosed is $1. 
_ Full 18 pc. Drill Set(s) @ $6 9.95 (SAVE $17.75) .... Please send me I Shipping, Handling and Insurance $1.75 your 1981 catalog I of Fine Tools and 

I M ass. Residents Add 5% Tax all new catalogs I TOT AL C OST for the next two 
Payment By years. (Your $1 I I D Check Enclosed D VISA D MASTER CHARGE refunded with 

I card # Good thru your first order.) I 
Name Address I I City State Zip -----

I tlool�(I)m EAST OXBOW ROAD #1180FW II I ..c SHELBURNE FALLS 

\ E-c MASSACHUSEITS 01370 J '---------------------------
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grain edges are given a tongue. The drawer runners are then 
cut from this board by sawing cross-grain .  The rails, which 
form the front (Gusler calls this a " blade")  and back of the 
frame,  are prepared and grooved on the inside edges. 
Assembly is quite simple with the tongue and groove ensur
ing alignment. The edges that mate to the carcase sides may 
be dovetailed or simply fit into dadoes. I prefer to notch the 
front edge of the drawer blade and use a stopped dado in the 
carcase side . This design may be glued solidly to the carcase 
sides (providing the species of wood are the same) with little 
fear of the sides splitting, as grain direction is the same. The 
inside edges of the runners can be grooved to allow for a dust 
panel. -Gerald C. Lauch/e, State College, Pa. 

In FWW #23 Guly '80) ,  Stephen Goddard asks about planes 
from Henley Optical Co . lawn their "Best English" miter 
plane, which I purchased with one spare iron in 1976 for 
£14 1 .  For a variety of reasons it remained an unused but 
lovely artifact until last winter, when I found it an extremely 
useful (but hardly indispensable) tool for planing end grain ,  
and to  a lesser extent for planing wild grain .  

The plane is a handsome and heavily constructed miter 
plane, similar to, but much refined from those available pre-

J-in-1 Power Tool! 
This one power-fed tool

SAWS to desired Width . . •  
PLANES to desired Thickness . .  
MOLDS all popular Panerns ... 
-all in one fast operation! 

World War II .  It is made of bronze with an inset steel sale, all 
highly polished . Wood infill for the front hand knob, cutter 
bed and wedge is French-polished rosewood . The cutter is 
2� in . wide and 5/32 in . thick, of high-quality steel. It came 
razor-sharp and with instructions on how to keep it so . . . .  In 
profile the whole plane resembles a huge, low-angle block 
plane made proud by bronze and rosewood . It weighs about 
six pounds. 

I like the plane, find it nice to look at, pleasant to use, and 
of superb workmanship . I do not know the current price 
but . . .  as much as I like it and as often as I refuse to sell it, I 
do not expect to be able to make it earn its cost. It will surely 
outlast me- and one or two more, I am certain ,  so in the 
long run it might pay off. I keep it in its green baize bag (as 
furnished) , in its shipping box (only cardboard , unfortunate
ly) and every now and then-once every two months, per
haps-'- it is the tool for the job . . . .  

-Dante D'Alessandro, To/ino, B. C. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Henley Optical , now known as Henley Plane Co. ,  
sells the miter plane described above for £360, a smooth plane for 
£474 and five more planes of similar quality for similar prices. Spare 
irons are £30 each. The company's address is 13 New Road, Read
ing, Berkshire, England. 

I am a carpenter concerned with protecting my eyes, and have 
noticed that very few of the many carpenters and wood
workers I have been around ever bother with safety glasses or 
face masks. Having used various types I can understand why 
this is: lost time, bulky inconvenience, scratched lenses and 
breakage . A solution that I have discovered works well is 
swimming goggles. They are worn around my neck (and there-

BOOKLET! 
Only Complete Workshop Tool Of Its Kind In The World! 

From the day it arrives the Belsaw will make and save you 
money. With shortages and inflation driving lumber prices 
sky-high, this versatile power tool quickly pays for itself by 
easily converting low cost rougH lumber into high value 
finished stock. Make your own quarter-round, base mold, 
door and window stop, casing, tongue-and-groove ... all 
popular patterns. Other Belsaw operators turn out picture 
frames, fencing, clock cases, furniture, bee hives, bed slats, 
surveyor's stakes ... all kinds of millwork. Handles tough 
oak and walnut as easily as pine using only one small motor, 
and so simple to operate even beginners can use it. 

Does The BeLsaw Pay? 
There is NO OBLIGATION and 
NO SALESMAN WII call-ever! 

1 0  

Men and women everywhere are using this one 
low-cost power-feed machine' to start and build 

their own new businesses .. . and YOU can do the 
same. Supply lumberyards, carpenters and 

contractors in your area with door and window 
trim ... base shoe ... bed mold ... cove and 

quarter round . . . All of their trim. You can sell 
picture frame to custom framing shops, 

paint stores, department stores and direct to 
users. All patterns available or design your own. 

Gttt FUE Dookl.t wHh focts ond full 
d.tolls • • • "USH COUPON TODAY! 

YOU BET! 

READ WHAT BELSAW OWNERS SAY: 

"I bought a batch of walnut in the rough. and 
after planing it on the Belsaw I figured I saved 
enough money to pay for two-thirds the cost of 
the Ptaner. It reatty does a good job." 

R. S. Clarll - Springfield, Ohio 

"This machine pays for itself making money 
out of scrap boards. It is a very well built 
machine and I confess it is more than I really 
expected for the price. It does everything you 
say it will." 

Stephen Schullt- urangeville, Penna. 

''I've been a planer man for years and am now 
retired. The Belsaw has earned me 560,000 in 
eleven years ... it's the best investment I 
ever made." 

Robert Sawyer - Roseburg, Oregon 

"I recommend the Belsaw as the most useful 
shop tool any craftsman could own. We use 
one every day in the Workbench model shop .. 
couldn't get along without it." 

Jay Hedden, Edito. 
Worllbench Magazine 

If coupon has been BElSAW POWER TOOLS Co. 
removed, just send 
postcard with name 9204 Field Building 
and address to: Kansas City, MO 64111 ... �-... � .... • 

BELSAW POWER TOOLS Co. I .. � 9204 Field Building , . • Kansas City, MO 64111 :' • , 0 YES, please send me the FREE Book.let that II 
gives me complete facts about Belsaw' s Planer- � Molder-Saw and filII details on how I can qualify 

.. for a 30-Day Free Trial right in my own shop. I 

� understand there is No Obligation and that No I ! :.::'_ .. 
" 'm' 

• • Addr... .. 
ICily • 
.U·� ..... --:i:.. .. 1 



$15 95 Plus 
• 51.SO POSTAGE 

Mass. Residerts add 5% lax. 
Dea/er Inquiries Welcomed 

SEND TODAY FOR BROCHURE 
HOT TOOLS, Inc. 9 Hawkes Streel • Marblehead, Mass. 01945 

DIVIDE BY 1/12 

The miniatures craftsman divides the 
scale of his efforts - and his materials 
costs - by {about} 1/12, while he 
multiplies his skills. His guide is: 

THE SCALE CABINETMAKER 
TSC is publ ished quarterly. 1 yr. 
$15.00; 2 yrs. $29.00; sample issue 
$4 .25 . O r d e r  f r o m  D o r s e t t  
Publ ications, I nc. P.O. Box 8 7  F ,  

Pembroke, VA 24136. 

LOOKING FOR cATTle TREASURES? 
This 35x21x20 
plank top sea 
trunk is . . .  

• E-Z to build 

• Inexpensive 

• Requires no 
special tools 

• Friends will admire its beauty and 
usefulness for many years. 

• Send $4.00 today for 
your Pen and Ink Dwg. 
with instructions 
and material list. 

Twin Oaks 9082 Big Hand Rd. 
Richmond, Mich igan 

48062 
ASK FOR PLAN (AI 

Four precision built, l ightweight models single 
or double chain saw engines. Capable of mil l ing 
logs on site up to 50" wide, 3/8" to IS" thick and 
any length. 

Described in: Popular Science, June, 1978. 
James Krenov - Fine Art of Cabinet Making.  

FOR FREE BROCHURE A N D  PRICES WRITE TO: � SPERBER � TOOL WORKS INC. 

BOX 1 224 • WEST CALDWELL . NEW JERSEV • 07006 
(201 )744-6 1 1 0  

Any wood, 
soft or hard, 
it's 

THE WOOD-FITTING 
WIZARD 

Strong wood joints need accurate cutting-or 
planing and sanding to fit. Sawing c�n't do it, 
but razor-accurate TRI M MING can! The LION 
MITER-TRIMMER accurately trims wood ends 
to a glass smoothness. Any angle from 45° to 
90°. With this trimmer, you'll make perfect miter 
joints in minutes; you 'l l  trim square ends plane
smooth ready to join. The LION MITER
TRIMMER also does a fast, precise job on bev
els, rounds, compound miters and chamfers with 
ease ! .  Super sharp tool-steel knives will make 
thousands of cuts and last for years. A precision
engineered tool, the LION MITER-TRIMMER 
is priced under $200.00. 

FREE BROCHURE shows how the Uon Miter Trimmer 
can make you a " wood·fittin g" wizard with greater ac
curacy, using less time and effon. Writ. tod,y! 

POOTATUCK CORP. 
Dept: FWl l , R.R. 2, Box 18 

Windsor, VT 05089 (603) 675-2105 

es the ofl- ! . i If r t J 
A Supertt LIne of 
lity Hatdwoo4,.s 

\ ' Veneerf and 
f ings 

Ov�r 

ATIAST! 
CONTEMPORARY 
FURNITURE PLANS 
NOW! You can build fine quality furni

ture in your own shop for a fraction of 

what you might expect to pay! 

Each plan set includes shop tested, easy to 

follow, step by step instructions with fully 

detailed, professional drawings. Com

plete with cutting lists and helpful sug

gestions. 

Here are just a few of the 200 plans avail-

.. #26 CANTlLlIT 

able: l. 
. �4' . CUSHION CHAIR 
" . --

CONTEMPORARY 

CANED 

ROCKER #78 

(Caning info 

included) 

$15.50 

(Sewing info 

included) 

$12.00 

#158 SOLID PANEL 

$13.00 WRITING DESK 

w/3 drawers 

THE CLOCK 

WITH WOODEN 

GEARS! $6.00 

#237 

$13.50 

#82 

CHAIR #83 

OTTOMAN 
$7.00 

Order any of these plans and receive 
our catalog of over 200 exclusive 
designs FREE . . .  or order CAT ALOe 
ONLY $2.00 U.s_ (refundable) 
-----ORDERTODAY-----
D Yes, rush me your catalog of over 200 designs. I 

understand my S2.00 will be refunded with my first 
order. 

o V.s, send m. plan(sl H _______ _ 
______ pius FREE CATALOG. 

I enclose: payment of S _____ for this order. 

Name ------:p:T:t.:::ase:::-::p:rrin::it-----
Address ___________ _ 

City _____ S.tate ____ Zip __ 

THE DESIGNERY, INC. 

521 W. Kirkwood, uept. BF-9 

Bloomington, IN 47401 

1 1  



Letters (continued) 

fore don ' t  get scratched up) and quickly pulled up over my 
eyes when needed , resulting in almost no lost time. Mine cOSt 
about $4 (trademarked " Speedo" )  . . . .  The two plastic lenses 
are about the size and shape of eyewash cups, padded where 
they press around the eyes. I don ' t  think the plastic is high 
impact, but for the usual dust and chips they work fine. 

-Rod Howell, Kensington, Callf 

. . .  Re caning chairs, after cleaning the canal I run a bead of 
glue inside the canal . Then using wedges I drive the cane into 
the canal. I then trim the excess off ¥16 in .  below the outside 
edge with a sharp chisel. After this I run another thin bead of 
glue and tap in the spline . This prevents slipping with the 
knife on the top surface of the chair and also makes a neat 
and strong seat. -Hank Rorden, Wells, Vt. 

Re questions in FWW #23, July ' 80 (p. 18) ,  about veneers 
shrinking, anyone who has done veneering and marquetry 
knows that water-base contact glues cause this problem . Only 
the non-water base contact glues are recommended for mar
quetry. When a veneer is coated with water-base contact glue, 
the veneer absorbs the moisture while the outer layer dries. 
The two surfaces are then bonded but the water in the veneer 
continues to evaporate , thus causing the veneer to shrink . . . .  
I have used contact cement in marquetry for over 20 years and 
my work is still intact. I do not say it is the best, but Fine 
Woodworking does not recommend it .  One should not be 
against something one does not understand . . . .  

The problem with veneer buckling Ouly '80: p. 19) should 
not happen if the glue is applied to the solid wood and not to 
the veneer. The veneer inlay is then pressed firmly into the 

1 2  

INSIST ON FAMOUS 
BUCK BROTHERS 

tf' make the. most !If yfmr 
'l)fJollcrllit s/�IUJl ••• s UICe IIJ53 

Buck Brothers has been the premiere manufac
turer of fine cutting and turning tools here in 
America since 1853. 
Now, as then, all Buck Brothers tu rning tools, 
chisels and gouges are hand forged, hand ground 
and finely finished in the tradition of old English 
craftsmanship. 
You are sure to appreciate the weight, balance 
and responsiveness of these fine hand tools. See 
how they make the most of your skills. 

OUR 1980 CATALOG IS READY. 
WRITE FOR IT roDA¥. 

BUCK Bnos. INc. 
ESTABLISHED 1853 

Millbury, Mass. 01527. FW - 1 1 

recess. The inlay must then be pressed with weight or clamps 
before the veneer absorbs moisture. A thin layer of news
papers or cork on top of plastic or waxed paper is also helpful 
before clamping in case the inlay is slightly below the surface .  

-Pete Rose, Saddle Brook, N.j. 

Re problems with veneering over particle board, my guess is 
that 99% of the problems arise from trying to use contact 
cement . My experience over some years indicates that this is a 
completely unsuitable adhesive for veneering. 

Some years ago I fell victim to the apparent ease of using 
contact cement (including that known as veneer glue) and the 
beguiling sweet talk of its purveyors. I was using various kinds 
of veneer on a base of plywood. My problems were the same 
as your questioner' s ,  except that they didn ' t  manifest them
selves until from two to six months after the projects were 
completed . Unfortunately I know of no means of repairing 
this kind of trouble . . . .  My solution is simple. I made myself 
a veneer hammer and invested in an electric glue pot . Inci
dentally, I ' ve found Elmer's Glue-All quite satisfactory for 
inlaying border strips and small monograms in solid wood. 

-5. W. Hathaway, Sudbury, Mass. 

As a professional sharpener, I reckon I have looked at every 
kind of chisel , put on every kind of edge, and argued every 
kind of argument over the subject. . . .  I ' m  a great proponent 
of the convex-grind edge for wood chisels, although not as 
radical as the drawings on p. 21 of the July ' 80 issue might 
suggest . . .  in any chisel that is primarily used in the flat-down 
position . The chisels definitely seem to be stronger in the 
edge area and hold an edge longer. The double-wedge grind, 

An intensive full·time learn· 
ing situation emphasizing tradi· 
t i onal  techn i q u e  a s  we l l  as 
m o d e r n  m e t h o d s  of w o o d ·  
working. 

Individual level instruction, 
ample work areas and an indus· 
trially furnished machine room 

provide a stimulating and efficient learning situation for t he serious 
woodworking student of l i mited experience. Bench spaces available 
for February 1 98 1 .  For further information write or call:  

PRIMROSE CENTER 
for 

Fine Woodworking and Furniture Design 
401 West Railroad S t .  M issoula,  Montana 59801 

Phone - (406) 728-591 1  

'i1jtUj;a 
A S K  FOR F R E E  CATA LOG 

SOLD THROUGH L E A D I N G  D I S T R I BUTORS 

WETZLER CLAMP CO .• Inc. 
43-13 1 1 T H STREET 

LONG ISLAND C ITY . N .Y .  1 1 1 0 1 
TE L. 2 1 2-764-2874 



POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL 
The new wood stebilizeT 

end chemical s98soning agent. 
Make crack-free table tops from log cross sections 
and flawless bowls and carvings from green scrap 
wood. 75' for catalog. 

The Crane Creek Company 
Box 5553 F 

Madison, Wisconsin 53705 

J IG BOOK FOR WOODWORKERS 
The book for se r i o us woodworkers. Shows 
how to d u pl icate parts & i n crease pro d u c t i o n .  
Over 80 j igs  described & i l l ust rated.  Send f o r  
"Making & Using Simple Jigs". O n ly $ 2 . 7 5  

F in i shing B o o k  $ 1 . 7 5  
Plans Catalog $ 1 .00 

A RMOR PROD UCTS 
Bo x 290, De pt.  0 

Deer Par k .  NY 1 1 729 

Build Your Own Family Heirloom 

SWING ROCKER 
• Pre-eut do-it-yourself kit. 
• Pre-sanded, ready·ta-finish. 

• 6 to 8 hours assembly time. 

• Money back guarantee. 
• Plans and parts available. 
Write for our FREE bnXhure 

HERiTAGE 
DUle. I'HONE (319) 465-.1270 MONTICELLO. IOWA .52310 

THE WISNER PLANE 
Edge Trimming Block 

An improved Stanley #95 with fence and shear blade 
for precise s q u a re c u t t i n g .  H e i rloom . q ual i ty  
Bronze-S94.50 plus $2.50 shipping. This tool is 
handcrafted to an extraordinarily high standard in 
limited production. Send for details to: 
Wisner Tools, 259 Whaley SI., Freeport, NY 1 1520 

CONCEALED HINGES FOR 
WOOD AND GLASS DOORS U.,"IIIIIl..�IjIIII�"'-"-:' • Largest Selection 
• Regular and Wide Opening 
• 35mm and No- Bore 

R EPROOUCTION A N O  M O O E R N  CABI N E T  HARDWARE 
SLIDES * CATC HES * SPEC IALTY ITEMS 

MAIL ORDER ONLY - CATALOG $1.00 

ALLEN SPECIAL TY HARDWARE 
P.O. BOX 1 0833 PITISBURGH, PA 1 5236 

6 l �. "  
8 d. 
a x l Y. 
8 x 2 

WOOO SCREWS 
END OF YEAR -SUPER SPECIALS 

flat Head-Slotted 
$ 1 .061100 8 x 2 � "  

1.29 1 0  x 1 � 
1 .50 12 x 3 
2.98 8 1I l 't. Phillips 

8 x !Y. Round Head·Slotted $ 1 .8911 00 

$ 3 . 1 91 1 00 
2.50 
5.89 
1 .99 

fREE CATALOG. We accept VISA & MC. Send check or  money order and 
$ 1 .75 for shipping to: 

THE NUTTY COMPANY. INC. 
Dept. fW l l0. 1 3 5  Main Street, Derby. CT 064 1 8 12031 735·8309 

EXOTIC AND DOMESTIC HARDWOODS 
Bailie Birch, Marine Woods, Hardwoods & 

Plywood in slock 

TECH PLYWOOD & HARDWOOD LUMBER CO. 
1 1 0 Webb S1., Hamden, Conn. 0651 1 

Retail sales only large complete stock 
Come visit our large warehouse and select your own lumber. 

Tel. 12031 777·53 1 5  

OLD FASHION 
BRANDING IRON $9.00 YOUR CHOICE UP TO Plus 90' 

LE���'k�/�� C�����RS Shipping ADDIT IONAL LETTERS OR PUNCTUATIONS 
$1 .65 EACH 

I. MILLER ENTERPRISES BOX 772-FW GR'EAT G IFT MANCHESTER MO. 63011 

R ips-Bevels-C ross Cuts-Miters 
Cuts A Smooth Finish 

Ready For G luing, Without Jointing 

D iameter Check Box 
o 
o 
o 
o 

Ultra Smooth-C ross Cuts 
Desig ned To Resist The 

Tendency To "G rab" During Cutting 

Diameter 
8" 
9" 

1 0" 
1 2" 

Teeth 
60 
72 
72 
80 

Price 
$95.00 

$1 35.00 
$1 40.00 
$160.00 

C heck B ox 
o 
o 
o 
o 

Other Sizes Available. Specify Arbor Size (No Extra Charge) 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money refunded. 

SPECIAl!! 

Magnetic Base D ial 
I ndicator 

.001 " I nc rements 

. 250" Range 
1 00 + Ibs. Magnetic Pull 

$79. 50 ea. Set 

(}(t;N�/.)kJl Carb ide Saw, Inc . 
2635 Paperm i l i  R d . ,  W i n c hester, Va. 22601 

o Check o r  Money Order Enclosed 
o Master Charge 0 Visa Va. Res. Add 4% Tax 

Card No. ____________ Expires __ _ 

N ame _______________ _ 

A d d ress _____________ __ 

State 

Price includes 
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Letters (continued) 

such as is often used on knives, is another shape that carries 
great strength and is not difficult to learn to use in normal 
operations such as paring. As for the hollow grind , I have 
found it weak and easily breakable in most applications. 

So my answer is that there is no firm and fixed answer. Try 
the edge grinds 1 've suggested here. If you find that you can ' t  
stand them, the edges o f  well-tempered chisels are easily 
enough reshaped. At least you ' ll know. 

-Kenneth P. Greene, San Francisco 

I am sending you a wood stain for walnut sapwood that is 
always the right color stain.  I hull a lot of walnuts each year 
for our family and friends. I fill a 2-lb.  or 3 -lb. coffee can 
about % full of the dry hulls, then fill to the top with water. 
Let it stand for two or three weeks then drain off the liquid, 
and you have a stain that is the natural color of walnut. . 

-Fred R. Taylor, Rosevzlle, III. 

ReJoseph Whitlaw's  letter (FWW#24 , Sept. ' 80) , which crit
icizes the use of leather in gun cases because it would cause 
rust: While still working in my father' s  shop, I made some 
leather covers for the ends of his finest set of bench chisels. A 
couple of weeks later he went to use one of the chisels and 
found that it was completely coated with rust where the leather 
had covered it. After a long lesson on restoring rusty chisels to 

HEAVY DUTY 
BAND SAWS 
5 MODELS - 3 SIZES 

PLEASE SEND FREE COLOR CATALOG 
SPRUNGER CORP., Box 1 621 , Elkhart, IN 46515 

Name ___________________ _ 

Address __________________ _ 

City, State, Zip _______________ _ 

BAND SAWS 
MODEL BSW-41 Cast iron table ma
ch ined for m itre gage and rip fence. 
Roller bearing drive wheels, ball bearing 
guides. Standard motors and V-belts. 
Full factory back-up on parts and serv
ice for more than 30 years. 

usefulness we found that the leather I had used, called " re
tanned " leather, was full of acids. On the advice of a harness
maker, I have since made tool covers out of vegetable-tanned 
leather, which does not have a corrosive effect on steel. I just 
checked a chisel that I made a leather cover for about ten 
years ago and has been lying in my tool box, unused, since 
then . There are a few specks of rust on the chisel, none where 
the leather has covered it. -John Leeke, Sanford, Maine 

EDITOR 'S OTE: Several years ago, we learned of a process whereby 
the cellular spaces in seasoned wood would be completely filled with 
methyl methacrylate plastic, better known as Plexiglas. It involves 
putting the wood in a vacuum, then using atmospheric pressure to 
saturate it with liquid plastic monomer and a catalyst, then applying 
heat to polymerize the plastic. The result, called wood/ plastic com
posite, is hard and dimensionally stable, yet can be worked with car
bide tools. It looks like lacquered wood and can be buffed to a high 
polish with no need to apply a finish . We thought it ideal for such 
things as clock parts, where normal wooq movement can spoil the ac
tion. We asked a government researcher to write an article describing 
the procedure. 

That manuscript languished in our files until last summer, when 
we got it out for publication in the issue you are now reading. Be
cause the risks of plastics chemistry had been in the news, we resub
mitted the article to our safety consultants. To everyone's  dismay, 
procedures that seemed safe a couple of years ago were now deemed 
too risky for craftsmen without laboratory training, and suppliers 
would not sell the necessary chemicals in small quantities. We had to 
kill the article. However, if reading this leaves you aching to know. 
more, and you ' re able to handle highly flammable chemicals that 
produce noxious fumes, you can get the details from USDA Forest 
Service Technical Report NC- l O  ( 1974) , from the North Central For
est Experiment Station, Folwell Ave . ,  St. Paul, Minn.  5 5 101 .  

� ,),' ·1· ] 11)" · ] i) a � i f1 ; I �:r..' 1;' � • Iv � . � � _ with 20 _ � WOOD � . � �:�:�ES I � -fine'l ,eneers. IIiI � ('.'abill("t & furniture � � " ood" caning blo('ks. inlay" period hard\\are. � 
carn�d molding'i. pic. framing. Sliding. rc\'oh - �� ing hd"c. Coffee mill kiL Wood finishes. cane . . • lamp paris. Marqllcl r�' kil,. Specially wood-� "orking 100,," O,er 2.000 hard-Io-find pra"lical IIiI • produch. Wood"orking hook, and plan,. � � TEAR OUT AD. M A I L  TODAY. IIiI � CONSTANTINE Est. 18 12 � 
• 2065 Eastchester Rd . ,  Bronx,  N .Y .  1 04 6 1  � � 0 Enclosed $ 1 .50 ror Woodworkers Catalog IIiI IIiI w ilh 20 samples or beautirul w ood  veneers rrom � � around Ihe world! All identified. Educational. � IIiI Helprul when buying or matching finest woods. 

MODEL BSW-01 Same as above with 
1 0" capacity and optional riser for 12"  
under guides re-sawing capacity. 

HORIZONTAl/VERTICAL 
Credit Cards Accepted 

� $1 .50 rerunded on firsl calalog order. � 0 Enclo,ed $1 ror calalog without samples. . � 

14 

PORTABLE METAL BANDSAW 
MODEL BSD-54 Has horizontal capac
ity 4"x 6" rectangular. Tips up for vertical 
cuts to center of 1 2 "  ci rcle. Provides 4 
speeds for various metals and plastiCS. 
Exclusive integral grinding wheel fo 
deburring and other jobs. 

VISIT OUR FACTORY SHOWROOMS 

buy 
DI RECT from 

FACTORY 
and SAVE! 

STILL BUILT LIKE IN THE OLD DAYS! 

� 0 ALSO enclosed $2.50. Send pracllcal 111- IIiI 
slruclion manual--"Crealive Veneer CraH." � � How to create decorative veneer designs. Tech- � 
niqucs. pallerns. projeclS. Irs Ihe perfeci sup- � 
plemenl 10 Con,lanline', big Calalog. � � 
Name ____________________________ � � Address ___________________________ � , ---:.;;; ..... :..r.-..:..r ..... ; ..rAIl 



TCDLS 
MALLETS 

CARVING KNIVES 
SHARPENING STONES 
-AMERICAN MADE-
1981 Catolog of Toos. Materials crd Pccessaes 

Two Cbliors 
&:;ulptue House. inc. [leptA 38E 30IhSt (NYC. NY " 10016) 

c::-'--- � 
9006 Waukegan Rd. 

Morton Grove, IL 60053 
(31 2) 965·4420 

Over 50 species 

• Rosewood • Teak • Zebrawood 
• Walnut • Oak • English Yew 
• Bubinga • Cherry • Mahogany 

Build This 
"All Wooden" 
Clock 

Complete plans 
for this  1 00 % 
wooden clock. All 
working p a r t s  
fully visible. No 
special tools re
quired. Separate 

hour, minute and second hand, weight 
driven, keeps perfect time. May be 
mounted in large grandfather case or 
displayed on pedestal. For the wood
work hobbyist or clock enthusiast. 
Plans only, $5. R.D. Thomas, 1412 Drum
cliffe Rd., Winston-Salem, N.C. 27103. 

DOlT 
YOURSELF 
"CHAIR" 
KITS 

The CountJy Arrow Back 

Now you too can build these traditional plank seat 
chairs. Attractive design and solid construction make 
these chairs suitable for the kitchen, dining room, 
parlor or hallway. 
FEATURES 
· 1'1." thick seat 
• All parts presanded 
• All holes are predrilled 
• Available in 
MAPLE $42.50-CHERRY $47.50 
+ $2.50 postage and handling. Order 
four or more and we pay the postage. 

PA Residents include 6% sales lax. 
Send check or money order to: 

ZIMMERMAN'S CHAIR SHOP 
1486 Colebrook Road 

Lebanon, PA 17042 

AS AN 
EXPERI ENCED 
CRAFTSMAN 

You undoubtedly have an 
appreciation for Fine 

Hand Tools . 
You may even collect 

tools as well as use them. 
I N  EITH E R  CASE 

You owe it to yourself 
to know more about us. 

And what we have to offer 
you. 

For complete details, send 
a self-addressed, stamped 

envelope to 

(frr.on cHoUE. cIIntL9uu, (fna. 
RD #2, Dept. 10-80FW 

Poultney, Vermont 05764 

OUR 10th YEAR 

SAND-O-FLEX 
Eliminates ® 

Hand Sanding 

T h o u s a n d s  o f  f l e x i b l e  s a n d i n g  
f i n g e r s  p e r  m i n u t e  s a n d  both 
c u rved and f l at s u rf a c e s .  S a n d  
beads, f lutes a n d  scrol ls  without 
h arming fine detai l  can also be 
used on the f inest veneers. An i n
d is pensable tool for the cabinet 
and furniture maker. 

_ MERIT JiIit MIWIIVE PRODUCTS. INC. 
201 W. MANVILLE, BOX 5447 

COMPTON CA, 90224 

��� ----------
ORDER BY MAIL I If not available at your I 

hardware or home center I 

O SANDER KIT No.45. 8 brush 6"x1 " wheel : 
and 3 abrasive refi l l  coils. Adapters for I 

3/8"or 114" dri l l  chucks or bench motor. In I 
sturdy plastic carrying and storage $ 2495 I 
case. Includes postage & handling.. . .  I o Free Homeworkshop Craftsman Brochure. : 

L _ ___________________ !�J 
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UNDERSTANDING 
ORIGINAL 
HARDWARE 

The William and Mary Period 

( 1680 - 1720 ) 
Brass was almost a precious metal before 1 770. Brass 
founders in  the colonies were few in number; therefore , 
almost all the hardware was imported from England 
during this period.  The hardware that was available, 
was small in size , and used sparingly. All  the brass 
parts (backplate, drop, bail, post , and nut) were cast . 
Most of the earl iest pieces were finished only where 
they would show . To embellish an otherwise plain pull ,  
they were chisel  chased by hand. Hand chisel-chasing 
is the art of creating a complete design through repeat
ed hammer blows struck using many specially shaped 
steel ch ise ls. Ch isel-chasing indents the metal , unlike 
engraving, which removes i t .  

Our CUTTent catalog (mazled for $4. 00) zllustrates 16 
fine quality reproductions from the Wzlliam and 
Mary period. 

BALI:ND BALL 
463 West Lincoln Highway 

Exton, Pa. 19341 . (215)363'7330 

MODEL: MUL TleUT 

GERMAN MADE 
WORLD PATENTS 

Hegner High Performance Saws cut precisely, rapidly, and 
virtually without blade breakage: any kind of wood up to 
2.17" thick · hard plastics up to 1 .5" . non·ferrous materials 
. medium hard steel · rubber, etc. 

The most complex patterns are faithfully reproduced with 
unmatched speed and efficiency. No f in ishing necessary. 
Worktable adjustable to 45 ·. Standard blades. 

SAFER 'IAI AIY OIlER SAW. 
Our Western Distributor: CH€ CUCCINC; 
w. LOS ANGELES. CA 90066 3871 Grand View Blvd. 213/J90.9723 
BERKELEY. CA 94710 1 836  Fourth Street 415/548·601 1 

A L I  2735 Tanager Drive · Wi lm ington , DE 19808 
• • •  Phone 302-999-9233 - Telex 83-5303 

A 
cut 
above. 

The finest 
brad point drills
made by American craftsmen! 
Step up to the same high qual ity d r i l l s  used by 
major  furn iture manufacturers who demand top 
perfo rmance l i ke you. You r set of twelve d ri l l s  are 
made of the fi nest carbon tool steel avai lable and 
p recision g round to ± 1 000 / i nch fo r clean, fast and 
accu rate d ri l l i ng.  

Sizes 1 /8", 3/16". 1 /4", 5/16", 3/8", 7/16" f i t  3/8" dri l l  chuck. 
Sizes 1 /2", 9/1 6".  5/8", 3/4", 7/8", and 1" fit 1 /2" dril l  chuck. 

Twelve precision drills 

in a solid 
mahogany case. 

MORRIS WOOD TOOL CO., INC. 

ONLY 

$78.00 
(shipping included) 

P.O. Box 249, Morristown, Tennessee 3781 4 

Tol l  Free 1·800·251·0994 Tn. Residents call (615) 586-0111 
When you b u y  a Morris Wood Drill - you're buying Amenca's best! 

"Tennessee resIdents add 6% tax. MasterCard and Visa accepted. 

Unicorn ___ ...... 

Universal 
WOODS Ltd. 
SPECIALTY FOREIGN & DOMESTIC 
HARDWOODS & SOFTWOODS 

VENEERS 
LUMBER FOR EVERY WOODWORKING APPLICATION 

OVER 80 SPECIES AVAI LABLE : 
EUROPEAN BOXWOOD • ENGLISH BROWN OAK 
PERNAMBUCO • CORDIA • ROSEWOODS • EBONY 
ENGLISH CHESTNUT • LABURNUM LOGS • EUROPEAN PLUM 
OLiVEWOOD • SNAKEWOOD • LEMONWOOD 
ENGLISH HOLLY • CURLY ENGLISH SYCAMORE 
CUBAN MAHOGANY • ANDAMAN PADOUK 
SOLID THUYA BURLS • BURLED LOGS 

AIR DRIED & KILN DRIED FLITCH CUT LOGS 
COMPREHENSIVE STOCK AVAILABLE FROM 1" TO 6" 

WRITE FOR FREE PRICE LIST 
MIN IMUM MAIL ORDER $100.00 
WHOLESALE INQUIR IES INV ITED 

137 J O H N  STR EET. TORONTO. CANADA M5V 2E4 9n-3791 



\r-CONOVER'S CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ON PLANERS AND JOINERS 1. A Super Savings for Fine Woodworking Readers! 

Specifications. 
Twelve by Six Inch Industrial 

Surface Planer. 
Construction: Solid cast iron 

throughout. 
H�ight: 38

,
Y, , . 

WIdth: 27 . 
Length: 28Y, ' .  
Motor: 2 H.P. Single Phase 

1101220 Volts with full electrics. 
Table: Surface ground 13' x 28'/" 
Table Height Adjustment: Hand 

wheel. 
Cutterhead: 1 2 ' ,  high speed with 

three knives. 
Blades: High speed steel. 
Infeed Roller: Serrated, 

segmented. 
Outfeed Roller: Smooth. 
Weight: 770 pounds. 
Shipping Weight: 946 pounds. 
Twelve by Six Inch Industrial 
Surface Planer with full electrics 
and knife adjusting jig� 
FOB Parkman, Ohio. 

NOW ONLY $1950.00 
(You Save $345.00) 

Specifications 
Twelve Inch Long Bed Industrial 

Joiner. 
Construction: Solid cast iron 

throughout. 
Motor: 2 H.P. Single Phase 

110/220 Volts with full electrics. 
Infeed Table: Surface ground 

28'l1' x 12'\>' .  
Outfeed Table: Surface ground 

28'h' x 12 " .  
Overall Length: 58' .  
Fence: Surface ground 35'h' x 4 ' . 
Height of Table: 29' .  
Cutter head: 1 2 ' ,  high speed with 

three knives. 
Blades: High speed steel. 
Weight: 550 pounds. 
Shipping Weight: 726 pounds. 
Twelve Inch Long Bed Joiner with 
full electrics and knife adjusting jig �FOB Parkman, Ohio. 

NOW ONLY $1800.00 
(You Save $300.00) 

We have been pleased by your acceptance of our line of fine "honest 
built" machinery. Manufactured in Taiwan to our strict specifications and 
of very heavy cast iron construction, our machinery is competitively 
priced. Since we cater to the small shop owner and serious amateur we 
understand your machinery needs. We know you need solid machinery 
which does accurate work with a minimum of maintenance. 

Two of the most popular machines in our line have been the 12" x 6" 
Industrial Surface Planer and the 12 " Long Bed Industrial Joiner. During 
our summer sale we sold our entire stock of these machines. Because of 
this tremendous acceptance we have reordered in much larger quantities 
and incurred considerable savings in shipping. We are passing the savings 
along to Fine Woodworking Readers in the form of a Christmas Special.  
Sale price ends January 15 and all orders received through that date will 
be honored at the sale price. We now also have 18" x 6' Planers and you 
can call for details. 

Or better yet - stop in our Parkman show room and see all of the 
items in our catalog for yourself. Our store also stocks many other inter
esting items such as books and antique tools. 

Call us at any time and talk over your machinery needs: Telephone No. 
(216) 548-5591 . 

o P�ymetlt endosed-check or m�order 
o ch.rg� 10 ViM 0 Masttr Cha� 1(:ONOVER 
if Muln- Chilrg�. flltn- four di5i11 below card no 

w' ''m§' ������ 
Conover Woodcraft Specialties, Inc. card txpirillion date 

18124 Madison Rd., Parkman, OH 44080 signature 

...,p toW diI/.,....! 

NaTnl! Name ____________ _ 

A�� A� _____________ _ 
City _____ StOl'e ___ Zip __ _ City ______ Stille ___ Zip __ _ 
ple;tWpril'lldurly 

HOW 
MANY DESCRJPTlON 

12' Long Bed Joiner 
12' X 6' Surface Planer 

ITEM 
PRICE 

1800.00 
1950.00 

IDrAL 
PRICE 

* All machinery is shipped FOB Parkman freight collect. �T�"'�I_._�_,+ ___ 
-< 

Ohio rnidmts 

If you have ordered two (2) machines, �""=':,:":.:y::"'::.::,u=+-___ -1 
deduct another 5% from your order. 'G,"" ", .. I 

Our catalog has more wookworking tools in 90 pages than some others have in 150. Compare! Over 79 kinds of wood 
turning tools. Over 230 different carving chisels. 3 pages of sharpening stones. Taps and dies for wood. Planes of both 
metal and wood. Over 35 pages of books. Our selection is one of the largest in North America. Our quality is unsurpassed. 
Frog is the oldest fine woodworking hand tool company under the same ownership in the USA. 

SEND 51.25 for our catalog and get on our mailing list. 

FROG TOOL CO. LTD. 700 W. JACKSON BLVD. CHICAGO IL, 60606 Dept. FW 
PHONE ORDERS Call (3 12) 648- 1270 We'll give you S I .OO on every purchase of over SI5.00. have credit card ready. 

3 SHA VE HOOKS 
Wonderful for stripping furniture, 
scraping off excess glue. This set of 
three consists of a triangle, heart, 
and combination scraper. They have 
fine lacquered beechwood handles 
and Sheffield steel blades. Catalog is 
included. 

3FW90 
Reg. 516.85 Sale 514.00 ppd. 

ONE TO A CUSTOMER 
PAX super saws (below wholesale price). 
These saws will not stay bent when you 
bend them. That's why they're super. It's 
the steel that makes the difference. The 
finest Sheffield alloy saw steel. Others sell 
them for $55.00 each - and they are worth 
it. Frog wants to get your name on its 
books at any price so we're selling them 
BELOW WHOLESALE PRICE. Only 
one to a customer. Dealers not allowed. 
Blades are 26" long. Select 6, 8, 10 or 1 2  
points for inch. Catalog included. 
IFW6S Please specify points/inch desired. 
Regular $40.00 Sale price $36.00 ppd. 

------ . 

" -. 

THE BOOK OF SHAKER FURNITURE 
JOHN KASSAY 

The first book ever published on Shaker fur
niture. This book contains 71 pencil shaded 
measured drawings and 254 photographs. 
The photographs and drawings are unusually 
clean and the advanced design of the pieces 
chosen would put many modern designers to 
shame. This book is a must for anyone who 
designs his own pieces. Satisfaction is ab
solutely guaranteed. 
3FW 16 $36.SO ppd. 

8 PC. MARPLES WOODTURNING SET 
A well made full sized set of standard wood
turning tools. Made by Marples of Sheffield 
this set has lacquered beechwood handles 
with heavy brass ferrules and consists of 
1/4", 112", 518" gauges; 1/2", I" , skew; 
1/2" diamond point; 1/2" round nose; and 
1 /4" parting tool. Their overall length is 
19".  
2FW8 Regular5123.95 5107.00 ppd. 
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Quartz Clock Movements 
The new Junghans 756 battery operated quartz clock 
movement now runs up to 4 years on one C cell. Accurate 
to one minute per year. From West Germany's famous 
clockmakers. 

Dimensions: 

Height 
Width 
Depth 
Shaft Length 

2 . 32" 

3 . 1 9" 
1 .06" 
.85" 

1 Pc. $8. 50 ea. 
3 PcS· $7.75 ea. 

1 0  Pcs. $7.25 ea. 
25 Pcs. $6. 50 ea. 

1 00 Pcs. $6. 1 0  ea. 

Two year guarantee. 
Price includes hour, minute and S.S.  hands. 

Shipping and Handling $2 .00 per order. 
Calif. Residents add 6% sales tax. 
FREE with any order, our 52 page full color catalog on move
ments. dials, hands, clock kits. tools and more. All others send 
$2 .00. 

Send check, money order or use your Visa/Mastercharge (on 
orders over $2 5.00 only). 

Name ______________________________________ ___ 
Address ______________________________________ _ 
City ______________ State ____________ Zip ______ _ 

Card Numher __________________________________ __ 
Expiration Date ________________________________ _ 
Signature ____________________________________ _ 

SELVA BOREL 

11' "A R C a  SCR EW-D R I L LS" 
Adjusts for ANY Screw Length 
Set of 4 SIZes No. 6. 8, 10, 12 r�' FOR EVERY WOODSCREW 

t " Drills Holes, Countersinks, ) Counterbores In 1 Operation i IIIllS _,,_. ,� i '-!..... . , . 
l , ' ���:�. 
, "'lor 

I � 
" ------

Set of 4 drills for .11 No. 6-8-1I).J2 wood· screws-flat, round, oval heads. Use with hand or electriC drills, drill p ress on 
��g.

d
�ef.I:.:�I.

c
fi������� �: . . . . . . . . . . $770 

D OW E L  rm� 
C E NT E RS [I. 
Match 
D owel Holes_ • _ em I Fast, Y::J' _ 
Accurate! 

_. ', ViI' I "9"�,J I Set of 8 Centers, i I 2 each 1/2"', 3/8"', 5/16"', 1/4"'. 
pr:�s���e���fd;s�e p���og�h�� bp�!��n�� I wood against Centers & tap. Use result· ing punch marks for dril l ing $ 98 I opposite dowel holes. No. 584... . . . . 1 
These & over 300 other Arco Tools avail· I able at Hardware Depts. everywhere, or 

P. O .  BOX 796B 
OAKLAND, CALIF. 94604 

Just Dial and Make 
40 D ifferent Width Dadoes 

with Any Circular Saw 

Cut smooth, parallel grooves & notches with "Dlal-A-Dado" Saw Washers. Fits 
:�lbg�.n�at�:

d
�1 J?ffesr�l:

h 
�(J�'h�

r �� 1 pass of sawblade. Washers, graduated by 1/64", wobble blade to produce exact dado desired. Takes only 15 second ad· justment to change thickness of cut. 

���
h
r�r���a���.���.�.�.�.�I.� . . �.� . . . . . . . $725 

ARCO Products Corp., Dept. FW-ll, 
110 W. Sheffield Av., Englewood I NJ 07631 

Ship on 30·day Money Back Guarantee; 

OScrew-Drllls, Set of 4, #1140 . . . S7.70 
o Dowel Centers, No. 584 . . . . .  1.98 
o Dial-A·Dado Washers, No. 25M . 7.25 

01 enclose Check, M .O .·ship postPaid. Orders under SIO.ClO-add 9Oc. (NoCOD) 

Name ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 

Address .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . . 
..... o_rd_e_r_d_ir_ec_t_o_n_JO._d_._v_M_o_n_ev_B_a_C_k_G_U_.r_'_,-_Cit� . �.= . . ��.=.�P �.� 
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Methods of Work 
Four ideas for edge-fmishing plywood 
Here's  how to edge-finish plywood and match the color and 
grain exactly. Buy enough extra plywood so you can saw strips 
from the edge and ends of the panel slightly wider than the 
plywood is thick. Now saw off the face veneer from the strips 
using a thin-rim plywood blade on a table saw. To prevent the 

Saw strips from 
edge; slice face veneer 
from strips; glue veneer to edge 

veneer from falling through the gap between blade and table 
insert, tape a piece of 1/4-in. plywood to the saw-table top and 
elevate the blade through it. If you are careful in sawing the 
veneer, you can match the edge strips with the face to create a 
continuous grain pattern that' s  quite attractive. Glue the 
strips in place, then sand off the slight overhang. 

--Floyd L. Lien, Aptos, Caltf 

On a recent platform-bed project I needed to glue Y4-in. oak 
strips to the edge of a plywood panel. Only two of my bar 
clamps were long enough for the job. Luckily I hit on a way to 
combine the two clamps with a double-wedge clamping 
method I use in guitar construction .  I simply clamped a stur-

dy oak l x4 to the edge I wanted to glue, separating the board 
from the edge with two spacer blocks. The resulting gap left 
room all along the edge to drive home pairs of wedges. The 
system worked better than I expected . I was able to control 
the clamping pressure at many points along the edge without 
wrestling with a lot of clamps. 

-- Wtllis Overholt, Wichita, Kans. 

In the small custom furniture shop where I worked some time 
ago, we glued solid oak edging to the unsightly edges of 
fibercore, oak-veneer panels. Because this required a bar 
clamp every 8 in.  for a tight joint, we soon depleted our sup
ply of clamps, time and patience. My solution is a spring
board which applies even pressure to the edging using far 
fewer clamps. Cut the springboard about 20 in . long from 
%-in . thick, I lJl-in. wide hardwood (I used red oak for its resil
iency in bending) . Plane the middle of the front edge to pro
duce a concave shape, about % in.  deeper in the center than 
at the ends. Fasten with screws a couple of sheet-metal fingers 
to the back edge to hold the springboard in position on the 
clamp face while you' re adjusting the work to be glued. As 
you tighten the bar clamp and close the gap, pressure will 



Methods of Work (continued) 

equalize along the concave face of the springboard . 
- Michael Mtkutowskt; South St. Paul, Minn. 

I use a hot-water clamp-table to speed up edge-gluing on ply
wood cabinet parts. When I clamp the plywood and edge 
strip to the rectangular steel tube (maintained at 1 60°F by cir
culating hot water) the plastic resin glue sets in 1 5  to 20 min
utes. I trim the just-glued piece while the next one sets. 

The device consists of a hot-water tank, a pump, hoses, fit
tings, a table and the 48-in. rectangular tube. Two points of 
caution: Use a pump designed for hot water (check with dem
olition companies- they salvage these pumps from old 
buildings) and install a pressure-relief valve. The valve is es
pecially important if your system is closed, as is mine . Cover 
the work table with plastic laminate and wax so the glue will 
chip off easily after it has set. Leave a space between the rec-

Hot-water heater 

tangular tube and the table so that you can adjust the edging 
and leave an overhang on the bottom . 

To use, apply glue to both surfaces, position the strip, then 
bring the edge against the hot tube. Start clamping with the 
plywood angled up slightly so the bottom glueline is tight 
but there' s  a gap on top. Apply pressure until the gap closes. 

-Richard Esteb, Olympia, Wash. 

Sanding block for beaded edges 
On a recent mantle clock project I needed to sand the beaded 
edges without rounding the crisp corners or flawing the uni
form curvature of the bead. Hand sanding with a folded sheet 
of sandpaper would just not do. I made a reverse-image sand
ing block by routing a cove into a small piece of wood. Then I 
cut strips of sandpaper and glued them to the cove with 3M's  
feathering disc adhesive. This adhesive, used by auto body 
men to attach abrasive discs to disc sanders, was excellent for 
my purpose . Since it remains tacky, I could attach new strips 
of sandpaper as the old strips wore out without reapplying the 

OUTSTANDING NEW TITLES FOR 
WOODWORKERS FROM DOVER 
Write for FREE Complete Dover Catalog 

MISSION FURNITURE: HOW T O  MAKE 
IT, Populilr Mechanics Co. Nearly 100 of 
the finest, most desirable pieces of Mis· 
sian furniture that you could ever want 
to make: chairs, desks. sideboards, buf· 
fets, etc.; and many smaller pieces. 21 3 
illustrations. including measured draw
ings. 342pp. 5y' x 8. 23966-7 Pa. $5.00 

STICKLEY CRAFTSMAN FURNITURE 
CATALOGS, Gustav Stickley and L & I. 
G. Stickley. Chastely beautiful, func
tional, Craftsman style furniture shown 
in 2 authentic catalogs (circa 1910) by 
foremost manufacturers. Settles, chairs. 
bookcases, tables, much else. 594 illus
trations. Captions. 1 83pp. 6X x 9X. 

23838-5 Pa. $5.00 

THONH BENTWOOD AND OTHER 
FURNITURE, Thonet Co. Rare. 1904 
i l lustrated catalog with 1700 i l l ustra
tions of cafe chairs, tables, sofas. etc., 
from legendary E uropean furniture 
maker. From company's only surviving 
copy. 1 54pp. 9 x 1 2. 24024-X Pa. $8.95 
THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF 
HAND OR SIMPLE TURNING, John 
J�cob Holtupffel. Full  coverage of basic 
lathe techniques- softwood. hardwood. 
metal turning. Many projects included: 
bil liard ball, egg cups, ash trays, vases, 
jardiniers, others. 1 881 edition. 800 illus
trations. 592pp. 6y' x 9X. 

23365-1) Clothbd. $15.00 
THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF 
ORNAMENTAL OR COMPLEX TURN
ING, John J. Holtzapffel. C reat Victorian 
classic for speCial lathe, with coverage 
of frames and chucks, unbelievably 
complex projects, all with unmatched 
thoroughness, clarity. 600 i l lustrations. 
656pp. 6y' x 9X. 22%5-3 Clothbd. $15.00 
CONSTRUCTION OF AMERICAN FUR
NITURE TREASURES, Lester Margon. 
344 detail drawings, complete text on 
constructing exact reproductions of 38 
Early American masterpieces: Hepple
white sideboard, Duncan Phyfe drop
leaf table, mantel clock, etc. 1 68pp. 
8y' x 11 X. 23056-2 Pa. $5.00 
A MANUAL OF VENEERING, P.ul Vil
li�rd. Comprehensive manual covers 
glues, matching, clamping, repairing, 
and more, including how to inexpensive
ly build your own veneer press and 
edger. 1 74pp. 5y' x 8\',. 23217-4 Pa. $2.50 

w:R1 CHIP CARVING, Harris W. Moore. 25 ;,t projects with instructions and full-size � patterns: small easels, toothpick holders, f1 checkerboard, picture frame, letter � openers, Priscilla sewing cabinet, etc. 

� Needs just simple tools and materials. 67 
j i l lustrations. 32pp. 8X x 1 1 .  
.. 

23256-5 Pa. $1.75 � MANUAL OF TRADITIONAL WOOD 

I 
� 

CARVING, edited by Paul N.  Hasluck. 
Possibly the best book in English on the 
craft of wood carving. Practical instruc
tions, along with 1 ,1 46 working drawings 
and photographic i l lustrations. Formerly 
titled Cassell's Wood Carving. 7 X  x 10%. 

23489-4 Pa. $7.95 
k1l THE BOOK OF WOOD CARVING, " Charles Marshall Sayers. Still finest book 

�.: for beginning student in wood sculpture. � Noted teacher, craftsman discusses fun-

, over 34 projects for panels, bookends, 

ATTRACTIVE AND EASY-TO-BU I LO 
WOOD PROJECTS, Roberl B. Russen. 
Original collection of 23 projects that re
quire minimum of wood. hardware, 
tools. and experience: Shaker step stool, 
Colonial mirror, desk box, wall spice 
cabinet, trestle coffee table, etc. 23 pho
tographs, 161 line drawings. 8Opp. ax x 
1 1 .  23%5-9 Pa. $3.00 

HOW TO CARVE FOLK FIGURES AND A 
CIGAR-STORE INDIAN, Harold L. En
low. Step-by-step instructions and nu
merous i l lustrations for ten folk projects: 
bust of old man and grandpa with cane 
to Indian bust and ful l-fledged cigar
store Indian. 1 1 6  illustrations. 64pp. 8X x 
1 1 .  23741Hi Pa. $2.95 
CARVING FIGURE CARICATURES I N  
T H E  OZARK STYLE, Harold L .  Enlow. 
Dogpatch. Arkansas carver gives de
tailed instructions and i l lustrations for 
ten delightful projects, plus several carv
ing instructions. 22 drawings and 47 pho
tographs.39pp. 6y' x 1 1 .  23151-8 Pa. $2.25 
CARVING REALISTIC BIROS, H. D. 
Green. For beginners, experts, ful l-sized 
patterns, step-by-step instructions for 
amazingly accurate robins, jays, cardi
nals, f inches, etc. Also mounting. Full,  
thorough. 97 i l lustrations. 8Opp. 8 X  x 1 1 .  

23484-3 Pa. $3.00 
CHIP CARVING PATTERNS AND DE· 
SIGNS, Ivan H. Crowell. 126 patterns, 
designs-rosettes, borders, field orna
ment, radials, etc., from European, Poly
nesian sources. 48pp. 8X x 1 1 .  

23532-7 Pa. $1.75 
WOODEN PUZZLE TOYS, Ed Sibbett, Jr. 
Transfer patterns that iron on to wood 
and complete instructions for 24 easy-to
do projects: fish, butterflies, cats, 
acrobats, Humpty Dumpty, 19 others. 
48pp. 8X x 1 1 .  2371 3-3 Pa. $2.00 
WHITTLING AND WOODCARVING, E. 
J. Tangerman. Best book on market; 
clear, ful l .  Carve toys, puzzles, chams, 
caricatures, masks, patterns, frames, 
decorate surfaces, etc. Also covers ser
ious wood sculpture. Over 464 i l lustra
tions. 293pp. 5y' x 8\\. 20965-2 Pa. $3.50 

FREE DOVER CATALOG 
2500 attractive paperbacks from 
Sl.00-S5.00. Woodcraft, stained glass, 
tole painting, weaving, macrame, 
needlecraft, handwork, other crafts. 
64-page catalog absolutely FREE! Write 
Dover Pubns., Dept. 101 FW, 180 Varick 
St., N.Y., N.Y. 10014. "America's most im

aginative reprint publisher" - Time Mag-
azine. 

TO ORDER SEND TO: 
Dept. 101 FW, Dover Publications, Inc., 
180 Varick Street, New York. N.Y. 10014. 
Please list author, title and code number 
for each book ordered. 

I enclose S ____ in full payment. 
N.Y. residents add sales tax. For postage 
and handling add 70¢ for one book, 
Sl .15  for two or more books. 

Name ____________ _ 

Address ___________ _ 

City and State _____ _ Zip __ I damentals, technique; gives 34 designs, 

( mirrors, etc. "Absolutely first-rate" -E. Guarantee: Return any book within 10 � J Tangerman 33 photos 1 1 8pp 7% x days for full cash refund No questions ('j lOy' 23654-4 Pa $3.00 asked 

��������!�-��9 
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Methods of Work (continued) 

adhesive . It also works well for attaching wooden protective 
pads to the jaws of C-c1amps and bar clamps. 

you are ready to cut the duplicate pan. Press the master pat
tern against the guide edge of the jig and push through the 
blade. For safety 's  sake remove scraps from under the jig as 
you cut and stand to one side of the line of cut. Othetwise 
you ' ll be dodging projectiles of scrap that pile up under the 
jig and eventually get fued out by the blade. 

-John Searles, Xenia, Ohio 

Duplicating wood parts 
You can produce exact duplicates from a master pattern using 
this overhanging jig on your table saw. To make the jig, glue 
the pieces of �-in . plywood in an L, reinforcing the joint with 
braces and screws. Clamp the smaller side of the jig to the 
saw's rip fence with two C-c1amps. Allow �-in. clearance be
tween the underside of the jig and the stock to be cut. Now, 
by moving the rip fence , set the guide edge of the jig directly 
over the outside of the blade. 

The table-saw jig is limited to duplicating straight-edged 
pans in plywood and thin , solid stock. To reproduce thicker 
pans, and those with curved edges, set up a similar jig on the 
band saw. -Ed Stevenson, Hammonton, N}. 

Hand sander 
Here's  an inexpen
sive, quick-to-make 
hand sander that ' s  
effective for smooth
ing out gouge marks 

Cut a master pattern from �-in . plywood to the exact size 
and shape of the pan to be duplicated. Fasten the pattern to 
oversize precut blanks with tacks or double-sided tape. Now 

r---------------, 

Time to 
test your skill. 

Now you can build your 
own Mason & Sullivan 
heirloom quality, antique 
reproduction clock. 

Over 20 dlfierent modets 
availabte In dO-lt-yoursell. 
pre-cut or semi-assembled 
form for all levels of skil l .  
Grandfather, Grandmother, 
wall, desk, mantle and more. 
All solid 3;"" hand-matched 
klln-dned hardwood In wal
nut. oak, cherry or  Honduras 
mahogany. Imported precI
Sion movements and chimes. 
Solid brass d ials.  Clocks 
you'll find challenging to 
make and at a savings you 
can appreciate So, If you're 
looking for the lines! clocks 
around . . .  don't waste 
another minute BUi ld a 
Mason & Sultlvan It 's well 
worth the effort 

Send for our 
new 32 page 
catalog today. 

o Please send me your new color 
catalog of lOp quality anllque repro
dUCtion clocks I can bUild 
o I enclose $ 1 .00 for catalog. 

Name ____________ __ 

Address ___________ _ 

Clty/State _______ Z,p ____ _ 

Mason & Sullivan Co. 
Dept 2114 , Osterville. MA 02655 

L.. _____________ _  -l 
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on curved surfaces S trip from 
or for rounding off a sanding belt 

sharp edge. You will need some scrap plywood,  a used belt 
from a belt sander and a little contact cement. 

First, cut the plywood into an 8-in. to 1 2 -in. long hacksaw 
shape. Tear a strip from an old sanding belt as wide as the 
plywood you use and a couple of inches longer than the frame 
you cut. Spread a little contact cement on the backside of the 
strip and along the bottom surface of the frame and press the 
abrasive strip along the bottom of the handle to the front. 

When completed, the sander has an open section with a 
little give for sanding curves and a rigid section for sanding 
flat surfaces. The rounded ends are designed for sanding con
cave surfaces. By changing the shape of the frame, the ap-

For the largest 
inventory in the East 

of woodworking 
machinery & supplies 
Powermatic & Rockwell 

call, write or visit 

American Machinery 
& Motor Co., Inc. 
22 - 24 - 26 Howard St. 
New York, N.Y. 100 1 3  
Telephone (212) 226-4577 

One of the essential tools for woodcarvers, sculptors. model 
and paltern makers. Saves lime in shaping, finishing and 
removing excessive wood. Blade of tempered German steel 
takes and holds a keen edge. Hardwood handles lor non-slip 
grip. A good tool at a good price! 

Available In 3 sizes 

NO. 1 ·  250mm X 35mm . . , . . . . . . .  $14.75 
No, 2 - 200mm X 25mm . . . . . . .  , . . . .  13.50 
No. 3 - 140mm X 20mm . . . . . . , . .  , . .  12.50 

Find out TODAY how the I?roven Fotey ptan can quickly put 
you in a Money-Making buslOess of your own. Work in your 
spare hours and weekends for extra income, or start a fuUtime 
shop. Set the hours you want to work . . .  keep the profits you 
earn. Age, education or minor handicaps are no barrier to 
success. No special skills, experience or huge investment 
needed - not a franchise. Start in basement or garage. No 
selling involved, no canvassing - keep 90¢ profit on every 
dotlar you make. ptenty of business from handymen, carpen
ters, contractors and industry. 30-Day No-Risk Trial! 
Send for' complete fact. end deletl. wllhoul obtlgetlon, 
Our FR& Booklet Ieli. how 10 etart, how 10 grow, end how 
Foitty wilt even finance you. Act NOWI 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Just fill in coupon b�/ow. Mail to: �?!\'�"" 3829 Foley Building . 
Minnesota 55418 

FOLEY Manufacturing Co. 3829 Foley Building 
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55418 
Please send FREE Book abou1 the opportunities in my own 
sharpening business. I understand there is No Obligation, 

NAME _________________________ __ 

I ADDRESS I 
I I \.C���ll _____________ �'� _____ J 



Methods of Work (continued) 

plications are virtually endless. When the abrasive is dull, just 
pull off the old strip and glue another on . 

S lotted brass washer 

-Richard Neubauer, Jr. , Cincinnati, Ohio 

Surfacing wide boards 
My jointer is small, but that doesn't  stop me from surfacing 
boards wider than 6 in. Say you' ve found the perfect piece 
of cherry for a drawer front, but it's 9 in.  wide, cupped or 
slightly twisted. To rip and reglue the board would spoil the 
gorgeous grain pattern. What 1 'd  do is rabbet the two edges 
of one surface, run the new narrow width over the jointer, 
then flatten the top through the thickness planer. Flip the 
board over and plane the true board to thickness. 

Naturally the nature of the cup, bow or twist and the thick
ness of the finished piece determine the depth of the rabbet. 
And, if you must rabbet both edges, you' ll likely have to 
remove the regular fence from the jointer to center the work 
over the blade. - Donald Lepon'ni, Newton Centre, Mass. 

Auxil iary vise 
S ide 

Jaw 

. . . . . . Body 

Front 

boards or molding for planing. My version uses maple, a 
piece of %I-in. thick brass, a small handwheel and a length of 
ordinary %-in . threaded rod . 

1. Cupped 2. Rabbet 
board sides 

Auxiliary vise 

3. Joint 
bottom 

4. Plane 5. Flip and 
top plane to thickness 

When I acquired a large European workbench, I decided to 
make an auxiliary vise similar to the one made by Ulmia. 
Held in the right-hand end vise, the auxiliary vise clamps thin 

Make the body of the vise by cutting a I -in.  channel in a 
maple 2x3 . Or glue up two or three pieces of maple into a U. 
Attach the fixed front jaw and the end block with bolts or 
screws driven in from the sides. Screw the brass plate to the 
front of the vise to prevent wear by the knob and threaded 
rod. Drill a hole through the vise and install the threaded rod 
and movable jaw as shown in the sketch. I reduced the diam
eter of the end of the rod and bushed the end block with cop
per tubing. Recess a nut into the back side of the movable jaw 
and pin the nut in place with a couple of fine screws, or 

EXOTIC AND 
PRECIOUS 
WOODS 
ROSEWOODS 
EBONIES 
COCO BOLO 
ZEBRA 
BUBINGA 
PADAUK 

KOA - BOcOTE 
Logs, lumbe r, sawn veneer and 

musical  i nstrument components. 
Wholesale i n q u i ries only. 

Wood is our bUSiness, 
so make it your business 

to call or write : 

THE CF MARTIN ORGANISATION 
P O. Box 329 

Nazareth, Pennsylvania 1 8064 
2 1 5-759-2837 

r------- -------- - - - ,  
FREE SANDING BELTS 
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER 
(Manufactured at 642 North Eighth Street, Reading, Pa.) 

Wrth your order cI one dozen or more belts. we will send you six fREE. All belts are aluminum 
oxide first quality. Our electronic presses make smooth bump-free splices. 

Oleck your size and how many dozen. 
We will ship assorted grits unless 
otherwise specified. 

9" X 1 1 " Paper Sheets 
( 100 sheets per package) 

o l " x 30" - $ 1 O.7S/doz. 
o I "  x42" - IO.BO/doz. 
o l " x44" - 1 0.BS/doz. 
o 3" x I B" - I I . 7S/doz. 
o 3 " x 2 l "  - 1 2. 2S/doz. 
o 3" x 23'%" - l 2.70/doz. 
o 3" x 24" - l 2.7S/doz. 
o 3" x 27" - 1 3 .2S/doz. 
o 4" x 2 l %" - l 4.7S/doz. 
o 4" x 24" - l S.2S/doz. 
o 4" x 36" - I B.9S/doz. 
o 6" x4B" - 20.90/% doz. (3 FREE) 

NO Fmishing Paper 

o l BO-A - $ 1 2/pkg. 
o 220-A - l 2/pkg. 
o 2BO-A - l 2/pkg. 

o 40-0 - $2S/pkg. 
o so-o- 22/pkg. 
o 60-0- 20/pkg. 
o BO-O- l 7/pkg. 
o I OO-C- l S/pkg. 
o l 20-C- l S/pkg. 
o l S0-C- l S/pkg. Wet or Dry SIC Paper 

o 220-A - $ 1 9/pkg. 
o 320-A- 1 9/pkg. 
o 400-A - 1 9/pkg. 
o 600-A- 1 9/pkg. 

Other size belts on request. 
Prompt deli\oery from stock. 

MONEY-BACK G<IARANTEE. 
Add $2.00 per doz. ordered for shipping and handling-PA residents add 6% sales lax. 

o Check or Money Order. 
o Master Charge 0 VISA Exp. Date __ 

Acct # __________ _ 
Name ___________ _ 

�-----------

INOOSTRIAL ABRASIVES CO. 
644 North Eighth Street 
Reading, PA 19603 

City. Slare & Zip ...J �--------------------
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REAL WOODS DIVISION MERCHANTMEN 
______________ USA. LTD. 

Complete selection exot ic hard wood veneers 
- from our architectu ral inventory 

carvi ng b locks 

Mai l  Order - Retai l  

Your own col lection wood veneer sam ples 
$2 .00 post paid 

Personal Attention g iven to every order 

1 07 Trumbull Street, Bldg . R-8 Elizabeth , N .J .  07206 
L __________________________ � 

WE' LL SELL YOU THE WORKS 
P l a n s  N ow Ava i l ab l e  

finest grandfather . wall . 
and mantel clock kits 

GRANDFATHER MOVEM ENTS 

WALL AND M ANTLE MOVEMENTS 

BATIERY MOVEM ENTS 

DIALS ' HANDS ' N U M ERALS 

Send S1 .00 NOW for Catalog 
CLOCKS p o. Box 2930 (9080 1 )  Dept. 030N ·N KITS 321 0  Ai rport Way. Long Beach. CA 

(213) 595-4981 

��� 
*****.*.**** •• *.*. 

SPECIFY LITERATURE 
PACKAGE80B 
****************** 

Toolmark Co. 
6840 Shingle Creek Parkway 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55430 
1612) 561�4210 
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make identical wood turnings from either round 
or flat patterns. 

Send for FREE literature on our whole line of 
wood turning accessories including: 

• The U-TOOL WOODSHAVER 

• The U-VAC SYST EM 

• The UNI- CENTER SYSTEM 

• L athe SAFETY SHIELDS 

Methods of Work (continued) 

epoxy it. To keep the threaded rod from slipping out of the 
vise, file a notch around the tod just inside the front jaw and 
force a slotted brass washer around the notch as a retainer. 
Recess the front of the movable jaw to accommodate the 
washer. -Ralph Luman, Virginia Beach. Va. 

Fluted columns 
When building a tall clock case I needed two fluted half
columns 44 in .  long. Since my lathe is only 36 in.  between 
centers, I had to turn the columns in two pieces. It would 
have been almost impossible to match the flutes, match the 
grain and hide the joint had I tried to make the columns look 
identical through their length. So I borrowed a trick from a 
piece of furniture I saw in the Philadelphia Museum of An. 

Profile of  
scraped flutes 

Half column 

Profile of 
router flutes 

First I glued up two column blanks with paper between (for 
separation into half-columns later) . One blank was turned 
35 in.  long and fluted with a o/win.  veining bit in the router, 
stopping the flutes 1f2 in . from the ends. The other blank was 
turned 1 0  in .  long and fluted by scraping with an inexpensive 
wood chisel ground to produce the shape I wanted. These 
flutes extend the entire length of the shorter piece. After the 
columns were split apart into half-columns, the longer sec
tions were simply butt-glued to the shorter sections to pro
duce 44-in.  long half-columns. The butt-joint is weak but not 
critical since the half-columns will later be glued and screwed 
to the clock face . -Richard M. Watson, Lindenwold, N.J. 

Making dowels 
Here's  how to make dowels on your lathe with a router. First 
build a guide box with sides a little higher than the turning 
stock. Allow about an inch of clearance between the stock and 

. the box walls. Chuck a Y4-in.  straight bit in your router and 
adjust the depth of cut so that when the bit is over the dowel 

Dowel 

Guide box 

Guide box---'-"' 

Lathe ways _�.rIl.r 



Methods of Work (continued) 

stock it will cut the dowel about %6 in. oversize. Position the 
router on the downward side of the stock rotation as shown in 
the sketch . Turn on the lathe, turn on the router and cut 
away. Take several light cuts to reduce the possibility of the 
bit grabbing and breaking the dowel . Lower the bit to the 
final depth and make one final pass with the router centered 
over the dowel. -Lee R. Watkins, Littleton, Colo. 

Inexpensive homemade clamp 
When you run out of clamps and money at the same time, 
these simple old-timers can be quickly made from wood 
scraps and an old leather belt. Make up several sizes of end
blocks to keep the front jaws roughly parallel . 

-Larry Humes, Everson, Wash. 

S lots in end blocks 
sl ip over nai ls in jaws 

Quick-adjust picture-frame clamp-nut 
To make this clamp-nut, tap a %-in. section of %-in. 
aluminum or steel rod. Then cut through the tapped hole on 
an angle with an end-mill cutter to clear the threads. Use a 
17kwin. end-mill cutter for a Y4-in. tap and a 2Y64-in. cutter for 
a %-in. tap. 

To use, tilt the nut on the threaded rod and slide into posi- . 
tion for quick adjustment. Then straighten out the nut for 
fine adjustment and locking. The nut works well not only on 
picture-frame clamps but also in other locking-knob or quick
adjust situations. - Walter W Yaeger, Maple Shade, N.j. 

� 1'. i n .--->'> ""'=<,--- 1'. i n .  ---:)� 

-
C ld� 
hole � 

End Side 

Gain two clamps 
In exchange for a little ingenuity you can gain two large
capacity, versatile clamps: your drill press and lathe. Just 
clamp the work between quill and drill-press table or between 
headstock and tail stock (remove centers) . 

-Michael Bavlsik, Paterson, N.}. 

Spacing dadoes 
Recently, while building a cabinet for cassette tapes, I experi
mented with several methods for spacing the numerous 
dadoes needed . Using an auxiliary miter-gauge fence gave the 
measure of accuracy and easy use I sought. 

Bolt a piece of wood the length of the saw table and about 
1 in. wide to the miter gauge. This auxiliary fence becomes an 
extension of the gauge, stabilizing long pieces of work and 
preventing twisting on the saw. The auxiliary fence should be 
the same thickness as the workpiece. After the dado width is 

I 
Ih ,-

_ . ' ....... ;:;IO CI  

-101;,.. , �iti ' 8 'B "'" feclls . 

/"' r" � .,.' . l f11� -I,. ,�,'.�, 
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Glenn!V�!!g 
Write for a Rockwell catalog on Portable and 
Stationary Tools. Enclose $1.50 for postage or 
our complete catalog at $5.00 including postage. 

1437 S. Woodward Ave. 
Birmingham, Michigan 48011 
(313) 644·5440 

Rockwell • Stanley • Bosch • M ilwaukee • Maklta 
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Methods of Work (continued) 

of %-in . drill rod. Clean up the weld with a file and sand
paper. Make the guide block as shown in the sketch, screw the 
block to the stock over the center and carefu lly drill the cord 
hole. Back out the bit frequently to remove the chips. The 
guide block helps keep the hole right on line through the 
center of the stock . 

To prepare the stock for turning, glue a short length of 
%-in. dowel in the top end of the cord hole. Screw a faceplate 
to the other end of the stock , centering the faceplate over the 
hole. Now mount the stock in the lathe, centering the tail
stock' s  cup center on the dowel insert. When the lamp base is 
done, remove the faceplate and drill out the dowel insert. 

set and tested on scrap, make a cut into the auxiliary fence. 
Mark the right and left edges of the cut on the top of the 
fence. The workpiece, marked for spacing, is moved along the 
auxiliary fence. When the lines meet, slide the gauge into the 
dado blade, making the cut. 

-Bob Ku1'Z, Hartsvzlle, S. C. 

'Yo- in . dri l l  rod Wood gu ide block 

\--, ( Weld 
c. ::::J.c::=:====:::sst!r..� 

-Paul Saffron, Rockvzlle Centre, N. Y. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: A variation of Saffron' s  method is common practice 
in many cabinet shops. Screw a new auxiliary fence to the miter 
gauge and trim off the excess by pushing the fence through the saw. 
Since the end of the fence now coincides exactly with the saw kerf, it 
can be used for accurate cut-off work. JUSt slide the mark on the 
workpiece up to the end of the fence and push through the saw. 

Turning lamp bases 

Lamp 
Turning 
blank 

Here are a couple of tricks to turn tall lamp bases. I don ' t  
have a large drill press; I drill the electric cord hole on  the 
lathe with a homemade extended bit and a wooden guide 
block. To make the long bit, weld the turned-down shank of 
a %-in. bit in a Y4-in.  hole drilled in the end of a 24-in. length 

Duplicate turning gauge 
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This handy device is invaluable in turning duplicates. Used in 
multiples, it gives the correct position of control cuts and 

The pride of your tool chest . . .  
the"Dovetailer" Jig for Cabinetmaker's Screwdrivers 

professional looking joints. from England. 
For quick and easy dovetail and box joints (with 
accessory bit). Incredibly fast and clean cuts in 

Maple, Oak, etc. Convert 1/4" dr i l l  With our 
3/8" Geared Chuck. (Bits will NOT fit a 1 /4" 
chuck.) Jig set includes: grid, bit assembly, 

guide handle w/depth stop, dovetail bit (width: 
1/2") and detailed i l lustrated instructions. 

Designed especially to drive wood screws, they're 
beautifully balanced for excellent control. The 

upper portion of the Sheffield carbon steel blade 
is machined flat for extra leverage. Oval-shaped, 

lacquered Beechwood handles fit the palm of 
your hand. Bright steel ferrules . . .  a handsome 

screwdriver set. Blade lengths: 2': 3", 4': S': 6': 
VISA or Me order toll free 1-800�130 

D "Dovetailer"Jig $39.95 Enclosed IS my check S for the Items indicated 

D Replacable 1/,' Dovetail 8it 7.50 plus 51 .7S Shipping/Insurance. Include NEW catalog FREE. 

D 3/8" Box Joint 8it 7.50 D Enclosed find S1 00 for NEW '80-'81 Catalog only. 

D 3/8" Converter Chuck and Key 8.95 Name --------------

D 5-Piece Cabi netmaker'S Address ---------------

Saewdriver Set 24.95 City State ___ ZIP ____ _ 
1HE�RINf,E'fON eQ,MPANY po. Box 276-64, Princeton, MA 01541 

f19PAGisorl 
I "t:ltlr::'4!� I 
I - $1.00 I 
I Our catalog lists dozens I of books that show how 

to build everyth ing 

I from birdhouses to I barns. It also l ists 32 
ki ln-dried. cablnet-

I grade Appalachian I woocs. Plus hard-
to-find veneers and 

I turnings. For 27 years. we·ve 
guaranteed every board foot we ship I We also guarantee a return on your 

$ 1 .00 Investment.  I Please send your catalog. I enclose I $ 1 . 00. which you·1I refund With my first 

I minimum order I Name ___________ _ 

I Addre§ I 
I Cily stale_. __ zIP __ 1 

We sell at delivered prices 

I EDUCATIONAL LUMBER I COMPANY, INC. 
I P O  Box 5373 FW I 21 Meadow Road 

AsheVille. N.G. 28803 

.. _---_ .. 



DO- IT
YOURSELF 
FINE GRANDFATHER CLOCK KITS 

STARTING UNDER 

(including movement 
and dial) 
• Factory direct 

prices 
• Heirloom qual ity 
• Solid %" hard

woods: black wal
nut, cherry, oak 

• Easy to assemble, 
parts pre-cut 

• Solid brass West 
German chiming 
movements 

• Money back 
guarantee 

• Prompt shipment 

MASTER CARD and VISA ACCEPTED 

Write lor FREE color catalog 

EMPEROR® 
CLOCK COMPANY 

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER 
OF GRANDFATHER CLOCKS 

Dept. 648 Emperor Industrial Park 
Fairhope, Alabama 36532 

The craftsman's quarterly 
magazine from England 
PUBLISHED BY Quailcraft 
LANSDOW IE W'HSE. LA SDOWNE RD. 
ALDERSHOT HA TS. ENGLAND. 

'WORKING 
WOOD' 

Volume 2 NO. 3 
Holland and Holland - best 
London gunmakers ; Windsor 
Chair Definitive;Waddesdon 
Bequest - exquisite carving from 
the British Museum; Charles 
H. Hayward on Chalrmaking ; 
Drawing for Design; Drawer 
Making ; Tool Collector's Club 
Plus a great deal more ! ! !  

CIHIITC&CGcQ) 2 -S th October 
'Excellence in Woooworking'Sho 
Thanks for coming to see us. 

RATES : Specimen copy $4·95 
1 year U.S. $16 Canada C$19 
Name 
Address . 

City . 

Z i p  
. . . . . . . . . . .  State . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I enclose check 
$ . . . . . . .  please start with . . . . n (State Spring l SummerlFalJlWinter ) 
ALL BACK ISSUES AVA I LABLE 

iQ ·G .. EE ...... EE· ST ..... ... .llY.WATCO-OIE ... "'.s . " .. RTHIER eINCAeECU"SEe 
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We have the 

SHELTER I NSTITUTE BLoc. . � z 
38 B��::E����EET �g 

!:r���
e 

s:!e��!on r' 
finest tools for ... 
every woodworking .,, ' 
task -

from rough hewing to 

the most intricate 
cabinetry and carving . 

Visit our s t ore 
It ' s  like! be1n� 1n a catalogue ! 

• JOA"ENSEN · HLCO(�I) . " O N Y .  "'�AI''-''S . G""'ND"'[�C.. INC ... . 

11 you haven't found a 
g enuine antique Saxon 
Spinning Wheel, build your 

own with this "exact to the 
finest detail" full-size plan. 

Choose your own w ood-pine, 
maple, walnut. A working 
wheel-you can actually spin 
wool or flax. A challenging pro����p� ject. Some parts are difficult for the 

CATALOG $1 
1 50 diff., full
size prof. plans 
-$1 .00 re
funded with 1 st 
order. 

average w oodworl<er, but we show you 
how to make them, or tell you where to 
buy them. Available in two sizes; 

Plan No. 181-35¥4" high-$ 8.00 
Plan No. 182-44¥<,' high-$10.00 
FURNITURE DESIGNS, Dept. KB-ll0 
1 425 Sherman Ave. 
Evanston, 111. 60201 

HORTON BRASSES 
Nooks H i l l  Road, P.O. Box 1 20F 

Cromwel l, CT 064 1 6  
Tele: (203) 635-4400 

Mfrs. of Cabinel and Furnilure 
Hardware for Homes and Antiques 

Send $ 1.50 for a Catalogue 

USE ON: 
Drill press 
Small motor 
lathe 
Shopsmith 
Rockwell 
Montgomery Ward 
Craftsman 
V," Elec. drill 

Sleeveless DRUM SANDER 
N O  PRE-MADE SLEEVES T O  BUY 
ECONOMICAL·Simply cut sandQaper 
from standard size sheets. UNIQUE way 
of holding paper to drum. Twist of ke), 
and paper is tight. SPONGE RUBBER 
backing insures long wear of paper. 
Hubs 'h" bore. Price indudes Ih" adapter 
but upon request we will substitute a Y-s" 
adapter for small drills. ADD $2.25 PER 
ORDER FOR HANDLING. 
-1" x 3" long . . .  $12.10 
-2" x 3" long . .  . . . .  $13.75 

-2\'/' x 3" long . . . . . . .  $14.40 

-3" x 3" long . . . . . .  $15.70 

ABOVE 4 DRUM $51.20 
2\'/' x 41'>" 
3" x 41'>" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Above sizes (Without adapters/ also available with Ih" 20 R. H. T lfead (Sears, Ward). 
%" bore (Shopsmith) exccpt 2"x3" 

Send Check or Money Order 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

SINGLEY SPECIAL TV CO., INC. 
P.o. Box nl-F 

Hendersonville, N.C. 28793 

'�-in-1 * workhorse" molder, planer, 
edger .. . 

Convert waste and rough-sawn 
material to dressed l u m ber, free 
of wave and chatter marks. Plane 
boards u p  to 1 4" wide. Plane 

down to 1 / 16". 
Quickly switch from planing 

or edgi ng to molding. Select from 
41 sets of stock molding kn ives. 

Use for picture frames, m i n ia
ture doll furn iture, models, 
dozens of other workshop tasks. 
'* As descri bed by Pop u l a r  Mec h a n ics,  
N ovember,  1 9 7 6 .  page 1 2 8. 

ORDER NOw. Satwactio;-g-:;'r;;:;d. I I enclose check or money order I I in amount $ I Charge my 

I 0 MASTER CHARGE 0 VISA I Give card info & expire date. I (W " H Molder·Planer wl11 be shIpped to you from I 
I New Hampshire .la truck; wI. 84 lb •. PlY shipping I charge upon recetpl.) 

I 0 Handfaad Model W-7 @ $ 380.00 I o Power lnleed Model W-7PF @ $ 505.00 I 0 Power In-and-Outleed Model W-7S @ $ 580.00 I 
I Name I 
I Str .. t Addres. I 
I City ___ Stat. ___ ZIp ___ ; 
I Send for fr .. l11ustrated brochur. :..J L __________ _ 
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Methods of Work (continued) 

1. Mount on 
aluminum tube 

Aluminum 
blade 

Work 2. Blade falls through 
at right depth 

measures the depth as well. Several of the gauges-the num
ber depends on the complexity of the work-are mounted on 
a metal tube or dowel fastened behind and level with the 
work. Select Yz-in.  hardwood for the gauge body and Yt6-in. 
aluminum for the blade. Drill one end of the body to fit the 
metal tube and slot the other end to fit the blade. The blade 
should fit loose in the slot and pivot easily on the pin. Set the 
position of the gauges by sliding along the tube. Then vary 
the angle of the body to set the depth . In use the blade will 
ride on the work (in the paning-tool cut) and fall through 
when the right depth is reached . 

-Bayard Cole, Marietta, Ga. 

Sanding block for lathe work 
For years my woodworking students invariably burned their 
fingers sanding bowls and other lathe work. Then I hit upon 
the solution-sanding blocks cut from sheets of Yz-in . thick 
tubbing felt. The felt sanding block shapes itself to shallow 
curves and can be deliberately shaped to match more elabo
rate forms. 

Rubbing felt is available in I-ft .  squares from H .  Behlen & 
Bros. (Box 698 ,  Amsterdam, N.Y. 12010) and other suppliers. 
A similar material, used for typewriter cushions, is available 
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FINE VENEERS 
• Ful l  Length Flitches 
• All Types & Thicknesses 
• Rapid, Same Day Service 

NO 
ORDER 
TOO 
LARG E  
OR 
TOO 

• Wide Choice Designer Veneers o..=�--SMALL 

NEW 1 980-81 CATALOG 
S E N D  $1 .00 

Remember us -
We're the 
veneer 
spec/a lists! 

WOOD SHED 
1 807 Elmwood Ave., Dept. 7 
B uffalo, NY 1 4207 
Telephone 7 1 6:876:4720 

from office-machine suppliers. Cut the pad with a razor knife 
and tule. One block lasts indefinitely. 

-Russell Anderson, Tom'ngton, Conn. 

Assembling staved cylinders 
Here's  a method based on the principle of canvas-backed 
tambours that simplifies the assembly of staved cylinders. Lay 
the staves side by side on a flat surface and carefully align the 
ends. Apply rows of tape (I use 2-in. wide plastic tape) to the 
outside surface. Turn the assembly over, apply glue to the 
stave edges and roll up the cylinder. Apply a strap clamp to 
complete the job . -Pope Lawrence, Santa Fe, N. Mex. 

1. Apply plastic tape 

3. Roll up . . .  

2. Turn 
and apply 
glue in crevices ' 

. . .  and clamp 
with strap clamp 

Methods o/ Work buys readers ' tips, figs and tn·cks. Send de
tails, sketches (we 'll redraw them) and photos to Methods, 
Fine Woodworking, Box 355, Newtown, Conn. 06470. 

TWO NEW & UNIQUEADVANTAGES 

�-�r-:.. OVERARM PIN ROUTER 
COMBINATION GRINDER 
AND WET SHARPENER 

� A production pin router 
that the smallest shops 
and schools can afford. 

Available 1 & 3 phase, 
manual or pneumatic 

�-�-- spindle control, and 

SHARPENS WITHOUT DANGER 
OF BURNING TOOL EDGES 

-nm---'lC--J""-with many other options. 
Expertly designed and 
ruggedly constructed, 

the 8220 is the pin 
router you've asked for. 

Request Bulletin 8220 

3600 rpm 36 grit grinding 
wlleel for heavy stock 
removal and rough grinding, 
and 144 rpm 150 grit wet 
stone rotating in water bath 
for finish sharpening. 

Request Bulletin 6150 

Send $1.00 for Illustrated Literature 
('f) ADVANTAGE MACHINERY COMPANY, INC. 

'0. Quality machinery for fine woodworking 

2B Ridge Road, Dept. 8251, West Barnstable, MA 02668 

� C..I_A Fits most 1 "  ��-� Sander/Grinders 

Versatile & Economical Rockwell 
Motorized #31 -325 Sander/Grinder 

IM'HY;:!'ij!lM1t -���"":":::-
Reversibi l ity . Im proved Tracking Knob . Add 
MODIFICATION OPTION for #31-325: Motor } If Desired 
Noise Reducing Insu lation In Motor Housing $3 
'Post Paid in ConI. U.S.A.- Mich. Res. add 4% S. Tax 

Please send stamp for our FREE Bulletin 

Prakto, I nc . P.O . BOX 1023 
Birml Mi. 48012 . 31 3/549-3833 



Forstner Bits-
A Good " Bit " Better ! 

Al most un known in Ameri ca, Forstner bits are the most 
accurate and versat i le of all wood bits. 

With your Forstners you can d ri l l  flat bottom ' holes, or 
bore clean holes i n  thin stock or veneers . . .  and even 
end g rain .  They eas i l y  enlarge existi ng holes. 

S i nce Forstners are gu ided by thei r outer edges, you can bore 
any arc of a c i rcle; hence even ovals or curved openi ngs . . .  
either flat bottom or thru . . .  and the hole s ides are glass 
smooth !  Because of their design,  they won't move off center 
even through i rreg ular g ra in  or  knots. 

When rabbeting or grooving,  d ri l l  holes of exact width and 
depth first, to cut down on chisel  work and prevent spl i tt i ng.  
Thru-holes for door locks or b l ind holes for pl ugs above 
cou n ters u n k  screws are a breeze. Great for pocket holes to 
attach rai l s  to tops. 

Very high Austrian q ual ity; carbon tool 
steel. Pri mari ly  used in d ri l l  presses or 
stands, they can be used in any 
portable dr i l l  with a %" or larger chuck.  
Al l  bits are 3%" long.  

Backed by our 30 day money back 
guarantee. 

/0·. ,, -0/ ...... {) ()// . I 
Through Any Grain Pattern 

- Even K nots 

/1E¥1 r �  L I 
Pilot Holes for Rabbeting 
Mortising And Grooving 

,'--------------------------------�, 
, Yes Ric Leichtung, please send me: \ 

-

Plans for the bit caddy Included with your Forstner bit order. 

You Can Order Call TOLL FREE 800-321 -6840 
Tools By Phone: Ohio Residents Call: (21 6) 831-6191 

INDIVI DUAL 
FORSTNE R  BIT PR ICES 

FB38 - %" Bit . . . . .  $1 0.50 
FB1 2  - %" Bit . . . . . $1 1 .50 
FB58 - %" Bit . . . . .  $1 2.95 
FB34 - %" Bit . . . . .  $1 4.50 
FB78 - %" Bit . . . . .  $1 5.75 
FB100 - 1 "  Bit . . . . .  $1 6.95 
FB1 18 - 1 %" Bit . . . . .  $1 8.50 
FB1 1 4  - 1 %" Bit . . . . .  $1 9.95 
FB138 - 1 3/8" Bit . . . . .  $20.95 
FB1 12 - 1 %" Bit . . . . .  $24.95 
FB158 - 1%" Bit . . . . .  $25.95 
FB134 - 1%"  Bit . . . . .  $27.95 
FB178 - 1 %" Bit . . . . .  $29.95 
FB200 - 2" Bit . . . . .  $31 .95 

BUY IN COMBINATIONS 
AND SAVE 

FB600 - 6 Pc .  Set: ra, % ,  %, :r4' %, 1 "  
(Save $23. 1 5) . . . . . . . .  $59.00 

FB41 1 - 4 Pc. Set: 1 %, 1 %, 1 % ,  1 %" 
(Save $1 6.35) . ; . . . . . .  $68.00 

FB422 - 4 Pc. Set: 1 %, 1% ,  1 % , 2" 
(Save $21 .80) . . . . . . . .  $94.00 

FBS1 4  - Complete 14 Piece 
Forstner Bit Set 
(Save $46.00) . . . . . . .  $1 75.00 

LEICHTUNG�U 
"THE VVorkbench Peop��� � 
4944 Commerce Parkway #1 280 FW 

Cleveland, O hio 44128 

How Item Number Price Total 
Many And Description Each Price 

Net Amount of Order 

Shipping, Handling, and I nsurance $1 .75 
Ohio Residents Add SY2% Tax 

Method of Payment 
TOTAL 

o Check Enc losed 0 VISA 0 Master Charge 

Card #' ____________ ,Good Thru __ 

Name ________________ __ 

Address _______________ _ 

City, _________________ _ 

State Zip ____ _ 

LEICHTU NG'S 1 981 Fine Tool Catalog 

o Here's my order for Forstner bits, As my 
BONUS plese send your 84 page, 1 981 color 
catalog of hard-to-find woodworking tools, 
PLUS al l  catalogs and bulletins . . . FREE . . .  
FOR THE NEXT TWO YEARS! 

o Enclosed is $1 .00. Please send your 1 981 
color catalog PLUS al l  catalogs and new tool 
bulletins FOR THE NEXT TWO YEARS! 

��J� !���� 
4944 Commerce Parkway #1 280 FW \ Cleveland, OH 441 28 • Phone 21 6-831-6191 ,. ,------------------------------_., 
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Fine Woodworking books to help 
you in your craft. 

Dear Fine Woodworking reader, 

By now you no doubt have heard of the two new 
additions to the growing list of Fine Woodworking books 
from The Taunton Press: Understanding Wood: A Crafts
man 's Guide to Wood Technology by contributing editor 
Bruce Hoadley, and Fine Woodworking Techniques 2 ,  all 
the technical articles from issues 8 through . 1 3  of the 
magazine. This brings to seven the number of books 
from the editors of Fine Woodworking-books we feel set 
new standards of information and quality in the wood
working literature. 

We didn't plan to do books when we started the 
magazine five years ago. But we soon found out there 
was a lot more going on in woodworking and a lot 
more to say about it than could be done in a 
magazine. For example, too many photographs of good 
work were being left out because of limited space. So 
we decided to do a book of photographs from our 
readers, and called it the Biennial Design Book .  Reader 
response was so good that two years later we did a 
second one, Design Book Two. Both are unique 
statements of the woodworker's art in America, not to 
be found anywhere else. 

We also realized that the hard-found technical infor
mation in the magazine needed a better chance to stay 
in the permanent literature than softcover magazines 
would afford. So the hardcover Fine Woodworking Tech
niques resulted, and this fall we've published Techniques 2 ,  
the second i n  what will now b e  an annual series. 
Putting together I I I  technical articles from Fine Wood
working certainly results in two very useful and 
impressive volumes. 

Our next book came from John Alexander, Jr. , a 
Baltimore attorney who has spent quite a number of 
years rediscovering the little-known and almost for
gotten lore of working green wood. It is unusual and 

useful information about an important facet of our 
woodworking history. Alexander's manuscript 
presented it in a clear and interesting fashion, so we 
were delighted to turn it into that little gem of a book, 
Make a Chair From a Tree. 

Tage Frid has spent over a half-century as a cabinet
maker and teacher, but early on, we knew his valuable 
contributions to Fine Woodworking only scratched the 
surface of what he knew. So three years ago we outfitted 
his shop with cameras and lights and began to record 
everything he's found necessary and useful in wood
working. The first of these highly detailed, step-by-step 
books is on joinery, and I've been quite pleased with 
the response from people who bought the book and 
found with delight they could indeed do fine joinery. 
Frid is now working on the other two books in the 
series, which should be ready in ti)e next couple of years. 

Finally, there is Bruce Hoadley's book on wood tech
nology, now off the press (see p. 7). There has always 
been a need for a book about wood from the wood
worker's point of view. What better person than Hoad
ley-an accomplished carver and contributor to Fine . 
Woodworking magazine as well as a teacher of wood 
technology-to write about it. It's a marvelously com
prehensive and informative book that every wood
worker will find invaluable. 

The insert bound into this magazine gives you more 
information on these books. If you think any of these 
could add to your own or a friend's knowledge and 
enjoyment of woodworking, why not order and have a 
good look? If it's not what you were looking for, we'll 
be happy to refund. 

In the meantime, I hope you keep finding good infor
mation and inspiration in the pages of Fine Wood
working magazine. 

-Paul Roman, publisher 

Fine Woodworking books to date. 
Fine Woodworking Techniques 1 . 192 pages, hardcover, 
$ 1 5.00 postpaid 

Fine Woodworking Techniques 2. 208 pages, hardcover, 
$ 1 5.00 postpaid 

Fine Woodworking Biennial Design Book. 1 76 pages, softcover, 
$ 10.00 postpaid 

Fine Woodworking Design Book Two. 288 pages, softcover, 
$12 .00; hardcover, $ 16.00 postpaid 

Make a Chair from a Tree: An Introduction to Working 
Green Wood by John D. Alexander, Jr. 1 28 pages, softcover, 
$8.00 postpaid 

Tage Frid Teaches Woodworking-Joinery: Tools and 
Techniques. 224 pages, hardcover, $ 16.00 postpaid 

Understanding Wood: A Craftsman's Guide to Wood 
Technology by R. Bruce Hoadley. 272 pages, hardcover, 
$ 18.00 postpaid 

To order these books, use [he insert bound into [his magazine or send your remittance directly to The Taunton Press, 52 Church Hill Rd. ,  Box 355, 
e�utown, CT 06470. Conn.  residents please add 7Yz % sales tax. 

ITI The Thunton Iress 52 Chu<ch Hill Rd., Box 355, Newtown, CT 06470 © 1980 The Taunton Press 
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Q & A 
I was assembling a dulcimer for a fn'end of mine, and since 
she was in no hurry for it, I put it aside for some time whtle I 
worked on other pieces. Initially, I glued three braces across 
the grain on the Ys-in. cherry back. This was done at the first 
of the summer. By January, when I got around to working on 
the thing again, the back was conspicuously warped across the 
grain. I understand why it warped, but 1'd like to know how 
to prevent such warpage in the future. 

- Charles Kish, Saratoga Spn'ngs, N. Y. 
As you suspect, the Ys-in. cherry shrank across the grain as it 
dried out in winter, but the braces could not shrink along 
their length. Thus, it warped . I live near Boston, and in our 
climate I do not glue on bracing, or assemble tops and backs 
onto sides of guitars, between June 1 and October 1 .  I prefer 
to glue on bracing in the dead of winter, when everything is 
the driest. I put tops and backs onto sides in April and May. 
Then these have started to warp to a convex curve, and a little 
more wood is actually in the instrument between the bound 
edges . It can therefore straighten out more before it cracks or 
warps to a concave curve. 

Also, bracing on most guitars is convex, arched by sanding 
or using a compass plane. Since the widest part of a dulcimer 
is usually 6 in. to 8 in . ,  if you arch the brace a lot (4 mm to 
5 mm from center to edge) , that would probably be enough 
to keep it from going the other way. - Thomas Knatt 

We have six church doors, veneered in oak, and have stained 
and finished them with several coats of good spar varnish. 
The trouble is that the finish doesn 't last a year before the 
weather causes it to peel and flake off. Can you help? 

- George Seibel, Stratford, Conn. 
Spar varnish, marine varnish and other similar exterior fin� 
ishes almost always degrade within a year and require refin
ishing. The major cause is ultraviolet light, which attacks the 
molecular bonds in the varnish . Many modern products con
tain ultraviolet absorbing compounds, but they don' t  help all 
that much . 

I suggest using a penetrating finish, which deposits protec
tive materials inside the wood rather than building up on its 

Side 

t------8Y, --------'"'i :l 
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surface. Penetrating finishes will also degrade in time, but 
since there's  no surface film to worry about, refinishing is 
merely a matter of applying another coat or two of the same 
product. You may have to sand or steel-wool lightly to 
remove surface dirt before refinishing, but that' s  all the 
preparatory work required. Since your doors have been var
nished, you ' ll have to remove this old finish and expose the 
bare wood before using a new penetrating finish. 

Watco Exterior Wood Finish should serve well for this, or 
you might try Waterlox Marine Finish, thinned down a bit 
with mineral spirits to ensure good penetration .  Brush on a 
first coat, keeping the surface fairly wet. When the wood has 
soaked up all the finish it will take, wipe it dry and let it 
harden overnight. Apply a second coat the next day, again 
wiping off the excess. 

If you want to stay with surface film products, try ZAR Im
perial Polyurethane or McCloskey Marine Varnish. Another 
preparation worth trying is called Deks Olje, put out by the 
Flood Co. , Hudson, Ohio 44236 .  It 's  a gloss finish for salt
water boat woodwork. - Don Newell 

Could you give me some information on a "chops, " the tradi
tional English carver's vise depicted in FWW #23, May '80, 
p. 62? -Robert L. Woodard, Mascoutah, III. 
Below are drawings of the chops mentioned in my article on 
carousel horses. Note the dovetail joinery. This particular vise 
was made for Gerry Holzman by an English joiner, though 
some woodworking supply shops in England do sell them. 
Holzman shaped the sides of the jaws at the suggestion of his 
British teacher. -Roger Schroeder 

In doing inlays and marquetry, I sometimes need to stain and 
fill separate pieces. How can I prepare the other surfaces so 
they won 't be affected by the stains and fillers? 

- George Rives, Memphis, Tenn. 
The basic rules of inlay work require the use of already dyed 
wood or pieces whose natural color, grain and figure will lend 
themselves to the effect the maker wants to create. With rare 
exceptions, inlay work should not be stained after it is com-
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T-slot holds bolt head and allows the 
vise to be moved horizontally by 
loosening nut on underside of bench. 

'I.-in. dowel 
secures dovetails. 



DON'T SP END A FOR 11JNE 
TO EQUIP YOUR HOME 
WORKSHOP! 
Not When You Can Get 
the 5 Most Needed 
Woodworking Tools 
In the Affordable 
Sho psmith MARK V! 
The Shopsmith MARK V -
the tool to start with . . .  
the system you grow with! 

The Shopsmith MARK V features - a 10" Table 
Saw, 16;;2" Vertical Drill  Press, Horizontal Boring 
Machine, 34" Lathe and 12" Disc Sander - all in 
one compact unit. And all at an affordable price 
designed to meet your budget as well as your wood
working needs. After all, isn't that what do-it-your
selfing is all about - saving money? 

You' ll  do your own remodeling, home repairs, fur
niture and fine cabinetry construction at your own 
pace - and at your own price! 

If you purchased the 5 separate tools woodworkers 
use most, you could expect to pay thousands of 
dollars more! But the Shopsmith MARK V has 
packed all the same project potential in one pre
cision-engineered unit - at a fraction of the cost! 

YOU CAN COUNT ON 
PROFESSIONAL RESULTS 

Thousands of woodworkers have opted for the 
convenience and precision of the multi-purpose 
tool. They report that you can count on project 
accuracy because you established tolerances on 
only one versatile tool - instead of 5 individual 
ones. And conversion from one operation to another 

is so easily and qUickly accomplished, you'll enjoy 
woodworking more than you ever dreamed! 

Powered by a rugged 1 3.5 amp motor that develops 
more than two full horse power, you' ll  have all the 
power any woodworker needs to make short work of 
even the toughest job. The Variable Speed Control 
lets you change the operating speed . . .  and the 
Quill Feed, borrowed from the drill press, lets you 
determine exact depth control. 

And Shopsmith provides learn-at-your-own pace 
home training aids - a comprehensive text and 
complete self-study gUide. With these texts, you' ll  
be well-acquainted with the MARK V in no time! 
And the valuable woodworking tips you pick up will 
come in handy with every project you tackle !  

GET THE FACTS 
Shopsmith has prepared a MARK V Information Kit 
that explains the facts. It even describes how you can 
test the MARK V in your own home for 30 No- Risk 
Days! There's no obligation . . .  just facts - that 
speak for themselves. 

Use the coupon below to send for your FREE IN
FORMATION KIT - TODAY! r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , (eI) Shopsmith Inc. 

The Woodworking Company 

Dept. 2573 
750 Center Drive , Vandalia,  Oh io 4537 7  

o Yes! Please m ail  m e  your FRE E  Information Kit o n  t h e  Shopsmith MARK V, a nd facts about 
Shopsmith's 30-Day Money B ack Guarantee. I und erst and t h ere is no obligation. 

Name 

Address _______________ _ 

City 

St ate ___________ _ Zip __ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Q & A (continued) 

pleted. One exception is that when reproducing period 
pieces , parts of the inlay will be treated with chemicals to get 
a faded look. 

Assuming that your work is completed and you still want to 
dye a certain part of it without staining the other areas, you 
have little choice. With great care , you have to cover the sur
faces you want to preserve with either clear lacquer or clear 
shellac, using soft-hair brushes . This tedious work is the pen
alty you pay for poor planning. Next, you carefully apply the 
water stain , watching to make sure it doesn' t  get on the pro
tected areas. With staining complete, you can begin finish
ing, but you must stick with the same material that you used 
to protect the non-stained surfaces. - George Frank 

gether and laminated to a core. As in veneering (which this 
actually is) , you need a balancing ply on the back, with the 
grain running parallel to the majority of the grain on the 
front. To compensate for the discontinuity of the face, I 
would make the back face a little thinner. This type of project 

I 'm quite adept at creating hem'ngbone patterns in wood, 
but now I want to go a step further to create the pattern 
shown in the drawing at niht. What 's the best method for 
making this pattern? -Bob Guerrero; Pacifica, Calt! 
The first step is to identify the basic element that is repeated 
to make the pattern, exactly as with parquet floor tiles. Then 
the problem is to find an efficient and accurate way to create 
the individual " tiles. " 

Basic un i t  

Crosscut 
Mitered crosscut 

First surface some ash and walnut to the appropriate thick
ness (determined by a full-size drawing) . Next crosscut strips 
of ash with perfectly square cross sections. Then, setting the 
saw to 4 5 ° ,  cut strips of walnut to the proper dimension, 
using the rip fence to keep the strips accurate. Then glue one 
ash and two walnut pieces together as shown. This forms the 
" log" which you then slice up to make the pattern. The tiles 
could be %6 in. to ¥4 in . thick, depending on their size and 
final use. The individual pieces are then glued and taped to-

depends on very accurate cutting and gluing, and although it 
is much harder to execute than a simple herringbone, it is 
more interesting. 
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AN D "Pol\y'� 
CLAMPS 

Dependable extra hands for all  
types of clamping and work-holding 
jobs: woodworking projects, 
home maintenance. and 

i"P';' lJ 
� 111� 

�� c!1 .  . =�  
Write for FREE LITERATURE. For 
big 32-page "how-to-clamp-it" 
catalog. send 25¢. 

ASK YOUR DEALER 

ADJUSTABLE CLAMP COMPANY 
THE CLAMP FOLKS 
431 N. Ashland Ave' / Chicago. IL 60622 

Additionally, since ash and walnut are both open-pore 
woods, sanding dust from one may clog the pores of the other 
and discolor it. This can be minimized by applying a wash 

NEW! THE AMAZING f!m �  
Reproduces 3-d imensional objects in  
wood as easy as a key maker making 
keys. But best of al i ,  the Dupli·Carver 
allows you to make extra money! 

Here's what it can do for you . . .  
Picture These: 
• A 'hand carved' scroll on a 

Grandfather's clock 
• Carved oval picture frames 
• Restored antique parts 
• Omate claw table legs 
• A lion's head projecting from your 

fireplace mantel 
• Custom signs 
• A beautiful statue of the 

American Eagle 
• A black powder gunstock 
Expand your workshop horizons today 
with this versati le machine. Your 
Dupli·Carver can pay for itself with the 
first few objects carved. 

Write or cali today 
for O1ore information 
DUPLI-CARVERTM 

4004 West 10th 51. 
Indianapolis, IN 
46222 
(317) 243-7565 

F R E E  
COLOR BROCHURE 

SCULPTURED 
BACK CHAIR 
WITH CANE SEAT 

SOLID AMERICAN OAK 

DEEP EMBOSSED 

DESIGN 

FACTORY 

D I R ECT 

PRI CES 

Do-it-yourself pre-cut kits • Completely 
finished and assembled models . Antique 
furniture reproductions . Wall and shelf 
clocks • Grandfather clocks . Beautiful 
solid woods (walnut, oak or cherry) • Solid 
brass West German movements . Prompt 
delivery . Money bock guarantee 

FREE Color Brochure. Write: Viking Clocks, 
The Viking Building, Dept. 1 22, Foley, Al 
36536. Phone: (205) 943-5081 
Visrt our showrooms: 1· 1 0  Exit 35, Spanish Fort, Ala. 
and Hwy. 59 one mile south of Foley, Alabama . . 



Fme hand tools 
The finest tools from around 
the world are now available to 
the Canadian woodworker. 

For our 96 page colour catalogue, i Lee Valle;�:�LTD. 
857 Boyd Ave., Ottawa, Ont. K2A 2C9 

BEAUTIFUL 
WOOD FINISHES 

Watco Danish O i l s  provide a n  e legant ,  
extremely d u ra b l e  penetra t i n g  f i n i s h  IN 

t h e  wood,  not O N  i t ! Pr imes,  seals,  
hardens,  protects a n d  bea u t i f ies in  one 

fast,  easy a p p l i ca t i o n .  

N a t u r a l  a n d  M e d i u m ,  
D a r k  a n d  B l a c k  W a l n u t  

c o l o r s  f o r  a l l  woods.  
W r i t e  W a t c o- D e n n i s  

Corp. ,  1 756-22nd St . ,  
S a n t a  M o n ica,  C a l i f .  

90404, Dept.  FW-l l 0  

Fine Hardwoods: 
ash, basswood, birch 
cherry, mahoganies 
maple, red and white oak 
poplar, teak, walnut 
Pine: 
eastern, ponderosa, sugar 

LEO N A R D  LU M B E R  CO. 
Tel . 203-269-2626 

P.O. Box 2396, Branford, CT 06405 
Warehouse: Wallingford, CT. 

Large selection y, "  to 4" kiln dried 

Dealership programs offered 

��� 'llbod Supplies 
� �ccessories 

OfTheCP;�Qua1ity 
8Jew CatalogueFor 1979 

Gurian Guitars 
Box 595 

West Swanzey, N.H. 03469 
Catalogue S1 .00 

AMERIC�S 7 BEST 
POWER TOOL 

B��S� 
1 
crosscuts. rips. mitres, cuts com
pound angles, dadoes, coves, mold
ings. Less blade. motor. Rip fence 
for easy alignment $S.5O addl Ball 
bearing model $9.75 addl Takes 
1/3 h.p. motor or larger, standard 

��:s'
f�t�c�a7t'�.!: $49.60 
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2 Changes from hOrizontal 
to vertical 

tn seconds 

Precision heavy duty sander in
cludes a 4" x 36" sanding belt. 
Uses 1 /3 h.p. or larger motor. 
V-pulley drive and multi-purpose 
drive spindle. Disc sander access
ory. $ 1 4 . 50  add·1. Mitre gauge, n�5 ������8 IbS. $49.50 

4 FOOT WOOD LATHE LONG BED WOOD LATHE JOINTER-PLANER 
Does the job of $ 1 50 unit. Tubular 
steel bed rails,  screw action tai l  
stock. Use any size motor. 4" face 
plate, $2.90. 30 $64 00 

55" version of the deluxe heavy 
duty lathe, has ball bearing live 
center in tail stock and extra heavy 

4" x 22". Cast iron and steel, pre
cision ground adjustable tables 
For planing, joints, bevels. Cuts to 
1/8" depth. Fence adjusts from 0° 
to 50° . Steel knives and dual 
guards. Use any motor. Precision 
ball bearing Industrial model. 
$ 1 4.S5 add' l . 1 9 I bS' $59 85 

Ibs. f .o.b. factory. • 
��d

b
t�

a
b
c��ry

40 Ibs. $89.00 
DELUXE HEAVY DUTY LATHE 
Double shielded, lubricated for life �� I 

f
b:�rin

f
��

to�O $75.00 

6 � .. 
32" 

RADIAL 
DRILL 
PRESS 

Precision 32" radial unit has stand
ard features and many extras. 
Depth of throat u p to 1 S".  Head tills 
and table stays level. Drills to cen
ter of a 32" c ircle. Cast iron and 
steel. Less motor, belt and pul-::�io�� Ibs. f .o.b.  $89.90 

7 
Lo. b. factory. • 

WOOD 
SHAPER 
KIT 

Makes beads, coves, moldings, 
tongue-and-groove jOints. Accu
rate at high speeds. Sealed and 
greased for life ball bearings. Less 
wood. Takes 1/. h.p.  motor or larger, 
standard cutters. Optl .. hold down 
assem .. $4,50 add·1. $39 90 S ibs. f.o.b. factory. • 

These power tools have no chrome, embossed nameplates 
or any other useless extras . .  but they do the same job as 
tools costing 2 to 3 times the price! And their performance 
has been proven in the shops of literally m i l l ions of profess
ionals and serious amateurs. 

In addition you get a free set of cabinet base plans that 
show you how, with one sheet of 3/4" plywood, you can 
convert this saw into a floor model with a big 27" x 24" top. 
Cabinet rip fence only $7.50 additional. And you can use 
your new saw to cut out the cabin�t base! 

Don't be misled by AMT's low prices: these are quality 
tools. They are full scale, full  speed and offer top perform
ance and precision. There are good reasons why we are 
able to offer such values. Here is how we do it: 

Engineered for simplicity: After years of engineering 
refinements, virtually all the frills have been eliminated in 
order to save you money. Faster machining: Specia l l y  
designed automatic machining equipment c u t s  costs b y  
cutting production time. Standard parts: Ordinary hard
ware items replace custom parts for enormous savings. t! Volume: Our own foundry, our huge mass 
. _ '""'- production facilities and our large buying 
�. - power-all keep costs down. Direct .actory 
___ ;: purchase: You po.c�et the savings but we still

. 

offer our two terrifiC guarantees! 
POWER SAW: Our tilt arbor saw comes com
pletely assembled with ground cast Iron 
table. safety guard, splitter and mitre guage 

• BRAND NEW. ELECTRIC MOTOR 
Develops a full  1 h,p . .  17 Ibs, f,o.b"factory. 
(purchased separately $49,85) $44.80. 

AMT OFFERS TWO GUARANTEES: 
OUR 1G-OAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

Try any of these power tools and compare it with any 
Similar machine at any price. If not satisfied return it for 
prompt no questions asked refund! We pay the return 
shipping charges . 

l(}-YEAR FULL SERVICE GUARANTEE 

Any part or parts of these AMT power tools (except motor 
which carries a one year gaurantee) which becomes in
operative for any reason within 1 0  years after purchase 
date will be repaired or replaced by the factory with no 
charge to the purchaser other than postage. 

AMERICAN MACHINE & TOOL CO., 4TH AND SPRING STS., ROYERSFORD, PENNSYLVANIA 19468 
r - - - BUY DIRECT . . . USE THIS HANDY ORDER COUPON TODAY - - - ., 

American Machine & Tool Co .. Depl. FWNO • Fourth & Spring Sts . . Royerslord. Pa. 19468 I , .. , T L. Please send me the units checked. Payment in full  enclosed $ ___ or $5 deposit each I 
= 'w4" item enclosed. balance C,O,D, I must be lully satisfied or will  return unit within 10 days lor I - ••• - ... full  refund. No questions asked. I 
I 0 8" till arbor saw. $49.60 4 0 Long bed wood lathe. $89,00 7 0 Wood shaper kit. $39.90 I I 0 Standard rip fence. $S,50 0 Face plate. $2.90 0 Optional hold down kit. $4,50 

I 0 Long cabinet rip fence, $7.50 Turning chisels for any lathe General Electric Motors I o Ball bearing spindle. $9.75 0 Set of 3. $8.50 0 $44.80 (with other item) 

I 2 g gr�� Ss':.��"e'; �i��ment. $t4.5O 0 Set of 8. $23,00 0 $49,85 (purchased separately) I 
I 0 Mitre gauge for sander. $2.95 5 0 Jointer-planer, $59.85 VISit our Royersford factory show- I 3 0 12" swing, 4' lathe, $64.00 0 Ball bearing spindle. $1 4.65 room for these same low prices. 
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Q & A (continued) 

coat of shellac or lacquer before sanding and filling. If you are 
applying a high-gloss film finish, filling the pores is also 
tricky. Use a filler tinted halfway between the two woods, and 
the wash coat should prevent the lighter woods from absorb
ing the stain. -Richard Newman 

Would you explain the correct way to quartersaw logs. Some 
simple sketches of how to orient the sawblade to the growth 
rings would help. -A. Trosin, Detroit, Mich. 
The most common method of quartersawing is first to split 
the log into quarters, either with hammer and wedges or by 
sawing, and then to saw each quarter into boards-hence the 
name quartersaWlng. 

Quartersawing has some disadvantages. It is laborious, time
consuming and somewhat wasteful .  It necessitates handling 
the log more times than in other methods and yields boards 

Quartersawn 

of random width with off-square edges. Also, it is practical to 
quanersaw only relatively short timbers, usually 4 ft . to 8 ft . 
in length . 

The main purpose of quanersawing is to expose the ray 
cells of the wood. These cells radiate out from the center of 
the tree like spokes of a wheel. Many tree species have rays, 
but in most species, these rays are only one cell thick. In a few 
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rAJR PRICES 
RETURN ! 

Remember when good quality tools were avail
able at fair prices? We're trying to bring back 
those memories of yesteryear by offering the 
very best famous name tools at truly fair prices. 
WE O F F E R : 

• J O R G E N S E N  C LA M PS 

• SJOBERG B E N C H ES 

• PR I M US PLANES 

• A B E R N ATHY VISES 

• U L M I A  VE N E ER TOOLS 

• ARKANSAS STO N ES 

• PLUS MANY M O R E  F I N E  TOOLS 
FROM AROU N D  THE WOR L D  

S E N D  $1 .00 FOR O U R  NEW CATALOG 

FAIR PRICE TOOl. CO. 
P.O. B o x  627N La Canada, California 9101 1 

species, most notably the oaks, these ray cells are several cells 
thick and appear as vivid splashes marking the grain .  
Sycamore is another species that quartersaws beautifully. 

There are other advantages to quartersawn lumber. It is al
ways more stable because not only is there less shrinkage 
across the width , but the stress forces are fairly well equalized 
from one annual ring to another, thus greatly reducing the 
tendency to warp . Also, the annual rings are edge-on to the 
face of the board . By having the more durable latewood ex
posed in this way, quartersawn lumber can be used in places 
subjected to heavy wear, such as stair treads and flooring. 

The other methods of sawing are plainsawing, flitch-saw
ing and rift-sawing. Plainsawn, or face-grain lumber, is the 

Plain- Rift-

sawn 

most common type. The log is first squared, and as the cant is 
sawn, the blade passes tangent to the annual rings. Flitch-cut 
lumber is cut from a log that has not been squared . Rift-sawn 
lumber is cut so that the angle between the saw blade and the 
annual rings is not less than 3 5 ·  or more than 65 · .  In quarter
sawing, the angle between the blade and annual rings is be
tween 6 5 ·  and 90· .  -Dwight G. Gorrell 

I have a Danish rosewood dining table. Its top has faded 
quite badly and doesn 't match the pull-out leaves, which are 

POWERMATIC 
NOW IN STOCK 
FULL LINE OF 
POWERMATIC 
EQUIPM ENT 

16 Species 
Domestic and I mported Ha rdwoods @TS��;�;;;"" � ',"'",.-'m, �n> 

N TT liOO j·1\"C 27 Commerce St. 1 vy \ D 1 V I . Glastonbu ry, CT. 06033 

TURNCRAFT CLOCKS 
• Enjoy the satisfaction of 

making and owning a 
clock you have created. 18 
plans to choose from and 
more beautiful designs on 
the drawing board. 

• Complete and simplified 
plans. Easy to read, de� 
tailed construction. Ask 
any Industrial Education 
Instructor about the qual
ity of Turncraft Plans and 
Service. 

• Choose from Grandfather, 
Grandmother (Traditional, 
Early American), School, 
Bracket, Cottage, Steeple, 
Vienna Regulator. Wag
on-Wail. 

• Movements, dials, hard
ware and all component 
parts related to clock 
building. 

• New 72-page catalog 
$2.50 refundable on $25 
order. Add $1 for 1st Class 
Mail. 

• Special Discounts to In
d u s t r i a l  and Q u a n t i t y  
users, a s  well a s  Senior 
Citizens. 

• S pec ia l  d i s c o u n t s  t o  
Schools. 

• Send $3.00 for the new 
Schwarzwald Vienna Reg
ulator ( Plan P-70721 as 
shown. 

TURNCRAFT CLOCK 
IMPORTS CO. 

Dept. FW8 
61 1 Winnetka Ave. No. 

Golden Valley, Minn. 55427 
Phone: 612·544-171 1 
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BOB STOCKSDALE 
Turning Gouge! 
The same tool used by 

the Master Thrner to 

create his famous and 

beautiful bowls of 

exotic woods. Gouge 

is long-lasting HIGH 

SPEED lDOL 

STEEL and mounted 

in a 15 /1 hard-wood 

handle for precision 

control . Use for rough 

and finish cuts. One 

tool does all ! The ulti-

mate tool for the 

serious wood turner! 

$69.50 postpaid 
For more information, 

write to: 

TURNMASTER CORP. 
11665 Coley River Cirde 
Fountain Valley, CA 92708 

This book 
grants a PhD. in 

carpentry. 
A tremendous 992-

page course in cabinet
making. An encyclope
dia of information, with 
1 ,BOO i l lustrations. Tells 
you exactly how to 
make any cabinet, built
in or piece of furniture 
you can imagine, in any 
style or period. Covers 
all materials, hardware, 
finishes, adhesives, 
hand and power tools. 
Amazingly complete and 

Unconditional guarantee . 
. ------------------------� 

Brookstone Co. ,  Dept. 300A 
Vose Farm Rd . ,  Peterborough, N . H .  03458 

o Send me ___ copies of " Cabinetmaking and 
Millwork" @ $23.95 ea., postpaid .  
o Send m e  Brookstone's catalog " Hard-To-Find Tools 

and Other Fine Things " .  
o Check enclosed 0 Visa 
o Am. Express 0 MasterCard 

Card No. Expires __ 
Credit card phone (603) 924-95 1 1  

Name ______________ __ 

Address _____________ _ 

City _____________ _ 

·State ________ Zip ___ -::-:-::-:-.,.--.,-.,.-
I-3506-30 L...B rookstone . ...J 

FOR WOODEN TOYS, GAMES, PLAQUES, PUZZLES 

CATALOG $1 QQ. (REFUNOED WITH F I RST ORDER) 

DESIGN GROUP FULL SIZE · EASY TO REAO BLUEPRINTS 
P.O. BOX 514, DEPT. E, Miller Place, N.Y. 11764 

SPI NNING WHEEL 
FULL SIZE PLAN 

Y o u ' ve got to De a 
lathe enth usiast to 
b u i l d  t h i s  spin n i n g  
wheel with its 29 
t ur n i ngs. I t's made 
of p i ne and rea l l y  
works. T h e  great 
wheel is 22" dia. 
All  parts shown 
f u l l -size on pla n .  
Y o u ' l l  feel l i ke a 
Big Wheel when 
th is piece is com
pleted. Size: 22" x 
30" x 3 8 " .  
Plan-247 $3.50 
Catalog $ 1 .00 

A RMOR PRODUCTS Box 290, Dept. 0 
Deer Park. NY 1 1 729 

WALNUT, BUTTERNUT, CHERRY 
CURLY & BIRDSEYE MAPLE 
Most other Domestic Woods 
• EXTRA WIDE/EXTRA T H I C K  STOCK 
• SPALTED WOODS 
• T U R N I N G  & SCULPTING BLOCKS 
• SOLID SQUARES 

Cabinet & Economy Grade Lumber 
Stock for Woodwork Flooring, Paneling 

NO M I N I M U M - MAI,L .. FREIGHT SHIPMENT 
DETAILED LISTING 50C (7141) 942·8831 

D.A. BUCKLEY, R1, W. VALLEY, N. Y. 14171  

t:: a: 
Rochester Insti/ll 

College of Fine '(1) and Applied Arts 
AAS BFA MST MFA 0 -
School for Glass -i American MetalcraftslJewelry 
Crafumen Weaving/Textile DeSign (1) 

Ceramics/Ceramic Sculpture n 
Woodworking/Furniture Design � 

School of Painting 
::::J 

Art and Printmaking 0 Design Medical Illustration 0 Communications Design to Environmental Design 
Art Educat ion '< 

Write for Office of Admission 
Catalog: One Lomb Memorial Drive 

Rochester, New York 14623 

KITS FROM 
$34.99 to $139.99 

Fe:uurw In Workbench. Popubr SCience. MC't:hamx IlIu$U':urd No machmmg. 
no welding. s.yea, full service guarantee. Srcp.by.SI(·p pbns. photos. full· scale partclns show ho ... Smd S3 w �h (posrp;;ud) S(2l1ng 1001 plans wanlcd Cau�:IT�:·,s:G�.�Nt ���t�_110; St. Charles. Mo. 6.DJ1 

128 PAGE CATALOG 
AVAILABLE NOW 

llfE SHARPEST EDGE 
IMAGINABLE 

Laminated Swedish Steel 
Woodcarvers require a blade 
that keeps a keen edge 
through long use, but is 
flexible to follow the pattern. 
This is impossible with a 
single grade of steel since the 
hard sleel necessary for edge 
maintenance is extremely 
brittle. Our blades are a sand
wich of high carbon Swedish 
steel (RC62) between milder, 
more shock absorbing steel 
for durability. This sandwich 
extends completely through 
the blade and will maintain 
th is combination throughout 
the life of the tool. 

The tang of the blade extends 
completely through the 
handle and is fastened to a 
steel washer at the end so 
that it cannot loosen. The 
mounting is capped with a 
ferrule to evenly distribute 
the cutting force while 
carving and prevent the 
handle from splitting. The 
oval hardwood handle 
prevents fatigue even after 
hou rs of use. 

Set of 2 (3 V. " , 3 3/,') 

03A40- 1W $7.95 ppd. 

e W([)DCRAFT® 
Dept. FWI I O. 3 1 3  Montvale Ave. 

Please send 
03A40-I W  

Woburn, Mass. 0 1 888 

knife set (s) 
$7.95 ppd. 

o I enclose $ 1 .00 for a 2 year subscription 
to the Woodcraft Catalog (free with 
order) 

Payment by . . .  
o Check enclosed 0 VISA 
o Mastercharge 0 American Express 
" Expires ____ _ 

Name 

Address 

C ity 

State Zip 
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Q & A (continued) 

generally protected. I suspect that the red in rosewood /ur
niture is achieved with a dye. How can I restore the original 
color a/this table? -L. M. Foster, Chappaqua, N. Y  
Whether your tabletop was dyed and the dye faded, or 
whether the narural pigmentation of the wood yielded to the 
bleaching action of sunlight, or even if the finish has become 
hazy with age , there is no simple way to bring back its origi
nal color. However, if the fading is in the finishing product 
and not in the color of the wood, there may be some hope of 
avoiding a complete refinishing. Dissolve some oil-soluble 
red aniline dye in mineral spirits. Next mix 50/ 50 the tinted 
mineral spirits with mineral oil . Cover the tabletop with this 
mixrure and let it soak in well before wiping off the excess. It 
may bring back the color and the vigor of the finish. 

If the wood itself has faded , your best bet is to wash off all 
the finish from the top , and also from the extra leaves, and 
sand everything until you have matching colors . It is hard 
work, but I am afraid this is the only way out. You may exper
iment with stains, dyes, or chemicals with very little chance of 
success. - George Frank 

Follow-up 
I read with interest Don Newell's reply to Claire O 'Meara's 
question (FWW #23 ,  July ' 80 ,  p .  1 8) .  Polyurethane is a 
durable interior finish, but it's nearly impossible to get a 
clean, flat surface when it 's applied full strength for three or 
more coats. One trick I 've found is to start with spar varnish 
thinned 50 / 50 with rurpentine. Apply this first coat with a 
clean , lint-free cotton cloth shaped like a French-polishing 
rubber. The second coat is thicker (75 / 2 5) and is applied with 
a bristle brush, followed upon drying by light sanding to re-

move dust and flecks. Then apply a third coat (gloss or satin) 
full strength with a foam-rubber brush. If any surface irregu
larities appear, they can be smoothed out with a light touch 
from a cabinet scraper. Then I rub with 3 1 0  steel wool, 
followed by vigorous rubbing with a cotton cloth. Finally, I 
apply Trewax with 3 / 0  steel wool, buffing it just prior to dry
ing. A second coat of wax will give a higher luster, but this 
time it should dry completely before it's buffed. 

-Richard C. Ollig, Maryvzlle, Tenn. 

Re Claire O'Meara's concern about the durability of various 
finishes : Five years ago I made a set of kitchen cabinets and 
finished them with two saruration coats of Watco followed by 
three applications of Minwax Paste Wax . They still look good, 
having been given no more than an occasional wiping with a 
damp cloth. I ' ve used this finish on all kinds of furnirure, 
and it's held up well .  

However, tabletops and other pieces that receive lots of 
wear I spray with Deft lacquer before waxing. As for brush
ing Deft-forget it. If the humidity is high , it blushes; if it 's 
hot , it dries too fast and develops little dimples and wrinkles; 
if it's cold , it takes forever to set. Deft shouldn' t be thinned 
or lap marks and brush marks will result, and these are hard 
to eliminate. 

For those who do lots of finishing and don ' t  own a spray 
outfit, I advise getting one . The time you save and the 
superior quality of the finish you get will quickly offset your 
initial investment in a compressor and spray gun .  I recom
mend spraying Deft reduced about 10% with lacquer thin
ner. Spray at 55 PSI, at 3 CFM to 5 CFM to produce a fan pat
tern about 4 in. wide. Hold the gun 10 in. to 12 in . from the 

• You Can BuDd This WoocIwo .. ken, 
gel yoa .. hancls 
on oa .. calalog. 

Sterling Hardwoods, Inc. 
Clock! 

You'll find such unique products as veneers 
and inlays, mouldings, fine hardwoods, furni
ture trim, and wood products. Plus tools, hard-

ware, finishing supplies and 
how-to �§��rrill books. 

Our beauti
fully illustrated 

catalog has 
over 3,000 

products for 
both beginning 

and expert 
woodworkers. 

Send your 
name and address 
and just $1.00 in 

check or money 
order to: The ... ""_IiIIWIJ.�:'i.I/J'I/ Woodworkers' Store, 21801 Industrial Blvd., 

Rogers, MN 55314. 

Name: ________________________ _ 

Address: ______________________ __ 

City: ____________ State: __ Zip: __ 

----ID�Ur'l The��r.l� Dept. C16J 1 Woodworkers' 21S01 Industrial Blvd. Store'· Rogers, MN 55314 

"Qual ity Lumber- Friendly Service" 
Ash, Basswood, Birch, Bubinga, Butternut, 

Cherry, Cocobolo, Cottonwood, Ebony, 
Curly & Bird's-Eye Maple, Red & White Oak, 

Pines, Poplar, Purpleheart, Walnut, Mahoganies, 
lroko, Teak. Rosewoods, K ingwood, 

Tulipwood, Pearwood, Padouk, Zebrawood. 
Many thicknesses 4/4- 16/4 in stock. 

Wood for furniture, flooring, paneling, 
veneers, carving, turning, custom milling. 

Send for pricelisl and mail order forms. 

Visit our warehouse and showroom of fine 
wood products representing over 70 

professional woodworkers. 
4 1 2  Pine Street 

Burlington, VT 05401 
802-862-0186 

OI.aD '1'001 & Supply Co., IDe. 
1931 S. Beretania St . • Honolulu. Hawaii 96826 

Phone: (808) 946-1585. 1808) 946-5912 

Model Pad Size 
604510 

RPM Net WI. 
1 2000 2 4 1bs. 

FINISHING SANDER 

Reg. $64.00 
Sale $48.50 
P.P. Prepaid 

New Vienna 
Regulator 
• SOLI a WALNUT 
• GERMAN MOVEMENT 
• SAVE OVER 50% 
You will always re
member the satisfac
tion that you felt in 
building your own 
clock. Our new Vienna 
Regulator is one of the 
most magnificent wall 
clocks ever produced, 
yet you can build it 
easily and econom
ically using a Craft kit. 
We make the intricate 
cuts and preassemble 
all diffic�lt parts. Your 
satisfaction is guaran
teed . 

Send Today for NEW 
1 16-Page Catalog 

CRAFT PRODUCTS CO. 
Dept. 14, 2200 Dean St., SI. Charles, IL 60174 

o Please send new catalog - $1 .50 enclosed 

Name ______________________ ___ 

Street ______________________ ___ 

City IStatelZip __________________ _ 

Serving America'J era/tJman Since 1 940 
---------------------------

Offer expires January 31,  1981 
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Patterns Catalog over 250 designs and supplies 1 .00 ref n I LtWe-Built Toys & C rafts. INC. 

Dept . 258 T A H O E  C I T Y .  CA 95730 11-�HAiiDWOODVEiiEERS---
& LUMBER CATALOG I 96 varieties world's rarest veneers and I lumber at reasonable prices. Simpli  

I veneering i n structions p l u s  f u l l  
wood selector included. Send for 

I catalog now and get special bonu I 
starter offers. S A V E  25 0/0 Hur�! I BOB M O R GAN WOOO, Dept. F04K25 I l ___ �� �r�t�n..!� ��v� • .:...K!:.�� J 

WOODTURN ING SCHOOL 
Beginners and experienced turners are invited for 
two-day workshops offered throughout the year. With a 
maximum of two students, learn and practice bowl and 
spindle turning--emphasis on cutting techniques. 

While here you will use 

the Myford Lathe which 

we import from England 

"-..;�:>-r_ and stock for sale. 
45f IN SlAMP$ fOR fUll DETAilS 
RUSS ZIMMERMAN 
RfO 3. BOX 57A 
PUTNEY. VERMONT 05346 

PLANS, PATTERNS 
and all the information you need to make just about anything from an abacus to a Welsh hutch. You un hue hundreds 
of popular and h.ud-Io-find 
plans, pallerns and furnilure 
designs al your fingertips. 

Order your Craftplans cat .. log 
,oo.y. Send 50( to: Craftplans, Rogers, MN 55374 

NEW MOOEL #FW3 
HANOY SHARPENING JIG 

Anyone can do it with this jig. Money 
back guarantee. Perfect hollow ground 
bevels on blades t02% Hwide. Aluminum 
cons't. brass screws. Only 4Y .. ozs. $9.50 
ppd. ck. or m.o. only. 

RIMA MFG. CO. 
P.O. Box 99 

Quaker Hill . Conn. 06375 

Colonia l CRADLE 

')(ours P'ree! 
SCREWD RIVER 
MAGNETIZER (No obligation now or ever!) 

Consider this a bribe . But, please, take our handy 
new Screwdriver Magnetizer as a gift-with no 
strings attached. 

Then, when you can't  hold the screw, just run the screwdriver 
between the two magnets-and like magic it'll hold the screw for 
you. To demagnetize it, just stroke the blade against the band holding 
the magnets. 

FAR EASIER AND MUCH BETTER 
Brand new and already a best-seller, it's yours free! Why? 
To capture your attention. See if we can't get you to at 
leastlry our superdeluxe screwdrivers-even though you 
have all the screwdrivers you think you need . 

But your screwdrivers are made for mechanics, with 
inexpensive plastic handles that are probably fluted. 
While ours are specifically designed and especially made 
for cabinet makers. And the difference will astound you. 

For one thing, the handles are highly polished beech
wood, as practical as they are beautifu l .  The comfortable 
bulbous end greatly increases the area of contact between 
your hand and the tool. Maximizing the torque you can 
apply, cutting the effort and work required to an absolute 
minimum. 

There's just no comparison . . .  even if you cap the 
plastic with a rubber grip. So, even that last Vath of an inch 
is easy with our Cabinet Makers Screwdrivers. And 

you won't have to stop to soap, wax or redrill if the pilot hole is slightly off. If more turning 
power is needed, the blade is flat at the top so it's easy to apply and work with a wrench. 

And that extra-hard, hot-forged blade is made of vanadium alloy steel, so the flared tip 
stays square. It's also cross-ground and tapered on both sides for a precise fit that won't slip 
and damage the screw, or worse, your work. More, the tips are the exact size of the screw 
heads so the last turn won't touch or mar the stock around the screw. 

SAVE $10_50 
But you really won't know how beautiful they are 
to look at and hold, appreciate the superiority of 
the way they work, until you've put them to the 
test yourself. 

So here's the deal: Ordinari ly, we sell the five 
screwdrivers (for the most used sizes-detailed 
below) individually for $26.00. But on this spe
cial offer, to introduce you to the Fine Tool Shops, 
really, you can have all five as a set for just 
$19.95. A $7.00 saving. And to add to the bar
gain, we'll include the Screwdriver Magnetizer, a 
$3.50 value, free. And it's yours to keep, with our 
thanks for trying, even if you decide to return the 
set, after a 30 day trial, for a complete refund: No 
questions asked . 

The Fine Tool Shops Inc. 1 02 -0 070 
20-28 Backus Ave. 
Danbury, CT 06810 

CALL TOLL-FREE 

800-243-1037 
(In Connecticut Call 797-0772) 

To order with any credit card listed below, just 
call the toll free number above during business 
hours. If you preler, return Ihe coupon. 
There's no obligation. And you get a most 
useful gift. Most important of all, you'll have 
the world's best screwdrivers, exactly 
matched to every screw size you regularly 
use, and for only about $1 apiece more than 
you'd spend ordinarily. 

NO-RISK REPLY FORM 

F W N8 

Please send __ Cabinet Makers Screwdriver set(s) and  the FREE Screwdriver 
Magnetizer(s), which I may keep even if I return the set(s) for a complete refund within 
30 days. I enclose check or money order (plus $1 .50 shipping & handling per seW 

CHARGE my 0 VISA 0 Master Charge 0 American Express 

Account No.  Exp. Date _____ _ 

(Master Charge Interbank No. _______________ _ 

o NO, I 'm not ordering, but send me your 132-page Catalog for which I remit $5.00 
(charge or check), which YOu'll refund with my first order. I 

I 
SPECIFICATIONS: PLEASE PRINT I 

Blade Blade Tip Screw I 
Length Width Size NAME : 

2-1 12" 311 6 4 ADDRESS 
I 

3' 7/32 5-6 I 
4' 9/32 7 CITY STATE ZIP __ I �:: 1 �;�� 8,-g ·Connecticut residents include sales tax. : 
________________________________________________________ J 
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Q & A (continued) 

surface. Two consecutive wet passes give about the same film 
thickness as one brushed-on coat. I spray on a third coat 
about 30 minutes later. Then I steel-wool (4 / 0) the surface 
and wax it with Minwax paste several times, buffing each ap
plication with a chamois. -J. E. Gier, Mesa, Ariz. 

Larry Green reported (FWW #23 , July '80,  p. 1 9) that he was 
having trouble with the outfeed table on his jointer and was 
unable to set it to the knife circle to get consistent results. 
This happened to me, and I was mystified until I checked and 
found that the outfeed table was warped. I attribute this in 
pan to the fact that I had clamped a grinder to the end of the 
table and left it there for several days. A good machine shop 
can remedy the problem by taking a light cut on both tables 
with a milling machine and bringing them into the same 
plane again.  The finish need not be as smooth as the original. 

-John Wood, Tyler, Tex. 

Readers can't  find: 
I ' m  looking for a hinge mechanism for a slant-front desk that 
automatically extends the lid-support arms as the lid is 
lowered and retracts them as it's raised . 

- Or an H. Wtlliams, Jr. , Corpus Chnsti, Tex. 
· . .  measured drawings or plans for an English seaman's 
trunk. - Clyde S. Gay, Nashvtlle, Tenn. 
· . .  the tuned metal bars used in making xylophones. 

-Larry Callander, Bennington, Vt. 
· . .  bamboo stock suitable for making furniture. 

-James Barbeau, Ststen, Ore. 
· . . milk paint in liquid (not powdered) form . 

- Dick Soule, Orleans, Mass. 

. . .  parts and an owner's manual for a Sears/ King-Seely 
6 1/4-in. thickness planer, as produced in 19 52 .  

-Richard L .  Bremer, Belmont, Calt! 

Supplies: 
- Leather embossing tools ,  gold foi l  and gold leaf: 
Antonio's ,  5 32-A Jackson St. ,  San Francisco, Calif. 94 1 33 .  
- Hardware for antique trunks: Charlotte Ford , Antique 
Trunks, Ltd . ,  Box 536 ,  Spearman, Tex .  7908 ! .  
-Quaner-sliced oak veneer (intermittently available) : The 
Woodshed, 1 807 Elmwood Ave. , Buffalo, N .Y .  14207 . 
-Holly boards: Our searches for solid holly reveal that this 
wood is in short supply and can be found only in small quan
tities when it is in stock. Apparently, there's  no mill in this 
country that produces a steady supply of it .  

Readers want to know: 
Do you have any information about the construction of cam
paign-style furniture? I am particularly interested in the origi
nal kind of joinery used for the carcases. 

-James Minch, Belvidere, III. 

I recently acquired a small treadle lathe with a fretsaw attach
ment that mounts on the bed . Called "The Companion, "  
this machine is pictured on p .  503 of the 1902 Sears catalog. 
Parts are missing, and I ' m  interested in restoring the ma
chine. Does anyone have a pans list, owner's manual or other 
relevant literature? -Ernest Laug, Stamford, Conn. 

Send quenes, comments and sources of supply to Q&A, Fine 
Woodworking, Box 355, Newtown, Conn. 06470. 

If you thought "Swiss-Precision" cou ld only be 
found in watchmaking, then you don't know 
about our power tools. � Now you can build 

your own classic 1880's 
Octagonal School Clock 

Only you know how good your tool s  have 
to be. When it comes to woodworking 
mach inery, they should be better than you are
even if you're al ready on accomplished 
craftsman.  Therefore, you owe it to yourself to 
learn more obout our Swiss-mode l ine of I NCA 
stationary power tools which we sell throughout 
these 50 states. 

Toke the 1 0" Cabinetmaker's Sow, for 
example. It has a 20mm (25/32") arbor at the 
blade for strength and rigid ity where it counts. 
The table castings a re tough, prec ision m i l led 
a l loys and the gu ide rai ls  a re aircraft qual ity 
extrusions. A l l  the m a jor ratating parts are 
dynam ical ly balanced. The bottom l ine is a 
machine that tokes higher load ings and g ives 
you less vibration with a truer running sow 
blade. 

If fact, every one of our INCA sows, jointers, 
planers and shapers are bu i l t  to qual ity 
standards which are becom ing increasingly 
hard to find in  th is  country. That's because they're 
mode with the some pride of workmanship 
as the Swiss put into their watches. 

Our catalog is a _�_b 
good place to beg in  
your  comparisons. 
We wont you to be 
as good as you ."-
can get. ' 

'- ... � . 
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Garrell Wade Co., Dept. FW-" -BO 161 Ave. of the Americas, N.Y., N.Y. 10013 
National Sales 
Gentlemen: 

o Send me your INJECTA INCA catalog .  Enclosed is $ 1 . 
o Here's another $ 1 for your 1 1 6 page coto log 

of q u a l i ty hand tools.  

Nome _________________________ _ 

Address _________________________ _ 

City ______ State _______ Zip __ _ 

Feel a sense of pride when you display this 
superb century old schoolroom and railway 
station wall clock. Work from plans and flat 
lumber. or assemble our popular pre-cut kit 
with detailed instructions. 

Includes blueprints 
lIat lumber in 

f ine· grained oak 
calendar dial 

Imported pendulum 
clock movement 
12" brass bezel 

hardware and 
glass 21'/,' high 

IS" wlde. 4 , ," deep 
Send check 

or money order 

FREE with order - 32 page color cata
log of Grandfather. Grandmother. 
wa l l .  desk and mantle c lock kits for 
all levels of s k i l l .  Plus movements. 
dials, accessories. hardware. tools 
and books. Satisfaction guaran· 
teed. For catalog only. send $ 1 . 00. 1I •• !!!!!!!1I 
Name ________________________ __ 

Address ______________________ _ 

City State Z,p __ _ 
Mason & Sullivan Co. 

Dept. 2115,  Osterville, MA 02655 --------------------------------



QQQ 
Selling u n usual hardwoods is my business. Asa 
craftsman, I select my l u mber for its special 
character and beautiful color and figure. My 
u n usual selection includes exotic and domestic 
lumber, bookmatched flitches, burls, sawn 
veneers, carving stock, and quartersawn lumber. 
Because of the unique quality of my wood, I 
offer personalized service from log to lumber. 
Call or write, and I' l l  be happy to 
tell you more. 

(21 5) 775-0400 
Box 303, RD 3 
Mohnton, PA 1 9540 

"WOODC RAFTE R'S 
DREAM STORE !"  

-Sunset Magazine 

• F I N E  H A N D  TOOLS 
• I NCA POWER TOOLS 
• EXOTIC HAR DWOODS 
• WOODCRAFT CLASSES 
• BOOKS & MAGAZ I N E S  

1/.1 
�HE CUCCtNC EDCE 

WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
3871 Grand View Boulevard 

213/390-9723 HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 10am-6pm 

BERKELEY. CALIFORNIA 
1836 Fourth Street 415/5<18-6011 

HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 10am-6pm 

Fine Woodworking Slipcase 

M a g a z i n e s  f i t  i n t o 
these cases to become 
v a l u a b l e  refe rence 
volu mes. B l ue front 
embossed in gold. One 
case holds 1 2 issues. 

Send check di rectly. 
payable to: 

THE HIGHSMITH Co. 
Box 25FW 

Fort Atkinson, WI 53538 

$5 .20 each, or $4.63 each for 
an order of three (3) or more_ 

Postpaid. Money-back guarantee_ 

� 
-;.� �� I� � 
E IRON ON 

TOY PATTERNS IRON DIRECTLY ONTO WOOD! ! 
Rocking Horse. '1806-2, Sq.oo 
2x4 Cars ( 8  models) . . 1805-4. $3 . 00 
B iplane, Triplane. Hel icopter, * 1 807-4, $3. 50 

SPEC IAL - ALL 3 PLANS ABOVE - $8. 00 
Catalog - over 200 designs for woodwork ing. 
crafts. kits, toy parts. $ 1 .  50 

MAKIN ' THINGS 
Dept. FWA80. P .  O. Box 52189. Tu lsa.  OK 74 152 

Each issue of Fine Woodworking takes a detailed look at many as
pects of our craft, in effect building a growing reference of wood
craft techniques. And because there's always so much of interest 
to cover, Fine Woodworking rarely repeats itself. Small wonder 
one new subscriber in 20 requests the complete set of back issues. 
Here's valuable information you can't find anywhere else and 
that doesn't go out of date. 

No. I-Turning checkered bowls, making planes, French 
polishing, marquetry cutting. Stamp box, wall shelf. plans. 

No. 2-Eagle carvings, hand dovetailing, buying antique 
tools, oil/varnish finish, Gustav Stickley. Plans for spiral 
library steps, Shaker lap desk, rocking camel. 

No. 3-Close look at wood, making the mortise-and
tenon, desert cabinetry, turning green bowls. Plans for gate
leg table, stroke sander; survey of plans in print. 

No. 4-Krenov's notebook,  wood and moisture, ornamen
tal turning, exotic woods, hear-rrearingsreel. Plans for Scan
dinavian workbench, hidden bed. 

No. 5-Sracking, carcase construction, using plywood. 
drying wood, guitar joinery, making shaper knives, deep 
bowl gouge. Plans for Gothic tracery, Duncan Phyfe chair, 
Adam side table. 

No. 6-Wooden threads, hand scraping, bent lamination, 
layout on twO sticks. pricing work. Plans for lumber-drying 
kiln, serving cart. Survey of woodworking schools. 

No. 7-Glues, lute roses, bowl turning, doweling, spalted 
wood, antiqued pine furniture, fan carving. Plans for J-Iegged 
stool, solar dry-kiln, bent-laminated tray. Issues 1-6 index. 

No. 8-Steam bending, triangle layom, chain-saw lumber 
making, bowsaws, moisture meters. Plans for wooden 
clamps, Aztec drum, flageolet, double-ratchet gout stool, 
marking gauge. 

No. 9-Classical proportions, tall chests, entry doors, 
drawer bottoms, health hazards, blacksmithing, carving ex� 
ercises. Plans (or extension dining table, haker round 
stand, small turned boxes. Hardware sources. 

No. 10-Wooden clockworks, hammer veneering, ball & 
claw feet, laminated and staved turnings, chain�saw carving, 
circular saws. Plans (or 2�way screen hinges, louvered doors, 
small workbench. 

No. I I -Dovetailed drawers, turning spalted wood, 
leather inlay, finishing notes, pencil gauges, hanging doors. 
Plans (or spinning wheels, scratch beader, Parson's tables, 
tool cabinets. 

No. 1 2-Greene & Greene, tambours, stains and dyes, 
spindle turning, cleaving wood, sharpening, sanding, 
checks in veneer. Plans for corner-cupboard cockleshell, 
dust--colleCtion system, shaving horse. 

No. 1 3 -Relief carving, preparing stock, tung oil, roll-top 
desks, machine maintenance, lumber grading. Plans for 
turned microscope, end�boring jig. 

No. 14-George Nakashima, tapered laminations. turning 
planes, chair critique, incised lettering, air�powered tools. 
Plans for box-joint jig, world globe, Austrian commode. 
Issues 1 - 1 3 index. 

No. I S-Making violins, mortise�and�tenon, milk paint, 
wooden aircraft, routed signs, staved containers, gilding. 
Plans for router table, treadle lathe, carved shells. 

No. 16-Edward Barnsley, wedged and pinned tenons, 
hollow turnings, preparing to finish, chair critique. Plans for 
vacuum press, circular stairs, workbench. 

No. 17 -Sawmilling, timber joinery, bending compound 
curves, routing (or inlays, tips for precision, finishing mate� 
rials. Plans for solid wood doors, heavy-duty shaper, library 
steps. Planer survey. 

No. I S- Showcase cabinets, tapered sliding dovetails, 
haunched tenons, rule joint, turning chisels, rubbed 
finishes, cabriole legs, paneled doors and walls. Plans for 
drop-leaf and gate-leg tables. 

No. 1 9 - Wharton Esherick, oyster veneering, PEG, 
oil/varnish mixes, chip carving, mortising machines, adjust� 
ing the jointer, wooden toys. Plans for baby rattles, toy 
dragonfly, toy trucks, turner's gauges. Band�saw survey. 

No. 20-Michael Thonet, one-piece plywood chair, split
ash baskets, woven cane seating, Japanese planes, shaper 
cutters and fences, chair repair. Plans for fishing net, knock� 
down tables, adjustable plane, pigeonhole desk. Index to 
hardwood sources. 

No. 2 1 -Hans Wegner, designing and building machines, 
about abrasives, woodturning explorations, ogee bracket 
feet, hewing, dowel joints, carcase dovetailing, Japanese 
saws. Plans for three sanding machines. Issues 1�20 index. 

No_ 22-Kerf-bent boxes, cowhide chair seats, solar wood
drying, saw sharpening, furniture conservation, shop math, 
backed veneers. Plans for easy chair and sofa. 

No. 23-Period reproductions and blockfront chests, turn� 
ing thin bowls and spindles, carousel horses, hardwood ply
wood. carbide circular saws, frame�and�panel, pistol cases. 
Plans for Newport and Boston bl\>ckfroms, post-and-panel 
chest, disc sander. 

No. 24-Setting up small shops, 3-phase power, making 
carver's gouges, production woodworking. Plans for vise, 
walking-beam saw; workbench, lumber rack, tool rack and 
box, sawhorses. Combination machine survey. 

Each back issue is $3.00 postpaid. Use the handy order form with postage-paid envelope 
in the back of this magazine. (Connecticut residents, please add 7Y,% sales tax.) 

ffi1be'Thuntonl\ess 52 Choreh Hill Ro,d, Box 355, N,W<own, cr 06470 
© 1980 The Taunton Press 
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Books 

Grinling Gibbons and the English Woodcarving Tradition by 
Frederick Oughton . Stobart & Son Ltd. , 67- 73 Worship St. , 
London EC2A 2EL, England, 1979. 412.50 (about $28), 
cloth; 224 pp. 

Grinling Gibbons ( 1 648- 1 7 2 1 )  was one of the greatest wood
carvers England has ever produced . Although born in Rotter
dam, Holland, and never fluent in the English language, 
Gibbons rose from obscurity to enjoy the patronage of kings, 
employing dozens of men in his several workshops. There is 
an attractive story that he was discovered accidentally by the 
diarist John Evelyn while he was working on a large represen
tation of the Cruciftxion in a broken-down cottage near Lon
don . Evelyn, a 1 7th-century busybody who was acquainted 
with all the important personages of the day, made a hobby 
of helping young talent gain recognition . Immediately recog
nizing Gibbons' genius, Evelyn not only brought various 
" Greate men" to Gibbons' cottage to see his carving but also 
made him known to King Charles II and to the architect, 
Christopher Wren. From then on Gibbons' success was en
sured, and he never lacked patrons. 

Before Gibbons, carving had been a trade, like saddle
making or joinery. Gibbons made it an art. His rich and lux
uriant style was a far cry from the restrained and stylized 
representations of nature traditional to English woodcarving. 
As Oughton points out, "Gibbons' work must have looked 
like some kind of sculptural freehand with disparate motifs 
introduced willy-nilly as scallops, seashells, fruit and flowers 
and other objects were apparently pushed together almost 
untidily but in the end forming a dazzling composition. 
Flowers refused to look neat, they sprang out at odd angles. " 

Oughton's  book is an attempt to ftt Gibbons and his work 
into the historical perspective of English woodcarving. It is an 
ambitious task, and in my opinion he succeeds admirably. He 
starts by describing the growth of carving from the earliest 
times, the tradesmen themselves and the money they earned 
from their work. Nearly half the book is devoted to Gibbons' 
life and work and that of his contemporaries. The effect of 
Crown patronage (or the lack of it) is addressed throughout 
the book because the fortunes of woodcarvers were closely 
related to the state of the royal exchequer. 

The author is clearly an experienced judge of carving , both 
stone and wood , and does not hesitate to comment on the 
aesthetic quality of the work shown in the illustrations. He 
quotes freely from contemporary sources and also includes 
many fascimile reproductions of bills, letters, orders and con
tracts. The text is embellished with simple line drawings of 
carvings in the margins of the pages . The photographs, as 
well as the design of the book, are excellent. 

In addition to an index there are appendices on present
day woodcarvers, the tools of the trade, research sources and 
an inventory, pan of a larger work still in progress, of the best 
examples of woodcarving in the British Isles. This is a schol
arly, well-organized book that is also lively reading. It is a 
pleasure to recommend it. -Simon Watts 

The Wheelwright's Shop by George Stun. Cambridge Uni
versity Press, 32 East 5 7th St. , New York, N. Y  10022, 1923 
(repn'nted in 1975) . $28. 95,  cloth; $7. 95,  paper. 

Title deeds show that in 1 706 one George Draper purchased 
1 5  rods of hop-ground in the farming village of Farnham , 

the l . 
url!m COMBINATIONS ! 

As demanding amateur and professional 
woodworkers know, precision power tools are 
essential to good craftsmanship. Now being 
introduced in the United States is the LUREM line 
of combination power woodworking machines and 
accessories, the finest tools of this type. LUREM 
machines provide maximum capability in basic 
woodworking operations in compact single units 
which occupy a minimum of space. The LUREM 
machines are truly fine pieces of equipment, offer
ing quick efficient changing of operating modes 
with clocklike precision and accuracy. They are 
ruggedly built from heavy castings for reliability, 
and will sustain hard and continuous operation with 
a minimum of maintenance. The following models 
are currently available. 

C.20 - Features 8" thickness planer/jointer and 8" circular saw. 
C.2 1 0B-Features 8" thickness planer/jointer and 10" circular saw. 
C.260N-Features 10" thickness planer/jOinter and 10" circular saw. 

STANDARD FEATURES ON ALL MODELS 

• Tilting Arbor Circular Saw 
• Automatic Feed Thickness Planer 
• Jointer 
• Horizontal Drlll-Mortiser 
• Shaper-Spindle Moulder 
• Sliding Carriage for Tenoning and Cross Cutting 
• Knife Grinder and Setter for Planer Blades 
• Heavy Duty Motor-1-phase 120/220 V. or 3-phase 220/440 V. 
• Floor Stand with Castors 

There is a LUREM model and optional accessory package suited for 
every serious woodworker. Write today for detailed literature. 
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Professional 
Quality 
Combination 
Woodworkers 
Occupying 
MINIMUM 
SPACE! 

For dealer information and 
additional details write to: 

INTERNATIONAL WOODWORKING 
EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 

1 1 665 Coley River Circle 
Fountain Valley, California 92708 



PROFESSIONAL TURNING TOOLS 
Fittings.and accessories 

Send one dollar for catalog 

PETER CHILD 
The Old Hyde, Little Yeldham, 

Halstead, Essex, England. 

PLANS .. for large, sturdy Toy Trucks (, Trailers -
Send $1 for illustrated catalog (refunded w/order) to: 
Sleepy's Toys . 14·14 3rd Ave. E. . Spencer, la. 5 1 30 1 .  

PRO FESSI O N A L  
• W O O D  F I N I S H ES • 

Use what the pro's use 
F R E E  CATALOG 

AMITY Box 7204 
Madison, Wis. 53707 

SHARP TOOLS FOR SHARP PEOPLE _ 

Difficull appllcalions graphically illus

trated; money-saving hinls and safety 

fealured' send $2 for BIMEX's 48-page 

catalog or Makita's 40-page catalog (or 

$3 for bOlh) and start selecting tools wisely. 

� BIMEX INC 487 Armour Corcle. N E I • Atlanta GA 30324 

l,t;tI111 i; r;l I Ill,lW 
l OVER '20 TUNES AVAILAB L E •.. : .;;:,·A' 1 

FOR YOUR OWN MUSIC BOX C R E ATION' � . � 
I SWISS Movemtnl51Ylitibie from 18 to 72 /Ioles from '" • 

I $8.95 Disc Tvpe with oyu 90 music hvorilu 10 chooSoe � .. ,. .. 
from. GUlranteed lor 1 vtlr. Send $1.0010r Citilog & 

I with tune seleclion (refund.ble). 

WORLD OF MUSIC B OX ES  • 412 Main S t .  Avon, Hew J.ruy 07717 Dept. FW .. _---------

MOST COMPLETE SelECTION 
IN CONNECTICUT 

25 SPECIES OF 

HARDWOOD · HARDWOOD PLYWOOD 

VENEERS · MARINE LUMBER 

GENERAL�ODDCRAFT 
IOOC BUNMAN STREET NEW LONDON, CONN. 06320 2OJ.442-53Jl 

ELEGANT CRADLE PLANS 
• Original design • Good aesthetics 
• Removable cradle • Knocks down 
• Locking pin • Color photo 
• Quality inked • Materials list and 

dwgs. (2 sheets) instructions 
F o r  a d v a n c e d  w o o d ·  CREATIVE PLANS CO. workers. Fun project for 

University Station 
P.O. Box FW 12087 

Gainesville. Fla 32604 

dadsl grand· dads to build. 
Tomorrow's heirloom. 

Plans: $6.00 

CATALOG of FULL-SIZE FURNITURE PLANS $lQQ 
'Vonderland tor woodworkers! Over 150 tull-size furniture 
plans! Tables, desks. curIo cabinets, chairs-etc. Every
thing In full-Size detail just like the plans fine furniture 
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wIth first order. Send today_ 1425 Sherman Ave. FURNITURE DESIGNS, Dept. KF- 1 1 0  Evanston, 111_ 6020l 

• DOWELS 
OAK-WA L N U T- B I R C H  
Send 25' -Catalog Wood Parts 

Box 79238 WOODWORKS Saginaw. TX 76179 

The Timber Frame RAISING 
STEWART ELLIOTT 

A CUlDI:. TO HOUSI:. RAISINC 

• JOINERY 
• TOOLS 
• CUTTING AND RAISING 

. 200 PHOTOS AND ILLUS. 

Softbound 10.95 ppd. 
Co. Res. add 3Y2% 

CHRISTMAS OFFER 
Receive a 24 pg. 
Housesmiths Journal 
free! 

DOVETAIL PRESS, Ltd Di \._. 
P.O. Box #1 496H HI -,(,., 
Boulder, Co. 80306 �aa 

One�hand palm grip design_ 
Flush sands into corners. 
Powerful 1 .8 Amps. 1 1 5 V. 
1 2,000 Orbits per min_ One 
year limited warrant)'. 2.4 Ibs_ 
4 " x 4 J� ' $4995 POSTPAID 

LIST PRICE 
564.00 

SANDER OFFER EFFECTIVE THRU 1 2 / 3 l /80 

BANDSAW MODEL 2 1 16 
ACCURATELY AND POWER
FULLY RESAWS BOARDS UP 
TO Il" WIDE. 

O('pth of throat l J  . Wheel si:.(· 16 . 
I-Ieight of machin(' 51 . Wt'ight 
197 Ibs_ Blade width 1/4 up 10 Z . 
Motor 1 HP. Industrittl typt· mOl
..:hin(' priccd for th\.· �mall profe:o
�ional shop or )criou)' amateur. 
DClllonl>lrau·d at World \Vnod· 
working Expo 80. 
THICK.!"IESS PLANER 
MODEL 2040 
15 Max. width. 7�1 max_ thick
ness. Motor 1 liP. Weigh.') 254 Iblo. 
Automat ic feed. 

THICKNESS 
PLANER/JOINTER 
MODEL 2030 (NO( piCllIrl'd ) 
Efficiently combines I Z wid\., 
automatic (('cd planer with 6 

wide jointer with no chang(·-o\'(·(, 
rC"Juired_ Jointer ha) 59 long bcd. 

Motor lHP. Wt.·ighs 175 Iblo. 

Bandy .... and plilown �hippt'd frt'ilhl pr��id lIn\· .. ·htrr in conlinrnn,1 U.S. 
Can or "'rilr for prien and full spe"cificilllon� 

HIGHLAND HARDWARE 
1034 N. HIGHLAND AVE., N.E., DEPT. F25 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30306 (404) 872-4466 
Send $1 .00 for our catalog and pricelist of woodworking tools 

and books_ In Allanta, visit our shuwroom to sec a demon
stration of our Swiss-precision INCA power tools. 

BASED ON MFG. SUGG. 
U.S.A LIST PRICE OF '399'5 

• WITH HEAVY DUTY 
'/' H . P  . • 1725 R.P .M.  
I N D UCTION MOTOR 
U . S.A. MANU FACTU R E D  

SAVES 10000 

PLUS '3000 

HANDLING AND 
FREIGHT CHARGES 

ACHIEVE THE ULTIMATE IN VERSATILITY AND 

FLEXIBILITY WITH THIS UNIQUE DRILL PRESS. 

DESIGNED FOR THE SHOP TO DRILL WITH EASE AND 

ACCURACY IN ALL MATERIALS. 

OUTSTANDING FEATURES INCLUDE 
• HEAD ROTATES 360·, TILTS 90· LEFT AND RIGHT 

• HEAVY DUTY CAST IRON HEAD AND BASE 

• LARGE 14" X 105f8" CAST IRON WORK TABLE, 

PRECISION GROUND FOR RIGID FLATNESS 

• PERMANENTLY LUBRICATED PRECISION 
BALL BEARINGS 

• RUGGED 3" DIA.,POLISHED STEEL COLUMN 

• 8 OPERATING SPEEDS 

• HEAVY DUTY 6 SPLINE SPINDLE 
• DELUXE #33 JACOBS 3-JAW CHUCK (O·y,") 
• UP-FRONT SWITCH WITH SAFETY KEY LOCK 

MACH INE SPEC IF ICATIONS 
OPERATING SPEEDS (8) 380·8550 RPM , 

SPINDLE TRAVEL - 4'h" DISTANCE CHUCK TO COLUMN · 8". 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

MAIL ORDER TO: POWER TOOL SPECIALISTS, INC_ 

352 LONGHILL ST., SPRINGFIELD, MA. 01 1 08 

PH. (203) 741 -2266 8:30 am-5 pm E.S.T. 
ENCLOSED IS MY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $299" FOR 
DRILL PRESS WITH MOTOR DR $259" FOR DRILL PRESS WITH· 
OUT MOTOR. (PRICE INCLUDES SHIPPING AND HANDLING) 

FOR CHARGE ORDERS: 

o VISA ACCl NO. _______ _ 

o MASTERCARD EXP. DATE ____ _ 

NAME __________ _ 

ADDRESS __________ _ 

CITY, STATE, ZIP ________ _ 
o I WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMAliON 

4 1  



Books (continued) 

about 3 5  miles southwest of London . On this property he es
tablished a wheelwright' s  shop. In 1 8 1 0  the shop was pur
chased by one of its employees, George Stun, who passed it 
on to his son in 1 86 5 ,  and he to his son in 1 884 . This younger 
George Stun kept the shop until his illness forced its sale in 
1 920, at the dawn of the motor age. 

Paralyzed and needing greatly to " pacify the time, " Sturt 
wrote a kind of biography of the old shop and the industry it 
had housed for more than two centuries. Such a book in less 
capable hands might have been no more than a narrow tech
nical manual filled with tedious minutiae . Indeed, the book 
does contain a wealth of technical information about wheel
wrighting, including a 1 2-page glossary (" arm" to "worm") . 

George Stun, however, was more broad-minded than the 
average wheelwright. He records riot merely the way of life in
side the shop, but the shop's  place in community life. For ex
ample, we learn how the drawshave and the spokeshave were 
used, and also of their importance in the conservation of 
horseflesh, and why an occasional farmer resented it .  Stun ex
plains in detail how elm hubs, oak spokes and ash felloes were 
crafted into sturdy, durable wheels for dung-carts and 
wagons, and also how wooden spokes made it possible to 
"dish" a wheel, and why the dished wheel was as important 
to civilization as the invention of the wheel itself. He tells us 
why his livelihood virtually rested upon the skill and judg
ment of the sawyers, yet he also explains why he detested saw
yers as a class of worker. 

The book is permeated with Sturt ' s  appreciation of wood as 
the master material, an attitude now greatly diminished by 
power tools. Sturt believed that wood tested the intellect as 
well as the hand and eye: " Knots here, shakes there, rind-

Top qua l ity hardwoods and ha rdwood ��k prod ucts -at prices that can .tJjli � be topped ! � .  
\ ' �. �  

We are a d irect prod u cer. No 
m id d l e  m en. You receive the 
advantage of buy i ng d irectly 
from t h e  produ cer. 

� 
See for yourself. Send $ 1 for 
our  Ful l-Color Brochure and 
Price List. ( Dol lar is refu nded 
w it h  you r fi rst order.) 
VISA and MASTERCARD !Jf. 'l ..: 
accepted 

\' ."- -P.O. BOX 643 • 121 P I K E  ST .. MARIETTA. O H I O  45750 

-

.

' 

1-614-373- 1 0 1 3  

Name ________________________________________ � 
Address ______________________________________ � 
City _____________ State _______ Zip -----i 
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galls, waney edges , thicknesses , thinnesses, were forever af
fording new chances or forbidding previous solutions, where
by a fresh problem confronted the workman's  ingenuity every 
few minutes. He had no band-saw . . .  to drive , with ruthless 
unintelligence, through every resistance. The timber was far 
from being a prey, a helpless victim, to a machine. Rather it 
would lend its own subtle virtues to the man who knew how 
to humor it: with him, as with an understanding friend, it 
would cooperate. "  

Sturt also cared about the living forest from which wood 
came. He was outraged by the Great War's  brutalization of 
the lovely English woods. He remembered sadly " this or that 
quiet place, the home of peace . . .  turned into a ghastly 
battle-field, with the naked and maimed corposes of trees 
lying about. "  That was bad enough, he thought,  but there 
was something worse: 

" Still ,  trees might grow again . . .  But what would never be 
recovered . . .  was the earlier English understanding of timber, 
the local knowledge of it, the patriarchal traditions of han
dling it. Of old there had been a close relationship between 
the tree-clad country-side and the English who dwelt there. 
But now, the affection and the reverence bred of this-for it 
had been with something near to reverence that a true provin
cial beheld his native trees-was all but gone . "  

After a half a century, The Wheelwright's Shop remains a 
valuable social document,  a perceptive look at a still pastoral 
English countryside and a " funereal tribute to a dead 
craft . . . . " - Fredie Steve Ham's 

Simon Watts, of Putney, Vt. , is a contributing editor of thz's 
magazine. Fredie Steve Ham's, a wn'ter, lives in Houston, Tex. 

WOODWORKING TOOLS 

� O �_, � 
QUALITY TOOLS ARE AVAILABLE AT THESE RETAIL STORES NEAR YOU . .  

-COMPTON LUMBER & HARDWARE .POWER TOOL CENTER -WATERSTREET COMPANY 
Seattle, WA Portland, OR Sausalito, CA 

-HARDWARE UNLIMITED -SEABRIGHT HARDWARE -WOO DC RAFTERS 
San FranCiSCO, CA San Francisco, CA Salem & Portland, OR 

-HEALDSBURG LUMBER COMPANY ·SEATIlE KNIFE SUPPLY Redmond, WA 
Healdsburg, CA Seattle, WA -WOODEN BOAT SHOP 

-JORDAN PACIFIC HARDWOODS -THE SHOP OF ART Seattle, WA 

Belmont, CA Tempe, AZ -WORK'S WOODS 
-NOVATO BUILDING SUPPLY -SOUTHERN LUMBER COMPANY Rohnert Park, CA 

Novato, CA San Jose, CA -YAEGER & KIRK 
-PITTSFORD LUMBER & WOODSHOP -SWISS CABINETMAKER Santa Rosa, CA 

Pittsford, NY Clackamas, OR 

I n  other areas contact Robert Larson, 1 749 Noriega SI. S.F .• CA 94122 (415) 821·1021 
-Dealer Inquiries Invited-

We are pleased to announce 
the appointment of 
TOM HUCKER 

Master craftsman in wood 
for 1980-81 

November workshops with 
Bobbie Falwell, William Hammersley 
Appalachian Center for Crafts 

R oute 3,  Sm ithvi l le,  Tennessee 371 66 

(61 5) 597-6801 



PIIRIIS 
12"THICKNESS PLANER 

• 
MORE 
THAN 

40,000 
I N  USE 
ALL 
OVER 
THE 
WORLD 

• T h e  P A R K S  N o .  95 i s  a c o m p a c t .  s t u r d y  
thickness ptaner that offers m i l l  planer preci
sion and ruggedness at a modest price! Wr ite 
for complete descriptive literature on the No. 
95 Planer. as well  as on PARKS wood- and 
metal-cutting Band Saws and Planer-Jointer 
Combination Machines. 

THE PARKS WOODWORKING MACHINE CO. 
Dept. FW. 1501 Knowlton St . . Cincinnati. Oh. 45223 
" M/rs of Quality Woodworking Machmes Smce 188l" ' 

BUTLER TRAY TABLE 
FULL SIZE PLAN 

This B utler's tray 
table i s  a wood
worker's delight as 
i t  ca n be made i n  

��i;;e��nrg f'::It�;r�� 
pta n .  Table h i nges 
are a l s o  avai lable.  
Plan-242 $3.00 
Catalog $ 1 .0 0  

ARMOR PRODUCTS 
Box 290. Dept. D 

Deer Park, NY 1 1 729 

/' ... ;r"'<"'-ll'I,DI SAVE REAL MONEY on charm
ing Early American styles fash
ioned from clear. glowing pine. 
Luxury features galore. hand
some hardware. Easy-to-assem
ble K ITS have all pieces pre-cut 
(glazed and raised panel doors 
ful ly assembled). Step-by-step 
instructions. 
ALSO Fully Assembled Cabinets! 
Glazed, ready to fin ish.  
CATALOG of 8 Corner 

CHEM-TECH T-88 BONDS JOI NTS BETTER 
The finest wood binding epoxy adhesive on the market. 
T-88 will cure at temperatures as low as 35° F. without 
shrinking. This strong, durable 1 : 1 mix will adhere to 
moist surfaces and is very easy to use, even if you're inex
perienced. Clear amber formula forms virtually invisible 
joints. Waterproof? Absolutely! 

Special pnce tor initial order only, P.PO. U.S.A. 
Pt. $7.95 at. $13.00 Gat. $41.00 

CHEM-TECH. Dept. K 
4669 lind" Road. Chlllrin fill •. OH 44022 1218) 248-lJ770 

NOW' Brand your own name 

permanently on wood and leather 

handcrafts' Simple to use. Long 

lasting. U/L approved electric handle. 

Brands full name Guaranleed. 

FREE ILLUSTRATED 
LITERATURE! 
t,,"lJlI" '1�IIJlllI[ 

'''ltl''"t''1�''',I'''t,,: 
DEPT. F- 1 1  

GA. 30065 

NOW, For The First Time
Use The WOODBITS 

The PROS Use ! 
PROFESSIONAL WOODBITS are NOT avai lable in hardware stores. 
Stores only carry spade bits which tear grain .  clog and bind; or metal
cutting twist bits that also bind and - what's worse - "skate" off the mark. 

WhyisaWOODBIT Best ? 
A PROFESSIONAL WOODBIT has four features designed specifically 
for wood: 
• A CENTER SPUR that locks your bit on course and so 

prevents "skating". 
• TWO CUTTING SPURS that start and dimension a 

perfectly round hole. 
• EXTREM ELY SHARP FLUTES extend from the two 

cutting spurs and contin ue the cutting action all the way 

. •.•. •.•. ..•••...... � .• 
1 ·- + 

through the wood . . .  shaving the sides smooth. Most important. the 
two spurs wi l l  not spl inter the wood as the bit cuts through . . .  as 
spade or metal cutting bits do. 

• THE CUTTING FLUTES AR E ENGINEERED for opt imum chip 
ejection so that your dri l l ing machine won't b ind and burn out. 

LEICHTUNG'S PROFESSIONAL WOODBITS can be used i n  portable 
dri l ls or dri l l  presses with chucks of %" or more. 7 piece chrome
vanadium steel set i ncludes %. 3/16, %. 5/16• %. 7/16 and %" sizes. Lengths 
from 2% - 5%". Made by German professionals for pros or "wood-be" pros. 7 PIECE WOODBIT SET •.•.•...••............•......••... ONLY $17.95 
Depth Adjusting Collars For The 7 Piece Set 

Get the precision of a costly dri l l  press for under $10.00! 
Here's how they work: Figure the desired depth of the hole; 
slip the collar over the bit to that depth; fix the collar 
position with the set screw - and dri l l .  7 col lar sizes. 
% - %". fit each bit in the 7 piece woodbit set. Tool steel. 

7 Piece Depth Adjusting Collars ....... . .... ........ .............. O NLY $9.95 
BU

'
y Both Bits And Collars And SAVE $2.00 ..•.......... ONLY $25.90 

Complete Your Bit Set With These 4 BIG WOODBITS 
Primarily for use i n  a dri l l  press. these larger d iameter bits can be used 
in any powerful portable dri l l  with a %" or larger chuck. These are 
really top q uality professional cutting tools. The %" bit is 7%" long, the 
%. % and 1" are 7%" long. No col lars available. 

s;." BIt. .. $1 1 .95 3/4" Blt. .. $1 3.95 
1fa" Blt. .. $1 5.95 
1 "  Blt. .. $1 7.95 

Buy All 4 BIG Woodblts (SAVE $10.00) . . . .  ONLY $49.80 

COMPLETE 1 8  Piece Dril l  Set (SAVE $1 7.75) . . . . .  $69.95 
18  PIECE SET INCLUDES: 

7 Bits: 1/8-%"; 7 collars 10 match plus 4 BIG WOODBITS: %"-1".  (Ji% _�::I:!�;:�_�;;�J���I�:';��!�!��!�,�1 -6840 ________ , 
, Yes Ric Lelchtung, please send me: �\ • _ 7 pc. Wood bit Set(s) @ $1 7.95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . __ 0 Enclosed is • 
_ 7 pc. Depth Col lars To Match A bove Set @ $9.95 . . . . . . . __ my order for • 
_ 14 pc. Bit  and Collar Set(s) @ $25.90 (SAVE $2.00) . . . . . __ woodbits. As my • 
_ 0/ . . ' BIG Woodbit(s) @ $1 1 .95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . __ BONUS, please : 

send your 84 page, 1 981 • - 0/ .. ' BIG Woodbit(s) @ $1 3.95 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --
color catalog of hard-to-find 

- %" BIG Woodbit(s) @ $1 5.95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -- woodworking tools, PLUS 
- 1 "  BIG Woodbit(s) @ $17 .95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -- all catalogs and new tool 
_ All 4 BIG Woodbits @ $49.80 (SAVE $1 0.00) . . . . . . . . . . . __ bulletins FOR THE NEXT 
_ Complete 18 pc. Drill Set(s) @ $69.95 (SAVE $17.75) . . . __ TWO YEARS FREEl 

Shipping, Handling and Insurance $1 .75 
Method of Payment Ohio Residents Add 5'12% Tax __ _ 

o Check 0 VISA 0 MasterCharge TOTAL __ _ 

Card # _____________ Good thru ___ _ 

o Enclosed is $1 .00. Please 
send your 1 981 color 
catalog PLUS all catalogs 
and bulletins FOR THE 
NEXT TWO YEARS! 

Name _____________ __ Address ___________ _ 

City State Zip __ __ 

LEICHTUNG �U 4944 Commerce Parkway #1 1 80 FW . 
\ jj C Cleveland, Ohio 44128 • ��\THE Workbench People _ Phone 21 6-831 -6191 " ---------------------------------------------------, 
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Connections 
The Edward Barnsley Educational Trust aims to " run and maintain the work
shops established by Edward Barnsley at Froxfield in Hampshire [see 
FWW # 1 6, May ' 79] as a training unit, continuing to produce fine furniture 
and to provide opportunities for apprentices and pupils to be trained as 
master craftsmen and designers . . . and thereby to make a groWIng contrIbu
tion to the Gimson-Barnsley tradition. " The initial fund- raising goal is 
£200,000; businesses, foundations or individuals who would like to contrib
ute may contact Karin Antonini, The Bee House, Froxfield, Petersfield, 
Hampshire. England. 

Woodworkers making items for magic and illusions are invited to share their 
experiences with the Magical Woodworking Art Group (MWAG) . Wrtte 
Richard Schindler, 69 Green Sr., Cumberland, Md. 2 1 50 2 .  

W e  are conducting basic research into fire hazards associated with sanding 
and vacuuming systems. We would like to know if anyone. has experienced 
spontaneous combustion or combustion started by stallc dIscharge Ignition 
when operating a sanding machine, a powered hand sander with or without 
an integral dust-col lecting system, or when using a vacuum cleaner or system 
to collect dust. Please describe the incident fully, including the type of 
equipment, the species of wood and the ambient temperature and humidity. 
We would also like to know if any previously applied finishes were being re
moved or if any solvent vapors were present In the atmosphere. Wntc C. 
Overy, Project Engineer, Black & Decker Canada Inc.,  1 00 Central Avenue. 
B rockville. Ont . K6V 5W6. 

The Carriage Association fosters the knowledge, collecting, restoring, driving 
and research of horse-drawn vehicles. The $20 annual membership fee in
cludes a subscription to The Carriage Journal. a quarterly publication that 
gives restoration tips, historical data, driving information, sources for maten
als and " other pertinent news of interest to zealots . "  Contact Horace K. 
Sowles, Jr., Box 3788, Portland, Maine 04 1 04 .  

The Pacific Northwest Guild o f  Master Upholsterers has formed for the pur
pose of promoting the hIghest qualI ty of craftsmanshIp In our trade. Uphol
sterers who wish to become members must consistently use only the best ma
terials and techniques in their work. Benefits of association with the Guild 
include a customer referral service. a shared dialogue of information and 
trade secrets, and a possibility for group purchasing of supplies at a discount 
rate. Membership is currently limited to residents of the state of Washington. 
For further information, write Ron Shaw, Pacific Northwest Guild of Master 
Upholsterers, 7728 44th Ave. W., Everett, Wash. 98203.  

STATEMENT Of OWNERSH1P, MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION 

(Required by 39 U.S.c . 3685) 

I .  Title of publication: 
'
Fine Woodworking. Ia .  Publication no. 105190 . 2. Date of fil

ing: October I .  1980 . 3 .  Frequency of issue: Bimonthly. 3a. No. of issues published an
nually: 6. 3b. Annual subscription price: $14.00. 4. Location of known office of publi
cation: 52 Church Hill Road . PO Box 355. ewtown. CT 06470. 5 . Location of the 
headquaners or general business offices of the publishers: 52 Church Hill Road. PO Box 
355. Newtown, CT 06470. 6. Names and complete addresses of Publisher and Editor: 
Paul Roman. Publisher; John Kelsey. Editor; 52 Church Hill Road . PO Box 355. 

ewtown, CT 06470. 7. Owner: The Taunton Press. I nc . .  52 Church Hill Road. PO Box 
355. Newtown. CT 06470. Stockholders owning or holding I percent or more of the total 
amount of stock: Paul Roman.  Janice A. Roman. 8. Known bondholders. mortgagees 
and other security holders owning or holding I percent or more-of total amount of 
bonds, mortgages or other securities: None. 9. For completion by non-profit organiza
tions authOrIZed to mail at special rates: NO! applicable. 10. Extent and nature of 
circulation: 

Average no. copies 
each issue during 

preceding 

Actual no. copies 
of single issue 

published nearest 
to filing date 
Sept. I ,  1980 12 months 

A. Total no. copies (net press run) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  202,782 
B. Paid circulation 

I .  Sales through dealers and carriers, sueet 
vendors and counter sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21,694 

2. Mail subscriptions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  161.194 
C. Total paid circulation (sum of lOBI and IOB2) . . .  182,888 
D. Free distribution by mail, carrier or other means 

samples, complimentary. and olher free copies . 769 
E. Total dIStribution (sum of C and D) . . . . . . . . . . .  183,657 
f. Copies not distributed 

I .  Office use. left over, unaccounted, spoiled 
after printing. 16,129 

2. Returns from news agents. 2,996 
G .  Total (Sum of E. F I  and F2-

should equal net press run shown in A) . . . . . . . . .  202,782 

. . . . . . .  200.192 

24,380 
. . . . .  165,174 
. . . . .  189,554 

701 
. . . . . . .  190.255 

9.752 
185 

. .  200.192 

I I .  I certify that the statements made by me above are correct and complete. Signature 
and title of Editor. Publisher. Business Manager or Owner: Paul Roman. President and 
Publisher. 12. For compieLion by publishers mailing at the regular rates (Section 
132.121. Postal Service Manual): In accordance with the provisions of this statute I hereby 
requeS! permission to mail the publication named in Item I at the phased postage rates 
presently authorized by 39 U.s.c. 3626. Signature and title of Editor. Publisher. Busi
ness Manager or Owner: Paul Roman. PreSident and Publ isher. 

r--------------, 

gg �  QUEEN 
Cabriole 
Walnut 
Honduras 
Mahogany 
Penn. C herry 

from solid 
3" stock, 
only the "ears" 
are g lued on.  

Rol l ingswood 

ct!� 
ANNE 
Legs 

Choose 
from sizes 

rang i ng from 
7v." sl ipper to 
29" table leg . . .  

Sen d $ 1 .00 
for brochu re. 

(refundable 
on purchase) 

Box 404 Dept. FW6 
Grayslake. I L .  60030 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

At last . . .  
one single source for 
the fi nest names i n  
furn iture hardware ! 
I;� I THE DECORATIVE �" J HARDWARE STUDIO 

160 KING STREET. CHAPPAOUA. NEW YORK 10514 

Call (914) 238-5251 or write for 
52.00 CATALOG. Refund with flfst order 

HUNDREDS OF STYLES IN SOLID BRASS, LUICITE. 
SPECIALTY FINISHES, LIMOGES PORCELAIN 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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I NOW AVAILABLE I 
I The Most Complete catalog I : ever compiled for the : 
I Woodworker. I ! Everything from drills to 4-head routers . . .  I 
I saws to boring machines and lathes . . .  plus I 
I accessories to complete every project. I 
I Rudolf Bass, Inc-one of . I the nation's leading I distributors-is ready to I h ;Oi I serve you with 42,� sq. ft. }:! Io� 
warehouse filled With new 0-
and used machinery. 
Send for your catalog 
now_ 

B UTTE R N UT, WALNUT, R O S EWOOD,  
PINE, CHER RY, BUCKEYE and about a 
dozen other woods, in boards, slabs and 
freeform cut ovals. Pieces up to 6" thick, 
3'  wide and 16' long in some species. We 
specialize in coffee tables, benches, bars, 
carving stock, clock ovals and movements, 
accurately cut for you to finish. We sell by 
m a i l  a n d  f r o m  o u r  f a n t a s t i c  w o o d  
"museum," 9-5 except Sunday. Send 50' 

for brochure. 
W E I R D  WOOD ,  Box 190FW 

Chester, Vt. 05143, 802-875-3535 

Build a quality Grandfather Clock by 
Kuempel that can be a true heirloom 
in your family for years and years. 
Available in easy-to-follow plans or 
complete semi-assembled hand
crafted kits with illustrated instruc
tions. We'l l  show you how to as
semble your own at less than half 
the cost. Write for Free descriptive 
literature. 

KUEMPEL 
C H I ME & CLOCK WORKS 
Dept. 105 - 21 195 Minnetonka Blvd. 

Excelsior, Minnesota 55331 



The Workbench That 
Completes Your Workshop! 

Complement your investment in workshop tools 
and equipment with a full-sized, exceptionally sta
ble Garden Way Butcher Block 
Workbench . This work-

Spread out your work on the 
broad surface; you'll really see your 
progress. And along with having up 
to twice the space of small imported 
benches, you also get quality, value 
and efficiency unparalleled in home
made benches. 

Tackle any project with greater 
confidence when you can depend 
on this large, stable, handsome 
worksurface. Cabinetry, repairs, 
carving, kit building - all are far 
easier with the Garden Way Butcher 
Block Workbench. 

Clamp nearly anything se
curely with the versatrre Vise-and
Dog Clamping System. Easily hold 
your work for sawing, sanding, gluing, 
finishing and many other processes. 

Be assured of quality. Each 
bench is carefully hand-crafted from 
native Rock Maple components and 
solid steel hardware. Years of devel
opment, testing and rigid quality 
control enable Garden Way to offer 
you the bench that's won the praise 
of thousands of woodworkers. 

bench is custom engineered to let you make the 
most efficient use of all your hand and power tools. 

You'l l  have strength and stability that equip you for 
any project. And , you' l l  have your choice of 

three models ;  each carries a Full  1 2  
Month Warranty and one is bound 

to suit you and your 
workshop needs. 

Here are 5 
of the important 

features you get on all our workbenches: 
• Solid Rock Maple Construction - Laminated 

"Butcher Block" tops, built sturdy for years of use. 
• Square Dog Blocks - Rotate on round bench dogs 

to securely hold objects of nearly any size or 
shape. 

• Powerful Vise Assembly - Maple laminate vise 
faces mounted on solid steel chassis' open a 
wide 8". 

• Unique Rod-Nut Connections - Clamp all bench 
components together for sturdy assembly. 

• Available options increase your workspace and 
working efficiency. � 1980 Garden way, Inc. 

----- - - - - - - - - -, 
Butcher Block Workbench I Garden Way Research, Dept. A664W 
Charlotte, VT 05445 I 
Please rush me Free, fully illustrated information 
packet with all the details on the Garden Way 
Butcher Block Workbench - the workbench that 
completes my workshop! 

Name ________________________ __ 

Street ________________________ _ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

_...:i� ____ �e 
___ � __ J 
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CLASSIFIED 
ALASKA MUSIC SPRUCE has the 
world's finest Sitka in split billets. 
Sizes available for all stringed instru
ments. Prices $7.50 and up. F.O.B.  
Ketchikan Parcel Post. Fred Mayer, 
Pouch L, Ketchikan, AK 9990 1 .  
WTHIER ' S  SUPPLIES: Imported 
tonewoods, tools, pans, accessories 
for violins, violas, cellos, basses and 
guitars. Catalog, 2 5'.  Credit certifi
cate enclosed. International Violin 
Company, Ltd . ,  Dept. W, 4026 W. 
Belvedere Ave. , Baltimore,  MD 
2 1 2 1 5 .  (30 1) 542- 3 5 3 5 .  
CYPRESS WOOD SLABS whole
sale, $ 1 .96 each, 12 in. to 30 in . ,  
assorted in 100 lots. Jim's, PO Box 
46, Otter Creek, FL 32683. 
BOSTON AREA WOODWORK
ERS. Hardwoods, softwoods, ply
woods, accessories. Cutting-to-size, 
planing.  Open Saturdays.  (6 1 7) 
666-4030. 
KILN-DRIED CABINET WOODS. 
Buy direct. Complete selection hard
woods, mahogany, eastern white 
pine. Lumber & squares. Churchill 
Forest Products, 91 Franklin, Han
son, MA 0234 1 .  
Quartersawn FAS white OAK lum
ber. AD4 / 4, 75'/ bd.  ft . Wayne Ben
jamin, Stenersen Corp . ,  Cockeysville, 
MD 2 1030. (30 1)  666- 1 1 1 1 .  
Redwood burl, olive, fig. Clock kits. 
NEW ADDRESS :  Redwood Burl
Esque, Dept. FW- I 1 ,  1454 Orchard 
Home Dr., Medford, OR 9750 1 .  

...... 'H"UNDREDS ;;;-Wood - TITLES available. 
• worlds largest working selection 

send for free list, 
BARK Service Co. Books P.O. Box 637 
Troutman.NC 
28166 

cA @tcAbove 
Verteer Supplies 

Specializing in veneers 
for the Home Craftsman 
& Marquetarian. 
Free Price List 
P.0. 'Bo'(. 139 

Gree�burg, 0H 44232 

ATTENTION 
FLORIDA WOODWORKERS 

We have exotic. native 
hard and soft woods, 

table slabs, veneers, etc. 

HENEGAN'S WOOD SHED 
7760 Southern Blvd .. West Palm Beach, Fl 334 1 1 

305·793·1557 

3M Abrasives 

Sanding discs, 9H & 12H 
High-performance belts 

Silicon Carbide & Garnet Sheets 
Stikit Discs 

Hook-tooth band saw blades 
OHIO WOO OS HOP SPECIALTIES 

190 Anderson Dr., Jackson OH 45640 
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Whittling and Carving 
Tools and Supplies 

New 1980 catalog-30' (re
fundable). American made, 
quality tools, exclusively. 

WARREN TOOL Co., INC. 
Rt. I ,  Box 1 2-BF, Rhinebeck, 
NY 1 2572 (9 1 4) 876-78 1 7  

FURNITURE SQUARES ,  Y.-in. hard
woods, veneers, inlays, dowels, plugs, 
buttons, spindles, finials, knobs. 
Brochure $ I . Jim's Hardwoods, 262 1 
Buell Ave . ,  Austin, TX 78758. 
FREE TURNING BLANK with each 
order. Details, send 50' for complete 
listing of turning stock. Cryder Creek 
Wood Shoppe, Box 19F, Whitesville, 
NY 14897. 
GENERAL 260 LATHES, from Can
ada. Heavy-duty weight (595 lb.) . 
Bed-mounted outboard turning rest. 
Variable speed. Now in addition to 
the Myford lathe. 45' (stamps) for 
brochures. Russ Zimmerman, RFD 
3 ,  Putney, VT 05346. 
NEW FENCED JOINTER PLANE. 
Other fine wooden planes, too. Data, 
$ 1 .  Stevens Cabinet Co . ,  1 8 3 0 5  
Queen Elizabeth, Olney, MD 20832.  
DAVIS BRAND 6-piece woodcarv
er's tool sets in sub-miniature, mini
ature, small and standard sizes. 
Highest quality, bargain priced . 
Write Davis Fine Woods, 4 1 3  Cham
bers, Sioux City, IA 5 1 10 1 .  
TRADITIONAL HAND PLANES : 
Shoulder, miter, thumb and chariot. 
Bronze with steel soles and fine wood 
infills. Brochure: Jamestown Tool 
Co. ,  PO Box 96, Jamestown, NC 
27282. 
OLD TOOLS-planes, chisels, parts, 
blades, more. I l lustrated catalog, 
$ 1 .  50. John Treggiari, 67 Lexington 
Rd. ,  Dracut, MA 0 1826. 
Stainless steel and brass SCREWS 
AND BOLTS. Small quantities, free 
catalog. Elwick, Dep t .  3 9 3 ,  2 3 0  
Woods La. , Somerdale, NJ 08083. 
Solid brass KNIFE HINGES as used 
byJames Krenov. 1 0/. in.  by % in.  by 
'/16 i n .  $ 1 2 / set ppd. Alan Miller, 
1 523  Eaton, Brush, CO 80723.  
" WOODTURNING"-Are you in
terested in woodturning as a hobby? 
Take a two-day intensive course for 
beginners from a qualified instruc
tor. Write PRACTICAL WOOD
TURNING, PO Box 102, Orange
ville, Ont . ,  Canada, L9W 2Z5 . 
THE APPRENTICE SHOP offers 
courses in guitar contruction and re
pair. Write for free catalog. Box 267, 
Spring Hill, TN 37 1 74 .  
W O O D E N B O A T  M A G A Z I N E  
CA TALOG: Plans for versatile small 
craft to cruising sailboats, traditional 
construction to cold molding, for be
ginner and professional alike. Send 
$ 3 for catalog and sample copy of 
magazine to WoodenBoat, Box 78B, 
Brooklin, ME 046 16.  
MAKE TOYS-hardwood wheels, 
parts-catalog 50'- Cherry Tree Toys, 
2 547 8th St . ,  Berkeley, CA 947 10.  

WISH BOOK CAN BE YOURS 

NAME BRANDS, DISCOUNT PRICES 
Send $5 00 or credit card number 10 gel your calalog. 

McK/LL/GAN SUPPLY 
fWC 1 1 80, Johnson City, N.Y. 13790 

Make 6-in.  and longer toy vehicles 
from scrap wood. Nine full-size 
draw i n g s .  Send $ 2 ,  D e p t .  FW, 
WEEKEND ENTERPRISES, 1 2 342 
La Barca, San Antonio, TX 78233. 
CATALOG OF 200 WOODEN TOY 
PATIERNS, toymaking supplies, 
books. $I refundable . Love Built 
Toys, F I I ,  Tahoe City, CA 95730. 
TOOL CABINET. Full-size furniture 
plan. Room for all your hand tools. 
Send 50' for pamphlet. Morrison 
Originals, Box 1 5272,  Deuoit, MI 
482 1 5 .  
SINE-SET provides TOOLMAKER 
ACCURACY to miter gauges, bevel 
squares, for 32 most used angles. $ 10 
postpaid. Craft Design Innovations, 
4 2 2 1  E. 4 1 st,  Tulsa, OK 74 1 3 5 .  
GOLDLEAF BOOKS, for art (Cham
bers) $ 1 0 . 9 5 ,  for graphics (LeBlanc) 
$8.95 ;  both $ 1 7 . 4 5 .  Request prod
ucts list. Artessence, Box 260, Mon
sey, NY 10952 .  
SEEDLAC , SANDARAC, copal ,  
mastic, damar and other resins. Free 
price ljst. Woodfinishing Enterprises, 
Box 1 0 1 1 7 ,  Milwaukee, WI 53210.  

WOOD &TOOLEXCHANGE 
For Sale 

Clear, old-growth redwood slabs, 
wavy fiddleback, no checks or faults, 
3 ft. by 6 ft. by 2'12 in. ,  $75 each. 
Hugh McKay, Box 328, Gold Beach, 
OR 97444. (503) 247-2332. 
Estate Sale: Belsaw planer and mold
ing cutters; Gunline bedding, bot
toming, checkering tools. All new. 
Wormy chestnut lumber. Moore, 
6 105 Brandon Ave. , Springfield, VA 
2 2 1 50 . 
Two 24-in. dia. carbide-tipped ripsaw 
blades. One used, one new, 1 Y.-in. 
center hole. $200/ 0ffer eac h .  B .  
McCormick, PO Box 161, Comptche, 
CA 95427. (707) 937-5565.  
Stanley #45 .  Like new, barely used. 
In box with 23 cutters, $2 1 5 .  S. F. 
Wilson, 505 Main St. , Wethersfield, 
CT 06109. Eves. (203) 529-3856. 
Italian stroke sander, motorized table 
and exhaust, single or 3 PH. Excellent 
condition. C. Laffin, RR # 1 ,  Kjngs
ton, Ont . ,  Canada. (6 1 3) 548-8898. 
Patternmaker's vise, YOSt Co. ,  1908. 
$300. James Cooley, RD #1,  Frank
fort, NY 13340. (315) 894-3483. 
Stanley /19, slight defect, $550. Stan
ley # 1 ,  good, $500. Bennett, 869 A 
Ave. , Coronado, CA 92 1 18 .  (7 14) 
435-8458. 
Large quantity of bird's-eye maple, 
kiln dried. 4 / 4  and 6 / 4 ,  $1 to $3 . 50 
per foot. Steve Fowle, Hillsboro, NH 
(603) 464-5058. 

CANADIANS 
Demonstrations and Sales 

Fine Quality Hand Tools 
Inca Woodworking Machines 
Myford Woodturning Lathes 

Shopsmith Multi-Purpose Machines 
Rockwell Machines & Power Tools 
Williams & Hussey Molder-Planers 

Makita Machines & Power Tools 

For descriptive lirenuure and 
OUT low prices srod $1. 

J. Philip Humfrey, Ltd. 
Box 173, 33 Red Lea Ave. 
Milliken (foromo), Om., 

Canada LOH IKO (416) 293-8624 

Stanley #45 ,  complete in original box 
with manual .  Never used. $ 2 5 0 .  
Bought i n  1946. H.  J .  Kovacic, RD 
#2 , Conneaut, OH 44030. (2 1 6) 
224-1042.  

Wanted to Buy 
Stanleyl Bailey #9 plane (" box" 
shaped wi knob on rear) ; Sandusky 
wood plow plane wi center wheel 
adj . ;  Crown molding plane. Will pay 
very well for old tools in good condi
tion. W. Phelps, Williamsville, VT 
05362. (802) 348-6346. 
Patternmaker sole planes and #57 
Stanley or ratchet-type core box 
planes. M.  Casciato, 1 2054 SE Lamp
l ighter,  M i lwaukie ,  OR 97 2 2 2 .  
1 - (800) 547-69 5 2 .  
Shaft locking wrench for Oliver #5 1 
speed-lathe with Kimble headstock. 
I .  Hentschel, PO Box 204, Kingston, 
NJ 08528. 

SITUATIONS WANTED 
Desire apprenticeship with a tradi
tional woodworker. I have limited ex
perience and want to learn. Will relo
cate to good environment. A. B .  
Steen, 706 W. 22nd St. , Austin, TX 
( 5 1 2) 472-6429. 
Seeking apprenticeship with master 
woodworker. Have work experience 
in cabinet/ furniture making and de
sign. Will relocate. Jon Derry, 1 0 1 2  
Peosta, Helena, M T  596 1 2 .  (406) 
442- 1904. 
Professional finisher seeks use of 
spray booth anywhere in N.Y.C.  for 
small jobs. Will pay rent. Call or 
write Minor Morgan, 12 Seaman 
Ave. , Apt. 4 D ,  New York , NY 
10034. (2 1 2) 569-198 1 .  
Furniture I cabinetmaker apprentice
ship sought. Have basic skills, exper
ience, some tools. Strong interest in 
w / w  career. Gary Norvell, 240 1 2th 
St. S . E . , Washington, DC 2000 3 .  
(202) 543-8864. 

The CLASSIFIED rate is $ 3 per word, 
minimum ad 1 5  words. Payment 
must accompany order. The WOOD 
& TOOL EXCHANGE and SITUA
TIONS WANTED rate is $2 per line, 
minimum three lines, maximum six 
lines, limit two insertions per year. 
Allow 30 letters or spaces per line, in
cluding name and address. The 
Wood & Tool Exchange and Situa
tions are for private use by individu
als only. Commercial accounts must 
use Classified. Please inquire for 
DISPLA Y CLASSIFIED rate. Send 
to: The Taunton Press, Advertising 
Dept . ,  Box 3 5 5 ,  Newtown ,  CT 
06470. Deadline for the Januaryl 
February issue is Oct. 2 5th; for the 
Marchi April issue, Dec. 24th. 

i WORK GLOVES from $1 .75 per pair 

DUST & MIST 
RESPIRATOR $1 3_50 

For FREE Safety Supplies Catalog 
Write: Sara Glove Co., Inc. Dept. FW 

Box 4069 Waterbury, CT. 06704 

INTENSIVE WINTER WORKSHOPS 

WOODWOR KING WITH IAN KIRBY 
SILKSCREEN PRINTING WITH 

ROSALIND KIRBY 
For Brochure write to: 

Kirby Studios 
No. Bennington. VT 05257 

18021 442-31 19 



:r K 
LUMBER & DECKING 
tot a list o f  f,[ices please contact: 
tl1Tibt Smgh • Teak Designers '\ 1 823 PA K.,R. N.W. WASHINGTON. D.C. 200 10 (:Om)462.&111) 

Events 
Events listings are free but reslneted to workshops, lairs, lectures and exhibi
tions 01 direct interest to woodworkers. The next deadline is November 1 , lor 
events beginning January 1 to March 15. 
ARKANSAS: New Handmade Furniture- original hardwood furniture by 37 
craftsmen, Nov. 2 1 ,  1980, to )an 4, 198 \ .  Arkansas Am Center, MacAnhur 
Park, Linle Rock. 

ARKANSAS: Toys Designed by Artists-juried, all media, Dec. 5, 1980, to 
)an. 4, 198 1,  Arkansas Am Center. Linle Rock. Deadline Nov. 7, 1980. Write 
Townsend Wolfe, Arkansas Am Center, Box 2 137, Linle Rock, Ark. 72203 . 

CALIFORNIA: Art ofFine Woodworking- show of furniture, turnings, small 
items, and sculpture by members of the Mendocino Woodworkers Association, 
Nov. 28- 30. Shell Building Gallery, Lansing Sr. ,  Mendocino. 

CALIFORNIA: National Wood Carvers Association Show- Nov. I ,  Knon' s  
Berry Farm. 8039 Beach Blvd., Buena Park, Calif. Contact Catheryn Craig, 
8123  Bradwell, Whinier, Calif. ,?0606. 

CALIFORNIA: Afto-American Arts ftom the Suriname Rain Forest- show of 
over 350 objects, including woodcarvings, calabash carvings, textiles and 
metalwork, to Dec. 7. Frederick S. Wight Art Gallery. UCLA, 405 Hillgard 
Ave., Los Angeles. 

CONNECTICUT: Hartford Christmas Crafts Expo-Dec. 5-7 and 12- 14, 
Hanford Civic Center. I Civic Center Plaza, Hanford. Contact American 
Crafts Exposition Presentation, Box 368,  Canton. Conn. 06019. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: Clockwork Universe-exhibit of " artistic and 
technological masterpieces" from the golden age of German clockmaking 
( 1 5 50 to 1650), including 120 clocks. automata (animated figures) and me
chanical globes. The exhibit also describes the origins and functions of the me
chanical clock, the significance of the guild system, the patronage of the royal 
coum, the creation of artificial life through automata and mechanical models 
of the heavens. Nov. 7, 1980, to Feb. 1 5 . 1981,  National Museum of History 
and Technology. 14th and Constitution Ave., Washington. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: One-Man Show-furniture and boxes by Bob 
Trotman, Nov. 16-30. Seraph Gallery. 1 1 32 29th Sr. NW, Washington. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: A Very Practical Wood Workshop-with Tom 
Lacagnina. COSt is $37 for students, $45 for American Craft Council members, 
$53 for others. Dec. 6-7, Greenwood Gallery. 2014 P Sr. NW , Washington. 

FLORIDA: Suncoast Wood Carvers Exhibition- Dec. 6 - 7, Recreation 
Building, 7701 Boca Ciega Dr. , Sr. Pete Beach. Contact Peter Newton, 5900 
22nd Ave. N. # 1 2, Sr. Petersburg, Fla. 33710.  

IUINOIS: )ohn Henry Belter and the Rococo Revival-exhibit of 60 pieces of 
furniture made by Belter' s  ew York City firm, 1844 to 1863. ov. 1 5  to 
Dec. 28, An Instirute of Chicago. Michigan Ave. at Adams Sr. , Chicago. 

ILLINOIS: Midwestern Wood Carvers Show-Nov. 2, Exposition Hall, 200 S. 
Belt East. Belleville, III. Contact Paul E. Dyar, 26 Fanhing Lane, Belleville, I I I .  
62223.  

IUINOIS: Chicago Crafts Expo-Nov. 21-23.  Expo Center Merchandise Mart, 
E. Ontario Sr. ,  Chicago. Contact American Crafts Exposition Presentation, 
Box 368, Canton, Conn. 060 1 9. 

IOWA: Iowa Crafts: 13-work by Iowa residents. Deadline, Nov. 2. Exhibit 
Nov. 23 to Dec. 3 1 ,  Charles H. MacNider Museum, Mason City. Write Richard 
Leet, MacNider Museum, 303 Second Sr. SE, Mason City, Iowa 50401 .  

SIMP L E  
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Dust-proof 
Wood Finishing 

Beauty. depth and l uster of  a hand 
r u bbed fin ish without special 
equipment or tech niques . 

Acclaimed by craftsmen for over 
50 years. 

Write for free guide to wood f inish ing. 

P . O .  Box 1 4363F 
Mi lwaukee, W I  532 1 4  
(4 1 4) 774· 1 050 

MAR YLAND: Waterfowl Festival- includes an, carving and photography 
shows. auction and duck-calling contest, Nov. 7-9, Natural Resources Build
ing. South Sr. " and other locations in Easton. Contact Waterfowl Festival 
Headquarters, The Tidewater Inn, Easton, Md. 2 1601. 

MASSACHUSETTS: New England Buyers' Marketplace- juried, all media, 
April 27-28, 1981; Hynes Auditorium. Boston. Contact NEBM, One Faneuil 
Hall Marketplace. Boston, Mass. 02 109. 

MASSACHUSETTS: Combinations-juried show, of work by Massachusetts 
residents; objects " made from two or more materials, or created by a collabora
tion of two or more artists, or designed to function in twO or more ways . "  
Nov. 9, 1980, to )an. 18, 198 1 ,  Danforth Museum, 1 2 3  Union Ave . ,  Fram
ingham. 

MICHIGAN: Fruit Belt Carvers Club Show-Nov. 1 5-16, Orchards Mall, 
Benton Harbor. Contact Mrs. )ohn Springer, 9676 N. Branch Rd. , Watervliet, 
Mich. 49098. 

NEW YORK: Northeast Craft Fair-trade, )une 23-24,  1981; public, )une 
26-28, 1981;  Dutchess County Fairgrounds, Rhinebeck . Application deadline, 
)an. 7, 198 1 ;  slides and fee. For official application packet write Carol Sede
Strom, American Craft Enterprises, Box 10, New Paltz, N.Y. 12561 .  

NEW YORK: Whirligigs, Windtoys and Woodcarvings- exhibit of 140 
pieces, including Amish folk art, to Nov. 9. Museum of American Folk An, 49 
W. 53rd Sr . ,  New York. 

NEW YORK: American Crafts Holiday Festival- juried, al l  media, 
Dec. 12- 14  and Dec. 19-21, New York University, Washington Square, New 
York. Contact American Concern for Artistry and Craftsmanship, Box 221,  
Uptown Station, Hoboken, N.J.  07030. 

OHIO: Crafts National '80- juried, all media, Nov. 1-30, Grover M.  Herman 
Fine Am Center, Mariena College, Mariena. 

OREGON: Sculpture by Moulton Andrus- show, to Nov. 22 .  Blackfish Gal
lery, 325  N.W. Sixth Ave . ,  Portland. 

RHODE ISLAND: A Case for Boxes-exhibit, to Nov. 16, featuring 17th, 18th 
and 19th-century boxes from the Nina Fletcher Linle collection and work by 
srudents and faculty of the Rhode Island School of Design. A lecture series in 
conjunction with the show includes Alice Winchester on the Little collection 
and Wendell Castle on contemporary boxes. Museum of Art, 224 Benefit Sr. ,  
Providence. 

RHODE ISLAND: Southern New England Handcrafted Home Furnishings
exhibit, to Nov. 1 5 ,  South Gallery, Roitman & Son, 1 6 1  S.  Main Sr . ,  
Providence. 

TENNESSEE: The Box: New Form, New Function-juried exhibit of work by 
Southeast artists, to Nov. 2 1 ,  The Arrowmont School of Am and Crafts, 
Gatlinburg. 

VIRGINIA: Northern Virginia Carvers Midatlantic Invitational Show
Nov. 29-30, Community Center, Vienna. Contact Don Early, 4400 Olley 
Lane, Fairfax, Va. 22030. 

ENGLAND: Woodworker Show-Nov. 7-9, Royal Horticultural Society's  
ew HaJ J ,  Vincent Square, Westminster, London. 

CORRECTION: T he Woodturning Symposium in Philadelphia will take place 
in September, 1 98 1 ,  not 1980. Details from A. LeCof£, Amaranth Gallery and 
Workshop, 2500 . Lawrence Sr . ,  Philadelphia, Pa. 1 9 1 3 3 .  
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SatnMaloof 
How a home craftsman became one of the best there is 

by Rick Maste!!i 

Call to mind the do-it-yourself magazines of the late 1940s, 
offering plans for boxy Masonite built-ins, and you ' ll 

sense the context in which Sam Maloof began designing and 
making furniture for a living. Picture too the invasion of the 
Danish Modern, the advent of the "clean, functional, but 
elegant line, " and you will have the context of Maloof' s first 
marketplace . But you will have a hard time tracing the influ
ences on his work . For one thing, Maloof claims not to be 
conscious of any influence. He has had no formal training in 
either woodworking or furniture design. The subtle but 
steady refinement of his pieces began in a backyard workshop 
more than 30 years ago; they predate his first contact with the 
Danish furniture his work seems in touch with.  Numerous ar
ticles on him in craft magazines and Sunday home supple
ments have described his work as "Western , "  "Gothic , "  
"classic" or "organic , "  but Maloof is no student of art history. 
He was asked once by an admirer was he Egyptian- "Your 
chairs remind me of ancient Egyptian chairs. " No, Maloof is 
not Egyptian (his parents were Lebanese) , nor was it until 
after this remark that he took a close look at the Tutan-

Left, Maloof dn'ves assembly screws into a brown oak desk. Below, three 
desks await crating outside Maloof's home and shop in Alta Loma, 
Calt! Vanations on trestle structure, pinnedjoints and the adroit use of 
sapwood for graphic effect (all of these are walnut) charactenze his 
work. Photo: Jonathan Pollock. 



khamen exhibit in Cairo ro find the similarity. Maloof is not 
an imitator, not tempted by trends to try the new because it is 
new. " My goal is to make furniture that people can be com
fortable living with , "  he says . " If you' re not preoccupied 
with making an impact with your designs, chances are 
something that looks good today will look good tomorrow. " 

A man of simple values, he feels the simple piece is the 
most challenging to design and make. Embellishments hide 
more than they show. He relies instead on a purity of line that 
follows the structure of the piece without violating the nature 
of the wood. He uses mainly walnut, No. 2 common for the 
liveliness of its figure, and he often includes the sapwood be
cause he likes the contrast and because when he started mak
ing furniture walnut was expensive, 35' a foot, and why waste 
good wood? Characteristic too (he' s  one of the originators of 
this contemporary motif) is his exposed and sculpted joinery. 
"I 've always exposed my joinery , "  he says, "Why go to all that 
trouble of making a beautiful joint only to hide it ? "  He's 
primarily a chairmaker, believing the chair to be the most dif
ficult piece in the furniture-maker's repertoire- probably 
because it is simply joinery. He makes 20 different designs 
now, each with variations. To stay fresh , he will add two or 
three new designs a year. He also makes casegoods, tables and 
desks, identifiable again by their simple, evident structure. 
The tongues and grooves of drawer dividers are brought to 
the surface and faired to shape, framing neatly recessed faces. 
Tables are either pedestal or trestle, usually with legs like 
eucalyptus roots, their joints always pinned to view. 

There 's thus a remarkable consistency to his work- and in 
its coherent variations, a continual and discriminating 
growth . From the concentration in early chairs on lathe
turned parts meeting at sharp angles, there are now more 
compound, bandsawn curves. An increasingly sophisticated 
hard line, which on some pieces can be traced through every 
part, plays with the transition between curved surfaces. Intri
guingly well-worked joints have become more integral with 

the overall shape of the piece. Throughout his work, there is 
the touchstone of symmetry- natural, exact, no matter how 
fluid the form . His is a style evolved of itself, carefully, 
gradually, with no dead ends. 

For many contemporary designer/ craftsmen, Maloof is one 
who's made it. He's shown his work at the Vatican Museum 
in Rome, at the Smithsonian 's Renwick Gallery in Washing
ton, D .C . , and at the American Crafts Museum in New York . 
Twelve of his chairs are in the permanent collection at the 
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston . Selling and showing 
throughout the country and giving generously of himself in 
lectures and workshops, his effect on contemporary crafts is 
wide-ranging and, to wirness his imitators, often quite direct . 
What may be called California woodworking, with its organ
ic, sometimes flamboyant shapes and sculpted joints, can be 
traced back to its most conservative practitioner, Maloof. He's 
10 years younger than George Nakashima (FWW #14 ,  

Jan . ' 79) and almost 30 years younger than Wharton Esherick 
(FWW #19 ,  Nov. ' 79) . Unknown to one another until the 
early 1950s, and as distinctive as each of their work is, these 
three are the progenitors of contemporary designer/ crafts
manship. Maloof was the first woodworker elected a Fellow of 
the American Craft Council-recognition for a contribution 
that requires first having worked 25 years in the field.  

Maloof has years of work on order. He builds only what he 
wants to build , and he works and lives in enviable comfort. 
He's never sold at craftS fairs or galleries, except for small 
group and one-man shows-his last (four years ago) was sold 
out on opening night. It may be difficult for those who find 
themselves striving for such success to understand that Maloof 
did not so much strive for his situation as live it committedly 
from the first . Since his decision to make furniture for a liv
ing, his sole income has been from making furniture. Of 
course there were lean years when a down payment on a com
mission came JUSt in time to pay the rent. But Maloof really 

These three chairs span Maloof's career and demonstrate the consistency of his 
work, as well as its constant development. At left, chair from 1965 has lathe
turned spindles and softly rounded parts, complementing the wide, flat, 
figure-n'ch surfaces of the desk. Leather-upholstered chair, first made in 1955, 
is straight-lined and more angular. The chair at nght zs one of Maloof's latest 
deszgns. Composed of fluidly joined compound curves, its surfaces are 
sculpted with long, delineating edges. 

=.-:----



Pedestal and wooden hinges are common to Maloof's stands and drop-leaf tables. 
Wood-threaded slide locks pn·nt-stand leaves at vanous angles. Hom-back chair with 
turned spindles was made in 1965 -compare it to the later one a� bottom nght. 

This comfortable chair from the set in Maloof's kitchen is 
sturdy after 25 years of use. 

Maloof's home zs his showroom. Left, dining room includes drop-leaf table for twelve, settee benches and slant-leaf hutch. Rzght, Maloofrelaxes 
alongside a recent hom-back chair, an amalgam of On·ental, Gothic, Danish and Western elements. 

50 Photos: Jonathan Pollock 



works no differently today than he did when he started. He 
has never had more than a couple of helpers; he has one now. 
He does all his own designing, stock selection , joining, shap
ing, at least some sanding and finishing, even crating and 
sometimes delivery. He works a 60-hour week, producing 60 
or 70 pieces a year, all of showpiece quality. 

Maloof has never compromised the value he places on 
working directly for his customers and on making his own de
signs with his own hands. When he started making furniture, 
post-World War II southern California was a furniture de
signer's dream-one of the fastest growing, most affluent 
areas in the country. Other talented designers surveyed the 
situation and found it yielded best to prototypes that could 
be sold to furniture manufacturers for many times what an in
dividual client would pay, and then often with royalties at
tached . Maloof has been approached to do the same; one com
pany once proposed making a million of his pieces. But Ma
loof maintains it 's  not enough to be a designer only, that a 
design on paper is not a complete creation . Part of it must 
come from the craftsman who brings the idea into the real 
world. The changes it must necessarily go through, the little 
off here and the reconsideration of that curve there, the re
finements that make the design right and give each piece its 
individuality, are important and fulfilling decisions. They' re 
also more fun than supervising an assembly line. To design 
only or to build only from another' s  designs for a mass market 
is to be out of touch with the whole of the process, which in
cludes the customer. "I want to be able , "  says Maloof, " to 
work a piece of wood into an object that contributes some
thing beautiful and useful to everyday life. And I want to do 
this for an individual I can come to know as a friend. There' s  
more to life than making things. Each time someone who has 
one of my pieces sits on a chair, uses a table or opens a chest, I 
want that person to know it was made just for him and thai: 
there is satisfaction and enjoyment in the object for us both . "  

Maloof lives i n  Alta Lorna at the foot of the San Gabriel 
mountains, about 50 miles east of Los Angeles. His seven 
acres , bordered by eucalyptus and avocado trees, include one 
of the few still-producing lemon groves in the area. He re
members when the surroundings flourished with the largest 
citrus farms and vineyards in the world. And though he is a 
native, born in Chino about 1 5  miles from where he now 
lives, he doesn ' t  have to go back more than ten years to tell 
how the building boom made his green-sheltered redwood 
hacienda an oasis of wood amid tracts of stucco houses, con
dominiums and shopping centers. 

Maloof and his wife, Alfreda, who has managed the books, 
taken many of the photographs and been the hostess for the 
numerous house guests all these years, were married in 1948 
and bought the property in 1952 .  Maloof was working as a 
graphic artist, doing silk-screens and scaling mosaic murals. 
He also drew for an architect. Before that were four years in 
the army. He'd taken to drawing in high school ,  the only 
schooling he 's  had, and as early as 1934 was making furniture 
for his parents, using the high-school woodshop at night . His 
first table was made of discarded plywood from concrete 
forms. Soon after high school he worked a year for Bauhaus 
graduate Harold Graham , " one of the only industrial 
designers I know, " he says, "who could build what he de
signed . "  Graham was responsible for the window displays at 
Bullocks department stores- elaborate, animated scenes 

Maloof's first commission 
I 'd been working as a graphic artist since I got out of high 
school; I was 32 and we had a baby. I 'd made furniture for 
myself and my parents using night-school facilities . And I got 
this offer from an interior decorator to furnish a dining room. 
The hardest part was telling Millard Sheets, my friend and 
mentor in art, I was going to quit, make furniture for a living, 
really on the strength of this one commission . I remember 
agonizing over it for days. Finally I admitted to myself I 
wasn' t  indispensable to him. 

The order was for a dining table, 10 chairs and a buffet . 
When I asked for a down payment to buy wood, the decor
ator looked at me askance. " You don't ask for a down pay
ment, "  he said. " Only people working on a shoestring ask for 
a down payment. "  Well, of course that's exactly what I was 
working on, but I bought the wood myself- birch it was. I 
built a prototype for the chairs. I 'd built chairs before, but 
not for sale, and I wanted to make sure these were going to be 
strong. So I made the prototype of birch, got up on the roof 
and dropped it on the driveway. It lit on the back leg and shot 
up like to knock me off the roof. The leg broke, but not any 
of the joints, so I went ahead and made the chairs. The buffet 
was all solid stock with triple-mitered corners, very tricky 
joints. I made the drawers of solid wood too, 16 of them. I 
got $ 1,200 for that job, which turned out to be exactly what 
the materials cost me. 

But what was worse was that the decorator had me stain 
everything this awful grey-brown. " Are you sure that's what 
they want, "  I asked. "I 'm the decorator, " he said, " they'll 
take what I give them . "  When I delivered it, the woman 
stood by the whole time with her hand sort of touching her 
mouth. When everything was in place I asked if she liked it. 
" It's beautiful, " she said, " but I don't  like the color. " I 
reminded her that that's what the decorator had picked out. 
"The decorator doesn't have to live with it, " she said, "I  do. "  
Well, I ended up having to haul everything back out, scrape 
it all down and do it the way she wanted. 

I don't use stains any more, and seldom interior decorators. 
-S. M. 

made of a variety of materials that "opened up a whole new 
world" for Maloof. There was a well-equipped shop and a 
journeyman carpenter to work with , and after the Christmas 
displays were done, Maloof helped build the furniture for 
Graham's  house . All the while, both before and after his 
army service, Maloof built his own furniture on the side. 

In 1952  he was 36 .  "There were two structures on the prop
erty when we moved in .  We lived in what amounted to a 
shack where the guest house now stands. And I set up shop in 
a chicken coop with a dirt floor. But right from the start I 
knew exactly what I wanted . "  While he and his wife raised a 
son and a daughter, Maloof learned what he had to about 
woodworking and built a house, addition by addition, until 
it is now eleven rooms surrounding a central court, not count
ing the three rooms that are his shop . And not counting too 
the four woodsheds (he has some 1 5 ,000 bd . ft . of wood) , 
and of course the guest house. He built all these and 
thousands of pieces of furniture. More than 40 of them he 
still lives with ; his home is his showroom . 

Now he works five or six days a week when he' s  not away 
giving workshops (which he vows to do less because of the 
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Custom rocking chairs, now $2,500, remain Maloof's most popular design-he 's budt more than 100 of them and has 60 on order now. Working 
atop hIs table saw, left, Maloof drives 4-in. sheet-metal screws into the glued leg joint at opposing angles, then plugs with ebony. 

The 1 , 000-sq. ft. machine room is the largest of the three rooms that make up Maloof's shop. He 's got two table saws, an 18-in. planer, two 
jointers (16 in. and 8 in.), a 20-in. and a 14-in. band saw, a I-in. shaper, two cut-offsaws, a hollow-chIsel mortlser, a dnll press, a honzontal-bor
ing machine, two dIsc sanders and three lathes. Maloof's tool cabinet, niht, is well stocked with routers, rasps and files. 

time and energy they consume) ; evenings and weekends 
might still find him working on the house. The actual time 
he manages to work in the shop varies. He will often work 
early, change his dusty clothes at lunch to run an errand or 
visit a customer, work in the afternoon again ,  all the while 
keeping an eye on the lemon grove. Feeling close to all he has 
made, he really does go to service his furniture. If a piece 
needs another coat of oil because its owner isn ' t  confident 
doing it himself, Maloof will find the time to oil it . 

In the shop he works on four or five projects at once. In the 
four days I was with him last May, he was working on a 6-ft .  
round pedestal table with a large lazy-susan center, a 
pigeonhole desk in brown oak , a couple of rocking chairs and 
a run of eight side chairs. He would rout the table parts round 
in the morning, fit the spindles for a rocker after lunch, and 
when his assistant,  Jerry Marcotte , had sanded the surfaces of 
the desk, they would glue that up. The next day he 'd bring 
them all a little further along. 

A large man, not tall but broad and especially strong of 
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hand, he works like the self-taught home craftsman he  is , 
gone prolific with focused energy. He belt-sands and glues up 
wherever it's convenient, usually on top of his table saw. 
He' ll sometimes sit on the saw too, shaping a chair part on his 
thigh with powerful rasp strokes . He supports his rocker 
spindles while filing for final fit in a notch worn 2 in . deep in 
a ratty old workbench; that's one of the few times I saw him 
use the bench. He's awfully handy with a router, holding it 
upside-down in one hand to round over the bottom edge of a 
desk top as readily as he held it upright for the top edge. Why 
turn the tabletop over when turning the router over is easier, 
especially when you' re used to working alone? On the band 
saw he can carve out a pair of compound-curved chair arms in 
five minutes. At the end of another 1 5  minutes with rasps, 
Surform , files and scraper he will have a pair of arms sym
metrical, as he says, " to within a hundredth of an inch-I use 
my fingers for calipers. " Templates deck the walls, but no 
jigs; this is how he easily varies his designs, and if a client 
wants the seat of his rocker an inch deeper, Maloof will do 



that too. It 's  evident he enjoys what he' s  doing. He never 
Stops thinking about his work. 

Does he mind not having gone to school ,  not having had a 
sheltered time to explore and experiment? '' I ' ve always exper
imented , "  he says. " People just like what I do and buy it . As 
for schooling, my clients are my teachers. They' re the ones 
who bring me the design problems. Schools get too easily di
vorced from the real world. In many places students graduate 
and become teachers without ever making a living from their 
work. They grow stale. There' s  a preciousness I see in a lot of 
student work that comes from having too many hours to put 
into it . Perfection is fine, and nothing has ever left my shop 
that I 'm not proud of, but you have to produce if you ' re go
ing to make a living. I ' ve heard people say they have to put a 
piece of wood aside until the spirit hits them . That' s  procras
tination . Pick it up and work it-you' ll feel the spirit . No, I 
think it ' s  an advantage being self-taught .  

Maloofin 1956. Photo: Alfreda Maloof 

" I  get a lot of visitors. Many young people starting out , also 
older people dissatisfied with their careers. They come with a 
picture or rwo of pieces they've done and they want to know 
if I think they can make it as woodworkers. It 's  the romance 
of being a woodworker that attracts them , but a lot of them I 
don ' t  think really want to work wood. It 's  very hard work. As 
for material security, if you' re happy within yourself, you 
don' t  need a lot of things. I think anyone who knows what he 
wants to do and has faith in himself can do it . Talent ,  of 
course , is important too. Being a supersalesman goes only so 
far-you have to have something to sell. If it ' s  recognition 
you' re after, that tends to leave pretty quickly when it 's quick 
to come. 

"I have a romantic view of what I do. I love wood and I love 
my tools. But I have a practical side too. I 've made a living for 
more than 30 years as a woodworker- raised a family, built a 
home. I t ' s  been good for me. It 's  brought me in touch with a 
lot of people. "  -+ 

• \'s � lf ', 
AssistantJerry Marcotte helps position an 8-ft. bar clamp 
on a brown oak desk. 

Router on trammel rounds a 6-ft. pedestal table. Inner 
circle Will contain a lazy susan. 

Maloof deftly band saws a compound-curved chair arm. It's a cha//enge that requires a narrow, taut 
blade and the abrlity to keep the work supported on the table where the blade passes through. 
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Maloof on his techniques 
There are no secrets in joinery. It's a 
matter of figuring it out. But it was so 
hard for me, if I can help other people 
learn, then I will . A person who 
doesn't share is losing something. 

I'm very careful about using mortise
and-tenon joints. I think they remove 
too much wood and are weaker than 
dowel joints. For instance in my pedes
tal tables, where the legs are mitered to 
the column, I ' ll run three r4-in. dowels 
across the miter line, then secure those 
with Ik-in. pins. For added support I ' ll 
rout out for two crossbraces on the bot
tom of the pedestal (photo, top right) . 
I rout the first brace If,. in. deep, glue 
that in and rout the other one across 
that only 114 in . deep. Then I pin these 
at the ends. It's very strong. The col
umn itself is square in section, plowed 
out to receive the tongues of the ver
tical parts of the legs. 

For chairs I used to use dowels, but 
screws are stronger and they take out 
less wood. The joint I use now on a lot 
of my chairs I make with a dado blade 
and a router. The front legs aren't usu
ally canted, so they're a little simpler. 
First I dado a 2-in. wide, Ik-in. deep 
notch in the edge of the seat blank, 
which is 2 in. thick. Then I run a 1f4-in. 
rabbeting bit, with the pilot in the 
notch, over the top and the bottom of 
the seat. This produces a rabbet with a 
If,.-in. radius. 

For the leg I start with 2 11z-in. square 
stock and dado three sides of it, 1 If,. in. 
wide and 1f4 in . deep. Then I lathe-turn 
the waste off above and below the 
joint. Shaping I do with rasps and files 
and Surform. To get the corners of the 
joint to fit in the seat rabbet with the 
If,.-in . radius, I use a If,.-in. rounding
over bit . It fits perfectly. 

For the back legs I 've had some spe-
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cial rabbeting bits made, one with a 3°  
cant i n  one direction for the top of the 
seat, the other with a 3° cant in the 
other for the bottom. The leg is then 
dadoed on a 3°  angle to match . 

I put the legs and seat together by 
first gluing and clamping . When 
they're dry I fair the joint with chisels 
and files. Then I drive in two 4-in. 
sheet-metal screws, dipping the tips in 
glue for lubrication and toeing them at 
different angles to lock the joint.  
They're counterbored and plugged. 

I use white glue for everything, except 
for mixing with sawdust to fill defects. I 
used to use white glue for this too but it 
shrinks, so I use clear epoxy now. 

When I glue up panels I don't  look 
at the end grain to see which way the 
rings are oriented. A lot of people 
argue over whether they should alter
nate or all go in the same direction. I 
choose the most beautiful side to be the 
face, and I 've never had trouble with 
warping. I use dowels to locate the 
boards in relation to one another. It  
saves struggling with the piece during 
glue-up. I bore the holes on a boring 
machine so the space is 1fs in. deeper 
than the length of the dowel, allowing 
room for expansion and contraction. 

For hinges on ·cabinet doors I use a 
pin at the top and a machine screw 
through a T-nut at the bottom, as 
shown at left . I locate the top pin first, 
position the door and drill through the 
bottom of the cabinet into the bottom 
edge of the door with a %-in. bit. A 
1f4-in. T-nut has a %-in. O . D . ,  so that 
fits into the bottom of the cabinet. I 
put a sleeve with a %-in. O . D .  and a 
1f4-in. J . D .  in the hole in the bottom 
edge of the door, position the door 
again and screw a 1f4-in. machine screw 
up through the T-nut into the sleeve. 
This way I can easily remove the doors if 
I have to and there's no hinge showing. 

The finish I ' ve used for the longest 
time is oil and beeswax. I take r4 gal. of 
boiled linseed oil and grate in a hand
ful of beeswax . It wants to be the con
sistency of cream. You have to rub hard 
when you apply it, once a day for three 
days, then buff with steel wool when 
it's dry. I used to use this on all my fur
niture except tabletops because a wet 
glass will leave a ring. Now I first apply 
two coats of a three-part finish (V3 oil, 
% thinner, and V3 polyurethane varnish) , 
then follow that with two coats of the oil 
and beeswax mix. -S.M. 

Underside of pedestal table shows cross
bracing, routed in and pinned. 

1. Dado three sides 

Seat 

2. Turn 

3. Round over 
corners 
with 'Iz-in. bit 

1. Dado notch 

2 

'i2- in .  rad ius 
� 

2. Rout rabbets with 
'i.-in. bit 

Leg joint is shaped with rounding-over bit. 

Drawings: Christopher Clapp 



'It 's one thing making that hard line, and it 's another making it mean something, ' says Maloof Penez/ line, right, locates that hard line. 

Side chair of walnut, first made in 1968, now sells for 
$1,400. 

PhOlos: Jon:alhan Pollock 

The router joint, as seen /rom the outside 
and from the inside, in progress, left, and 
finished, above. 
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The Router Rail 
Using a router to surface large panels 

by Gtles Gtlson 

How often have you needed to plane a large surface such as 
a tabletop? The usual choices are to use a very expensive 

2 -ft . to 3 -ft . planer or to use hand-controlled tools such as a 
plane or belt sander. Having faced this problem , I looked for 
a router accessory that would hold a router at a set elevation 
while allowing it to travel over a large area. I couldn' t find 
such a device for sale anywhere, so I built an inexpensive one. 

The router rail is fairly easy to build , and there are several 
designs possible . The principle is simple: A carriage just large 
enough to hold the router runs on rollers in two rails that 
form the long sides of a narrow frame, thus providing lateral 
motion. The frame itself has rollers at its narrow ends, and 
these ride in two rails that form the sides of a larger frame, 
thus providing longitudinal movement . Bars attached to end 
plates support the stock to be planed, and elevation wheels 
raise and lower the larger frame and the stock-support bars in
dependently of one another. The dimensions of my system 
are 72 in . by 48 in.  by 1 2  in . ,  excluding the sawhorses. 

The materials can be obtained from a well-stocked hard
ware store or by scrounging in the scrap barrels of a metal 
distributor. The carriage is made from a piece of aluminum 
plate and has two rollers on each side. The rollers on my 
system are from a conveyor belt that happened to be living io 
a friend's junk-shop. A wiper, made from felt cut to the 

shape of the inside of the track, should be mounted next to 
each roller so that the track is kept clean ahead of the rollers. 
The rails can be made of garage-door track.  Stiffeners (angle 
iron or plywood gussets) may be necessary on rails over 5 ft . 
long if the system feels bouncy. The ends of the large rail 
frame and the stock-support bars can be made of aluminum 
or wood . The stock-support bars should hold the work with
out flexing; the stock is clamped to these bars. The pieces are 
fastened together with corner brackets, bolts, and hex nuts or 
wing nuts, as shown in the drawing. 

Eight elevation wheels allow for independent adjustment 
of the rail system and the stock-support bars. I use a 4-ft .  level 
to level the rails first, then the stock. The elevation wheels can 
easily be turned from a piece of wood or composite board with 
a nut captured in the center, and the jackscrews on which the 
wheels run are threaded rod. To capture the nut I first counter
bore a hole in the wheel blank the diameter of the distance 
across the nut's flats. Then I bore a clearance hole through 
the wheel for the threaded rod and use a bolt with a washer to 
draw the nut into the counterbore. The nut will cut its way 
into the wood and remain there when the bolt is removed. 

The end plates and stock-support brackets are made of 
wood: 2x6s for the end plate, and birch plywood for the 
stock-support brackets. These brackets have cutouts in the 

A router becomes a planer, using garage-door track and conveyor-belt rollers to control its movement 
on two axes. Small work can be surfaced 1/ it is mounted on boards spanning the stock-support bars. 

Four wing nuts disassemble the 
whole system for storage. 
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Plan of router rail  

Stock-support bracket 

Stock-support bar 

Lateral ra i l  Longitudinal  ra i l-- --tt-

Rol ler Rol ler 

'- Router carriage 

Felt wiper 

Track and roller detail 

Bolt with head ground down 

\\7¥---Clearance for chips 

Longitudinal rail 

.J: �J[® : 

$--' H a ' 
I I 

I I 

' 8 ' 

End 

Rai l-frame end 

Stock-support bar 

End plate 
( mounts in metal sawhorse) 

ends and a clearance hole drilled from the top through to the 
cutout. Fit a Tnut in the top of the clearance hole ,  screw the 
jackscrew in and secure it with a jam nut at the bottom in the 
cutout. The stock-support brackets can be fastened to the end 
plates by long wood screws and glue, or by through-mortising 
the end plate and cutting a tenon on the bracket long enough 
to be wedged crossways . The end plates mount in metal 
folding sawhorse legs that clamp to it when opened . 

Bolts with wing nuts hold the larger rail frame together. 
Removing these breaks down the system into the end plate as
semblies, including the stock-support bars and elevation 
screws, the two longitudinal rails, and the lateral rail assem
bly, including the carriage . The disassembled parts can be 
hung on a wall for storage . 

The router rail is particularly well suited for planing end
grain panels, like butcher block. Although the largest bit I 

Elevation wheel 

Ra i l-frame end 

Side 
Longitudinal  rai l  

Stock-support bar 

Elevation wheel 

Captured nut -..---"=-"""I-'-� 
Jackscrew----I� 

T-nut  
Jam nut ------fl1Tl 

End plate .. ----+---=i::-:: 
Stock-support bracket -.;;:'--_-'---' 

feel safe with in a router is a 1 Y4-in . carbide-tipped straight
faced bit, still I can surface a 6-ft .  by 3 -ft . tabletop in less 
than a half hour, including setup time, and that' s  significant
ly faster than I can do it by hand . Someday I ' ll build a heavy
duty version rigid enough to support a 2-HP motor that will 
take a 3-in.  diameter cutterhead . 

The router rail has possibilities for other routing operations 
besides planing. Stops can be placed on the long rails to allow 
the router to move only crossways . The carriage can be 
clamped, allowing only lengthwise movement,  or stops can 
be placed to allow only a certain length of cut , for making 
stopped dadoes and slots. A sharp individual can get pretty 
inventive with one of these gadgets-so get to work . 0 

Gtfes Gtfson, of Schenectady, N. Y. , is a woodworker and 
sculptor who makes many of his own machines. 
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Re turn-Air Dust Collection 
Shavings into barrels, dust into bags, heated air stays in the shop 

by Mac Campbell 

The woodworker must dispose of three types of shop waste: 
large chunks such as saw cut-offs , heavy particles such as 

jointer shavings and floating dust. The collection system I will 
describe can comfortably handle shavings and dust , as well as 
small chunks (large chunks go directly into the stove) , and it 
exhausts through filter bags so that heated air can remain in 
the shop. This system could remove toxic vapors and fumes, 
but only if it were vented outdoors, whereupon heat would 
also be exhausted . The system is based on the principle that a 
given volume of air moves more slowly through a large pas
sage than a small one . If the air carries a stream of particles, 
they will settle out as the airstream slows down . 

My drop-box/ blower/ bag-box system is diagrammed be
low. A high-velocity airstream carrying waste from the ma
chines enters the drop box on one side of an interior baffle. 
Because the box increases the size of the passage, the air
stream slows down, and most of the larger particles settle into 
the collection hopper. At the outlet on the other side of the 
baffle plate, the airstream picks up speed and goes through 
the blower into the bag box. Here again it slows down, and 
returns to the shop only after being filtered of fine particles 
by the polyester-felt bags. If the system is to be vented to the 
outside, the bags would be enclosed in a separate box, which 
would then be vented through an exterior wall .  

The size of your drop box i s  determined by the type of ma-

chines serviced and by space limitations in the shop . My drop 
box is 3 ft. square and 8 ft . high; the collection hopper con
sists of four 1 8-in.  diameter barrels 36 in .  high , with a baffle 
board over them to keep particles from falling in between 
them. Feeding 24-in . laminated panels through the planer as 
fast as I can fills the barrels in about 20 minutes, but normal 
shop use requires emptying them only once or twice a week . 
(In winter they are emptied more or less continuously into the 
stove. )  The drop box should be carefully sealed , using either 
caulking compound, duct tape or both. The access door 
should be weatherstripped and latched; the internal vacuum 
holds it tightly closed when the system is operating. 

The bag box must be sealed even more tightly than the 
drop box because it's under pressure (rather than vacuum) , 
and because fine particles escape back into the shop through 
the smallest of openings. A barrel or cart system is usually not 
necessary here; I JUSt open the tightly sealed door and shovel 
out the dust as required. Though I 've been unable to dig up 
any firm guidelines relating bag area to system capacity, my 
system , which exhausts one machine at a time, has a total bag 
area of about 1 80 sq. ft . ,  and this seems to be about the mini
mum . These bags need an occasional cleaning, and you can 
do this two ways. One is to suspend each bag by a rope that 
runs through a pulley; cleaning is then just a matter of jerk
ing on the rope a few times. A simpler method is to hang the 

Collection system Ceiling joist 
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Drop box 

I I 
I ,  � 
I ,  
I , 
I I  
I I 
I I 
I 

I nterior � ' 
baffle I ' 

I 
' I 

Y 

Collection 
hopper 

with hinged 
door 

Polyester-felt 
filter bags 

Bag box 

unit  

H inged door 
Shavings and heavy particles are collected in four 
barrels at the bottom of the drop box. The baffle 
board on top prevents waste from falling be
tween the barrels. 

Photos: Jim DiVelO 



Polyester-felt filter bags hang from stn·ngers nazled to ceiling joists. 
Bag box must be strong and hermetically sealed with caulking and 
duct tape to keep dust from escaping into shop. 

Usual branch sizes and exhaust volumes 

Machine Size (in . ) Branch pipe Cu. ft. lmin. 
(in.) (CFM) 

Jointers Up to 6 311> 270 
6 to 1 2  4 350 

12 to 20 411> 440 

Planers Up to 20 5 5 5 0  
(single) 20 to 26 6 790 

26 to 36 7 1 070 

Belt sanders Belt width to 6 4 350 
6 to 9 4'1> 440 
9 to 14 5 5 5 0  

Disc sanders Up to 1 2  3 '1> 270 

Table saws Up to 16 4 350 

Band saws Blade width to 'I> 3 200 
'h to l  3 'h 270 
I to 2  4 350 

From Design of Industnal Exhaust Systems by John L. Alden 
and John M. Kane (Industrial Press Inc . ,  200 Madison Ave . ,  
New York, NY. 10016) . This is an excellent source of technical 
information on all types of dust collection . 

bags and beat them with a stick , much like old-fashioned 
carpet cleaning. Whichever way you go , bear in mind that the 
dust cake on the inside of the bag is what actually traps the 
finest particles. The cloth traps coarse particles, which trap 
finer particles, which trap even finer particles; so excessive 
bag cleaning will reduce the efficiency of the system . Experi
menting will teach you the right balance between ease of air 
passage and effect·ive filtration . 

Mount the blower and motor anywhere between the drop 
box and bag box. The compact type of blower/ motor com
bination used by DoyleJohnson (FWW # 1 2 ,  Sept . ' 78 ,  p. 76) 
works well mounted directly on top of the drop box since the 

intake is on the bottom. The system is quite flexible, and 
parts of it can be placed around the shop as space permits. 
johnson ' s  suggestions for machine hoods are adequate, 
though I suggest sticking with. the pipe sizes given in the 
table above. Each intake should be about rwice the area of the 
pipe it supplies in order to provide enough air to carry the 
chips. Corrugated flex hose, while quite useful for making 
difficult connections, should be kept to a minimum since it 
sign ifican tl y increases resistance . 0 

EDITOR'S NOTE: For a system in a small 
shop, the Cincinnati Fan and Ventilator Co. 
recommends using their model PB- I0 blower 
unit with a 3 ,450-RPM, 1 'h-HP motor. It 's 
rated at 490 CFM for 6-in.  static pressure, 
and it COStS about $300. Their address is 
5345 Creek Rd . ,  Cincinnati ,  Ohio 45 242 . 

Though it is considerably more expen
sive, some woodworkers may want to install 
a centrifugal cyclone separator (shown at 
right) . A cyclone separator employs a cone
shaped collector to create tWO concentric, 
helical air currents. Dust particles and shav
ings are separated from the airstream by 
centrifugal force and settle into a bin at the 
bottom of the cone. Cyclone systems can be 
used with or without filter bags. Cyclone 
collectors are manufactured in the United 
States by Torit Division / Donaldson Co. ,  
Inc. , Box 432 1 7 ,  St.  Paul, Minn. 5 5 1 64 and 
in Canada, 2 399 Cawthra Rd. , Mississauga, 
Onto L5A 2W9 and by Murphy-Rodgers, 
Inc . ,  230 1 Belgrave Ave . ,  Huntington Park, 
Calif. 902 5 5 .  

You can get polyester-felt fi lter bags for 
your dust-collection system from Nauset En
gineering and Equipment, Inc. , 1 Wash
ington St . ,  Wellesley, Mass. 02 1 8 1 .  This 
company will sell bags in standard sizes or 

Mac Campbell, 36, designs and buzlds cabinets and furniture 
in Harvey Station, New Brunswick. 

custom-make odd-sized bags to order. 
If you don ' t  like fans, ducts and filter 

bags cluttering your shop, consider APSEE 
(Air Purification through Stimulated Emis
sion of Electrons) . An APSEE machine just 
whirs quietly high up in one corner of a 
shop. It makes fine sanding dust-particles 
ranging from 2 [0 30 microns-fall [0 the 
ground instead of lingering in the air. 

To check this sales pitch, we visited a busy 
shop whose employees persuaded ownerJohn 
Petricka [0 install an APSEE late last year. 
Petricka has become a believer. He demon
strated by blowing up an impenetrable cloud 
of flour-fine dust . We fled outside for 1 5  
minutes. When we returned, the air was clean. 

Fine dust floats because the friction of 
sanding gives it a positive charge of static 
electricity. The particles repel each other. 
APSEE saturates the shop air with electrons, 
whose negative charge neutralizes the charge 
on the dust, whereupon it wafts [0 the floor. 
You still have [0 sweep, but doing so 
doesn't stir up the dust again .  If anything, 
the extra electrons are healthy [0 breathe. 

An APSEE COSts from $2 , 500 on up, de
pending on shop volume. Contact Small 
Wonder, Inc . ,  392 1 Mayette, Santa Rosa , 
Calif. 95405 . 

Cyclone collector 

Collection 
bin 
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Stnall Proj_ects __________ _ 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Small projects have a special 
appeal-they might be finished in a week
end. There ' s  always someone, including 
yourself, who deserves some of your shop 
time, even if there's only little to spare. The 
ideas that follow require various levels of 
skills. They are from a growing file of reader
contributed, simple and elegant small proj
ects. If you 've got one to share, please send it 
in. We' ll be making space again soon for 
more of these. 

Candelabra 
from Chinese 
ideograms 

by WaTTen Durbin 

I have always admired the line quality of 
Chinese calligraphy and wanted to ex
press its elegance and serenity in a us
able object. Last winter I started work on 
a series of candelabra; the ones pictured 
here draw their  in spirat ion from 
Chinese characters relating to shelter. I 
was interested in the interplay between 

light and shadow and so contrasted 
Gabon ebony with maple, and teak with 
oak. The small scale of the project makes 
it possible to use precious but othetwise 
wasted scraps. 

The candelabra shown below are 
about 1 5  in . by 61fz in . by 21fz in.  But 
really the only dimensional constraints 
involve the candles themselves, which 
are a standard 7k-in.  diameter at the 
base. The rest of the shape is an aesthetic 
matter, and variations are possible .  
Bandsawing the top and bottom pieces, 
first in profile then in plan , reveals both 
radial and tangential grain patterns. I 
use a spokeshave , scrapers and sand
paper to take these to their final shapes, 
concentrating on symmetrical and fair 
curves. I make the uprights next, mor
tising in squared stock for the one or two 
horizontal cross pieces. Once again with 
spokeshave and scrapers, I take the up
rights to final shape. To maintain their 
original integrity, I use bridle joints in 
the ends to connect the pieces. I make 
the delicate cuts along the grain with a 

] apanese backsaw (dozuki) , then chisel 
carefully across the grain to remove the 
waste . The horizontal yoke piece or 
pieces, made next, fit the mortises in the 
uprights and accentuate the curves of 
the top and bottom pieces. 

At this stage, with the stand dry
assembled, I mark the candle sockets for 
dri l l ing,  then disassemble to dril l ,  
though drilling could be done when the 
top piece is squared stock . For final as
sembly, I do not glue the yokes, only the 
bridle joints, clamping them lightly. 

Oriental characters can provide inspi
ration for objects and furniture of var
ious scales, including tables and chairs. 
It is a matter of abstracting the shapes of 
the original brush strokes and applying 
them to a functional structure. The suc
cess of the piece, as in calligraphy itself, 
depends on the balance and interplay of 
the separate lines and surfaces . 

WaTTen Durbin makes furniture and 
wooden accesson'es in his shop in Bur/
ington, Vt. 

\ 

Candelabrum a/teak and oak, right, inspired by the Chinese character/or home, above right. Candelabrum a/maple and ebony, top, inspired by 
the character for umbrella, above left. 
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Horses 
and wagon 

by Robert Ruffner 

A simple piece with old-fashioned 
charm , this horse-and-wagon toy is 
made of poplar, walnut and birch. Vari
ations are easy enough. The basic pro
cedures are given in the drawing below. 

Robert Ruffner lives in Irvine, Ky. 

Plan for horses 
and wagon 

Contour horse 
. 

from 5/4 stock. 

Cut spline slot on table saw 
with 'la-in. veneer blade. 
� 
')'. 

� Brass door nail 

r 
�. 

Position tongue at proper angle 
and drill side for 'I.-in. dowels. 
Use dowel centers to locate 
holes in opposite horse. 

A triangular 
drop-leaf table 
with rotating top 

by Pendleton Tompkins 

Cut cove by passing 8/4 stock at an angle 
over table saw. Plane top round. 

Slice I-in. 

T 14')'. dowel and 

I � � / ��: ;;;r:'ct 
7Y. J; trim. 1 Dado to !.-�:z::D0 

match bott�� 
"-----; 
I--- 5'1,-----'"' 

Bandsaw knob, drill J 
hole for tongue pivot / 

diameter 

and cut out middle Glue on axle holder 
with coping saw. and drill for axle. 

The advantage of a triangular table is 
that the sitters can face inward. The area 
of this tabletop becomes a circle when 
the leaves are raised and the top rotated 
60° ; the corners of the base then support 
the leaves . Any hardwood will do. 

Make the legs first; they are flat-faced 
where they meet the aprons but taper to 
the foot with a graduated curve on the 
inside and fall straight along a 600 cor
ner on the outside. To shape the legs I 
built a j ig ,  basically a long, narrow 
frame in which the leg blank is held and 
rotated between twO centers as it is 
passed over the jointer. The same opera
tion can be performed with a router and 
j ig, though the most straightforward 
way to cut the taper and graduated curve 
is with a sharp block plane and a spoke
shave . Detail A (on the next page) shows 
the sections of curve and taper. With the 
legs shaped , cut the mortises for the 
apron tenons- no deeper than % in . or 
you will weaken the legs. 

Before cutting the aprons to length, 

The drop-leaves of this clever sidetable are 
supported by the base itself when the top is 
rotated 120°. It's a good project for prac
ticing the rule joint, the morttse and tenon 
and the shapi7'lg of tapered legs. 
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Triangular drop-leaf table with rotating top 

Detail A :  
Shaping the legs 

Plane off 
sharp 60° 
corner for 
final shape. 

H. 
:� , , , , 

:...:.-- Flat 
, , , , 
: .... 1 , I 
I , 
I I 
, I I ,  
I , 
" 

� I I 
I I  
" 
I ,  
, , I I  , I I ' I  
� : : :  
1 I ; 
I ,  
I I I ,  
" 
, " I " 
'<:;IJ 
Har--

( Silent glider 

T 
4 

1 

Saw off to form 
leg blank 

I 
1 % 

1 

c .- '- - - - - - - -
, , 
'-' 

F 

The arc for the top of the leg (excluding the 4-in. long flats where the aprons will join) is cen
tered at T, y, in. in from the outside corner. The arc for the bottom of the leg is centered at 
B, 1 in. in from the outside corner. Shape along the length of the leg with block plane and 
spokeshave so these curves taper from 1'1. in. at the widest point to 1% in. at the bottom. 

Rule joint takes up 
y, in. of leaf width. 
Final diameter ex
cludes sharp corners 
of central section. 

Layout of 
tabletop parts 

20 

20 

Detail C :  • Understructure for rotating tabletop I � I 1 / 0§l�0t'§ ........... 4-i n .  dia , Y,- in .  plywood disc 
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1 
spline together the three triangles that 
form the center of the top and cut the 
rule joints (FWW 11 1 8 ,  Sept. ' 79) be
tween this section and the three drop
leaves. All six pieces can be laid out and 
sawn from a 7-ft. long 1 x6 ,  as shown in 
detail B. With the hinges mounted , first 
bandsaw the top roughly round, then 
trim it to a circle with a router mounted 
on a plywood trammel that pivots on a 
temporary screw block in the center of 
the tabletop bottom. Note that the 
5 �- in. wide leaves have lost � in . to the 
rule joint and that the final diameter of 
the tabletop (2 1 in.) excludes the sharp 
corners of the central section . The edge 
can be molded to taste. 

Now cut a tenon on one end of each of 
the three aprons and fit two aprons into 
one leg . Lay the hinged tabletop upside
down on the workbench , turn up two 
leaves and fit the leg with aprons into 
the angle between the leaves. Cut the 
aprons to a length that , with the re
maining two legs attached , will exactly 
fit the tabletop with the leaves folded . 
Cut tenons and fit the legs and remain-
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ing apron together. Before assembling, 
cut a Y4- in .  rabbet on the top inside edge 
of the aprons to receive a plywood 
triangle, yet to be made. Gluing up the 
legs and aprons requires a deft touch; 
it ' s  best to fit the tenons a bit at a time in 
sequence and use a strap clamp to bring 
the joints together. 

While the glue is drying, cut a tri
angle from Y4-in.  plywood to fit in the 
apron rabbets. Then cut a 5- in .  diam
eter hole in the center of the plywood, 
and screw and glue the plywood into the 
rabbeted aprons. 

Now cut a Y4-in . plywood disc just 
large enough to fit snugly inside the tri
angle formed by the legs and aprons. 
Cut from within this disc another disc of 
I -in . shorter radius, producing also a 
I -in . wide ring with an entrance kerf 
that can later adjust the ring's size . Both 
discs should be near-perfect circles; the 
inner one must turn smoothly within 
the outer ring , so make this cut with a j ig 
(FWW 11 1 6 ,  May ' 79 ,  p. 16) .  Sand the 
saw kerf lightly. Center the outer ring 
inside the aprons and glue and screw it 

to the underside of the plywood triangle 
in the table . To ease the top ' s  move
ment over the base, drive %loin. silent 
gliders into the top of each leg. 

Once again with the hinged tabletop 
upside-down on the bench , set the base 
inside the triangular center section . 
From �-in. plywood cut a 4-in .  diam
eter disc and screw it to the underside of 
the tabletop approxim ately in the  
center, inside the 5-in.  diameter hole 
that you've already cut in the plywood 
triangle. Take care not to screw into the 
splined joints of the top . Now place the 
disc of Y4-in . plywood within the outer 
ring and screw it to the disc of �-in. 
plywood; detail C shows the relation of 
these partS. When the table is lifted by 
its top, this set of screws will hold the 
base on , so use screws long enough to 
enter the top . But before driving more 
than a couple, rotate the base 1 200 in 
each direction to see if the leaves can be 
folded without interference. 

Pendleton Tompkins, a surgeon, lives in 
San Mateo, Caltf 



Flip-open box 
from one piece 
of wood 

by Daniel Mosheim 

I ' ve been making these boxes as gifts for 
a couple of years , and each one has 
proved popular and challenging to 
make. The design can be adapted to 
many uses with only slight changes . 
Here I ' ll cover the most complex one 
I ' ve done, for business cards. I ' ve fed 
the wood stove with one or two of these; 
you can spoil it with the last pass of the 
plane so work carefully and don ' t  rush. 

I ' ve used apple, maple, chestnut, 
walnut and cherry, but quartersawn 
zebrawood remains my favorite. In gen
eral the darker and more straight
grained the hardwood, the better the 
overall effect. To stan, you will need a 
piece about 3 Y4 in .  by 6 in . by % in . ,  
with faces and edges straight and paral
lel . Strike a witness mark across the face, 
as shown in figure 1 .  Put a sharp blade 
in your table saw and check your fence 
settings on scrap wood before making 
each cut on your good stock. You have 
four ripping cutS to make; after planing 
and scraping the edges smooth and 
pressing them together to check the fit, 
you should have two pieces about %6 in .  

Fig. 1 :  Ripping the stock 

wide, two pieces %6 in .  wide and one 
piece that is slightly wider than your 
business card, usually 2 in .  Place your 
card on the face of this piece and mark 
the center and a little past the ends of 
the card . Lightly square these marks 
around the pieces and make a Y4-in.  slot 
for half the card all the way through the 
width of the stock, as shown in figure 2 .  
I use a %-in.  bit in the drill press to 
rough it out and a sharp chisel to true up 
the walls. Get this slot smooth now, it's 
your last chance. 

Now glue the two %6-in. pieces to this 
center one, using your witness marks 
and all the clamps you have room for. 
Get good glue lines here. After the glue 
dries, cut a second slot through the 
width of the stock for the rest of the 
length of the card (figure 3) . This slot 
will open into the first slot between the 
two Ywin.  pieces. Don't  spend a lot of 
time here because you can smooth this 
slot after the next two cuts. Using a 
beveled scrap block as a guide, cut with 
a backsaw two 45 °  angles at the ends of 
the second slot, A and B in figure 3 .  
Separate the halves and smooth the in
sides. The ends of the slot at C and D 
can be CUt on the table saw with the 
miter guide and your blade set at the 
right height. Be careful to keep your 
fingers where they belong. 

Put all the pieces back together, in
cluding the two outside %6-in.  pieces, 

Witness mark """ 
Approx. 31. i n����

�
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depending on ...-
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Fig. 2: Cutting the first slot 

and clamp them temporarily. To locate 
centers for the dowel hinges, strike a 
sharp line across the face of the pieces 
Y4 in . from the end of the first slot, at E 
in figure 4 .  Unci amp the three pieces 
and continue line E down the outside 
edges of the assembly and down the in
side edges of the lj16-in .  pieces. With a 
marking gauge set to half the thickness 
of your stock, mark four points on these 
lines. Be accurate; the location of the 
dowel hinge is critical for your box to 
open and close properly. Using a '%6-in. 
bit, drill into the center assembly to a 
depth of % in .  and halfway through the 
thickness of the %6-in . pieces. Cut and 
place the dowels and put the whole 
thing back together again . If everything 
seems to fit and the box opens and 
closes, you ' re ready to glue. Paste-wax 
the sides of the big half of the center 
assembly and put a thin coat of glue on 
the sides of the small half and on the 
mating surface of each of the %6-in . 
pieces . Glue neatly so you have a 
minimum of cleaning up to do inside. 
And don' t  forget to put in the dowel 
hinges. Clamp lightly and open and 
close the box. If it works, clamp tightly. 

When it ' s  dry, cut the box to final 
length, shape it and finish it as you like. 
Be careful during the shaping that you 
don' t  cut away too much of the bevel or 
you ' ll have a gap to the inside and some 
fuel for the woodstove. 0 

Waste slot with Y,-in. bit, 
clean up with chisel. 

2-in. \ Scribe line slightly 
larger than card. 

Precise sawing, boring and gluing yield a box whose design can adapt 
to other purposes. These are 0/ zebrawood, left, and cherry. 

Fig. 3: Dividing the center assembly 
Y'6-in .  piece, glued on 

����� 6� 
... .... 1- _ _ _ --... ' -.J 

1=<0:::'== = 2 i o . pioc, 
C B D A 

First slot Second slot Y' 6-i n .  piece 

Saw apart at A and B, smooth C and D on table saw. 

Fig. 4: Locating the dowel hinges 

E 

Y' 6- in . 
piece 

piece 
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Bandsaw Boxes 
The quick and easy way to make a complicated container 

by John Alcock- White 

The versatile band saw can be your primary tool for making 
small wooden containers. I have been experimenting 

with the band-saw technique and have found that with it I 
can produce attractive containers in comparable or even less 
time than by turning or conventional joinery. Since the con
tainer is made from a single (or laminated) block of wood and 
all the grain remains parallel , movement caused by humidity 
change is uniform-the bandsaw box is not adversely affected 
by changing moisture conditions. The method is so direct it 
has an inherent beauty. 

Bandsaw boxes became popular and widely imitated after 
Arthur (Espenet) Carpenter developed his version back in the 
late 1 960s (see p. 66) . In addition to ingenious boxes, Car
penter made such things as pigeonholes and drawers inside 
roll-top desks. Carpenter, of Bolinas, Calif. , is a quiet person 
who becomes shy when discussing his own work . When asked 
about bandsaw boxes, he replies that his technique is so sim
ple it hardly needs explanation. Be that as it may, it has the 
elegant simplicity common to all important innovation. 

I found this technique when I first began to use the band 
saw. The method is first to saw off the sides of a block of 
wood, to turn the block on its side and saw out the center, 
then to glue the sides back on. The procedure can be ex
tended to make drawers (figure 1) . After the sides of a block 
are sawn off, drawer pieces can be sawn out, resawn into 
smaller containers, and finally replaced in their original posi
tions within the larger block. If the saw is set up cor
rectly-top and bottom guides snug, blade sharp and ten
sioned as much as possible-the cut pieces can be glued 
directly back together with little or no smoothing. Because 
the kerf cut by the saw governs angles and clearances, very 
little fitting and measuring are required . 

Although this technique had struck me as a marvelous way 
to make containers, I forgot about it for some years until a 

Fig. 1 : Bandsawing a container with d rawers 
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friend, who markets a line of bathroom accessories, was tell
ing me how profitable it was to manufacture such items as 
oak toilet seats. However, to increase sales he had to offer a 
full line of accessories, most of them of good quality, simple 
design and easy construction . One exception was a box de
signed to cover a tissue package , constructed with an elab
orate finger joint .  He was getting $8 for it and it retailed for 
$ 1 5 ,  and he admitted it was a money-loser but still an essen
tial part of his line . Instead of sawing and gluing up the 
finger joints, I proposed he make the box from a solid or lam
inated block of wood. He'd then have only four operations: 
bandsawing, regluing, routing the opening, and sanding 
(figure 2) . The waste wood would be used to make something 
else, and the $8 price might become more feasible. 

This experience got me making bandsaw containers again ,  
and I became convinced it i s  a viable technique with lots of 
potential. Mainly the method is fast ,  perhaps faster than any
thing else. It is economical if the sawn-out sections are used to 
make smaller containers or if they can be used in other phases 
of your operation . Expansion and contraction of the wood is 
not a serious consideration . Making these containers does not 
depend on a lot of equipment-apart from the band saw, a 
few clamps and some smoothing tools are all you need . Lastly, 
compared to traditional joinery, there is practically no 
measuring and fitting. You can build freehand and end up 
with some interesting shapes , without tooling contortions. 
Although purists may decide bandsawn containers are gim
micky, I find them an enjoyable relief from conventional, 
more exacting woodwork . They look complicated yet are easy 
to make, and best of all , people like them . I can sell for a 
profit what I make. I wish that were always the case. 0 

John Alcock- White, 3 1 ,  makes furniture and bandsaw boxes 
in Nanaimo, on Vancouver Island, B. C. 

Fig .  2: Bottomless finger-joined box compared to bandsaw box 



Photos: John Alcock-Whit� 

The boxes above, made by the author, have 
curved fronts and sides made by regluing 
along a curved kerf. The glueline is generally 
very clean; the major difficulty of holding 
the parts while sawing the interior is solved 
with improvised j igs and clamps. 

A. To make a bandsaw box, start with a solid 
or laminated block of wood; shown are a 
small piece of myrtle taken from a bent sec
tion of the tree and a laminated block of Cen
tral American walnut with Honduras ma
hogany. Saw the block to contours you like, 
using a four-tooth ,  Y4-in. blade for heavy cuts 
and a six-tooth, Y4-in . blade for lighter cuts. 
Make simple containers with at least two flat 
sides before trying more complex shapes. 

B. Set up a fence on the band saw and re
move about 1 cm. (% in . )  from each side of 
the block. These pieces become the sides of 

A the box, C, and since end grain does not glue 
wel l ,  saw them with the grain . The saw 
should leave surfaces smooth enough to re
glue later, but for a perfect fit you can joint 
the cut-off sides and the central block. 

D. Draw the interior of the container, and 
drill for the hinged lid. These boxes are fairly 
complicated, with a secret ledge above the 
drawer in the laminated block. 

E. Saw along the lines, striving for smooth 
cuts. Resaw the blocks taken from the drawer 
openings. Rasp and sand any rough spots 
now, while they are still accessible. 

F.  Carefully glue the sides back on. Once the 
glue has set, insert dowels (or brass rods) 
through the hinges. Be sure the lid opens 

B smoothly before driving the dowels home. 

c 

G. Trim off the dowels, cut a drawer pull, 
sand the outside of the box, and finish. 

G 
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The Bandsaw Boxes of Arthur (Espenet) Carpenter 
Arthur (Espenet) Carpenter began bandsawing boxes in the late 1960s. In 
the early three-drawer cabinet, below, only the front and the drawer 
openings are bandsawn; the carcase and drawers are conventionally 
joined. The kerf left by entering and leaving each drawer opening is glued 
up, thereby reducing the clearance around the drawer to the width of a 
single kerf. A five-drawer cabinet made in 1970, below center, shows how 
swiftly Carpenter made the transition to a fully laminated block. The 
entry kerf runs from the center bottom, up the right-hand side, around 
the perimeter and finally out the point of entry. In the process five drawer 
blocks-one of them within another-are isolated. They are then sawn to 
form the drawers. Later, the rear panel is glued to the back of the main 
block. Since the entry kerf runs across the grain, it is splined and glued 
with epoxy. 

z:::::;:;::< -

Carpenter doesn 't make many bandsaw boxes these days, but he fre
quently uses the method in larger work such as roll-top desks, for shelv
ing, drawers and pigeonholes. 
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Carpenter also worked with solid blocks of wood, like this three
drawered piece made /rom a walnut branch. The first step in con
structing a box of this type is to np a flat on the back of the log. A 
kerf zs then run up /rom the bottom, outlining three drawers. 
The entry kerf is reglued and the rear section replaced. Carpenter 
then makes two separate cuts to form each drawer, lining the 
pieces with felt to take up the slack. The protruding drawer /rants 
are smooth and epoxied a fiery red. Drawer bottoms made 
Carpenter's way might be weak, because of short grain. Instead 
of two scoop cuts, you can saw off the front and rear of the drawer 
piece, saw out the center, then reglue the ends, as shown below. 

An alternative 
drawer technique 

PhOlos: An CarpcnH:r 



Another Case of Box Fever 
I was first impressed with the bandsaw-box 
technique when I saw a roll-top desk with 
bandsawn cubbyhole drawers by An Carpen
ter at the California Design II show in 197 1 . I 
had had a shop for four years and was won
dering where there might be other contem
porary furniture makers. I was struck by that 
show; there was definitely a whole other 
world out there that I had not been aware of. 
I have had " box fever" ever since. 

Phoros: Michael Graham 

My earliest pieces (beginning the day fol
lowing the design show) were called Hobbit 
Houses-tree limbs and burls that had small 
drawers free to open on either side. Turning 
Carpenter's technique on end led me to the 
lidded bandsaw box (below, left) . First the 
top of the limb was sliced off, then the entry 
cut in the box bottom was made and the plug 
removed. Slices from the top and bottom of 
the plug were glued to the lid and to the box 

bottom. Making boxes from dimensioned 
lumber revealed the possibility of opening 
up the entry cut and incorporating it as a pan 
of the design (below, right) instead of gluing 
it back together. I continue to use this ap
proach in my current designs. One of my 
latest pieces (bottom) has a solid back and a 
mechanism, integrated with the design ,  to 
open the drawers. 

-Michael Graham, Los Osas, Calif. 
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On Precision in Joinery 
How close is close enough? 

by Allan ]. Boardman 

Comparing a machine tool such as a lathe for shaping 
metal with its counterpart for working wood suggests 

that entirely different methods and standards are normally 
applied when operating on these two dissimilar materials. 
The differences are obvious-finely graduated scales and dials 
festoon the metal lathe, while the wood lathe probably has no 
measuring scales at all. What may not be obvious is the fact 
that woodworkers nonetheless do approach tolerances that 
might seem appropriate only to metal . The flexibility and 
compressibility of wood , the acceptability of fillers, moldings 
and bulk-strength adhesives, the dynamic movement of the 
material and the omnipresence of shoddy commercial prod
ucts all contribute to the belief that " precision" is not a word 
in the woodworker's  vocabulary. However, a close look at a 
truly fine piece of cabinetry will reveal some surprising facts 
about the dimensional i:olerances inherent in its joinery. 

Consider the miter joint connecting two adjacent members 
of a frame made from 3-in.  wide stock (figure 1 ) .  If the miter 
were tight at one end and open, say, 1j64 in. (0 . 0 1 6  in.) at the 
other, the joint would be quite unacceptable. The frame 
would be weak, since most adhesives work best in films far 
thinner than 1j64 in . Even an untrained eye could easily detect 
the mismatch, and filler could not disguise it. . 

Most shops have lots of clamps, and all too often they are 
used in abundance to bend or press a joint closed while the 
glue dries. The result may well be a tight joint, but the struc
ture is liable to be distorted-warped, bowed or out-of
square. This distortion may cause extra work in fitting for 
doors or drawers, perhaps some unanticipated cosmetic re
pairs, or it may even be uncorrectable and quite obvious in 
the finished product. And regardless of how well one com
pensates, the assembly will retain residual stress after the 
clamps are released . Built-in stress will work against the adhe
sive for a long time, causing the joints to creep and the di
mensions to change. Stress can burst open an otherwise strong 
joint months or even years later. Improperly seasoned wood 
and changing humidity, although usually contributory, are 
sometimes blamed for joint failure when the real problem is 
faulty joinery initially hidden by clamping pressure. In first
class work, there is no substitute for joints that fit properly. 

In figure 1 ,  note that the angle of the tapered space in the 
miter joint is less than a fifth of a degree. The tolerance in a 
good miter might be %0 of that, or barely 1 minute of arc . 
With such a fit, the open end of the tapered gap would be less 
than 0 .002 in . ,  or about half the thickness of a piece of paper. 
This, in most cases, would be acceptable from the standpoint 
of strength and appearance. But measurement and tolerances 
in thousandths of an inch and minutes of arc sound like the 
language of machinists, not woodworkers. After all ,  many of 

Allan Boardman, 46, 0/ Los Angeles, is an aerospace systems 
engineer and Itfelong amateur woodworker. 
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An exemplar of precise joinery, author's full-blind finger-joined 
music box is 4'h in. on a side. Carcase is flame-figured butternut, 
dovetazled drawers are English beech with rosewood pulls. 

our measuring devices are themselves made of this change
able stuff, wood. The protractor scale on a woodworking 
machine goes no finer than one degree-minutes of are, 
never. Parallax caused by the distance between pointer arrow 
and protractor ensures significant error, depending on where 
you hold your head . Does no one expect a woodworker to hold 
to a small fraction of a degree , except perhaps at 900 and 45 0 ,  
where some machines have detents? 

So it is with lineal dimensions too . For the seasoned 
worker, tricks, techniques, experience and feel (not mutually 
exclusive terms) compensate for the limitations of the equip
ment . But to the beginner, the not-quite-square square, the 
coarse graduations of scales and protractors, the machine's 
structural flexibility where rigidity is desired, all  subtly sug
gest that only this crude level of accuracy is to be expected . 
Worse, because of careless use of words like " precision , "  "ac
curate , "  " professional" and "heavy duty" in advertising, the 
novice comes to believe that plus or minus a thirty-second is 
precise or that the machine by itself guarantees precision . 
Consequently, beginners may set personal standards for 
quality far lower than they should and progress far too slowly 
in the acquisition of those skills and techniques needed to 
overcome tool limitations. 

Tool quality, measuring and marking-The limitations of 
our tools are not all bad, once recognized and understood. If 
a manufacturer were to add the weight, rigidity and precision 
some of us dream about, the cost of tools would rapidly be
come prohibitive. Also, because of the properties of wood, 
some of this extra precision would be wasted: The skilled 
maker would still have to compensate for the peculiarities of 
each species and piece. 

Some tool limitations may require us to take lighter cuts, 
and they may inhibit some design options or demand greater 
skill, but by one means or another, we live with the available 
tools. Nonetheless, the first thing we must do is correct what 
can be corrected . For example, a framing square c.an be made 
quite true simply by peening the metal at the corner 
(FWW #1 7 ,  July ' 79 ,  p .  1 5 ) .  Likewise, cabinetmaker's 
squares having a metal blade and wooden stock can be filed 
true. Bench planes require all sortS of fine tuning before one 
can realized their full potential (FWW #14 ,  Jan. ' 79 ,  p. 52) . 

Leaving aside heavy-duty production machinery, one 
should not take for granted the implied precision or quality 
of tools. If you have the time and patience (and the indul
gence of the shopkeeper) to examine and compare all of the 
squares, planes or chisels in stock, you may find one that is 
better than the others. The common test for a square, for ex-

Photo: Allan). Boardman 



ample, is to mark a line on wood or paper taped to the 
counter, then flop the square over to see if the blade lines up 
with the line (figure 2) . Any discrepancy is double the inac
curacy of the square. But realize that you will have to spend 
time on most tools to make them right .  

So  how do  you make them right?  Against what do  you 
check for square? There is no way around it: Every shop needs 
a reliable standard for straight ,  square and flat . A quality ma
chinist' s  combination square is a good investment because it 
provides a reliable I 2-in . straightedge, an accurate square and 
a 450  reference. A 3-ft. metal straightedge is useful and is 
available at some woodworker and most machinist supply 
houses. One can also buy a strip of flat tool steel and have a 
machine shop grind it true. The top of a quality table saw 
should be flat enough to serve as the reference surface, but it 
is best to check this if possible by removing it, toting it to a 
machine shop for measurement and,  if necessary, having it 
ground. Other flat references are granite surface plates and 
slabs of heavy plate glass or marble, which are generally quite 
flat but must also be checked. The rule of thumb is that these 
shop standards should be five to ten times better than any
thing you are likely to check with them . It is also desirable to 
have at least one fairly large bench surface be rather flat, say 
within !f64 in.  over a two or three-foot square, for layout work. 
This can be prepared with a jointer plane and checked with 
your reference flat, by rubbing one surface against the other 
through carbon paper. If your reference surface is not easily 
moved and inverted, use winding sticks instead (figure 3) . 

An accurate ruler or scale is also important .  Simply because 
a stick or tape is marked in inches and fractions, it does not 
follow that the marks are where they should be. Some steel 
tapes are off as much as %! in.  in 1 0  ft . The machinist ' s  com
bination square will provide a reliable I -ft .  scale against 
which others in the shop can be calibrated. The graduations 
are generally fine and deeply engraved for long life. 

These points are about absolute accuracy. More important, 
most of the time, is relative accuracy. Once the dimensions of 
a given piece are quite close, the requirement for fit outranks 
the requirement for hitting the exact dimension on the nose. 
Consider cutting the four moldings for a picture frame. First, 
the pieces must be near to the desired length. Second, each 
piece must be the same length as its opposite, and third, after 
mitering, the corner joints must be tight (figure 4) . Because 
the molding might not be perfectly true or straight ,  we trim 
the miter to fit , and as a result the mating surfaces may be a 
fraction of a degree off the nominal 45 0 ,  or one of the sides 
may be a deliberate but imperceptible fraction shorter than 
its opposite. A tiny variation in dimension cannot be ob
served, whereas an open joint will alw'.lYs be visible and weak. 
At the stage of final fitting, the ruler or gauge becomes a 
superfluous intermediary, an unwanted source of error. 

This notion of dimension giving way to fit is not radical . It 
is like the intuitive procedure we use when setting a tool or 
machine whose protractor or scale has only coarse gradua
tions. We guess at a setting someplace between two markings 
and then, ignoring the actual number of degrees or thous
andths, we make small adjustments by trial and error, per
haps with a piece of scrap , until the fit is just right .  

Marking can be  done with a sharp pencil, but when the po
sition of the mark impacts final fit , a marking knife should be 
used. Not only will the line be narrower and therefore better 
define the position , but a knife will lie much closer to the 

Figure 1 In a frame made of 3-in. stock, a total 
error of 'Iso in cutting the miters will 
cause a �-in. gap in the joint. This 
could result from an error of only '/,0° 
in setting the saw or in using the miter 
box, or from warped wood, or even 
from a tiny chip lodged between the 
fence and the work. To avoid the 
error, woodworkers cannot rely on 
the gross measurement that machine 
scales provide. 
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Sight across tops of winding sticks 
to check for parallelism. Test in various 

directions. Make sticks from straight, stable 
stock - % in. by :y. in. by 18 in. is a handy size. Fancy version has insert of 
light wood in one stick, dark in the other, for better visibility. Well-made 
sticks used carefully can find '/,0° of error. 
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Even though all the angles are cut 
at exactly 4!l', if three of the frame 
pieces are straight and the fourth 
bows just '/,. in. ,  over a length of 
24 in. the joint will open about '14 in . 
Such an error is usually corrected 
by clamping pressure, but it's often 
better to adjust the angles as 
necessary and get tight join ts 
without heavy pressure. 

gauge, square or piece used in marking. Furthermore , the 
mark, being a physical incision in the wood, can often be 
used to position a chisel for the next operation. A typical 
example would be marking the shoulder line on a tenon to be 
cut with hand tools. The knife cut serves simultaneously to lo
cate the shoulder edge, neatly sever the surface grain ,  and 
guide a chisel to create a starter groove for the tenon saw. 

Cutting to the line-So much for measuring; the marked 
piece must now be cut .  Precision in cutting is the exclusive 
domain of neither hand nor power tools. I say this despite 
diehard traditionalists who would argue that truly fine work 
can be done only by hand, and despite power-tool propo
nents who believe a plane is what you' d  be forced to use if 
you couldn ' t  afford a machine. There is seldom one best way. 
A proper table-saw setup would save time if a number of 
identical tenons were to be cut. The hand-tool method might 
be best for only one joint, if several different pieces are re
quired or if the shoulder is not perpendicular to the rail. 

Often, a combination of hand and power tool methods of
fers optimum results, taking advantage of the best charac
teristics of each tool. Suppose tenons are cut at each end of a 
stile, but for some reason the distance between the tenon 
shoulders is just a bit fat .  (This can usually be avoided by 
checking with scrap before cutting the work itself.) Moving 
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the table-saw fence a controlled Y<;4 in . is tricky. And unless it 
has just been sharpened, a circular-saw blade is not too effec
tive in trimming off the merest hair. The wood may burn or 
the blade may deflect, leaving a cocked, charred shoulder. 

It is undeniable that power tools save time and physical ex
ertion ,  but some cuts in precision joinery, such as shaving off 
that minute error, are clearly better performed with hand 
edge tools- planes in particular. In practiced hands a 
shoulder plane can trim that miscut tenon down to size in sec
onds. End-grain shavings as thin as 0 . 002 in. can be pro
duced, enabling the scribed line to be approached under the 
watchful eye of the maker (figure 5) . It makes little difference 
if the waste to be removed is straight or tapered. Because of 
these factors, it is often advisable when using machines to 
leave a little margin for hand trimming. 

Planes do not cut like most power tools, virtually all of 

Figure 5 

Figure 6 

A shoulder plane, 
properly tuned, can 

remove a controlled shaving 
0.002 in. thick and leave a finished surface. 

To use the shootmg 
board, hold the work against 

the end stop, but let it overhang 
the step, and hold the plane away 

from the step. You can trim end grain or 
edge grain to a scribed line, or to a trial-and-error fit. A djust the tilt of the 
plane iron to keep the cut surface perpendicular to the face of the board. 
Make the shooting board from stable wood, long enough to suit the work 
at hand (30 in. is handy). 

Figure 7 

o 

Workpiece overhangs step 
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which cut intermittently, pounding on the wood fibers and 
doing inescapable damage on every cut surface (for a close 
look at the surfaces left by various cutting tools, see 
FWW #2 1 ,  March ' 80 ,  p. 52) . The unique action of the 
plane with or across the grain , however, severs the wood fibers 
cleanly in a continuous, not intermittent ,  motion. The fin
ished surface in many cases cannot be improved upon. The 
damaging forces involved in parting the waste from the work 
are absorbed by the shaving as it breaks or curls. The planed 
surface, except where the wood grain is particularly cantanker
ous, shows no evidence of the trauma. Even more important 
for precision is the fact that the plane can leave a good surface 
after each pass. The perfect fit can be approached by in
crements and when achieved, no further clean-up is required. 
In many routine joinery operations , this objective is far more 
difficult to reach with sandpaper, files, saws or routers. And 
as a bonus, all this control comes with no great sacrifice in 
speed. A plane stroke takes only a couple of seconds. 

Paring with chisels and other edge tools offers similar possi
bilities for working toward precise joints, particularly where 
the geometry prohibits using a plane. Here the control af
forded rather automatically by the plane must be provided by 
the craftsman . However, the principle is the same-taking 
off just as much waste as desired , exactly where desired, and 
leaving a clean surface after each cut. 

Jigs-The criteria I apply to virtually all joints are first, in 
hidden interfaces (the tenon in the mortise) there should be 
only enough clearance for a thin glueline; and second, visible 
interfaces (miters, for example) should appear tight with only 
light clamping. As you approach the final fit a shaving at a 
time, you quickly discover the need for devices that help keep 
the hand tools perpendicular, free from wobble, or otherwise 
aligned. Jigs and fixtures do not guarantee precision ,  but they 
can reduce the degrees of freedom the tool has so the crafts
man can exercise greater control toward getting the fit . 

A jig of continuing use is the shooting board -nothing 
more than a flat piece of stable wood with a step at the edge 
and a stop near one end (figure 6) . With it, one can simul
taneously plane an end or edge of a piece exactly to a scribed 
line, straight and perpendicular to the surface. Using this 
same jig and a little blocking or intentional tilt of the plane 
blade, angles other than 90· can easily be cut for coopered 
joints or simply to compensate for some special condition . 

Other jigs in this same family include several versions of 
the bench hook, and the miter shooting board-the solution 
to the problem that began this essay, of how to adjust a miter 
angle by a fraction of a degree (figure 7) .  In use, the plane is 
laid on its side on the ledge while the work is held against the 
45 ·  stop. If the plane body is out of square (it usually is) , the 
mitered surface will not be perpendicular to the face of the 
piece. This can be corrected to some extent by adjusting the 
tilt of the plane iron , by shimming the work, or maybe 9 1 ·  is 
really desired . The 45 ·  angle (or 44· or 46·20 ' ) is not a result 
of holding the plane firmly against the step in the fixture 
while pressing the work against the fence. Of course, it could 
be if the jig were made exactly at the angle desired, but that is 
too restrictive a use of the shooting board . Rather, one holds 
the work against the stop but overhung, and the plane sole 
away from the step . One then planes either to a scribed line 
or by trial and error to a perfect fit with the mating piece. 

In contrast to such " permanent" devices, many simple jigs 



can be made for shorr-term use . The usual reasons such jigs 
fall into the disposable category are that they get worn or 
damaged in use or are special in nature or dimensions. Con
sider cutting dadoes by hand in the two vertical sides of a 
bookcase (figure 8) . A useful multipurpose jig fashioned 
from two pieces of wood not only simplifies the operation but 
also facilitates precision .  In appearance , the j ig is nothing 
more than a clumsy-looking square, the long leg reaching 
across the workpiece, the short leg attached accurately at right 
angles. The width of the members should ensure stiffness and 
rigidity. The thickness of the short leg should be a trifle less 
than the workpiece thickness so as not ro interfere with 
clamping. The thickness of the long leg must be sufficient to 
keep the backsaw perpendicular, but it can also be such that 
when the saw back hits the j ig, the cut is at the desired depth. 
The jig is clamped to the workpiece and at the one setting 
serves as a straightedge for scribing, a control for chiseling out 
a starter groove for the backsaw, a fixture for holding the saw 
upright,  and a depth Stop . Two such sequences per dado, 
followed by cleaning out the waste with chisel or router 
plane, leave an exceptionally clean joint the width of which 
can exactly fit the thickness of the shelf. With this method it 
matters little that the shelves vary in thickness from one to 
another, or that the dado head on your power saw cuts only in 
fixed increments that don' t  match your wood . Notice that in 
this example since all the scribing and sawing are done on the 
waste side, both long edges of the jig are used and so must be 
parallel. Obviously, the same basic technique can be adapted 
to other and more complicated joints-stopped dadoes, rab
bets and dadoes, tapered dovetails and so on. 

Precison is relative- In woodworking there is a scale of pre
cision demanded by the nature of each project, from rough �o 
finish carpentry ascending through built-ins to fine cabinetry, 
furniture-making and ultrafine craft objects like view 
cameras. Tolerances might range from plus or minus an 
eighth to one or two thousandths. In addition, we must 
superimpose a scale of functional tolerances that takes into ac
count the size of the object and the wood's  probable move
ment in response to changes in temperature and humidity. 
The " precision fit" of a drawer in a fine chest incorporates a 
neat but wider clearance gap than one would find around the 
drawer of an equally well-made jewelry box. 

Finally, one should not neglect the many different design 
options that shift the need for one kind of precision to 
another, or eliminate the need altogether. The results can be 
quite acceptable and are normally found in abundance on 
commercial work. Take,  for example, the use of a solid nosing 
around the top of a veneered cabinet (figure 9) . To blend the 
grain of the solid piece with the veneered panel and to join it 
flush without damaging the thin and delicate veneer would 
involve considerable skill and risk. This requirement can be 
virtually eliminated by accentuating the seam instead of 
hiding it, with a routed or scratched groove used as a design 
feature. Likewise, moldings can effectively mask imprecise 
joinery, and overlapping fronts can conceal uneven clearance 
around cabinet drawers. With design skill, such techniques 
can permit production shortcuts. Often, they are the best 
choice in purely design terms, and the fact that less precision 
is required becomes a bonus. 

The characteristics that denote precise woodworking are 
not limited to joint accuracy and fit. They also include grain 

Saw cuts here. 

start saw. 

Figure 9 

I Height determined 
by saw and 
dado depth 

A: Clamp jig alongside dado 
- work on waste side. 

Knife-line severs fibers, )O-�---"7f creates groove 
for chisel. 

C: Saw one side 
of dado, then use 

the end of the stock 
that will fit the dado 

to locate jig for scribing 
and sawing other side. 

Chisel or rout the waste. 

Cross section after second cut 

Deliberately accenting a joint may be better than trying to hide it. 

Planing, sanding or scraping 
solid banding flush 
may damage veneer. 

Scratched or sawn groove 
highlights joint, reducing 
need for precision. 

and color matching, uniformity of detail and symmetry when 
intended, clean pre-finish surface preparation , crisp installa
tion of inlays and fittings, minimum use of fillers, and so on. 

Precision in joinery is neither for everyone nor for every 
project .  It can be an objective or an attitude that adds 
pleasure to the craft and quality to the work . It can , on the 
other hand, become an obsession that goes beyond common 
sense to the point of inconsistency with the nature of wood 
itself. But it seems far better for a woodworker to understand 
the options, recognize that certain skills and techniques can 
be invented or learned, know what is possible to accomplish , 
and then exercise free choice, rather than have his or her 
standards derive from crude scale markings and constant ex
posure to mediocre work . 0 
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The . Butterfly Joint 
Double dovetails for strength and beauty 

by Frank Klausz 

Though the butterfly joint ,  sometimes called a double 
dovetail, is ancient, it was hardly ever used in traditional 

furniture making. Lately, however, it has enjoyed wider use 
since people have begun to make furniture from solid slabs of 
wood, from whole flitches or from root sections. George Na
kashima's tabletops (FWW #14 ,  Jan. ' 79 ,  p .  43) show how 
the butterfly can be used for strength and decoration. Across 
the grain, this joint provides mechanical reinforcement and is 
especially useful for controlling checks in slabs and for repair
ing cracks in tabletops and chair seats. The joint can also be 
used to join separate boards into a single panel or to join up 
sections that are butted together lengthwise to form a long 
tabletop or bar top. Recently I put butterflies into a horse
shoe-shaped kitchen countertop made from six separate 
pieces of butcher-block material. These were joined end-to
end with butterflies, three of them for each joint. 

I try to make all my butterfly keys the same size, unless the 
job demands otherwise . So most of the time I cut them 
30/4 in. long, 1 '12  in. wide and % in. thick. Instead of cutting 
them one at a time, I like to make a dozen at once. I first cut 
several strips of wood to a width of 1 0/4  in. and a thickness of 
% in. Then using my radial arm saw and a stop gauge, I cut 
the strips into pieces exactly 30/4 in. long. I glue 1 2  of th�se 
pieces together, face to face, with just a spot of glue in their 
centers. I wrap masking tape around the end grain, then I 
clamp them firmly together. I tilt the arbor on my table saw 
to a 10° angle and set the fence precisely 1 '12  in. from the 
blade where it intersects the plane of the table. The blade 
should be set 11'%6 in. high (or slightly less) so the rwo waste 
pieces will stay attached to the stock after all four cuts. Make 
sure you leave an unsawn strip at least 0/16 in. wide in the cen-

ter of the wood. With the clamp positioned so it can ' t  contact 
the blade, I make the cut with one hand, using the bar of the 
clamp as a handle while pressing down on the stock. It is a 
hair-raising operation for one who hasn ' t  had much experi
ence using a table saw, but with care it can be done safely. 

After making the four necessary cuts, you end up with a 
stack of perfectly dimensioned butterflies, except for the two 
waste pieces still attached to the center on both sides. Break 
these pieces out and clean up the valley by passing a sharp 
chisel left and right .  Now knock the individual butterflies 
apart. The whole job from gluing to knocking apart 
shouldn't  take longer than a half-hour, or the glue will set 
hard and you' ll have a solid block of wood. Then you' ll have 
to saw the pieces apart. 

Instead of gluing 1 2  or more pieces together, you can cut 
them all from a single, solid block, if the grain runs in the 
right direction .  This method is economical because you can 
cut off pieces of whatever thickness you need and save the 
rest. It also allows you to use short trimmings from wide, 
thick planks, pieces that ordinarily would be thrown away. 
Cutting all the keys from one piece is safest because you don ' t  
have to  clamp the workpiece while sawing and you don' t  have 
to worry about them separating during the cut. 

If you need only one or two keys, it's best to make a pat
tern, trace it onto your wood and bandsaw close to the line. 
Then clean up and straighten the edges with a sharp chisel. 

Once you' ve made the butterflies, you have to set them in
to the wood. The simplest way is to place a key on the surface 
(centered across the check or joint and perpendicular to it) 
and trace around the butterfly with a sharp pencil . With a 
chisel cut the mortise , being careful to get no closer to the 

Typical butterfly key Guide-template 
assembly 

Made from three pieces 
of Y.-in. plywood, the 
guide template permits 
rapid routing of the 
butterfly housings. 

Butterfly keys are an attractive way to control 
checks. They can also be used to join single 
boards into panels. 
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3Y. 

Enlarged cutout in base 

Section of 
guide template 

Bearing �-"""�Yc-y..:Y-<!��<r
surface 

Y2-in.  clearance for chips 

Photos: Frank Klausz and Edward Ludlow; drawings: Ric Lop�z 



Cutting a dozen keys at one time on his table saw, Klausz uses a bar clamp to 
help gnp the stock. Thts tS a dangerous cut. Do it safely by making sure that the 
blade clears the clamp jaws and that the thumb is placed high on the workpiece. 

To clean up the unsawn center portion 0/ the stock, Klausz 
holds the chtsel askew and slices at the waste, moving /rom 
left to niht. 

lines than %6 in.  The floor of the cavity can be leveled and 
smoothed with a router plane and then the walls pared to the 
line with a chisel. 

Because I make a lot of them, I prefer to cut these morrises 
with my electric router, using a guide template that makes the 
job quick and easy. So I can make the cutout in the template 
exactly the same size as the butterfly, I use a two-flute, Y4-in . 
router bit, which lets the shank bear directly on the template 
guide. The best bit for this has cutting edges only 1/2 in. long 
and is made by Velpec (#4-4-AI) available from Force Machin
ery Co. ,  Rt. 2 2 ,  Union, N.] .  0708 3 .  You can use other Y4-in. 
bits, as long as their cutting edges are flush with the shank, but 
since most of these bits (Rockwell and Sears) have cutting 
edges longer than "'h. in. , you' ll have to increase the depth of 
your template so the shank will ride smoothly on the cutout 
edge with no danger of the bit cutting into the template itself. 
Remember, the farther the cutting edge is from the router 
chuck, the more chatter produced and the rougher the cut. 

To make the guide template you will need three pieces of 
good-quality 1/4-in . plywood, two of them 9 in . by 26 in. and 
one 9 in . square. Glue the small square piece in the center 
of one of the longer pieces . Then lay one of your butterflies 
on the center of the square piece and draw around it with a 
sharp pencil. Drill a pilot hole inside one of the corners and 
saw out the waste with a saber saw, or you can chisel it out. 
Make sure you are doing very good work here, for all your 
butterflies will fit like this one. Leave your pencil line on 
the wood so you can do the final fitting with a file for a per
fectly snug fit. 

Now take your third piece of plywood, put it beneath the 
guide template just made and align the outer edges. Trace 
the cutout onto the bottom piece, remove the guide template 
and enlarge the tracing by "'h. in.  all around. Cut out this area 
with a saber saw. This bottom piece elevates the template the 
right amount; the enlarged cutout makes room for chips and 
dust that would otherwise interfere with the bit as its shank 
bears against the sides of the template. It ' s  a good idea to 
glue a couple of sandpaper strips to the bottom of the base to 
help keep it from slipping. Put a little oil on the pattern 
where the router bit or guide bushing will rub .  

Remember that you want the mortise t o  be about � in. 

shallower than the thickness of the butterfly so you can plane 
the key flush to the surface. For a butterfly that' s  % in. thick, 
I cut the mortise "'h. in. deep. 

If you want to use an ordinary straight-face router bit and a 
guide bushing, then you ' ll have to make the cutout in your 
template larger than the butterfly. The exact amount of this 
enlargement depends on the distance from the cutting arc of 
your bit to the outer edge of your guide bushing (see "Rout
ing for Inlays , "  FWW #17 ,  July ' 79) . 

To rout out the waste, hold the router at an angle so part of 
the base contacts the surface of the template and center the 
bit over the cutout. Switch on the power and let the router 
down flat. Work the tool in a clockwise direction ,  going from 
the center to the outside edges, and when you've removed 
the waste from the center, make a final pass around the edges 
so that the shank of the bit (or guide bushing) rubs the edge 
of the tern plate. All that' s  left to do is to chisel out the four 
corners, where they've been left rounded by the router bit. 

Because the butterfly is usually housed across the grain and 
the greatest amount of shrinkage and expansion occurs in this 
direction, a slight undercut on the ends of the morrise is 
sometimes desirable. This will help prevent the wood from 
checking if it shrinks against the ends of the key. Butterflies 
used for repair purposes and visible only from underneath 
should be cut slightly shorter than their housings, leaving a 
small gap at either end in case the wood moves. 

The butterfly should be glued into its housing, clamped if 
possible and allowed to dry before you plane it flush with the 
surface. Avoid using a belt sander to work it down because 
you can never get the cross-grain scratches out. I use a sharp 
smoothing plane, followed by a cabinet scraper. Then I sand 
with 220-grit paper. 

Because this joint needs very little material, I try to use 
dark woods- ebony, rosewood, padauk,  purpleheart and 
black walnut-for contrast with the lighter wood of the 
tabletop or counter. If, on the other hand, the table is made 
from a dark wood, I use a light wood for the butterflies, such 
as lemonwood, satinwood, curly maple or white ash. 0 

Frank Klausz makes reproduction furniture and restores an
tiques in Bedminster, N.]. 
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Lion' s-Paw Pedestal Table 
Classic piece combines turning, carving and veneering 

by Roger Schroeder 

Oak furniture didn't originate in America. But the period 
from 1850  to 1930 in this country saw a profusion of 

solid oak furniture, paneling and molding, most of it finding 
its way into middle-class homes. Peculiar to this period was 
the widespread use of quartersawn oak lumber and oak ve
neer. Quanersawing produces very attractive grain patterns 
and makes for more dimensionally stable boards, though the 
veneer is becoming increasingly scarce in the U .S .  (see Hard
wood Survey, FWW #20, Jan. ' 80 for possible sources) . 

The oak pedestal table shown here and owned by Lee Sachs 
and Joy Kleinsasser of Kings Park, N. Y . , was probably made 
at the end of the American oak period when solid oak tops 
gave way to plywood. What particularly impresses me about 
this piece is the exceptional quality of its veneers and the 
unusual character of its carving. Though its paws are rather 
typical and stylized, the lions' heads lack the marauding eyes 
and predacious fangs of rampant beasts. In fact, with their 
soft features and toothless jaws, they seem almost friendly. 
The faces of the four lions and the pleasing proportions of the 
pedestal distinguish this table from many others of its kind 
and make it a worthy model for reproduction . 

It 's not an easy matter to reconstruct hypothetically a com
plex piece of furniture, but this table so intrigued me that I 
couldn't  resist the temptation. What follows, based on a 
careful study of the original , is my account of how this table 
was made, or rather how I would make it. With but two ex
ceptions-the joinery of the staves that comprise the pedestal 
and the design of the expansion slides-my description is 
faithful to the original. I 've altered the actual construction in 
these two instances because a contemporary craftsman work
ing in a home shop can improve upon these existing features. 

Traditionally, pedestals of this size were coopered from 
eight planks to form a hollow octagon . A solid column would 
require much more lumber, have an unmanageable mass, 
especially for turning, and be liable to develop deep checks 
from tangential shrinkage. To make the central column 
(figure 2 ,  p. 76) , rip eight pieces of 6 / 4  quanersawn oak to 
precise 4!f2-in . widths and crosscut the pieces to a rough 
length of 2 5 !f2  in. Set your saw arbor at 2 2!f2  0 and bevel each 
stave on both edges, taking care not to diminish the finished 
width of 4!f2-in . from toe to toe. Next, slot each beveled edge 
to receive a %-in . by r4-in . spline, which you should rip from 
solid stock or plywood. 

Dry-assemble the staves and splines and draw the column 
together with three or four band clamps to make certain that 
all the joints will close tightly when the glue is applied. Dis
assemble and reassemble using a glue with moderate to long 
open time, like plastic resin glue. 

When the glue is set and you've scraped away the excess, 
you want to prepare the stock for the applied collars, one of 
which is 4!f2 in . wide and located about midway on the pedes
tal while the other is 2!f2 in . wide and located at its foot . Cut 
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eight pieces of your oak to a length of 8 in.  and bevel both 
edges so that the heel-to-heel width, on their inside faces, is 
the same as the toe-to-toe width on the outside faces of the 
column staves . Crosscut the collar staves to length, 4!f2 in. for 
the central collar and 2!f2  in . for the foot collar. Hot hide glue 
is best for applying these because of its strong initial tack and 
slow curing time. All eight pieces for each collar should be 
applied at once and then clamped with deep-engagement bar 
clamps from opposite sides. 

Now cap both ends with r4-in.  plywood plates so the blank 
can be mounted on the lathe. The plates should be flush with 
the outside of the pedestal and secured with white or yellow 
glue. Find the centers in each plate and mount the blank be
tween centers on your lathe. Round the stock at a low speed, 
and then make the decorative cuts shown in figure 1 ,  though 
it 's a good idea first to make the parting cuts top and bottom 
that will define the finished length of the column. 

With the turning done, you have the choice of veneering 
the unrelieved cylindrical surfaces while the stock is still in the 
lathe. If you do, the veneer can be trimmed at the several 
coves with a sharp skew chisel in scrape position . If you find 
the grain attractive as is, then there' s  no need to add veneer, 
and you're ready to deepen the parting cuts top and bottom 
so you can finish these cuts with a backsaw. The end-grain 
surface at the top should be square , as two supporting plates 
will lie across it. 

Each leg and attached head is laminated from ten pieces of 
%-in . oak, glued face to face. But I see no reason why thicker 
stock, 6 / 4  oak for example, can ' t  be used, providing the final 
thickness is the same as the original. The grain for the legs 
runs horizontally, so edge-gluing pairs of boards that make 
up the head portion of the blank may be necessary to avoid 
using 1 2 -in . wide lumber and having lots of waste. 

A careful look at the head shows that the three outer 
boards on each side were sawn to shape and then glued to the 
leg and head like cheeks. Presawing these cheek pieces will 
save carving time. The paws, since they are also 2 in.  wider on 
each side than the leg, can be treated in the same way. 

Before shaping the blanks further, you need to bore two 
holes in the end-grain surface of each where the leg and head 
will abut the pedestal. On a centerline from top to bottom, 
bore a hole 3 in . down from the top, % in. in diameter and 
1 in. deep to accommodate a tapered locating pin . Then bore 
another hole 6 in. down from the top and %6 in. in diameter 
for a %-in . by 4-in . hanger bolt, which will secure the leg to 
the pedestal. Next, contour the inside surface of the leg to 
conform to the circumference of the pedestal. Pencil the arc 
on the leg blank and waste most of the wood by cutting a 
series of kerfs on your table saw, lowering the blade appropri
ately as you get closer to the outside of the arc . Clean up the 
rough contour with a Surform , half-round rasps and files. 

Remove as much stock as possible on the band saw and 



This quartersawn oak table was made toward the end of the American 
oak pen'od, probably in the 1920s. Reproducing it involves a challeng
ing range of procedures. The lions ' heads, arms and paws are carved 
from laminated stock. The pedestal is coopered and turned. And the 
top, aprons and parts of the pedestal are veneered. Scale drawings ap
pear on the following pages. 
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Fig. 1 :  Side elevation 
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Drawings: Christopher Clapp 



Fig .  3: Expansion slide assembly 

To cut dovetail housings, first plow 'I.-in. wide and 'h.-in. deep 
grooves down the center of slide; then using a standard 'h.-in. 
dovetail cutter and an appropriate setting on your router fence, 
form the inward angle on both sides of the groove. 

Cut the dovetail keys from one long piece of stock after passing it 
through your table saw with the blade set at the proper angle and to 
the proper depth. Experimentation is necessary to get the precise 
settings. Then crosscut the keys to length. 

All four 3-in. keys are screwed 

Table 

G rain di rectionl-+hf-.,,,,.,--I 
of plywood core 

Fig. 4: Bottom view of tabletop i�ter apron 

in their housings in fixed central 
rail. 1-in. keys are screwed into 
the ends of moving slides. 

Countersunk screw 
holes are plugged 

Direction 
of sl ide 

or the entire under
edge can be veneered. 0 

1 • 'I 1 
Three countersunk wood � 
screws secure tabletop J1 
to slide from underneath. 

Direction � "
of slide � 

Central rail is bolted to support plates. 
Bolt heads must be countersunk. 

� 
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then begin carving the heads and paws, paying close atten
tion to those anatomical details that determine the friendli
ness or ferocity of the lions. You' ll find #5 and #7 gouges are 
good for much of the preliminary carving, while the sharper 
details can be executed with a V-tool .  

If you choose to make an expanding top with leaves, the 
legs must be attached to the pedestal so that the separation in 
the top is diagonal to the legs. This gives greater support 
when the top is lengthened . Secure the legs to the pedestal 
with the hanger bolts bored for previously, running the 
machine threads run through the column and fastening with 
wing nuts and washers (figure 2) . 

Next the table-slide support plates (figure 4) are attached 
to the top of the pedestal with four %-in . by 4-in. hanger 
bolts and secured with hex nuts and washers. Afflxed on top 
of these are the tabletop expansion slides, which will permit 
the addition of two 1 5 -in . wide leaves, making for a 7S-in. 
long table surface. It 's easiest to purchase these expansion 
slides commercially (available by mail order from Craftsman 
Wood Service, 1 7 35  W. Cortland Ct. ,  Addison, Ill . 60 1 0 1 ) ,  
but i f  you choose t o  make your own, the necessary operations 
can be performed as described in figure 3 .  

I recommend using %-in . lumbercore plywood for making 
the tabletop (and leaves) and veneering it on both sides with 
!f2s-in . quarter-sliced veneer, the most attractively figured 
pieces reserved for the top (see FWW #23 , July ' SO,  p. 7S) . If 
you divide the top to accept leaves, you should fit the three 
locating pins before sawing the top to shape. When you've 

S l ide ra i l  

Locating p in ,  
three requ i red 

S l ide rail 

Stat ionary rail 

Detail A: Apron bracket 

Bracket is attached 
with countersunk 

wood screws. 

rough-sawn the circular top, you can true it to a perfect circle 
by attaching your router to a trammel anchored with a wood 
screw to the bottom of the tabletop and trimming with a 
I -in. straight-face bit. 

The top has two aprons, one that fits flush with the edge to 
give the appearance of a thicker top and another that fits in
side this one . The outer apron, 7/s in. by :Y4 in.  in section ,  is 
fastened to the top with countersunk wood screws and glue. 
You can kerf-bend this piece, steam-bend it or make it from 
bent laminations. Once it ' s  trimmed flush with the table 
edge, veneer the entire edge with quarter-sliced oak. 

The inner apron, % in. thick and 2:Y4 in. wide, fits snugly 
against the outer apron and can be steam-bent or made from 
bent laminations. It  too should be veneered. The top is at
tached to the inner apron by means of wood screws set in 
angled screw pockets (figure 1 ,  detail A) . The leaves, should 
you choose to add them, must be treated in the same manner. 

The kind of finish I recommend (a ftller and light oak stain 
are optional) is several applications of satin varnish or lacquer, 
with each coat rubbed down with 4 / 0  steel wool .  For resis
tance to alcohol and other liquids, the top will need at least 
four coats, more if you want to deepen the tone of the wood. 
More coats need not mean more gloss if you take care to rub 
properly between coats and give the final application a light 
buff with steel wool and a lam b' s-wool wheel. 0 

Roger Schroeder, 0/ Amityvzlle, N. Y. ,  is a teacher, writer and 
amateur woodworker. 
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Tambours in the Weed kitchen allow cabinets (all made of black wzllow) to remain open without swinging doors on which to bump your head 
or to obstruct access. Weed says thzs design requires no more work to make than a set of frame-and-panel doors. Right, tambour curtain disap
pears behind face board and false back, painted white. A stiffener stnp neatens the top edge of the false back. Cabinet zs deep enough for 
stacks of lO-in. plates. 

Tatnbour Kitchen Cabinets 
The conveniently disappearing door 

by Richard Sta1i 

" These doors are incomparable as far as convenience is 
concerned, "  says Hazel Weed about the kitchen cabi

nets built by her husband, Walker. "When I ' m  in here work
ing, I just open them up and have everything where I can get 
at it. " Weed, a woodworker who directs the student craft 
shops at Dartmouth College, feels that traditional doors are 
always in the way, obstructing other- cabinets and banging 
you on the head. When planning the kitchen for their old 
farmhouse in the hills above Hanover, N.H . ,  the Weeds 
chose disappearing doors-vertically opening tambours. 

Most cabinets are boxes with doors hung on them , but a 
tambour must be designed into the cabinet structure. Weed 
routed the curtain track into the inner sides of the carcase 
(front, top and back) before assembly; the three straightaways 
were joined by tight curves. To ensure that the left and right 
tracks were identical, Weed used a template to guide the 
router. A false back, hung in grooves in the sides and 
trimmed with a stiffener strip at the top, hides the back of the 
open door from view. To cover the curve of the door as it 
arches into the cabinet, Weed installed a face board whose 
inner surface was contoured to match the track. Thus the vis-
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ible section of the door i s  flat, creating the illusion that it is 
disappearing into the air over the cabinet as it is opened. 

For the curtain to run properly the cabinet must be perfect
ly square; Weed emphasizes the need for accurate joinery. He 
ftxed the cabinets to the wall only at the top so they would 
not be distorted by any settling of the house. The carcases are 
joined with half-blind dovetails at the corners. The dividers 
in the double and triple cabinets are set in dadoes; their front 
ends are housed dovetails that extend about 1 "h.  in . back into 
the cabinet. 

To make the curtains, Weed cut a board slightly longer 
than the width of the cabinet and planed it to "h. in. thick, the 
width of the strips. He rounded the edge of the board with a 
router, then ripped off this half-round strip, "h. in . thick, on 
the table saw. The newly sawn edge of the board was shaped 
again and the process repeated until he had enough strips. 

The ftnished tambour curtain must be long enough to oc
cupy both curves of the track when closed; its width will be 
slightly narrower than the distance from one groove bottom 
to the other. After washing and ironing the 14-oz. canvas 
backing, Weed cut it to a width slightly less than the inside of 

Photos: Richard Starr: drawing: )� Esposito 



Tambour kitchen cabinet Hanging-board, 
screwed to top and to wall--.". T Overall dimensions: 

30 in. high by 36 in. wide 
by 1 l Y. in. deep 

Faceboard, / :f 
glued to top 

'" 
Stiffener strip A 1\' 

Detail of housed-dovetail 
cabinet-divider joint 
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Detail of curtain i n  track 
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end of 
slat 

1 4-oz. 
canvas 

Track 

Handle, screwed to slat 
after curtain is installed 
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Y. i n .  wide 
! by Y. in .  deep ! 

-

��Ad· /: ! Justable ! 
- shelving strips, -
: inlaid in  
: cabinet sides 

: False back, 
: Y.- in.  Masonite, : 
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- into sides of 
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Curtain entrance _ 

the cabinet, not counting the track. He left the canvas longer 
than the finished curtain, and trimmed it after gluing. Each 
strip was fixed to the cloth with a thin line of Titebond glue 
down its back, its length centered on the width of the fabric. 
The wood strips were butted closely together and weighted 
under plywood to dry. Weed suggests running the curtain 
over the edge of a table to break the hardened oozed glue, 
then folding it back on itself to scrape excess dry glue from 
the edges of the strips. The curtain was trimmed to width , 
then its edges were rabbeted on the table saw using a batten 
to hold it down on the saw table. Weed compares this step to 
fitting a drawer: Both surfaces of the rabbet must fit the 
groove closely but there must also be sufficient clearance. 

After the cabinet is hung, the curtain slides into the track 
from the back end. Weed suggests waxing the rabbet before 
installation to ensure smooth running. Some friction is desir
able since the tambour is perfectly counterbalanced only 
when half open; when more or less than half open, it wants 
to slide up or down. In actuality, the curtain stays put every
where but a few inches from the ends of its travel . With the 
curtain in place, a fitted handle was screwed to the predrilled 
second slat. The handle stops the curtain against the facing at 
the top of the cabinet. 

Weed estimates that a set of tambour kitchen cabinets 
would take no more time to make than a set with well-crafted 
frame-and-panel doors. The function of cabinet doors is to 
hide the clutter and to keep out the dust. Vertical tambours 
do it efficiently and beautifully. D 

For a detat/ed discussion of the design and construction of tam
bours, see FWW #12, pp. 52-5 7. 

Another kitchen idea: rose maling 
We didn ' t  hope to create a totally different kitchen design . 
We wanted it to be unique without seeming modernistic, so 
we kept to the traditional and currently popular raised-panel 
cabinets. For innovation we decided to employ my wife's  
talent to hand-paint the panels of the upper cabinet doors 
with Norwegian rosemaling. 

Norway' s  folk art has a long and colorful history. It goes 
back to the Vikings and Roman times. The Vikings traveled 
extensively so their art was developed with ideas taken from 
the Mediterranean peoples. Rosemaling, the freehand paint
ing of colorful flowers (rosemaling means rose painting in 
Norwegian) , became popular during the 1 8th and 1 9th cen
turies, taking the place of more common stenciled decora
tions. Decorative painting on furniture and cabinets has been 
popular enough to be mass-produced, the Lambert Hitchcock 
chairs of the early 1 800s being the first notable example. 
Although ours are the only kitchen cabinets we've seen 
decorated with rosemaling, the techniques we used can be ap
plied to any kind of decorative painting on wood. 

We used clear pine for the raised panels of the upper cabi
net doors. To prepare them for rosemaling they were first 
coated on both sides with an oil-paint primer, followed by a 
light-colored gloss enamel, to match the appliances. We ap
plied a gloss varnish over this to make corrections in painting 
easier. On this surface, smoothed with wet 400-grit paper, the 
pattern outlines were drawn. 

All painting was done with oil rather than acrylics. We 
mixed solid pigment (available through art-supply stores) 
with a medium made of equal parts of linseed oil, turpentine 
and varnish . The shades and hues were blended by carrying 
rwo colors on the brush simultaneously, which avoided sharp 
outlines berween the rwo. As a protection for the decorations 
and to subdue the gloss background, we applied rwo coats of 
satin varnish to the completed paintings. 

With the panels decorated and sealed, we assembled the 
cabinets and doors and finished the unpainted parts with rwo 
coats of Watco Danish oil, the second coat rubbed down 
lightly with 400-grit silicon-carbide paper. 

- Wt/liam A. julien, Chatham, Mass. 

Norwegian floral painting (rosemaling) enhances traditional frame
and-panel kitchen cabinetry. Pine panels are primed, enameled and 
varnished be/ore painting flowers, which are protected with varnish 
top coat. 
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Tuning Up Your lathe 
Mass and rigidity make clean cutting easier 

by Del Stubbs 

Most lathes I 've seen, in both amateur and professional 
shops, do not function as they could. Yet improving 

them is simply a matter of understanding and putting into ef
fect the basic principles of lathe operation. The idea is to have 
no play anywhere, not in the mounting of the stock on the 
faceplate or between centers, not in the bearings or the shaft ,  
not in the tool-rest base or  the tool rest. Then the lathe needs 
to be mounted on a base so solid that the vibration of an out
of-balance piece or the jarring of an improperly used tool is 
immediately damped. 

A common misconception is that the less serious you are 
about turning, the less of a lathe you require. The reverse is 
true. The beginner has enough problems, without a poorly 
built lathe adding to the burden. A skilled turner can cope 
with a sloppy lathe and get by, though there's  no question vi
bration slows down the rate at which he can work and makes 
clean cutting more difficult. Vibration in a beginner' s  lathe 
can drive him to quitting. It should be pointed out, though, 
that in small-diameter turnings the stock has so little mass 
and leverage against the tool that a very solid lathe is not so 
necessary. Faceplate turning and large spindle work are the 
real test of a lathe . 

Though the base is perhaps the most neglected pan, it is 
the first priority in tuning up your lathe. For a test, grip the 
headstock and see if you can move it. It shouldn ' t  budge. If 
yours is a sheet-metal base, so common on smaller, less ex
pensive lathes, it will probably have to be braced or replaced. 
Price , though, is no sure determinant of a lathe's quality; I 've 
seen $2 ,000 lathes whose mass was not proponioned effec
tively. One quick, inexpensive and removable way to keep the 
lathe fixed to the floor and to damp vibration is to use sand. 
Contain it in boxes or gunny sacks as close to the headstock as 
possible. Take care that grit doesn ' t  get loose and into the 
bearings of the motor or lathe; wrap the sand first in a plastic 
trash bag. 

For my lathe I bolted together some old 6x12s  into a base 
that is so massive (it weighs about 500 lb. , which I consider a 
minimum) it must be disassembled to be moved. Timbers 
damp vibration (without sending it back, as steel may) . But 
putting timbers together rigidly, as they must be, involves a 
disadvantage: If the base is not sure-footed (if one corner is 
slightly higher) , the whole lathe can rock, causing vibration. 
The solution here is to wedge and shim carefully until each 
corner carries the same weight .  I also use felt pads to separate 
the wood from the concrete floor-these stop the lathe' s  
tendency to  walk around the shop while an unbalanced piece 
is turning. 

What about bolting the lathe to the floor? If the floor is 
wood, the whole building may shake as well as the lathe. If 
the floor is concrete, well, as an old millwright told me, " If 
you bolt a rigid lathe to a solid floor and turn a heavily unbal
anced piece, it could tear up your lathe-something's got to 
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give. " The alternative is not a lathe that walks around, but a 
base that absorbs vibration and deadens it. That' s  what 's  
ideal about sand : Bang a steel bar and it  resonates, punch a 
bag of sand and it 's dead. Wood and cast iron have similar 
advantages. An old cast-iron lathe has so much mass that it 
will not resonate like a light steel one. If you build out of 
wood, triangulating the structure will help achieve rigidity. 
Set the legs out at an angle and cross-brace them. 

One addition that 's  rare on lathes is a foot-operated clutch; 
I consider one important. A clutch allows you to start the 
motor under no load, which saves the motor and electricity, 
and makes for quicker startS and Stops. A clutch is also a 
safety feature . Out-of- balance pieces can be started 
slowly-if a corner hits the tool rest , it just stops, and you 
have the chance to see if the lathe will shake. A clutch also is a 
foot release , if ever your hands can ' t  get to the switch . 

The most important advantage for me in having a clutch is 
that by slipping it I can modulate speed readily while 
cutting-mostly to slow down to help stop chatter in difficult 
or delicate cuts. I often use speeds about 200 RPM to 300 RPM 
in getting that final clean-up cut in some faceplate and 
spindle work, the foot on the clutch constantly adjusting the 
speed as the cut changes. I also experiment with slower 
speeds, especially if I ' m  having trouble with a particular cut. 
If the tool isn ' t  cutting right when the stock is turning slowly, 
it won' t  cut any better at high speed. Adding a handwheel to 
the outboard end of the lathe and turning the stock by hand 
so the tool cuts at about the speed of a pocketknife through a 
piece of whittling wood is one way to see if you're getting 
the shear cut you want. With a clutch you can move the 
stock almost this slowly, and still have both hands on the 
cutting tool. 

Probably the simplest clutch is to have some way of lifting 
the motor and thus lessening the tension on the belt. This 
method uses only the weight of the motor on a hinged motor 
mount to provide belt tension. A pulleyed cord, moved by a 
hinged foot pedal, raises the motor mount and releases ten
sion. There should be enough travel for the belt to slip , but 
not so much for the belt to come out of the pulley grooves. I 
include a small turnbuckle in the cord that raises the motor to 
allow fine adjustment of the clutch . With one foot under the 
plywood pedal and the other pressing it down, I adjust the 
clutch to release just as the pedal touches my foot. 

Belt quality is important. An unevenly manufactured or 
worn belt creates vibration .  For smooth, positive power I 've 
found a notched V-belt best . In some cases, though, these 
will grab even when tension is relaxed; a solid, stiffer belt 
should then be used . Old-style flat belts slip best and an ad
justable idler pulley can be used as a clutch with these, or 
with any belt if the motor is too heavy or inconvenient to lift .  
I f  in heavy-duty cutting you find a belt slipping, use a cam to 
lock the motor down or add weight to the motor mount. If 



Timber lathe base with clutch 

Lightweight lathes can be improved by building 
a heavy timber base and adding a clutch 

Y4- in .  
rebuilding it for a bigger shaft or 
bearings, as the lathe would still be 
no more rigid than the rest of it you 
hadn' t  souped up . The " weakest 
link" principle should also be kept 
in mind in fabricating a lathe. 

1 -in . thick plywood 
motor base, hinged at back 

Plywood 

Crosspiece to which motor 
and pedal attach is not fixed 
to base but rests on deats 
with ptH/$ to damp vibration 

The mounting of the stock on the 
lathe is another area that should be 
checked for play. If it ' s  faceplate 
turning you ' re doing, first make 
sure the faceplate sits securely on 
the spindle-check for bright spots 
on the mating surfaces that will in
dicate only point contact . Next 
make sure the mating surfaces be
tween faceplate and wood blank are 

hinged to crosspiece 

possible mount the motor separa�ely from the lathe, to re
duce transferred vibration . If not, lllclude a damping pad be
tween the motor and the lathe. 

Testing for play in your shaft and bearings can be a lesson 
in sensitivity. Have the shop completely quiet. Take the belt 
off the pulley, and grip the shaft .  Try to rock it from side to 
side and in and out. Listen and feel very carefully for any 
knocking. End play is as much a problem as side play in face
plate work . All end play and some side play are eliminated in 
spindle work by the pressure of the tailstock. You felt a 
knock- now what? If it ' s  end play, the problem might be 
solved by tightening an allen screw, moving a collar, adding a 
shim or tightening an outboard faceplate. Side play probably 
means shot ball bearings , worn sleeves or Babbitt bearings, or 
a loose fit between shaft and bearing or between bearing and 
headstock. If it 's a ball-bearing lathe, turn the shaft (belt 
disconnected) and feel for any catch or roughness. Also give it 
a spin and, with your ear pressed to the headstock, listen for 
rumble. If you sense either of these, plan on getting new 
bearings. In lathes with external grease fittings, play can be 
temporarily reduced by filling the gaps with a shot of grease; 
don ' t  overdo it. 

If you have to replace the bearings, try first to get an assem
bly drawing of your headstock from a tool supplier or from 
the manufacturer. Also take care not to apply pressure or im
pact to any pan of a bearing except the inner sleeve (see 
" Basic Machine Maintenance , "  FWW # 1 3 ,  Nov. ' 78) . I 
pound on  m y  bearings 
with a piece of hardwood 
drilled out to just fit over 
the shaft and turned down 
at one end to just the thick
ness of the sleeve. I replace 
the bearings every 1 ,000 to 
1 , 500 hours of lathe time, 
and this has become a rou-
tine operation. 

Press 

Shaft size is important in selecting or in building a lathe. 
Flex in a small, %-in . shaft is significant, especially in face
plate work . I would recommend 1 !f2 in.  as a minimum for ser
ious bowl turning. Not that fine bowls can ' t  be turned on a 
smaller shaft; 1 ' m  talking here about ease of cutting quickly 
and cleanly. 1 'd  not recommend taking a small lathe and 

Drawings: Ric Lopez 

perfectly flat and free of panicles. 
Chamfer the holes in the stock into 
which the screw or screws will be 

driven, so the screws raise no splinters that will keep the 
faceplate and blank from meeting flush. Looseness can also 
be caused by voids sometimes found in plywood glue blocks. 
After the blank is mounted, grip it and test-pull it in several 
directions, checking for movement between the work and the 
faceplate. Solid mounting is critical for smooth cutting. 

In spindle work check the spur center to see that all four 
spurs are sharp and the same length and that the point ex
tends no more than � in . beyond the spurs-if it ' s  too long, 
it will prevent the spurs from making solid contact. I use a 
small Dremel grinder to true up the spurs while the lathe is 
turning. Wear safety glasses and grind no farther than the 
shortest spur. Then take the center to the bench grinder and 
get the spurs sharp . Thin spindles will be remarkably less flex
ible if all four spurs are in solid contact. If you have a ball
bearing center, check it with a spindle in place and replace 
the center if there's play. 

The weakest part of most lathes is the tool rest and tool-rest 
base. To test yours hold one end of the tool rest and press 
down firmly. If it gives, it will give also under a heavy cut, 
causing dig-in or chatter. If possible, get a heavier model tool 
rest and base than is standard for your lathe. For years I had to 
use a lathe whose tool rest wasn ' t  rigid . I adapted by staying 
away from using the end of the rest and by applying consider
able pressure down on it when cutting. It also taught me to 
take a lighter, more careful cut, an advantage after all .  

Nicks i n  a tool rest make smooth travel across the workpiece 
impossible. They are caused by chatter and other impacts, 
but also by sharp edges on a skew chisel cutting a groove as it 
is pushed into the work . Check all turning tools for sharp 
edges and round them over with a stone. Also file the tool 
rest smooth, then wax it. Be sure the bearing surfaces be
tween the tool rest , its base and the lathe bed are smooth and 
that they can be tightened together securely. Use a longer 
wrench for more leverage, if necessary. 

If you understand the principles, you can make most light
weight lathes a good deal better than they come straight from 
the manufacturer. I still use a small Rockwell (with the timber 
base) for most of my small spindle and faceplate work. If you 
decide to stick with a sheet-metal base , do a lot of bracing to 
stop flexing and add weight, at least 1 00 lb .  0 

Del Stubbs is a professional turner in Chico, Calt! 
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Turnings Without Screw Holes 
Make sectored-jaw faceplate chucks to hold the work 

by E. Carroll Creitz 

Traditional methods of mounting 
workpieces for faceplate turning 

leave something to be desired. Screw 
mounting leaves holes that must be 
plugged. Jam-fitting the workpiece to a 
recess in the faceplate requires critical 
fitting. Glue-and-cardboard mounting 
works well but the cleanup is time
consuming and irritating: The glue and 
paper fibers quickly ruin a sanding 
bel t ,  which is  costly these days . 
Washing off a water-soluble glue is a 
chore, and it raises the grain ,  which re
quires additional sanding before the 
finish can be applied. It seemed there 
had to be a better way. 

The machinist' s  pot chuck (figure 2) 
appeared a likely candidate for adapta
tion to the wood lathe. The three jaws 
are sectors of a circle, and since pot 
chucks are usually furnished as blanks, 
the machinist can cut as many concen
tric gripping rings, of whatever diam
eter, as are required . Actuation is by a 
draw bolt in typical collet fashion : The 
chuck is pulled back into a tapered sec
tion, causing radial compression of the 
jaws. Pot chucks are not generally avail
able for wood lathes, and they can ' t  be 
made by most amateurs . But sectored 
jaws and the convenience of draw-bolt 
actuation are features worth having. 

There are several ways to transmit 
longitudinal motion through 90 0 ,  the 
most practical of which is the bent 
lever. The evolution of a bent lever into 
a sectored faceplate is shown in figure 1 .  
The chance of success in using a curved 
pivot point (figure l c  or I d) seemed 
doubtful. So I temporarily shelved this 
design in favor of a bent lever whose 
movement would be provided by press
ing a slotted disc into a dish-shaped 
cavity (figure I e) .  The flexibility this 
would require could be provided by a 

Fig. 1 :  Evolution of chuck designs 

thin, good-quality plywood, to which 
could be attached a jaw ring. The chuck 
I thus constructed is presented in 
figure 3 .  No dimensions are shown 
because they are a matter of conve
nience rather than necessity. Note, 
though, that the supporr plate must be 
thick enough that the screws attaching 
it to the faceplate will not interfere 
with recessing its face. Make the out
side diameter of the jaw ring about 
Yz in. to % in. larger than the diameter 
of the workpiece to be gripped. The 
thicker the stock from which the ring is 
cut, that is, the larger the distance be
tween the base and top of the jaw, the 
larger the travel and the less the force 
on the workpiece. 

I starred with 8 /4  stock to form jaws 
to hold a 4%-in . diameter workpiece. 
This combination permitted a jaw 
travel of %6 in.  I made the jaw ring 
about 1 in .  wide to allow for a good 
solid glue joint (I used epoxy) between 
it and the %-in . plywood, which forms 
the flexible member of the chuck. I 
centered this jaw assembly (ring and 
plywood disc) by first turning a flat
bottomed recess in the support plate, 
about % in. deep, and of a diameter 
slightly larger than the jaw assembly. 
Then, using a Y4-in . drill in the tailstock 
chuck, I drilled all the way through the 
supporr plate at its exact center. I un
screwed the faceplate from the head
stock with the support plate still at
tached, inserted the jaw assembly into 
the recess, plywood side next to the 
supporr plate, and drilled a 1/4-in . hole 
through the center of the plywood 
using the supporr plate as a guide. I 
next inserted a %-in . machine bolt, 
with washers, through both support 
plate and jaw assembly and tightened it 
to hold the jaw assembly in place. 

6 b � � � 
a. Typical bent b. As a chuck c. Expanded to a d. Bead pivot 
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cra n k  jaw sector 
e. Sector of a 

flexible disc 

The faceplate with its various at
tached pans was then returned to the 
lathe and the jaws turned. In  the ma
chinist ' s  pot chuck, several concentric 
gripping surfaces can be used because 
they all move together and all exert the 
same force on the workpiece. Multiple 
gripping rings on a bent-lever chuck are 
not recommended because of the in
verse relationship between motion and 
force. Accordingly, I turned only a 
single ring on this chuck. It is necesary 
to undercut the gripping ring a few 
degrees to form a circular dovetail of 
the required diameter. I then removed 
the jaw assembly from the support 
plate and remounted it in the recess 
with the plywood side out, so I could 
use the headstock index to mark for 
sawing the radial slots. I removed the 
jaw assembly and sawed the radial slots, 
leaving a 1 %-in . dia. circle of solid ply
wood 1% in. in diameter around the 
center hole. I deepened the recess in 
the support plate about '%6 in. at the 
center hole, tapering to the outside 
edge of the recess. 

A pressure plate is needed to press 
the plywood disc into this dished re
cess, so I cut a piece of Y4-in . Baltic birch 
plywood to fit inside the jaw ring and 
turned its inside face to about the same 
taper as the support-plate recess . I 
squared the hole in its center to accept 
the head of a Y4-in . x 20 carriage bolt, 
slipped the carriage bolt through and 
connected it to a draw bolt (Y4 in . x 20 
threaded rod) using a Yz-in . piece of 
aluminum rod , drilled and tapped. A 
thick nut would do. The draw bolt 
passes through the hollow shaft of the 
headstock to the outboard side, where I 
attached a handwheel: a brass cone and 
a Lucite disc. The handwheel draws the 
pressure plate against the jaw assembly 
and tightens the jaws. Because the saw 
kerfs limit the radial motion of the 
jaws, I enlarged them with a handsaw. 

I turned about 2 5  bowls and plates 
using this chuck, first screwing the 
blank to an ordinary faceplate and 
turning a foot to about the diameter of 

Drawings: Robert Croston 



Shop-budt faceplate chucks hold the work without mam'ng it and without large waste blocks 
attached. On the ways are dished-action chuck, left, and bead-pivot chuck, right. Expanding 
dished-action chuck, mounted on the lathe, is for bracelets. 

Fig .  2: Machinist's pot chuck 

Draw bolt, attached to handwheel at outboard end of headstock, pulls 
chuck into tapered section of headstock spindle, thus tightening jaws. 

Fig. 3: Dished-action chuck 

Handwheel 
Tapped 
connector 

� 
Faceplate 

D ished support plate 
Pressure plate forces plywood disc to conform to dished surface of support plate, 
thus tightening jaws. 

Fig .  4: Bead-pivot chuck 

Handwheel 

Tapp� 
connector 

Jaw plate 
The eight separate sectors of the jaw plate pivot on a bead captured in the groove of the 
support-plate/ retainer-ring assembly. 

Fig .  5: Expanding,  dished-action chuck if}; ) .,jD. -l\ _}mOW"'�':�: 0/ H" h"d � � 
Faceplate bolt Anvil Jaw ring Yo- in .  plywood disc 

pressure 
plate 

the jaws. The method was so successful 
that I made additional chucks for 3-in.  
and 6-in.  workpieces. The holding 
power seems equal or superior to that 
of a screw center. 

The success of the dished-action 
chucks prompted a return to the pivot
point type of bent-lever chuck, specifi
cally the bead pivot (figure 1 d) . Thus I 
made the chuck shown in figure 4 .  In
stead of the jaw ring being applied to a 
flexible disc and then segmented, I 
turned the jaw plate from one piece of 
hardwood , cutting a bead at the base 
that would pivot in a groove cut into 
the support plate and retainer ring. I 
left the bottom of the jaw-plate thick 
because sawing it into sectors would 
result in two sectors short-grained at 
their narrowest ends. I tried a one-piece 
support plate but found that a separate 
retainer ring alleviates tedious fitting of 
the jaw sectors. You can turn the jaw 
plate to an exact diameter, adding one 
saw-kerf width for the reduced diam
eter caused by sawing into sectors. 
Then the support plate can be turned , 
its recess dished, and the groove for the 
bead cut ,  all with the retainer ring at
tached. Unscrew the retainer ring and 
insert the jaw plate, sawn into sectors. 
The carriage bolt , with a square-holed 
washer, keeps the sectors from falling 
down. Pin the washer to two of the sec
tors to prevent it and the carriage bolt 
from turning. 

Partly because of curiosity about how 
much punishment �-in .  ramin ply
wood would take, I made the expand
ing chuck in figure 5 .  I built it on a 
3-in . faceplate, using a piece of l�-in . 
thick pine as the anvil against which 
the pressure plate deforms the plywood 
and expands the jaws. I left a shoulder 
on the anvil to help align the work
piece. Since the end of this chuck is 
left exposed, a nut and washer replace 
the handwheel and draw bolt of my 
other chucks. The machine bolt to 
which these attach is countersunk into a 
hexagonal hole in the anvil to prevent 
its turning when the nut is tightened . 
I made two of these chucks in diame
ters of 2Yz in.  and 2% in . and with 
them have turned more than 70 brace
lets. The surface of the jaws of the 
larger of them is getting slick and will 
soon need pieces of sandpaper glued 
onto its surfaces. 0 

Canoll Creitz, a retired research chem
ist, lives in Kensington, Md. 
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An hnproved Screw Chuck 
Good engineering refmes a common design 

by Richard Sta17 

The screw chuck is a convenient way to mount work on the 
lathe for faceplate turning. It requires little preparation 

of stock, wastes little wood and the work is easy on, easy off. 
An avid amateur turner, Jerry Glaser of Playa del Rey, Calif. 
focused his engineer' s  eye on the screw chuck and came up 
with a superior device . A perfect replica of Glaser' s chuck 
would require machinist ' s  tools and skills, but some of its fea
tures might be used to improve existing chucks. 

First, Glaser emphasizes that a faceplate chuck should 
screw to the spindle of the lathe rather than be secured in the 
tapered socket. Morse-tapered chucks are fine for work be
rween centers but are not built to resist much radial thrust; a 
taper-fitted screw chuck not secured by a draw bolt is likely to 
wear the taper and the spindle socket , eventually resulting in 
a loose fit . 

Next, Glaser examined the contact between the work and 
the faceplate. Stock is seldom faced off perfectly flat . Work 
with a hollowed face will sit securely against a flat faceplate, 
but slightly convex or uneven ends will wobble and soon be
come loose when held by a single, central screw. Glaser 
dished out his faceplate, leaving a narrow rim at its edge; this 
shape is more forgiving of inaccurate facing off of stock. It 
also gives a tighter fit since all the compression between stock 
and faceplate is concentrated at a maximum radial distance 
from the screw. 

Glaser's major innovation is a specially designed screw that 
is cylindrical in shape with a thread whose section is almost 
knife-thin.  A screw' s  holding power is directly proportional 
to its diameter. A tapered screw' s  grip is concentrated where 
it is thickest, getting progressively weaker toward its tip . But a 
cylindrical screw maintains its full diameter, and full holding 
power, along its entire length. For screws of the same nominal 
diameter, cylindrical screws hold better. Where shallow pene
tration is desired for delicate work, the tip of a tapered screw 
is almost useless. 

The tapered screw might be preferable in soft woods where 
work can be threaded right on the screw without predrilling; 
some production turners, for example, fit stock on a running 
lathe. But in harder woods a pilot hole is necessary to avoid 
splitting the stock. Many turners grind a drill bit to a taper 
matching that of the screw in their chucks, but Glaser has to 
drill only a cylindrical hole the minor diameter of his screw. 
The very thin threads cause minimum damage to the fibers 
when entering the wood and have little tendency to split the 
work . They grip better than screws with thicker threads 
because they take up less room, and there is a larger volume 
of undamaged wood retained within the diameter of the 
screw. This is especially important when holding in end grain ,  
as screw chucks usually do. 

The screw holds so well that it is sometimes difficult to re
move work from the chuck. Glaser recommends waxing the 
threads before mounting the stock. To keep the chuck from 
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turning he inserts an allen key in the setscrew, propping the 
key against the tool rest . He then unscrews the stubborn work 
with a strap wrench improvised from some rope and a stick. 

Soft metal won' t  do for a screw with tall, thin threads. 
Glaser has his cut in a steel called 17 -4 P .H . , which comes 
heat treated to 32-35  Rockwell C (the limit of machinability is 
about 45 RC) . He suggests that it could be cut in drill rod that 
has been hardened and tempered to a medium straw color. It 
would be risky to try hardening or casehardening this delicate 
thread after cutting, for fear of burning its edges. A machin
ist can cut these threads using the same technique used for 
cutting acme threads. A square-ended cutter is ground with 
sides shaped to half the included angle of the screw, but nar
rower than the space between threads. While feeding the 
cutter at right angles to the work, a helix is cut to full depth, 
then subsequent cuts are made setting the tool over to the 
right until the crest of the thread is sharp . 

The front end of the thread should have a 1/4-in.  lead of a 
diameter tapering to the core of the screw. The end of the 
thread is tapered with a file while turning in the lathe so the 
thread seems to rise in height from the core of the screw. This 
leading edge is sharpened with a jeweler's file. The thread is 
polished by brushing some lapping compound on it and 
screwing a block of wood on and off a few dozen times. 

The shaft of the screw has a flat ground OntO it as a bearing 
surface for the setscrew that keeps the shaft from rotating in 
the chuck. The tension of the screw is taken by a pin through 
the shaft bearing against the inner surface of the faceplate 
(see drawing) . The screw' s  protrusion is controlled by add
ing or removing washers berween the pin and the chuck. It 
is an absolutely secure system capable of small increments 
of adjustment. 

One advantage of the chuck, according to its designer, is 
the almost perfect recentering of rechucked work it affords. 
This has allowed him to mount specialized wooden chucks or 
spuds on the lathe, confident that they will always run true. 
He also uses a pot chuck that is simply a block of wood with a 
conical socket turned into its end. The outer surface of the 
block is turned round and kept from splitting by wrapping it 
with nylon cord glued with epoxy, a quick and easy ferrule. 
Work is crudely whittled to fit the taper and jammed into the 
socket for turning. 

For Glaser, the joy of using this screw chuck is its easy versa
tility. He has used it for turning tiny, very thin objects as well 
as for big jobs, like an olivewood vase 14 in. long and 8 in.  in 
diameter, turned green .  Examples of Glaser's work appear on 
the facing page. 0 

Richard Starr, of Thetford Center, Vt. , is Fine Wood
working' s  New England correspondent. Glaser's screw chuck 
wtll soon be commercially avatlable from Turnmaster Corp. , 
1 1 665 Coley River Circle, Fountain Valley, Calt! 92708. 



Fig .  1 :  I m p roved screw chuck 

Add or remove washers to adjust screw protrusion 

Pin 

Faceplate diameter optional 

Minor diameter 0.250 i n . 

�8 threads/ in .  

Major diameter 0.375 I n .  

Sharp, wide threads of Glaser's adjustable-depth 
screw chuck secure work with minimal penetra
tion of stock. Optional screw pockets supplement 
holding power for turning large blanks. 

With wooden pot chuck, left, screw chuck can tum the tiniest of goblets. Alone it grips larger stock for vibration-free turning along the full 
length of mallet, nght. Mushroom boxes with putumuju tops, below, evidence more of the versatIlity and precision possible. 

Making a mushroom box �-----------------====================-�� g. 

2 

PhOlOS: Jerry Glaser 

\.. 'i�--!--- Bore 

��� ........ --- Turn 

Saw off 

Remove top, sand lip for sliding fit to top 
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Two Neglected Woods 
Elm: modem power tools 
make it workable 

byJon W. Arno 

From the founding of the first col
onies , American cabinetmakers 

have been both blessed and spoiled by 
a choice of native woods unequaled 
anywhere · else in the world. Virgin 
stands of both deciduous and conifer
ous trees stretched over a third of the 
continent. The variety and abundance 
h ave , to t h i s  day ,  retarded our  
thorough utilization of  what we have. 
A perfect example is the elm tree 
(Ulmus americana) . 

Elm is one of our most attractive 
hardwoods. It has always been plenti
ful ,  yet over the past three centuries, 
elm has been used only sparingly. Now, 
because of the Dutch elm disease , we 
are stacking it up and burning it by the 
hundreds of thousands of board feet 
annually. In some states it is the law 
that an infected tree be so destroyed. 
Yet the disease, a fungus carried by a 
bark beetle, could as well be controlled 
by slabbing the bark off and burning 
only that. The rest of the log could be 
used; kiln-drying would eliminate any 
unlikely contamination that had pene
trated to the heanwood. Were we in 
the midst of a walnut blight, every 
board foot would be carefully gathered 
and used , but because elm has had no 
place in our past, its place in our future 
is in jeopardy. 

Early on , elm must have had its op
ponunity, as did virtually every species 
an ax could fell. Our forefathers cer
tainly came to know as much about elm 
as they did about other woods. They 
were quick to discover that cedar split 
well for siding and shingles, that our 
oaks equaled the oaks of Europe as 
dense, strong, durable woods. They 
were likely amazed by the properties of 
our hickory and ash , for nowhere else in 
the world are there better natural mate
rials for tool handles. For beauty and 
workability, the broad array of hard
woods, nut trees and fruit trees must 
have excited them . Imagine cutting in
to American walnut ,  chestnut and 
cherry for the first time. They experi-
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mented , often using several species in 
one piece of furniture, and usually with 
a purpose based on an understanding 
of the characteristics of each wood 
(FWW #2 , Spring ' 76 ,  p. 50) .  

What was it ,  then , that caused the 
old master cabinetmakers to shun the 
use of elm ? According to the U .S .  De
partment of Agriculture ' s  Dry Ktfn 
Operator's Manual, elm would seem to 
have everything going for it .  With an 
average oven-dry specific gravity of 
0.46 it is a moderately dense wood 
compared to western white pine (0 . 36) , 
but it is comfonably less dense than 
other prized cabinet hardwoods such as 
walnut (0 . 5 1) and white oak (0 . 60) . 
Dried to 6 %  moisture content, elm's  
radial shrinkage of 3 .4 % and tangen
tial shrinkage of 7 . 6 %  would indicate a 
high , but not inordinate susceptibility 
to warpage and checking. Sugar maple, 
by comparison ,  has 3 . 9 %  radial and 
7 . 6 %  tangential shrinkage, while shell
bark hickory comes in at 6 . 1  % and 
10 . 1 % ,  respectively. Even the USDA's  

American elm 
(Ulmus americana) 

Wood Handbook , which statistically 
compares woods in virtually every con
ceivable way, ranks elm well within the 
extremes in terms of working character
istics. It is listed as superior for boring, 
steam-bending, gluing and resistance 
to nail-splitting. Its weakest properties 
are its planing and shaping characteris
tics. Yet even here it outperforms 
aspen, cottonwood and sycamore , all of 
them widely used in cabinetry as secon
dary woods. 

I recently bought a hundred board 
feet of elm, and after building several 
clock cases , a dry-sink top and several 
knickknacks I feel it deserves more re
spect than it has traditionally received. 
Elm is strikingly figured ; light latewood 
pores in continuous wavy bands yield a 
wild , zigzag pattern on the tangential 
surface, an identifying characteristic of 
elm. It does not have the pronounced 
rays and sharp contrast between early
wood and latewood that make the oaks 
unpredictable to stain and often flashy 
in appearance. Yet it is far from bland . 

Drawings: Christopher Clapp 



In elm, small and numerous latewood pores 
characteristically appear as wavy bands in 
end grain (above, 10 x magnification) and 
create zigzag pattern on jlatsawn board (top) . 

It is less porous than other ring-porous 
woods (ash, hickory, chestnut and the 
oaks) and seldom requires a filler. Sta
bility is not its long suit,  but my work 
has not warped severely once elm is 
structurally incorporated into the piece, 
and I am pleased with its sanding and 
finishing properties. Among the many 
domestic hardwoods I have used I 
would rank elm third, in terms of the 
end results achieved, behind only wal
nut and cherry. 

However, I have also discovered what 
may well be the reason elm never made ' 
it with the old masters: Attempting to 
work it with the edged hand tools of 
the time-chisels and planes- borders 
on the impossible. Elm grain is inter
woven, causing edge tools like a hand 
plane to either " dig" or " skip , "  often 
doing both in the same path . Elm will 
saw, rasp , sand and drill wel l ,  but joint
ing, channeling and shaping require 
high-speed power tools. 

Also ,  because of its interwoven 
grain ,  elm is virtually impossible to 

split or shatter. It will pit-check if dried 
improperly and it will fray under ex
treme stress, but it maintains its struc
tural integrity under punishment few 
other woods can survive . Because of this 
it has been begrudgingly used where 
this feature is vital, in the ribs of 
wooden warships, for instance, and in 
the seats of rocking chairs. Elm was 
used sometimes because of its superior 
steam-bending properties and on occa
sion , especially in mixed wood pieces, 
simply because the board was handy 
and the project would be painted . 
However, it was seldom the primary 
material for major pieces or quality cab
inetry, and it was never referred to as a 
selling point. Items made of elm were , 
and often still are, charitably referred 
to only as " hardwood . "  

Even after the advent of power ma
chinery overcame the difficulties of 
tooling elm ,  tradition seems to have 
barred its elevation to the status of a 
popular cabinet wood. For a short time 
around the turn of the 20th century it 
came into more common use with fur-

. niture factories in the Midwest. How
ever, here again it was often used in 
cheap, mixed-wood pieces along with 
oak, ash and hackberry, which it closely 
resembles, to satisfy the utilitarian 
needs of a low-income, rural market. 
Few who bought these articles knew or 
cared what they were made of, and 
elm's  brief heyday, if you could call it 
that, was quickly ended by the golden 
oak era. 

Now that its very existence is threat
ened by the Dutch elm disease, it is a 
shame that more cabinetmakers have 
not discovered elm . In the decades to 
come it is likely that the few examples 
of custom-made solid elm furniture 
will become as precious as chestnut 
pieces are today. When elm goes, its 
demise may very likely be complete. Its 
day of recognition must be now. 

Unfortunately, elm is not always easy 
to find. Not all suppliers carry it. Elm is 
plentiful and cheap, at least here in the 
Midwest;  however, lack of demand 
seems to be l imiting d istribution.  
When you find it ,  Select grades run 
around $ 1  a board foot. By way of com
parison , red oak is running $2 or more, 
and Select walnut ,  when you can find 
it ,  is over $ 3 .  Even No. 2 ponderosa 
pine is more than 50' a foot, and there 
is nothing cheaper. 

In a supply / demand economy prices 
for these "familiar" woods can only go 

up unless we tailor our demand to what 
is plentiful rather than using what is 
" traditional" or currently popular. If 
we demand elm, perhaps trees that 
must be cut anyway will go to the mill 
instead of to the fire pit. Any increase 
in the demand for this wood will actu
ally help retard the blight by providing 
incentive to harvest infected trees . I t  
was economically worked by the crude 
power tools of the late 1800s, and cer
tainly it is workable today. If your con
fidence and skills have progressed to 
where you can work with oak or maple, 
you can surely handle elm. You may 
want to avoid it on pieces requiring 
hand carving or in items where the 
wood' s  stability is especially critical , 
but where a beautiful figure is desired , 
keep elm in mind . 0 

Chestnut: salvaging 
a blighted giant 

by Victor O. DeMasi 

Once the most important timber 
east of the Mississippi , chestnut is 

now seldom recognized in the forest, 
and its lumber is rarely seen at the local 
yard . Chestnut wood is still around, fair
ly common, in fact, but it 's  a treasure 
revealed only to the careful observer. 

I live surrounded by chestnut. I salv
age timbers from destruction sites and 
old farm buildings, saving them from 
ignominious ruin. I take great pride in 
giving this wood new life, and I save a 
buck while I 'm  at it .  A New York sup
plier recently quoted a price of $ 7 . 50 a 
board foot for wormy chestnut, and 
clear grades were unavailable. 

The chestnuts are members of the 
beech family. There are more than ten 
species worldwide, including the chink
apins, Chinese and Spanish chestnuts. 
All the chestnuts have sweet-tasting 
nuts but only the American chestnut 
(Castanea dentata) , reaching a height 
of 1 20 ft . and a diameter of 7 ft . 
( 1 7 ft . is the record) , has ever been 
valued for its lumber. 

Years ago the American chestnut was 
a highly valued tree. Besides supplying 
a valuable nut crop, tannin derived 
from its bark supported the animal
hide processing industry. As a shade 
tree, only elm was planted more wide
ly. As lumber, it was not the best for 
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any one thing but versatile enough to 
be used for everything. Chestnut 's  rot 
resistance rivals the heanwood of white 
oak, and abundant shingles, doorsteps 
and sills testify to its durability. Easy to 
work, it found wide service in barns, 
carriage houses and out- buildings . 
Chestnut also takes a fine finish , and 
was popular in the cabinet shop and for 
items as diverse as barrels and caskets. 
This tree' s  fast growth ensured a steady 
supply of posts and rails as America 
fenced herself in in the 1 880s. When 
blight-infected trees flooded the mar
ket in the 1930s, telephone poles and 
highway guard rails helped absorb the 
glut. Boxes, crates, veneer core and rail
road ties were also made from chestnut. 

Chestnut was available. Usually grow
ing in mixed hardwood forests, it com
posed from 1 5 %  to 50% of the stand
ing timber. Pure stands also occurred . 
Chestnut trees can put on an inch in 
diameter in a year during their youth. 
One 70-year-old specimen was 5 ft. in 
diameter. With little effort, a farmer 
could get posts at 1 5  years, beams at 
2 5 ,  lumber at 50 and feed his hogs on 
the nut crop every fall in between . 

I n  1 904 , trees infected with a 
fungus, brought into this country on 
chestnut trees from the Orient, were 
noticed at the Bronx Zoo in New York 
City. The chestnut blight,  as the 
fungus came to be known, attacked the 
bark of the tree, girdling the trunk with 
cankers. These cankers interrupted the 
vital flow of water from the roots and 
killed the tree. The wind-borne blight 
advanced 25 miles per year. It was first 
seen in central Connecticut in 19 10 ,  
and uninfected trees were hard to  find 
by 19 1 5 .  In Pennsylvania, state for
esters cleared large areas of forest, hop
ing to halt the epidemic ' s  advance. But 
pockets of infection broke out far in 
advance of the bligh t ' s  front  and 
spread , eventually decimating the 
chestnut throughout its entire natural 
range. By 1 940, loggers were sharpen
ing their saws to drop the last big sticks 
in the South. 

In the wake of the blight was eco
nomic disaster. Nuts disappeared as an 
important source of food for man and 
animal alike. Dead chestnut hulks in
undated the sawmills, depressing lum
ber prices . In Appalachia, the tanning 
industry collapsed, adding more hard
ship to that already impoverished area. 
Upland soils eroded at an alarming rate 
with the sudden disappearance of such 
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a dominant forest member. In place of 
chestnut , less desirable trees grew. Land 
that gave timber now gives cordwood . 

Chestnut persists today, but only as a 
shrub. It sprouts from the stumps of 
the former giants and grows several in
ches in diameter before the blight grabs 
it again . How long this cycle will last is 
anybody's guess, but these remaining 
small trees offer hope. Dr. Richard 
Jaynes, of the Connecticut Agricultural 
Experiment Station in New Haven, is 
working on a disease to infect the dis
ease. In Europe and a few isolated areas 
in the U . S . ,  chestnut trees with resis
tance to the blight have been found. In 
these trees, a virus infects the fungus. 
Dr. Jaynes is looking for a method to 
spread this virus to American chestnut 
sprouts. Success would be an economic 
miracle for our eastern timberlands. 

Locating and using chestnut 
Chestnut wood is often confused with 
oak, ash, elm and hickory, all ring
porous woods, but there are ways to 
distinguish it. I don ' t  stress color be
cause it is unreliable. Fresh cut, the 
wood is blond, but with aging mellows 
to a wide variety of reddish browns . 
The surest way to identify it is by look
ing at the end grain . The pores that 
form the eadywood rings, best seen 
with a hand lens, are oval in chestnut 
and frequently occluded with tyloses
shiny, bubble-like structures . The 
transition from these rings to the 
denser latewood rings is more gradual 
than in other ring-porous woods. An 
obvious difference between chestnut 
and oaks is that the oaks have promi
nent rays, which on the end grain ap
pear as light lines radiating from the 
center of the tree and on the face grain 
(tangential view) appear as dark flecks. 
Rays are less prominent in elm, hickory 
and ash, but they are visible; they are 
not visible in chestnut .  Chestnut is the 
lightest and softest of the ring-porous 
woods (with a specific gravity of 0 .43) .  
Lastly, chestnut because of its high tan
nin content will stain black in contact 
with iron salts. Boiling shavings in a 
ferric chloride solution will not distin
guish it from oaks, which are also high 
in tannin, but elm and ash, low in tan
nin, will discolor only slightly. 

Knowing where' chestnut was com
monly used is valuable when looking 
for wood to recycle. I pay close atten
tion to sills, joists and other pieces close 
to ground level where rot resistance is a 

Usable pieces of plainsawn chestnut may be 
salvaged from framing members of tum-of 
the-century buildings. 

Large, oval pores in chestnut, viszble in 10 x 
cross-sectional view, are often occluded with 
tyloses. Earlywoodllatewood transition is 
gradual. Rays are fine, barely discernible. 

must . Fencing also merits  c lose 
scrutiny. Buildings from early in  this 
century are my favorite haunts. Two 
structures on my property are dated 
19 14 ,  JUSt when blighted trees were 
abundant. Not surprisingly, they are 
framed completely in chestnut. In gen
eral , white oak is the only other ring
porous wood commonly found as a 
framing member. In furniture, where 
finishes obscure the wood, identifica
tion can be tricky. Chestnut never hides 
beneath painted millwork and was usu
ally considered too soft for flooring, al
though I do know of a few examples. 

Heavy boots, gloves, a crowbar and a 
sharp knife are all the would-be chest
nut hunter needs to bring along. Time
encrusted roughsawn lumber doesn ' t  
display its grain . I f  the wood cuts like 
pine to reveal an open grain, I give it a 
second look. Where an old house or 
barn is being torn down, the wood is 
often free for the asking . 

When I 've amassed a pile of wood, I 



American chestnut 
(Castanea dentata) 

sort the pieces according to destina
tion-the saw or the woodstove . I in
spect the good pieces for rot and nails 
and crosscut these out with a bowsaw. 
Before pulling out individual nails, I 
mark the area around each with a red 
crayon in case the nail breaks off. Black 
spots should be crayoned too. These are 
iron stains from nails, pieces of which 
might still lie buried in the wood. 

It helps to have a definite project in 
mind before you start ripping. You can 
then saw for the right sizes. I work 
backward, however, and must always 
see the wood before I can decide on a 
project for i t .  Plainsawn chestnut ,  
which has wavy face grain , is more at
tractive , I think , than quartersawn 
stock. Most chestnut was plainsawn to 
begin with , so I cut parallel to existing 
edges and usually obtain attractive fig
ures . I use a circular saw with a guide, 
or a bench saw for wider boards. Cheap 
blades are best; if I hit a big nail ,  I 
change the blade. After a few too many 

damaged blades I got better at avoiding 
those nails. When all my stock is ripped 
I again crosscut to eliminate the few re
maining nails that I missed. I don ' t  
send any wood that has nails into a 
planer. When the wood is surfaced and 
j ointed , it is t ightly stacked and 
weighted down to minimize warping. 

Working with chestnut is a real 
pleasure. It rips cleanly with a sharp 
blade, but on older pieces the end 
grain always tears during crosscutting. 
The wood almost leaps together when 
it is glued . It sands easily, but grits 
below 1 00 should be avoided because 
they scratch the wood and make even 
more sanding necessary. The finest 
sanding stages can be frustrating, as a 
slightly raised grain persists. The prob
lem can be solved by wetting the sur
face with paint thinner. Tung oil is a 
suitable finish for chestnut, and brings 
out the beautiful color on older, salv
aged wood. 

Small wormholes are common in 

chestnut-whence the name wormy 
chestnut .  The holes, if not too plenti
ful ,  are attractive. These holes are the 
excavations of the chestnut pole borer, 
which attacks moist heartwood in 
standing dead chestnut and oak. The 
cavities are packed with the borers' ex
crement, which looks like fine sawdust. 
It can be packed so tight as to obscure 
the hole. I use the air pump at a service 
station to clean the wood. Goggles and 
a mask must be worn because the dust 
is extremely irritating. Cleaning the 
holes with small pins is time-con
suming and not very satisfactory. 

No two pieces of chestnut are the 
same. In my haunts I occasionally come 
across pieces stained black on the out
side. Always found in close contact 
with the soil (iron salts react with the 
tannin in the wood) , these uglies con
ceal a real treasure. Inside, the wood is 
mellowed to a soft brown with creamy 
white streaks running with the grain .  
It 's incomparably beautiful .  

When dressing this rough stock, I rip 
off about % in . The stain on this surface 
has the best effect. If I saw too far into 
the board , I usually get regular-colored 
chestnut ,  and if too shallow, black 
wood . Cutting shallow is preferable 
though, because the surface can be 
planed to change the intensity of the 
stain. In constructing with this wood 
you must bear in mind that there is 
only one beautiful face; the other is 
either black or typical chestnut , and the 
edge shows the transition .  

Salvaging from older structures is not 
the only way to obtain chestnut. One 
wood turner I know gets wood from old 
chestnut hulks he finds on the ground 
in remote forests . He goes as far as 
Ohio and South Carolina for logs 
passed over during the post-blight salv
age . Often these choice pieces are inac
cessible, perched on a steep hill miles 
from the nearest road. It is remarkable 
that after 30 or 40 years some hulks re
main unfotted . Sometimes the center 
of the tree rots out, leaving a hard, use
less shell . Crotch areas often remain 
solid, though , and are usually symmet
rical with beautiful figure. Turning 
must proceed cautiously, as the wood 
splits easily if the tool catches. 0 

Jon Arno lives in Brookfield, Wis . .. Vic
tor DeMasi lives in Redding, Conn. 
Both are amateur woodworkers. De
Masi's article was prepared with the 
help of research by Roanna Metowski. 
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Finishing Marquetry 
Polyurethane fills pores and cracks 

by Peter L. Rose 

A pplying a finish to a piece of marquetry differs from fin
n ishing a solid piece of wood . A marquetry picture has 
different types of veneers, with different colors, thicknesses 
and textures all blended together. There is no single method 
or finish that works best for all applications. I have tried oil , 
latex varnish , lacquer, polymer, French polish and polyure
thane varnish-my comments on them follow. 

Penetrating-oil finish brings out the colors of the wood 
nicely, but it does not conceal pores , cracks, scratches and in
dentations. Closed-grain woods become shiny, while open
grain woods remain dull , causing a blotchy look. 

French polish , a mixture of shellac and alcohol with a few 
drops of oil , results in a beautiful, lustrous finish, but apply
ing it takes practice and patience. The surface must be flaw
less, having no deep scratches , indentations, cracks or gaps 
between veneers. 

Latex varnish has no luster and does not bring out the col
ors of the wood. I do not recommend its use in marquetry. 

Brushing lacquer, if applied correctly, will give a nice 
smooth finish. It cannot be brushed on like varnish, however, 
because it dries fast, and back-and-forth strokes will create a 
tacky mess. Spraying lacquer gives good results, but the 
equipment is expensive when marquetry is a hobby and not a 
business. An exhaust fan is a must because the fumes are 
flammable and toxic. Aerosol-spray lacquer or varnish works 
well with small pictures and objects. 

Polymer finish is a thick, two-part mixture that is self
leveling and covers well. One coat conceals most imperfec
tions and gives a smooth finish with little effort. Some feel it 
is the ideal coating, but it looks artificial to me. 

Polyurethane varnish is synthetic and gives a lustrous finish 
without an anificial look. White woods tend to yellow slightly. 
While many think this is a disadvantage, I believe it gives a 
picture a mellow look. Of all the brands I have tried, Sears 
Polyurethane Plastic, Flecto Varathane and Constantine' s  
Wood-Glo are my favorites. 

After the picture has been mounted and cleaned o{glue, I 
cradle it between four strips of wood the same thickness as the 
picture. The strips are nailed to the workbench flush against 
the picture, and keep it from moving. The next step is sharp
ening a hand scraper (FWW #6 , Spring ' 77) . A hand scraper 
can level different thicknesses of veneer in a short time, while 
sanding blocks tend to follow the contours of the surface. I 
use a 3-in.  by 5- in .  No. 0 Stanley scraper. 

To flatten and smooth the picture, push the sharpened 
scraper at about a 75 °  angle with both thumbs in the center to 
give it a slight curve. Start at the edge of the picture and push 
against the predominant grains. Do not go against the grain 
of the border veneers. Do these separately. Be careful not to 
scrape through the veneers. 

The next step is to apply a couple of coats of shellac. Place 
the picture on a few pieces of scrap wood, shimming them 
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Finishing marquetry begins with scraping the picture smooth and 
fiat, then sealing it with shellac and sanding it. Four strips 0/ wood 
natled to the workbench hold the picture in place. 

level if necessary, so shellac will not settle at one of the edges 
of the picture. Obtain a 3-lb.  cut of white shellac that has a 
date marked on the container-the shelf life of white shellac 
is about six months to a year. Always buy the smallest can of 
shellac available-you need only a small amount. Try the 
shellac on a piece of scrap . It should be dry within two 
hours-if it isn ' t ,  it will remain gummy and should be dis
carded . Mix the shellac with an equal amount of denatured 
alcohol and apply to the picture. Let dry and apply another 
coat . This seals the wood and keeps the lighter woods free of 
the dust of darker woods when sanding. It also seals in the oil 
of veneers such as rosewood and teak. 

After the second coat of shellac has dried, place the picture 
back between the four wood strips. Use a sanding block about 
1 in . by 2 112 in . by 4112 in. Glue a piece of felt to one side, then 
wrap it with a piece of l 80-grit garnet paper. Or use a por
table in-line sander as I do. Sand with the grain of the 
predominant veneers. Follow the grain on borders and edges 
also. Do not press too hard at the edges because the veneer 
will wear down quickly there. Veneers are thin so sand with 
care . When the surface is fairly smooth, vacuum the picture. 

Now place the picture on the short pieces of wood that 
were used when applying shellac, or on a finishing turntable, 
which is easy to make and lets you see the varnish from all 
angles. To build one, you ' ll need two pieces of wood , a lazy
susan bearing and some strips of rubber. The wood for the 
base should be about 2 in . by 8 in. by 1 2  in . ,  although size 
isn ' t  critical. The bearing is sandwiched between the base and 
the top, which measures about 1 in. by 8 in. by 8 in. A 6-in . 
bearing should be used for pictures up to 14 in. by 1 7  in.  
Rubber strips (or weatherstripping with adhesive on one side) 
attached to the top will keep the picture from sliding as it is 
turned. Use strips of masking tape on the bottom of the turn
table to level it on your workbench. 

With a 2-in.  or 3-in . varnish brush and a can of polyure
thane varnish , you are ready to start. For the first several 
coats, don ' t  be overly concerned about dust. Most of the 
varnish will be removed by sanding. Brush first with the 
grain , then against the grain and then again with the grain ,  
brushing the edges last. Don ' t  apply too heavy a coat of var
nish, or you will end up with a gummy surface. The next day 
sand quite a bit of the varnish off the surface with l 80-grit 
paper. The idea here is to fill the pores and cracks without 
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Six to twelve coats of polyure
thane fill the pores and 
cracks (above) without var
nish buildup If the surface is 
sanded almost down to the 
wood (below) with JSO-gnt 
between all but the last two 
coats. Placing the picture on 
the specially made lazy 
susan, drawn at left, allows 
you to turn and inspect the 
varnished surface from all 
angles as you work. 

building up too much varnish . It takes about six to twelve 
coats to achieve this. Lightly sand the last two coats with 
240-grit. 

Clean the brush after each coat of polyurethane. I swish the 
brush around in a mixture of part lacquer thinner and part 
turpentine , followed by a soapy water wash and a final clear 
rinse. Excess water is wiped off and the brush is hung up over 
the hot-water heater to dry for the next day's use. 

Sometimes deep scratches or gaps in veneer joints are no
ticed after several coats of varnish have been applied. After 
the varnish has dried for about four hours, use a toothpick or 
a fine artist ' s  brush to fill the gaps with more varnish. They' ll 
be sanded down the next day with the entire surface. 

Before the last three or four coats, use a tack rag to clean 
the picture of dust . A tack rag can be made by sprinkling a 
piece of clean cloth with a mixture of turpentine and varnish . 
The back of the picture should be sealed with several coats of 
shellac or varnish . 

After the last coat has been applied , wait at least a week for 
the finish to harden. You will notice dust specks on your pic-

Before the top coats are applied, varnish, painted in with a small 
brush, fills deep scratches and gaps in veneer joints. The JS-in. by 
20-in. picture, by the author, includes holly swans in a black beam 
pond u'nder an aspen sky. 

ture-these are difficult to avoid no matter how much care 
you take. Remove the specks by rubbing the picture with 4 / 0  
steel wool. Place a small amount of pumice powder i n  a dish 
and dab a damp felt pad into it. Rub the pad on the surface 
with the grain of the predominant veneers. Experience .will 
tell how much to rub ,  but remember that too much rubbing 
could wear away your finish . Wipe off the pumice with a wet 
sponge and clean cloth, and repeat the procedure with rotten
stone. Rottenstone is a fine dark powder that is messy to work 
with but it polishes and removes fine scratches. Finally, clean 
the surface and apply wax-J use Pledge. 

After several months, fine raised hairlines may appear 
where the veneers are joined, possibly because moisture has 
caused the veneers to expand slightly. These lines usually 
disappear with a rubbing of 4 / 0  steel wool fol lowed by rot
tenstone and water. 0 

Pete Rose, of Saddle Brook, N.J. , is a founder of the Marque
try Society of America (Box 224, Lindenhurst, N. Y 1 1 75 7) 
and wn'tes for their newsletter. 
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The Drawknife 
Learning to use this simple tool 

by Drew Langsner 

Although many woodworkers own a drawknife, I am contin
.Il. ually surprised to learn how seldom these tools are used. 
Drawknives are among the most versatile hand tools available 
to woodworkers. They are fast and easy to use for roughing 
out stock and for some kinds of finish work. Traditionally 
drawknives were needed by a wide range of skilled wood
workers. I first used one during a summer of intensive train
ing with a Swiss cooper. Other craftsmen who once depended 
on drawknives include furniture makers, carpenters, turners 
and wheelwrights. Drawknives are perfect for dressing shin
gles, making tool handles, debarking poles and pointing fence 
posts and pickets. They're also excellent for quickly making 
odd-size dowels, pegs and wedges, especially from straight
grained, riven stock. There' s  no better tool for adding a 
decorative chamfer to furniture pans and even house pans. 

A drawknife is a viable alternative (or addition) to machine 
tools for various kinds of work, especially for individual pieces 
or small production situations. Chairmaker John D. Alex
ander, Jr. , for example, used to work with sawn lumber which 
he turned on a lathe. His book, Make a Chair /rom a Tree: An 
Introduction to Working Green Wood (The Taunton Press , 
1 978) gives good reasons for his becoming a drawknife con
ven. Ring-porous hardwoods can be split out quickly and 
shaved with a drawknife to graceful dimensions while main
taining the strong, continuous grain structure. There is also 

the pleasure of working in a shop with quiet tools that run on 
human energy. And the waste from a drawknife is shavings, 
not sawdust that can cause various respiratory problems. 

Old drawknives were often homemade or produced in 
small runs at local blacksmith shops. A good source of steel 
for forging a drawknife (see "Basic Blacksmithing , "  
FWW #9, Winter ' 77) is a worn-out file or rasp. Grind off 
the file teeth along the drawknife cutting edge before doing 
any forge work. 

Early tool catalogs list a wide variety of drawknives for 
general and specialized uses. The basic drawknife has a 
straight blade, 6 in. to 10 in . long, with a handle at either 
end, usually at right angles and in the same plane as the 
blade. Most often only one side of the blade is beveled, 
though some old drawknives have symmetrically shaped 
blades, beveled like a knife or an ax. Slightly dished draw
knives (with a bevel on the concave face) are used for dressing 
flat surfaces , such as the slats of a ladderback chair. Radically 
curved drawknives, called inshaves, can be beveled on either 
side. For hollowing (as for barrel staves) or quickly reducing 
the thickness of a board , a bevel on the convex surface is best. 
A bevel on the concave face is used for finer work . 

There are also variations in the angle between the handles 
and the blade. Coopers and wheelwrights sometimes used a 
drawknife with one of the handles extending straight from 

Van'ous drawknives sattsfy dtfferent needs. Above, from top to bottom, straight 
blade is for general-purpose work. The second can 6e used to slice wood with the 
blade at an angle or, with its straight handle out, to chamfer the inside of a bucket 
nm. The third has a slightly curved blade with the bevel on the concave face-best 
for light cuts and finishing work on flat surfaces. At top nght, a simzlar drawknzfe, 
but with round, French-style handles, takes a fine shavins. The fourth drawknife 
has a radically curved blade with the bevel on the convex face. Thts tool makes fost 
work of hollowing out barrel staves, removing large shavings (photo, nght).  Also 
known as an ins have, it tS the drawknzfe equivalent of the scrub plane. 
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the blade, so the tool was shaped like an L . It could be pulled 
with the blade at an angle for a slicing action without the 
handles bumping into the bench or workpiece. Drawknives 
with both handles extending straight from the blade are used 
for work where angled handles are in the way, for example 
when shaving the exterior of a bowl, secured rim down on a 
workbench. Like spokeshaves, straight-handled drawknives 
are pulled or pushed, whichever is more convenient. It ' s  
harder to control a straight-handled drawknife; standard 
handles provide leverage for controlling the cutting angle. 

I sometimes use drawknives while standing at a workbench. 
However, the best workmate of the drawknife, used long 
before screw vises were invented , is the shaving horse, an in
genious foot-operated hold-down that grips the work fast and 
sure. Over the centuries various shaving horses were devel
oped. In one style, called a dumbhead, a central arm pivots in 
slots mortised through the bench . Jaws on either side of the 
head hold the work against a ledge 8 in . to 10 in. above the 
bench seat . The treadle can be a cross peg or a board mortised 
to the tenoned bottom of the swinging arm . An English shav
ing horse, sometimes called a bodger' s  bench , uses two 
lighter arms pivoted at the sides of the bench and connected 
by a top crossbar that holds the work, and a bottom crossbar 
that is the treadle (see "Holding the Work, "  FWW # 1 2 ,  
Sept . ' 78) . Like Roy Underhill (FWW #14 ,  Jan. ' 79 ,  p .  4 )  I 
prefer the single-arm, dumbhead horse pictured at top right .  

If you 've used a drawknife and been disappointed with its 
performance, it ' s  probably because it was poorly shaped or 
dull. Many new drawknives are ground at an angle that makes 
them practically impossible to use. Like other edge tools, 
drawknives must be sharpened with care and precision .  
Sharpening should begin with a check of the blade bevel 
angle, usually 30° to 3 5 °. Very thin drawknives, such as the 
Marples , work well with a 25 ° bevel . 

The wide blade and bent handles of a drawknife require 
adaptations of standard sharpening procedures . Herr Kohler, 
the Swiss cooper I worked with , uses a small sandstone wheel 
whenever rough dressing is necessary. For honing, he props 
one handle against the work-ledge support on the shaving 
horse while holding the other handle in his left hand about 
chest height. In his right hand Kohler first lubricates with spit 
a small natural stone, then rubs it in circles up and down the 
blade. When a slight wire edge develops, he flips the knife 
over and whets the flat side, using the same circular motion 
until the wire edge disappears. 

This method is slow and results in a hollow area gradually 
developing in the handstone. Wille Sundqvist, a Swedish 
woodworking instructor, teaches a method that works faster 
and maintains a flat whetstone. Sundqvist mounts his stone 
in a shallow cavity chiseled into the side of a wood block. The 
block is secured in a vise or with dogs and wedges on a work
bench . The block' s  thickness keeps the drawknife handles 
above the bench surface when the blade is bevel down on the 
stone. Sundqvist begins with a coarse or medium-grit synthe
tic stone, depending on the condition of the edge. He holds 
the right end of the blade, bevel down across the far end of 
the stone and pulls the drawknife diagonally towards his chest 
and to the right, so that the left end of the blade is whetted 
by the end of each pass. He repeats this motion until a wire 
edge develops across the entire bevel. The wire edge on the 
flat side, Sundqvist says, should be removed using the next 
harder-grade stone. Usually a new wire edge forms on 

Drawkmfe and shaving horse offer an ideal combination of direct 
shaping and quick, sure gripping of green stock. 

Two methods of sharpening drawknives. A Swiss cooper teaches sup
porting the drawkmfe on the shaving horse, center, and rubbing a 
handstone first over the bevel, then over the flat face, moving it up 
and down the length in small circles. A Swedish woodworking in
structor teaches mounting the stone in a block of wood held in a vise, 
above. The drawkmfe is drawn diagonally over the stone, toward you 
and toward your nght, so the entire length of the blade is whetted in 
each stroke. 
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Pieces that do not fit under the shaving-horse head can be held be
tween the end of the shaving horse, in a notch or rabbet, and a 
roughsawn breast bib. Note that cuts do not start on the end grain; 
the waste at the far end of the stick wzll be removed after the stick is 
turned end for end. 

the bevel side. He turns the knife and lightly whets across the 
bevel. The final wire edge on the flat side should be gently re
moved with a soft Arkansas stone. The bevel can be dressed 
very lightly once again with this last stone. Throughout the 
procedure he ' s  sure to maintain a flat bevel at the proper 
angle. Whetting a microbevel is faster but necessitates fre
quent regrinding or coarse-dressing. Sundqvist also empha
sizes keeping the flat side perfectly flat . 

Drawknives are relatively easy and safe tools to use. It ' s  
almost impossible to pull the blade into your belly, though I 
have seen torn pants and cut legs. Skill is a matter of practice; 
tuning up with this freehand tool takes time. I generally work 
with the bevel down. The bevel acts as a slide and fulcrum for 
directing the angle and depth of cut .  Some woodworkers use 
the drawknife bevel up. Drawknives with a slight bevel on the 
"flat" side will work in either position. The particular job and 
tool used should dictate the method . Practice different cuts, 
from shallow plane-like shavings to rougher work, shaving to 
"h. in . Then try curves, concave dips and other shapes. 
Drawknife technique is a combination of strength with the 
careful control necessary for doing accurate work . With prac
tice it 's  possible to shape elaborate curves, using a narrow 
blade and pulling slowly, but with maximum muscular exer
tion and control-like an isometric exercise. 

Drawknives work best with straight-grained woods, es
pecially softwoods and ring-porous hardwoods. It ' s  possible 
to shave dense woods like beech or dogwood, but convoluted 
figure requires working back and forth from each direction . 
This is where quick setups with a shaving horse really pay off. 
Wild grain may work better with an adjustable spokeshave. 

A fast technique for roughing straight-grained wood to ap
proximate size is to start a very deep shaving, then raise the 
handles to split off the waste wood. To drawknife very thin 
strips, such as basket splits and bucket hoops, place the work 
on a l-x2 extension stick held under the shaving-horse head. 
It ' s  even possible to dress across the end grain of softwoods. 
Dampen the end grain a few minutes before starting. Use a 
keen drawknife. Work bevel up, from a low area to a high 
point. Pull the knife diagonally across the grain with a side-
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ways slicing action , cutting only halfway across the section .  
Here's  a typical procedure for shaving a 1 "h.-in. diameter 

chair leg from a split piece of wood roughly 2 in .  square. If 
possible use straight and clear-grained green oak. Grip the 
stick on the shaving horse with the growth rings oriented ver
tically; radial surfaces are easier to cut than tangential ones. 
The first cuts will take the stick down to 1 "h.  in. square. Start 
by tilting the drawknife slightly down on the right and take a 
shaving off the upper right corner of the stick, so the vertical 
side of the stick becomes 1 "h. in . high. Next tilt the drawknife 
slightly down on the left and do the same. These two cuts will 
leave a slight apex on the top surface. With the drawknife 
level, shave this off. Now rotate the stick 90° ,  and tilting the 
drawknife first left, then right, take the two shavings that will 
bring the other two sides of the stick down to 1 112 in .  Hold the 
drawknife level and remove the apex on the top surface. The 
stick is now 1 "h. in . square for the half of its length close to 
you. Turn the stick end for end and repeat the procedure to 
make the whole stick 1 "h. in.  square. 

The next step is to shave the square into an octagon. Tilt 
the drawknife 45 °  to the right, then 45 °  to the left ,  to shave 
the corners off the square. Try to make the three planes this 
produces equal in width . Rotate the stick 1800 and chamfer 
the other two corners of the square. When all eight planes are 
the same size, you should have a regular octagon 1 "h.  in. 
across . Turn the stick end for end and repeat the procedures 
to make the whole stick octagonal. 

Now to produce a perfectly round chair leg, i t ' s  simply a 
matter of taking thin shavings off the corners of the octagon, 
rotating it between strokes and checking it occasionally with a 
go / no-go gauge. It can be finished up with a spokeshave. 
Alternately shaving and repositioning the stick proves the 
value of the shaving horse; the hands can concentrate on the 
work while the feet quickly hold and release it. The dumb
head horse is particularly advantageous because the work can 
be slipped out the side to turn end for end, instead of draw
ing out its whole length from under the head, as is necessary 
with the English-style horse . 

Slipping can be a problem with very green wood and hard
to-hold shapes. Check the shaving-horse head for height and 
jaw-angle adjustment. If slipping continues, place a small 
block with coarse sandpaper glued to both faces between the 
work and jaw of the shaving horse. Woodland craftsmen who 
continually shaved slick wood sometimes inserted a strip of 
serrated metal into the upper jaw. I ' ve used a small rasp . 

Sometimes it ' s  necessary to drawknife a piece of wood that 
won' t  fit into the shaving-horse jaws. Or you may want to 
shape a flare or curve going into the grain at the end of the 
wood. A method developed before screw vises uses chest pres
sure to hold the piece against a rabbet or in a notch cut in the 
end of the shaving-horse work ledge. A breast bib (a small 
plank hung by a string around one's  neck) distributes pres
sure and protects against accidents. Breast bibs are made from 
roughsawn wood; a planed surface will slip against the work. 

For drawknifing large work use a conventional wood vise or 
a peg and wedge-holding system . A machinist ' s  vise with 
wooden jaw-inserts is excellent for drawknifing irregular 
shapes or small work. The narrow jaws located above the 
workbench allow draw knifing at a variety of angles. 0 

Drew Langsner is director/instructor at Country Workshops, a 
school for traditional woodworking in Marshall, N. C. 



Adventures in Woodworking 
THE WAY TO MECCA 

The ex-Khedive of a certain North African country had 
money problems- he had so much that he did not know 

what to do with it. He cared for his wife, their four children 
and his mistress in a manner befitting royalty. A bon vivant, 
he was a corpulent and jovial character, well into his seventies 
in 1939,  the time of this story. His latest flame was the 
18-year-old Yvonne. Court etiquette required that she be 
hidden, unknown , discreetly kept . A short time later, the 
Khedive purchased an estate about 90 miles south of Paris, 
complete with a 200-year-old manor. Yvonne adapted quick
ly and effectively to her new role as mistress of Ransonville 
and helped the Khedive spend money. 

Since this is a true story, I have changed the names of some 
people and places. However, it is a fact that my atelier at the 
time was at 88 Rue de Charonne in Paris and that my office 
was a cubbyhole with a desk, three chairs and a filing cabinet. 
From there I did not see my two visitors alight from a Rolls
Royce. One of them, who introduced himself as Monsieur 
Boubli, asked whether I would care to do some woodfinish
ing-removing old paint in a stairwell to expose the natural 
wood. My affirmative answer was followed by a request for 
samples. My two visitors then had a conference of which I 
could understand not a single word, but eventually Boubli 
pointed to one of the finishes and said: "This is the one his 
highness would like you to produce. " 

Soon after, my crew and I started the job at Ransonville. In 
less than two months, the job was brought to a beautiful con
clusion . The Khedive visited the worksite frequently, and 
many nights we shared a bottle of good wine with him . By 
the time I presented my bill , I was no longer Monsieur Frank, 
I was " my friend , George . "  

" My friend, George , "  said the Khedive, " I  am enchanted 
with your work , but I have a favor to ask you . I invited some 
friends here for the month of Ramadan and they will be here 
in three weeks. Would you please do the same kind of work 
on the six paneled rooms of the manor? "  

"Your highness , "  answered I with a question, " to do the 
stairwell took us nearly two months. How can I do six times as 
much work in three weeks?"  

' ' I ' ll help you , "  said the Khedive. " I  can ru b the wood as 
well as your men can . "  There was only one possible answer. 
"The job will be done , "  I said. 

Before I describe the operations that followed, I must go 
back about three months to when Boubli gave the contract to 
refinish the six paneled rooms to one of the leading interior 
decorators of Paris. He had about 20 men working on the job, 

. not far from my four, busy in the stairwell. There was a great 
deal of teasing going all the time and some professional jeal
ousy. My men even changed the labels on all our containers: 
the lime-water became angelmilk, the lye, laxative, and so 
on. The decorator's men finished first, almost a week ahead 

EDITOR' S OTE: Contributing editor George Frank's book on wood
finishing, from which this tale is excerpted, will be published in the 
spring of 1 98 1  by The Taunton Press. 

by George Frank 

of us. The Khedive paid his well-padded bill without batting 
an eyelash and then asked me to redo the job . 

The wood in the stairwell was silvery grey, much like hemp 
rope, and the shine, or rather the gleam , of it was the dry 
shine that I developed using emulsified waXes (see box 
below) . We left some of the old paint in the corners here and 
there, but except for that all the markings of the wood were 
readable and well emphasized . Not so with the panelings. 
Their color was a nondescript yellowish brown, with far too 
much old paint left in the corners. The shine was the greasy 
glow of fresh beeswax, with which the work was overloaded. 
While the wood was fairly clean, it had no character. 

By the next morning, four more men had arrived from my 
Paris shop with unusual equipment such as fisherman' s  hip
boots, swim trunks and scores of brushes, half of them made 
of wire. Some of the men started to take the panelings from 
the walls, carefully marking every piece for easy replacement . 
Others lowered the water level in the brand-new swimming 
pool to about 2 ft . ,  and I dumped in about 5 lb. of caustic 
soda (sodium hydroxide) . The paneling was lowered uncere
moniously into the pool, where the potent solution of caustic 
soda and my hip booted men wielding wire brushes made 
short work of the finish on the wood. Removed from the 
pool , the panels oozed ugly brown juice, the sap, coming 
from the guts of the wood. 

Men in swim trunks handled the next operation, washing . 
the wood until the water ran clear. More than once the 

Emulsified wax 

I had sought, for many years, to find out how to impart to 
wood a hard, dry shine such as could be found on objects 
waxed centuries ago. I made up my mind that the key was 
emulsifying wax in water. This, however, was not so simple, 
and from professional chemists I had to learn the techniques. 
Hundreds of experiments later I arrived at the formula I give 
you now. It is the best, and the one I have always used. 

In a nonmetallic container (enamel-coated is okay) heat a 
little over 3¥i liters of water (rain water is best) . When it boils, 
add to it a little over 30 grams of triethanolamine, available 
from chemical supply houses. In another container, melt a 
little over 120 grams each of carnauba and candelilla waxes
I prefer the unrefined version of both, if available-plus 
about 190 grams of stearic acid. When melted, slowly add the 
wax mixture to the hot water. let it cool, stirring frequently 
with a wooden stick. When cool, the waxes are emulsified, 
and will have the consistency of heavy cream . The color will 
be a pale green-grey-beige. 

As I have said, this is the best formula that I know. But am 
I satisfied with my water-wax? The answer is no. I am far 
closer to the shine I am seeking, but I would be a liar ifI  said I 
was satisfied. The water-wax is far from being perfect. This is 
but one of the hundreds of woodfinishing problems that is 
open to research. -G. F. 
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Khedive and Yvonne joined the team . Helpers from the vil
lage wiped off the excess water and laid the panels on top of 
small brick piles, exposing the paneling to the sun (back first , 
face last) . After drying, the panels were ready for the next 
step , the feeding with angelmilk- quicklime, freshly slaked 
in water. We painted this solution on the panels without 
much care because after drying we brushed and wiped off all 
the lime we could. A fine dusting of lime remained in the 
wood, however, accentuating its silvery-grey color. We did 
not use a single piece of sandpaper, yet from the scrubbing 
and brushing the wood was pleasantly smooth and had the 
beginning of a glow. 

The second day was not yet over when the first panels be
gan their trek back to their original positions. On the eighth 
day, the swimming pool was drained, cleaned and restored by 
a caretaker. My men shed their hipboots, donned overalls and 
entered the manor, where the first room was ready for them. 
Their immediate task was to repair the damage caused by the 
work done so far. A number of splits had developed and we 
glued wedges in them, but not before rubbing their edges 
with strong tobacco juice or with liquid nightmare, vinegar in 
which we had soaked all sorts of rusty iron objects. We did 
this to underline discreetly the fact that repairs had been 
made-we wanted the repairs to be visible. We used aged 
wood for wedges, and the fine brown or grey lines around 
them added credibility to their age . My carpenters used as few 
nails as possible to reinstall the panels, hiding most of them 
under the crown molding, the base or the chair-rail .  The 
brads used to secure these were countersunk immediately and 
the holes filled with soft bread , moistened with saliva and 
tinted with powdered rottenstone. In two rooms we could not 
avoid visible nails, so I devised a tricky way to camouflage 
them. The frames of these panelings were held together with 
mortise-and-tenon joints, pegged at each corner with two 
wooden pegs. No one ever noticed that when we finished the 
jo!:J there was a third peg at each corner, a fake that just 
covered the countersunk nail. 

At this point the paneling had a silvery hemp-like color but 
the general harmony was missing. The wood had not been se
lected to be exposed, and some boards contrasted sharply 
with others. To lighten the dark ones, we used a saturated sol
ution of oxalic acid dissolved in alcohol (kept away from any 
contact with metal) . On some pieces we had to repeat this 
process two or three times. After bleaching, we washed off 
the residue with vinegar, then with ammonia water. Boards 
that were too light had to be dyed with various strengths of 
" liquid nightmare , "  which added to the anemic boards a 
greyish hue. 

I made up vast supplies of my emulsified wax, and we ap
plied two thin coats of it to the panelings. After it dried, we 
shined up the first coat with stiff scrub brushes. We rubbed, 
or burnished , the second coat with chain cloth that originally 
came from medieval armor. By now the wood was silky 
smooth with full emphasized markings and a natural shine. 
Yet the job was not done. My wax had another quality. In a 
few days it lost its luster and settled down to a low, matte tex
ture. Now my "stone wax" entered the picture. Unrefined 
carnauba wax looks like green-grey rock and is quite dull until 
it is rubbed, but then it acquires the most pleasant hard 
shine. I broke this wax into small pebbles, melted it over high 
heat in a double-boiler and then, away from all fire hazards, I 
poured lacquer thinner over it. In a short time the wax gelled 
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and became pastelike. With this wax, which dried to stone
hardness under my fingers, I coated the high points of the 
moldings, carvings and parts of the woodwork that were ex
posed to wear. A final buffing, this time with wool,  helped us 
to achieve the finish that I consider the ultimate for this kind 
of work . The Khedive agreed and confirmed it in a letter that 
is still part of my treasured memorabilia. 

The last day on the job was reserved for cleanup and for 
touchups. With a tray in my hand filled with stains and 
brushes, I strolled from room to room and found and cor
rected faults. One of the rooms was the Khedive' s  bedroom, 
furnished with austere simplicity: a huge bed , a few chairs 
and a single night-table. I walked in the room, stepped on a 
screwdriver left there by some careless workman, lost my bal
ance and fell .  The tray slipped out of my hand and the con
tents of one of my small jars spilled on the carpet , which was 
of a quality royalty can afford , woodfinishers never. My fore
man, Richard , and I locked ourselves in the room and tried to 
clean up the spot. Two hours later we had to throw in the 
sponge: The spot remained. Then Richard had an idea: 
"Let ' s  turn the bed around, and tell Boubli later about the 
accide It . "  No sooner said than done. 

The guests of the Khedive arrived the next day, and the re
ception dinner was scheduled for 6 :00 P .M . Well before that 
time, I had received a message that the Khedive wanted me 
to " honor the reception with my presence. " Sensing that a 
simple woodfinisher did not belong in the company of 
statesmen and political leaders, I tried to excuse myself, but 
Boubli, the Khedive ' s  secretary, made it clear that the 
Khedive would resent my absence. Therefore, shortly after 
5 : 00 P.M . ,  I arrived at the manor in a hastily rented tuxedo, 
and was promptly put at ease by Yvonne and the Khedive. A 
few aperitifs helped to narrow the gap between diplomats 
and woodfinisher, and by the time the couscous was served I 
no longer felt that I was an intrUder. 

After cognac and cigars, the Khedive took the guests on a 
tour of the manor. Politely he asked my permission to use his 
native lanquage and I guess that they spoke about the paint
ings, furniture and rugs, which represented a small fortune. 
When the group reached the first paneled room , they looked 
at and stroked the wood, then looked at me with warmth. As 
new rooms opened up, the "oohs and ahs" of this ap
preciative audience increased . Finally, we entered the 
Khedive' s  bedroom. The bed was back in its original posi
tion , the spot was in full evidence, and my heart felt as if it 
had stopped beating. This time the Khedive spoke in French, 
addressing me directly: " George , my friend, under your 
magic fingers this lifeless wood has become a thing of beauty, 
like music or poetry. While performing your magic act, by ac
cident you soiled my carpet . My intention is to keep that spot 
as it is, right where it is, to remind me of my indebtedness to 
you, who revealed to me the beauty that can be found in a 
piece of simple wood. "  The Khedive took me in his arms and 
kissed both of my cheeks. I had tears in my eyes and could not 
utter a single word . Then the Khedive spoke again, laughingly, 
pointing to the bed : "And remember, my friend , that a true 
believer can sleep only so that the line between his heart and 
his head points toward Mecca . "  0 

Fine Woodworking buys readers ' adventures. Suitable length 
is 1 ,500 words or less- up to six typed pages, double spaced. 
Please include negatives with photographs. 



Walt Warren of Oakland, N.j. , passed the time at his booth with a 
kmfe and a 6-in. length of lx2, whittling birds. 

Black duck of pine by Harry McChesney of Tom 's River, N.j. , sports 
feathers not painted but marked WIth an electnc burning-pen. 

The Whittle Ones 

WhItney Kent, of Leonia, N.j. , is a painter and former art teacher 
who turned to carving laminated sugar pine into figures and animals 
that are boxes. The lively acrylic colors with whIch she decorates her 
pieces take on a porcelain-like glow under the ten coats of varnish she 
applies while watching television. .'If It weren 't for the baseball 
games, ' she says, 'I couldn 't do this kind offinish. ' 

These unusual twisted 
figures by Helmut 
SchIllings of Brooklyn, 

. N. Y. retain the 
gnarled shape of the 
alp ine  ro ots fro m  
which they were 
carved. 

Woodcarvers convene in Paterson, N J . 
by Rick Mastelli 

Tocal craft fairs do more than help local craftspeople make a 
L living. They serve as showcases for things that took time 
and care in the making. Fairs are places to receive recognition, 
to compare achievements and to look for ideas. For those 
whose work in crafts is a quiet, leisure-time activity, sharing is 
more important than selling. With this in mind , the first 
annual Woodcarvers Show in Paterson, N .] . , held last 
June 2 1  and 2 2 ,  was organized to bring together people who 
appreciate woodcarving, not just buyers and sellers. 

Craft fairs have not done well in Paterson. This show was 
energetically promoted by the small woodcarving club, The 
Whittle Ones, " to prove that woodcarving is not a dying art 
and that Paterson is not a dying city. " The show exceeded all 
expectations, attracting almost 5 , 000 people. Prices were not 

stickered to the work of the 76 juried exhibitors, though 
many things were for sale. Instead , prize ribbons were 
deservedly in abundance. Demonstrations and door prizes 
(many donated by the exhibitors themselves) added to the 
country-fair atmosphere: People marveled, asked questions, 
learned a great deal. "There are a surprising number of closet 
whittlers here , "  said one exhibitor. " A  lot of people underes
timate themselves because they've got nothing to compare 
their work to. This is the sort of show that will attract twice as 
many entrants next year. " 

The Whittle Ones (Box 4 1 7, Saddle Brook, N.] .  07662) is 
affiliated with the National Woodcarvers Association (7424 
Miami Ave. , Cincinnati , Ohio 45243) , which publishes the 
magazine Chip Chats ($ 5 per year dues) . 0 
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The Woodcraft Scene 
JOHN FREIMUTH 
A bove the usual hum of machinery, 
.Il. when you enter the red brick 
building on Peoria' s  south side, you can 
hear the slap , slap , slap of 6-in.  leather 
belts transmitting power from l O-HP 
and 1 5 -HP induction motors to the 
building's 1920s-vintage machines. To 
80-year-old John Freimuth, those are 
" real quality machines that aren' t  made 
anymore . "  A tall, white-haired gentle
man, Freimuth has been a cabinetmaker 
since 192 1 .  He started as a sander for a 
millworks in Peoria ,  Il l . , working on 
the 1 6-ft .  panel sander that now occu
pies a place in his own shop and is used 
daily. The job paid 25'  an hour for ten
hour days, six days a week. Manage
ment saw potential in Freimuth and 
moved him through the screen, frame, 
cabinet and finally the stair depart
ments before making him superinten
dent. It was 1934 and he received $165 
a month for managing 60 employees. 

In 1959 Freimuth started his own 
business, and soon Freimuth and Son 
Architectural Woodwork Inc. moved to 
the old red brick building . it now oc
cupies. Even today the building has 
practically no exterior identification, 
but that doesn ' t  seem to be a problem . 
Word of mouth keeps the shop busy. 

A typical business day finds Frei
muth answering the phone, waiting on 
customers at the counter, making plans 
and drawings, supervising the shop , 
conferring over bids and methods and 
often actually building cabinets or 
stairs. He moves through the shop with 
the respect accorded a local bishop who 
on a Sunday enters a small parish 
church unannounced. Held in awe, cer
tainly respected , Freimuth will peer 
over a craftsman's  shoulder to com
ment on his methods and offer advice. 
It may be friendly and welcomed, but 
the men are not sure if he completely 
approves of their work. " It 's  tough , "  
remarks one former employee, " be
cause John is so competent and knowl
edgeable you know he can do better 
than you , no matter how hard you try. " 

Freimuth has apprenticed many, in
cluding young people from Germany 
and Lebanon whom he's  helped to be
come American citizens. Currently, one 
man, a night foreman at a local truck
ing company, is not on the payroll, but 
is interested in cabinetwork as a hobby. 
He just comes and watches all day to 
learn. That's okay with Freimuth , who 
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Sixty years a stairbuilder 

is happy to teach anyone enthused 
about the craft. 

Freimuth's  specialty is stairbuilding, 
one of the most difficult and least un
derstood forms of millwork. In years 
past, the entry hall ,  with its elaborate, 
sweeping stairway, was the focal point 
of the home. Then, the price of a house 
was not measured in cost per square 
foot; quality came standard. Detailed 
decorations, the order of the day, re
flected a pride in stairs built to last . 
The art was passed on from master 
stairbuilder to apprentice. Today, with 
costs exorbitant and ranch houses pop
ular, stairbuilding is a luxury of the 
past, and craftsmen like Freimuth are 
rare . No one makes enough stairs to af
ford to teach an apprentice. Most books 
on the subject are long out of print. 
Narrow flights stuck on the walls of 
modern houses are nailed directly to 
the rough horses, and if they squeak, 
they just squeak. 

Freimuth is known for executing the 
impossible. He creates curves that text
books say can ' t  be done. His first and 
most notable creation, built in 1929,  is 
a double, self-supporting, curved stair
way (facing page , top) for the Centen
nial Building in Springfield, I l l .  " I t  
took us  six weeks to  build , "  he says. " It 
has 3-in.  stringers, a 6-in.  by 6Y4-in . 
handrail ,  and the balusters were turned 
from 3-in.  stock. It cost $ 1 , 500 . "  Much 
to his chagrin ,  most of this beautiful 
stair is now covered by partitions to 
make room for additional bureaucrats. 

More recently, for a home in Land 0 
Lakes, Wis . ,  he built a two-Story, cir
cular stair that cost $30,000.  Freimuth 
had to make several trips to supervise 
the installation because the carpenters 
in this small rural community had 
never assembled anything so complex 
before. It is 23 ft . tal l ,  12 ft . in diam
eter and built like a silo with laminated 
ash and spruce for wall staves . A struc
tural part of the house, it was assem
bled first and the floor joists tongue
and-grooved into the sides. It took a 
flatbed trailer to carry the stair from 
Peoria to Wisconsin . 

One of the fine points of stairbuilding 
is making a curved easement to connect 
one straight handrail to another or to a 
newel post. Freimuth explained how he 
uses a pitch block to simplify shaping. 
First he glues up the blank out of %-in . 
stock and slices its bottom face at an 

by Jon Gullett 

angle so the blank corresponds to the 
pitch of the stair. Then he transfers to 
the top face of the blank the outline of 
the curve from a cardboard pattern . To 
facilitate bandsawing this curve, he 
glues a pitch block having the same rise 
and run of the stair to the bottom of 
the blank. He bandsaws the outside 
curve first , planes it and squares it with 
the uncut top face, then does the same 
for the inside curve. 

The next step is to shape the top of 
the rail using carving chisels and a 
spokeshave . He stans at the top of the 
inside curve and eases away the waste to 
leave a section at the bottom of the 
curve whose top surface is parallel to 
the cut bottom surface of the blank . He 
keeps the top surface ,  along the whole 
length, square with the sides, checking 
frequently with a try square as he 
shapes. Once the top is smooth, he 
scribes the bottom with a marking 
gauge parallel to the top . Because the 
bottom has a twist, it has to be worked 
to final shape with a block plane and a 
spokeshave . With a router he · makes 
cuts that approximate the shape of the 
straight handrail ,  but carving tools 
must be used to bring the curved ease
ment to its final form . Total work time 
is about 16 hours. 

"There is no way to machine this 
kind of easement , "  says Freimuth . 
" Attempting to use a shaper is out of 
the question because of the small 
radius and the twist. One slip would 
destroy the piece, or lose a finger. It ' s  
just not worth the risk. It might be pos
sible to make a j ig if you were going to 
mass-produce the same easement, but 
I ' ve never made two easements the 
same. Each one is a custom job . "  

When asked about retiring, Frei
muth explains, "Whenever God nods 
his head at me, that' s  the time I put 
down my ruler. I was put here to work 
six days a week and that is exactly what 
I do. The seventh day is the Lord's . " 
Devoutly religious, Freimuth has con
structed altars, paneling and general 
millwork for churches throughout cen
tral Illinois. He seems to get the most 
satisfaction from this work . In his 
lifetime, he has taken only one or two 
short vacations, choosing instead, he 
says, " to relax with my work . "  0 

Jon Gullett, a writer and amateur 
woodworker, lives in Washington, III. 



Stairway (1929) for the Centennial Buzlding in Springfield, III. , is one of Freimuth 's first. Photo courtesy of the Illinois State Hzstoneal Library. 

PhOlOS: Ron Ragan 

A tn'cky aspect ofstairbuzlding zs making the compound curve of a handrazl that connects a 
straight section to a newel post. Freimuth transfers the curves to the face of a laminated blank 
and the nse and run of the stairs to a pitch block. Glued to the bottom of the blank, left, thzs 
pitch block faczlitates bandsawing the outside and inszde curves. Next he shapes the top surface 
with a carving gou$e, below, and a spokeshave untzl it zs smooth, perpendicular to the sides. 
Then the bottom face zs smbed wzth a marking gauge, below nght, and shaped. A router, 
bottom nght, roughs out the shape drawn on the easement end. 



Sculptural box in cherry, 14 in. long, by Mitchell Azo/f 0/ Waukesha, 
Wis. Azo/fsays he gets most sattS/action out 0/ designing, with each piece 
going through several stages on paper be/ore actual construction. By the 
time it 's a matter a/craftsmanship,  he 's thinking a/the next piece, anx
ious to start drawing again. Photo: Btll Lemke. 

Laminatedzebrawood, 12 in. long, by Robert Bolson a/Decorah, Iowa. 
Says Bolson, 'My hands are suited/or wood. I tned clay; it was too soft and 
loose. Metal was too ngtd. With wood, it gives, I give, and the result is 
something good ' Photo: Nancy Bolson. 

Music box a/cedar, 12 in. htgh, by Tom Raushke (© 1978) a/Elkhorn, 
Wis. , is also a puzzle with secret drawers and a removable pin em
bratdered by Karen Wiken. Raushke and Wiken collaborate on sculptural 
containers that contrast the natural sur/aces 0/ tree limbs with smooth, 
elaborately worked in tenors, /ull o/surpnses. Photo: Tom Rauschke. 

More Than a Box 
We usually think of a box as five or 
six pieces of wood joined together, 
the time and care spent on the joints 
determining the quality of the box. 
Last June, Mindscape Gallery in 
Evanston, Ill . ,  featured boxes by 
twelve artists in various media that 
showed what more a box can be. 
Most were sculptural, some incor
porating painting, metalwork or 
stitchery. And most of the wooden 
ones were not conventionally joined, 
but bandsawn by variations of the 
technique described on p. 64. Three 
of the best boxes are shown here. 


